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ABSTRACT
This thesis expands upon the understanding of the fundamentals of system architecting in order
to more effectively apply this process to engineering systems. The universal concern about the
system architecting process is that the needs and wants of the stakeholders are not being fully
satisfied, primarily because too few design alternatives are created and ambiguity exists in the
information required. At the same time, it is noted that nature offers a superb example of system
architecting and therefore should be considered as a guide for the engineering of systems. Key
features of nature's architecting processes include self-generation, diversity, emergence, least
action (balance of kinetic and potential energy), system-of-systems organization, and selection
for stability. Currently, no human-friendly method appears to exist that addresses the problems in
the field of system architecture while at the same time emulating nature's processes.
By adapting nature's self-generative approach, a systematic means is offered to more rigorously
conduct system architecting and better satisfy stakeholders. After reviewing generative design
methods, an algorithmic methodology is developed to generate a space of architectural solutions
satisfying a given specification, local constraints, and physical laws. This approach combines a
visually oriented human design interface (shape grammar) that provides an intuitive design
language with a machine (cellular automata) to execute the system architecture's production set
(algorithm). The manual output of the flexible shape grammar, the set of design rules, is
transcribed into cellular automata neighborhoods as a sequenced production set that may include
other simple programs (such as combinatoric instructions). The resulting catalog of system
architectures can be unmanageably large, so selection criteria (e.g., stability, matching interfaces,
least action) are defined by the architect to narrow the solution space for stakeholder review.
The shape grammar-cellular automata algorithmic approach was demonstrated across several
domains of study. This methodology improves on the design's clarification and the number of
design alternatives produced, which should result in greater stakeholder satisfaction. Of
additional significance, this approach has shown value both in the study of the system
architecting process, leading to the proposal of normative principles for system architecture, and
in the modeling of systems for better understanding.
Thesis Supervisor: Edward F. Crawley
Title: MIT Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and of Engineering Systems
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CHAPTER 1
SYSTEM ARCHITECTING: AN IMPERATIVE
IN TODAY'S TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Synopsis
Chapter 1 introduces the purpose of this thesis for expanding upon the understanding of system
architecting. The motivation for the thesis comes from the call for improving the rate of
successful designs that are realized to the ultimate benefit of society, or in particular, designs that
better satisfy the needs that drive the system architecting process. Due to the highly leveraged
impact potential of system architecting, even modest amounts of improvement in its
understanding and application could have exponential improvements in not only design success
rate, but also feedback in propelling a virtuous spiral of ever-increasing improvement. At the
present time, there are still gaps in the understanding of systems - how they are created as well
as those important properties to consider and manage in the development and evolution of
systems. In addition, the current practice of system architecting is impeded by a common set of
problems, leading to the research questions and goals that this thesis attempts to address. The
exploratory research presented here seeks to improve the engineering of systems by turning to
nature as a model for system architecture creation.
This chapter is organized into seven sections. The introduction provides background to show
how this researcher became interested in the field of system architecture, which leads into an
argument made regarding the vital role of system architecting for increasing the success of a
design and its development, even in cases to the extent of sustaining any kind of enterprise.
Insight into system architecting's contribution of value to stakeholders and society is presented.
The next section describes system architecture in its current state of practice. Commonly shared
problems in system architecting as found in the literature, discussions with experts, and from
personal experience are then discussed. An explanation of why nature might be used as a model
for engineering systems follows. Gaps or deficiencies uncovered in the literature review focus
the subsequent section's statement on the motivation of this thesis and its location within the
general research space. Chapter 1 ends with a review of the research approach used in this thesis
and finally of the organization of the chapters within this thesis.
1.1 Introduction and background
The subject of this thesis is system architecting, an early stage of design (which for purposes
here includes any kind of design). The importance of this subject is only beginning to be
recognized, having been observed in part by a lack of formal understanding. Essentially, a design
entails conceiving and developing a system, which in itself contains components that act together
to produce an output, including an externally delivered function, which is the design's purpose.
During the system architecting activity in human engineered systems , sketches are drawn,
foundational ideas are conceived, and decisions are made for pursuing the realization (or not) of
the conceptual design. However, in this thesis the meaning of the term design should be
considered as broadly pertaining to any activity (human or natural) that creates a pattern from
which systems are generated. The variety of system architectures is revealed in this list of
examples: a house, trip, airplane, a space exploration mission, atom, molecule, snowflake,
nanosystem, genome, bacterium, virus, plant, human being, wedding, committee meeting,
enterprise, standard operating procedure for a system, government constitution, painting, article
of clothing, musical composition, computational device, software program, and so on. Such
specific systems are concrete instances of a given system architecture. However, from a general,
or holistic viewpoint, the notion of system architecture can be considered abstract when one
thinks of a system architecture as a concept that incorporates the key characteristics within a
pattern from which to derive one-to-many possible outputs. At one level a system architecture
may be used to generate a solution to a specification, or at a higher level a system architecture
may collect and embody that information which is necessary to create a system and which can be
interpreted and applied for various concurrent and anticipated future outputs. Thus, a system
architecture is an abstraction of information for using matter and energy to develop a system. In
this respect, then, a system architecture in its broader meaning is the plan that encompasses the
activities of system architecting among the processes that are orchestrated to produce system
architectures that satisfy given specifications (see Figure 1.1).
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An overriding theme within this thesis is to convey how principles of nature's 1 self-generating
system architecting process can be applied for improving the engineering of systems to
successfully deliver value to the stakeholders. Nature's "bottom-up" approach proceeds to
develop simple system architectures in which primitive building elements are combined into
basic modules by simple rules and programs (see Section 2.2.4 on computational equivalence).
These initial modules are then combinatorically developed into higher-order and larger scale
modules by evolutionary or developmental time steps to reach a final system ensemble that
satisfies the specification per the physical laws of nature or as carried in the given genome. As a
system nucleates or develops from its seed,2 local rules operate within local neighborhoods,
leading to a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods 3 configuration prescribed by the complex of rules
within the physical world and/or in the genetic code, ultimately generating a "complete" global
system. The role for the human system architect is to determine the abstractions for primitive
building element(s), the rules by which primitives become basic modules which themselves
become progressively higher-order modules, the pertinent physical laws and constraints, the
organization of the total system's neighborhoods within neighborhoods, the configuration of
modules within these neighborhoods, and finally the relevant selection tests for the best system
architectures in the solution space. If the system architect can algorithmically describe a design
in this kind of detail for computer understanding, then the descriptions and expressions must be
rigorous and unambiguous, thereby formalizing an approach to the stage of system architecting
[1].
1.1.1 Personal background, experience and motivation
This researcher's background involved leading the conceptual and development design stage in
an engineering-manufacturing setting for 25 years, but not until taking a course in the System
Design and Management (SDM) program at MIT in 1999 did he understand that he was engaged
in system architecting, developing system architectures. For many years, the products of this
researcher's company were designed and developed as customized solutions, most of which
were, in retrospect, point designs to customer problems in a niche market with few or no
competitors. As the market and demand increased, the customized design and build approach for
increasingly complex systems caused the development time to lengthen. Costs always rose with
time. The customers' demands attracted competitors into this market, forcing the company's
consideration of improvements in the system engineering4 process and its associated
technologies and management in order to maintain the lead in this niche market.
For purposes of this thesis nature will be considered to encompass non-human generated systems although it is
recognized that nature truly does include humans and their endeavors.
2 See Section 2.2.7 Development from a seed.
3 See Section 2.2.3 System-of-systems equivalence to neighborhood-of-neighborhoods.
4 Defined by INCOSE in part as "an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful
system" [2, Appendix p. 8].
On the second day of the 1999 January opening segment of the SDM program, the entire
entering class taking the System Architecture course was divided into six-member design teams.
Each team was provided an identical box of parts with the challenge to design and build a system
meeting a given specification in four days, to be presented operating for a mock competition.
This product development exercise in compressed time highlighted many of the real-world
difficulties in designing and producing to a specification. Nevertheless, each team created a
viable system, and most notably, each solution was different. One could observe that each
system architecture possessed certain features that were comparatively better than the others.
Might it therefore be possible to combine some of these better attributes to create another system
architecture variation and then improve upon that one? One could certainly envision that these
design solutions were only a few out of many possible within a solution space of designs, all
satisfying the given specification. The questions raised in this researcher's mind were "How do
you create or find the best design?" "How do you know when you have chosen the best design?"
The word "chosen" of course indicates that there were options and that a decision had to be made
sometime during the design-build process. When and how was the decision to be made and
finally, what is meant by "best" design? In the real world these issues have been too difficult, too
abstract to address and consequently have been ignored in view of the reality of time pressures.
In addition, a design's success, or not, is determined most often after it is introduced to the
market. How do we significantly improve the probability that the product of the design will be
successful? What is meant by "successful"? The proponents of this relatively new field of system
architecture have spent considerable time considering the product development process, guiding
us to the notions that the stage in which our earliest concepts of a design solution are being
developed is the time when design decisions are being made, and hence the stage in which
significant creative and reflective thought should be solicited by management and supported by
time and budget. The questions now modified ask, which is the comparatively best system
architecture; what processes or procedures can help determine a best system architecture?
The last section in this researcher's SDM Master's thesis began to explore how to answer these
questions and inspired the pursuit of a doctorate in system architecture. This case study presented
an application of current best practices in system architecture, breaking past paradigms by
creating from scratch a flexible platform family of complex automatic fastening systems for
aerostructures as well as an enterprise architecture for expanding upon the core competencies of
the researcher's company [3]. Increasing competition and frustration with the old way of doing
concept and product development motivated the paradigm change from an informal, inefficient,
and sometimes ineffective approach for system architecting to one focusing on simplicity,
extensibility, modularity,5 and styles (families). However, the final chapter noted this
researcher's desire to consider a more formal, algorithmic methodology for system architecting in
the future, employing in combination the programming method of the genetic code, nature's self-
organizing processes, physical laws, and evolution's selective adaptive process. The conclusion
s See Section 2.2.8 Modularity.
envisioned the creation of many form-functions (used here synonymously with system
architectures) by rapid computation on a quantum computer or high-speed parallel processing
computer that could result in a close approximation to the ultimate best design.
While problems create needs, they can also create opportunities. Here specifically, the problems
encountered in this researcher's own real-world design-build experiences, his exposure to the
relatively new field of system architecture, and lifelong interest in science with the growing
conviction that natural systems are exemplary models of the system architecting process
altogether have provided reason and direction for this doctoral thesis.
1.2 The vital importance of syste archite cting in the design-build process
1.2.1 The critical first step of system development
Of all the decisions made in the design of any system, there is probably no more important a
decision than the choice of the system architecture. This critical stage of the product
development cycle is shown in Figure 1.2 as one of the first activities of any design (shown as
Stage 1).
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In this initial stage, pictures of ideas are drawn that consider the final design system solution. It
is the conceptual stage; no detailed design has yet been started, but alternatives of designs are
proposed and considered with the intent to satisfy a given specification and deliver the expected
value to the stakeholders. The term stakeholders in this thesis refers to anyone and anything
affected6 by the design (following the intent introduced by Ronald Coase [5] which refers to
those possessing "property rights" whose transaction costs are affected by the design). Globally,
the design affects the transaction costs of society. Although Coase discusses the negative social
consequences in referring to subsequent increased transaction costs of one party's action
affecting the efficiency of allocation of resources to neighboring parties, his notion can be
considered equivalently as the increasing value brought about by the action of a design on its
stakeholders. The value bestowed by the design can be positive or negative but on the balance is
intended to positively bring benefits at cost to the stakeholders and thereby improve the value
gain to society. This is not a zero sum game but rather an increasing positive net value to
society,8 the transferring of resources from uses with less to higher value in order to benefit
society.
It is increasingly being recognized that system architecting is the activity possessing the highest
potential leverage for creating value for all the stakeholders of the enterprise [6] affected by the
particular system being developed [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. There is a general belief among industry
practitioners and research scientists that 80-90% of the future success and cost of a design-build
product is determined during this initial system architecting phase of development. When the
design concept (system architecture) is "frozen," or decided upon, then most likely the eventual
cost and success of this design have been predetermined. Historically, most of the emphasis in
engineering has been on the detailed design, its optimization, implementation of the design,
manufacturability, its operation, and maintainability or serviceability. Although these
downstream processes are of considerable design and build importance, there is a diminishing
ability on the part of management or workers' efforts to significantly improve the probability of
success and reduce the cost of the "product" across these subsequent stages of development.
Costs incurred during the design and system development cycle typically rise in the shape of an
S-curve. Only approximately 6-10% (sometimes less) of the eventual cost of (investment in) the
designed system is incurred in Stage 1, whereas there is approximately a ten-fold increase in
each of the next two stages, leading to the adage that a $1 cost in Stage 1 is a $10 cost in Stage 2
and $100 in Stage 3. In fact, a study conducted by Boeing during the 1960's discovered that most
of the costs for a system development were committed during the preliminary design phase. In a
6 Affected means those whose transaction costs are changed by the design's existence in the marketplace.
7 The efficient allocation of resources occurs by means of written, unwritten and implied contracts between the
producer of the design and those receiving value from the design by benefit exceeding transaction costs.
8 The value of another producer's design to a competitor may be positive or negative. If the new design expands the
market, then both competitors benefit, or if the design disrupts the competitor by increasing his transaction costs,
it may threaten his survivability.
related finding regarding cost of changes, Boeing found that as a design progressed from concept
to production, the redesign costs increased exponentially while at the same time flexibility for
design changes declined exponentially [13]. Similar findings have been verified in the
automotive [14, 15] and other industries [16].
In the past, either too little emphasis or recognition was given by management to the importance
of this system architecting activity, or more often the importance of this initial stage of design
was acknowledged but the question of how to conduct system architecture development in a
better or more formal scientific manner was unknown. Emphasis by management and engineers
has thus been on the downstream phases, yet the opportunity for exponential gain in stakeholder
value exists in this first stage. Problems currently inhibiting a more effective process and
significant role for system architecting are discussed in a later section of this chapter.
1.2.2 Delivering value to the stakeholder
Economically a system architecture could be considered as the future streams of delivered value
to stakeholders discounted to the present value, 9 similar to the values of financial investment
instruments (except value can be any kind of benefit at cost). However, not all form-functions
are calculable in monetary terms, particularly with respect to nature's architectures. In addition,
it must be taken into account that a system architecture may very likely be required to change in
the future in order to adapt to anticipated and unanticipated changing technologies and market
demands. A normal financial investment analysis approach to deciding on good system
architecture is not sufficient as there are too many non-monetary considerations to include in the
discounted value calculation. An alternative approach would incorporate the present value as one
of several inputs to the design development decision-making process. Two of the steps in the
classical rational decision-making model [17, 18] are generating and then evaluating a significant
number of alternative courses of action to various scenarios [19] in order to expand the rational
boundaries of the decision. Here, an easy to use, time-saving algorithmic approach could be of
great assistance to system architects and management in this creative process. Importantly,
stakeholders must be involved in the decision-making loop to afford better consideration of the
complex factors that will determine the fulfillment of the design's purpose, delivering the
expected derived value of the design to these stakeholders.
To maximize its value (stakeholder benefits minus their transaction costs), a design should be
flexible for future adaptations, due to such events as changing stakeholder needs or
environmental conditions, by extension of the type of design or reconfiguration into different
designs using the same components. An extension example is a family of products such as a
commercial airplane that typically is introduced as a single product to mitigate cost and
9 How to discount future possible architectures to the present is not currently feasible, requiring seeing into the
future, or then collecting all the information required and dealing with outcome uncertainty which would be a
very lengthy process. However, approximating the present value is possible by scenario analyses of alternative
system architectures, examining their flexibility and extensibility under varying circumstances.
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investment risk, having a time delayed introduction of related products. Release of derivative
family product members depends on the initial market acceptance of the new product design, and
if acceptance is good, scale or other variations of the product design are released to serve
different market segments. Commonality of such aspects as components, facilities, human
resources, technologies, and manufacturing/assembly requirements is emphasized. An example
of reconfigureability is a set of components comprising a system that can come apart and be
reassembled intentionally to make a different system, such as a PC computer manufacturer
making several different products from common components or a space vehicle fuel tank that
can later be converted to serve as a shelter or storage unit on another planet after the space
vehicle has landed.
1.3 The system architecting process
1.3.1 Top-down and generative system architecting
The question arises, where does system architecting end and detailed designing begin? System
architecture can be thought of as the description and visual depiction of the concept that fulfills a
specification. System architecting may be viewed from two perspectives. The top-down concept
includes an analysis of the externally delivered function by the system, the identification of
forms, and the interconnection of the forms within the system's organization, all satisfying a
specification and thus composing a solution pattern but without detailed form-function. The
pattern constrains the combinatorics 0o of form and function although there are many system
architectures that could fulfill the pattern. In system engineering practice, the stage cutoff
between system architecting and detailed engineering occurs when explicit drawings are
produced for the actual production, instantiation, or "realization" of the system architecture.
However, as automation capabilities in digital design progress through
CAD/CAE/PDM/CAM/simulation,1' the boundary between system architecting and detailed
designing may become less distinct.
The bottom-up view is quite different and results in the generation of modules or subsystems up
to the "final" system-of-systems12 or system architecture, each satisfying the conditions imposed
by the surrounding neighborhood throughout its development. The generative process of a
system architecture starts from an initial state and, following rules recursively applied, develops
system architectures (new system states) at each step or point in time. If the rules are also applied
combinatorically, the result is a diversity of system architectures that might serve as solutions to
specifications, may altogether represent a stable pattern (which is a style) of system architecture,
and are capable of generating more architectures. Figure 1.3 illustrates this bottom-up process,
10 See Section 2.2.5 Enumerative combinatorics.
1 (Computer-Aided Design, Computer-Aided Engineering, Product Data Management, Computer-Aided
Manufacturing)
12 See Section 2.2.3 System-of-systems equivalence to neighborhood-of-neighborhoods.
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which begins with an initial condition and in this diagram reaches SAi.m, the style for the
development of possible system architecture solutions. The figure ties together the processes of
evolution (a change of the system architecture's style over time) and development (of an
individual system as one solution within a style). The sequential sets of rules and programs
(termed production set) that create a system architecture may change or evolve over time due to
random factors or changes in environmental conditions and constraints, leading to new rule
combinations and therefore new system architectures. The bottom-up aspect of evolution
involves the progression of changes to the increasing production set, and therefore its system
architecture style, from simpler production sets and corresponding system architectures, while in
development, more simple physical elements (primitives and modules) combine into more
complex modules or subsystems, which ultimately become organized into a complete system.
(See Appendix 1.9.3 for further discussion on relationships among system architectures.)
Evolution
of system architectures
Initial
Recursive
steps
Diverse
solutions
Figure 1.3 General Hierarchical Organization of an Evolution of System Architectures and
the Development of a Single System Solution
1.3.2 How system architecting is practiced today
As per Figure 1.4, the system architecting process within system engineering begins upstream
with a problem statement, which is a stakeholder expression or an assumption of a want(s) to be
satisfied. The description of the problem is of key importance since if the problem is ill-stated,
then the system architecture might not satisfy all of the wants. The specification is a formal
statement of the intent of the problem, describing the external function(s) the system is to deliver
and identifying the constraints, requirements, and "ilities"' 3 that the system must function within,
including the operating context. In order to provide the largest creative space for system
architectures, the specification should be written in a solution neutral manner. The function of
the system is decomposed into the different physical domains required for solving the problem,
and within these different functional domains there occurs a decomposition of alternative forms
for delivering the functions. This is the top-down procedure, which typically does not take
advantage of combining forms to deliver multiple functions. However, the step of aggregation
from the bottom-up may be conducted in order to reduce parts. Top-down decomposition can
lead to suboptimal separation of form-function while aggregating from the bottom-up may
provide opportunities for optimizing components by combining form-functions, especially if
judicious decision-making (human foresight) can be included in the generative process.
Preferably different alternatives of form-function are created to improve the likelihood of
selecting and producing an architecture that delivers the expected value to its stakeholders, but
currently, designs are usually created manually, which greatly limits the number of architectures
that can be generated within given time and cost constraints. The form-functions are evaluated
for individual functional performance and "ilities" with respect to the specification, the
alternative system architecture candidates are ranked, and then one is chosen by the designers for
development with approval from management, without necessarily involving stakeholders.
13 The "ilities" include reliability, maintainability, serviceability, stability, flexibility, sustainability, robustness and
others. See the section, "Glossary of key concepts used in this thesis" in Appendix 1.9.1.
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Figure 1.4 The Current Steps in the Practice of System Architecting
1.3.3 The components of the system architecting process
good system architecting methodology should consider the following components, expressed
abstractions of information and definitions of requirements, for stakeholder value delivery:
* system
* architecture
* specification
* holistic entity (system-of-systems)
* form
* function
o behavior
* organization (structure and interconnectivity)
* primitive building elements
* components and configurations for basic and higher order modules
* patterns and styles
* relevant physical laws
* intended environment, environmental constraints
.. I I
* stability/robustness' 4
* flexibility/extensibility
* aesthetics
* other "ilities"
* generation of many design solutions
* creativity: emergence and combinatorics
* latent stakeholder wants
* selection criteria for the best system architecture solutions
(See glossary in Chapter 1, Appendix 1.9.1, for an explanation of terms in the above list.)
1.4 Problems universally encountered in the application of system architecting
The problems associated with current practices of system architecture involve complicated
physical and psychological phenomena. The typical situation witnessed in product development
involves a state of high ambiguity, limited information, cost and time constraints, a non-uniform
language of system architecture for the design process and for stakeholder agreement on
selection of the concept, the consequent lack of clarity or misunderstanding, and the inability of
top management to spend their limited time in the creative and decision-making process except
for in the go/no-go stage gates. System architects must confront the dilemma that it is impossible
to consider all or even a major fraction of the possible system architectures satisfying the
specification, although it is preferable nevertheless to be able to generate many choices of
solutions from which to deliberate. A list of the problems universally experienced in this
beginning stage of design, system architecting, is presented below.
1.4.1 Too few alternatives
The first stage of design bears particular significance with respect to the high potential leverage
that management can exercise here on at least the go/no go decision regarding further investment
in the design configuration. Based on observation of many cases, however, management
typically shows a low capability or inclination to exert influence at this vital point in time. One
reason is that management cannot afford the time expenditure to work closely with system
architectural teams to conceptualize different possible architectures. A second reason is that there
is no formal process by which managers might participate. While this should be the stage of
highest creativity, the problematic consequence is that only one to a few concepts are offered to
management for technical consideration and investment decision-making. In actuality,
management might provide their most effective involvement in this very process of
conceptualization and selection of alternatives provided they are not inundated with too many
solutions and details.
14 See Section 2.2.6 Stability and robustness concepts.
1. Problem: Too few alternatives generated for comparison of cost and value (see for
instance [20, 21]), although too many becomes overwhelming [22]
1.a. Problem: Conservative mindset caused by limited time and budget
The system architecture team must also deal with the problem that there is generally a
limited schedule and budget that acts as a constraint on the creative process, resulting
in the generation of too few system architecture alternatives which then affects the
probability of success of the program. In addition, when a stakeholder is not satisfied
with a proposed solution or the requirements have changed, the schedule and budget
constraints may restrict adaptability to make changes. Time and money are either
conserved from the beginning for later unanticipated needs or spread out evenly
across the stages when, in fact, more effort expended in the first stage could yield the
best project solutions and lower costs in the long run.
1.b. Problem: Paradigms inhibiting the creative process
Designers, individually and as teams, tend to have paradigms (mental models and
design preferences) that inhibit the creative process that could lead to a diverse range
of solutions. Companies likewise have paradigms that seem to lead them to the
innovator's dilemma [23]. In fact, it is the constant drive for innovation, or new
designs and developments within the enterprise, that should propel sustainability and
call for the release from these paradigms, as was modeled by this researcher in [24].
There appears to be a need to balance creative solution development with
manageability of the numbers of designs generated, analyzed, and ranked in order to
realistically escape box-bounded thinking. These paradigms enter the system
architecting process from the individual designers themselves, the system architecture
team's collective paradigm (group behavior), the culture (written and unwritten
norms) of the total enterprise, and society's laws, regulations and industry standards,
which when combined heavily influence the way design is done, what is accepted or
not accepted, within the enterprise. Although good paradigms can exist, as in the
insistence on reuse of certain standardized parts, modules, and platforms to save cost
and time-to-market in the design and system development process, paradigms
nevertheless restrict the creative process of design. Clayton Christiansen (and earlier,
Thomas Kuhn [25]) has powerfully shown how restrictive paradigms can lead to
constraints on creative thinking and innovation within an enterprise, limiting or
paralyzing its adaptive survival behavior to outside threats and eventually leading to
its demise [23]. This paradigm problem might be termed the system architect's
dilemma to parallel Christiansen's innovator's dilemma.
1.c. Problem: Compulsion "to do" and "build" something at the start of a system
architecture project rather than first thinking through ideas
Again from observation, there appears under time and budgetary pressures to be a
compulsion "to do" and "build" something rather than spend time thinking (i.e.,
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create alternatives, evaluate and rank alternatives, iterate system architectures with
stakeholders' input) before committing large investments to the design-build process
[26, Section 2.2]. Design teams as well as managers responsible for these teams can
be overly optimistic and deceive themselves into a sense of early complacency (a
sense of well-being that the design concepting process is progressing well in meeting
stakeholders needs) when to the contrary, a heightened sense of open-minded focus
should be exhibited in this first development stage. This urgency should not be to
freeze on the concept but instead should be to generate creative alternatives from
which to select the system architecture(s) with the lowest probable expected cost and
highest probability of satisfying the needs and delivering the requisite value to the
stakeholders. When a system architecture team presents a project schedule chart that
claims they are ahead of schedule and below budget for this first stage, too often it
seems that this particular design and system development project will have mediocre
returns. Instead, the heuristic should be to encourage the design team to consume the
entire allotted flow time in considering many alternative design concepts, not
attempting to reduce any of the budgets for this stage. If cost and time are exceeded in
this first vital stage of design, consider these as low cost dollars compared to
downstream cost and resource overruns expended to fulfill the design into reality, or
even more so, to have to change the design downstream. Pressures to commit and do
something upfront too early must be resisted; this is a major responsibility of the
higher decision-makers in an organization.
1.4.2 Ambiguity
Another problem that design teams must currently deal with is a lack of clear information,
referred to by system architecture scholars as ambiguity [27]. The data can be overwhelming,
difficult to understand, conflicting, or difficult to keep current or even locate. The question is
how to organize the data into relevant information, then into useful knowledge in a timely
manner. There is also ambiguity caused by not completely understanding the real problem or its
requirements. This researcher believes that more can be done to disambiguate the system
architecting space using a formal and rigorous generative process for system architectures. On
the other hand, a certain amount of ambiguity can be valuable in encouraging creative thinking.
Therefore, the system architecting methodology should be able to provide sufficient structure to
properly direct the generative process as well as offer some degree of freedom from constraints.
2. Problem: Ambiguity in the system architecture space
2.a. Problem: Insufficient interaction between the system architecture team and
stakeholders during the design concept and selection process
Observations indicate that too often there is insufficient interaction between the
system architecture team and stakeholders during the design concept and selection
process, particularly to elicit their true wants. Identifying, ascertaining, and satisfying
the needs and wants of customers can be a complex and imperfect process. There
have been unfortunate lessons learned from technical excellence in meeting the
specification, but the specification did not properly represent the true wants of the
customers and other stakeholders. One case study is the unsuccessful Iridium design
development. 15 On the other hand, stakeholders seem to be good at expressing what
they do not want, especially when they experience a deliverable that fails in some
way to satisfy their wants, which at least permits an adjustment or adaptation to a
different solution path after the fact. A generative process that can yield a quick style
rendition of proposed system architectures for stakeholder response can save the costs
expended in pursuing dead-end designs that required considerable time and effort.
The marketing department along with system architects are charged with identifying
and defining, or more correctly predicting the wants and then accurately or faithfully
composing them into a solution neutral specification, which is a description of what
the system is to do, its function(s), constraints, requirements, and its "ilities." In
addition, enterprises must diligently understand their core competencies [28] and
align themselves to providing solutions to satisfy certain wants of stakeholders that
they believe they can better deliver than any other enterprise.
2.b. Problem: Difficulty analyzing stakeholder needs/wants
Describing the needs of stakeholders systematically, such as by Maslow's basic needs
hierarchy [29], is difficult for system architects and their associates. However, it is
confounded by the stakeholders themselves having difficulty describing their true
needs. Some marketing scholars have tried to separate needs from wants [30, p. 9],
characterizing wants as imperfect expressions (aka demands) by the stakeholders of
the real needs that must be satisfied. For instance, "one is thirsty" indicates the basic
need to quench; the person experiences a want for a drink. However, stakeholders
might not express or even understand their true needs fully or unambiguously (e.g.,
some latent need, unknown to the stakeholder). The need to quench the thirst can be
satisfied by many system architectures, water, coffee, etc. Which product offering
should the system architect design and produce? Producing a cup of coffee for a
stakeholder who is hot and dehydrated is not an acceptable solution but will work for
a customer who is mentally fatigued.
15 http://ardent.mit.edu/real options/de%20Weck%2OSvstem%2OStudv/unitl summary.pdf and www.iridium.com
2.c. Problem: Difficulty considering all relevant information in the system
architecting process due to its exponential growth
There is an exponentially increasing stock of knowledge and technology to consider
in the system architecting stage. Examples of this growth include the worldwide
number of scientific article publications [31, p. 158], the number of books published
[31, p. 163], and the number of patented inventions [32, p. 11], plotted in Figure 1.5.
The question becomes how to search and retrieve useful and pertinent knowledge
from this constantly growing and often changing wealth of information, then
incorporate it in a timely manner in the system architecting process.
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1.5 Nature as a guide for the engineering of systems
Natural systems (without the "hand-of-man" 16) are the exemplar in the realm of system
architecture, where evolutionary processes work to assure both diversity and unending
improvements in system design [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Every natural system originates from a
nucleation, or seed, and self-organizes as it expands through bottom-up development, following
a design plan according to a combination of physical laws, internal instructions, and
environmental interfaces. Evolution offers a potentially infinite rule space in combinatoric
explosion, and without any end-goal specification except for stability to achieve survivability.
These evolutionary and developmental processes appear to be algorithmic. In comparison,
engineering systems seek the "ilities" of natural systems, can operate from the top-down or
bottom-up (or even middle out), are directly targeted to meet a particular specification,
demonstrate "hand-of-man" throughout, and tend to work within a bounded rationality which
causes shortcuts depending on re-use and heuristics. Of note, there appears to be no algorithm for
the top-down system architecting process.
The study of nature has long yielded knowledge that can be employed for human developed
systems. 17 Throughout history humans have leaned on nature's examples to guide our thinking
about how to engineer systems. Pythagoras learned about proportionality and harmony from
musical sounds, which led to the recognition of the importance of numbers in understanding
nature. Aristotle observed nature's hierarchical classification system, originating the thinking
about differences, similarities, and interrelationships among all living things. D'Arcy Thompson
noted the analogy between biology, mathematics, and engineering systems, which inspired
thinking of the interrelationships between nature and engineering systems. Norbert Weiner's
discovery of the congruence of feedback systems in nature and closed loop servo systems which
lead to stability (homeostasis) within each of those systems has guided thinking in control theory
and information system development. John von Neumann chose the brain for inspiring
understanding of switching systems and computer design. Additionally, and important to this
thesis, was his development of the use of self-reproducing automata, which he referred to as
cellular automata. The notion of cellular automata was in part based on the computational theory
of Alan Turing, who also developed a mathematically based model of the biological process,
morphogenesis. Finally, John Holland has emulated the reproductive mechanism of nature to
generate engineering systems with the genetic algorithm technique.
16 The hand-of-man is defined as any computation that requires human intervention. Examples are separate
algorithms and procedures such as a finite element analysis, a determination that the sum of all the moments and
forces equal zero for the system to be stable. Nature would not perform an algorithmic computation to determine
strength, fracture points, stability or other separate logical computations. Nature counterbalances moments and
forces or corrects for imbalances such as too high or low concentration levels of a chemical by a feedback
regulatory system, and ultimately in biotic systems by survival (and passing on a successful system architecture)
of the fittest.
17 Paraphrasing Richard Feynman, the role of scientists is to discover how nature behaves and verify these
discoveries in the same or different circumstances, adding to the body of science [38, 39].
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Even simple biological organisms (e.g., a bacterium, an ant, a fly), are exquisite little "machines"
devised solely by nature's self-generative processes, 18 built at a scale and with sophistication
well beyond human design capability. On the cosmic scale, nature's ability to create fusion
energy through star formation and to form new elements by supernovae processes far exceeds
present human engineering methods. However, continuing progress in discerning nature's
methods may conceivably allow humans to harness the same methods and techniques for similar,
human-engineered systems, perhaps even making improvements on nature's methods.
Subsequent to the advances made by Wiener and von Neumann, relatively few scientists had
considered nature as a guide to the engineering of systems. However, a convergence of nature's
self-generating processes with the engineering of systems is now occurring in applications to
genetic and nanosystem engineering. In the long run, nature's lessons should be applied by
humans to many more types of engineering systems [26, p. 72]. The emphasis has been on
copying biotic evolutionary behavior, but all generative processes of nature might be tapped. If
biological nature in particular is the result of a complex of self-generating processes, themselves
comprised of simple rules and programs [40], then emulating these algorithms and adhering to
the same evolutionary and developmental principles could provide the generator for
specification-driven engineered systems.
1.6 Motivation for this thesis
Since ancient times humans have pondered the existence and behavior of things in their world.
The early observations, formalisms, and transfer of knowledge across generations by the
Chinese, Greek, Persians, and Egyptians became the basis for science and, in turn, technology.
The development of institutions of learning and the first printed book set the path for one of
human's greatest contributions to society, the ability to preserve and widely disseminate
knowledge by which future generations could benefit and continue to build upon. Today, the
internet, through its digital interconnectivity with repositories of knowledge and increasingly
capable search and retrieval systems, is accelerating the knowledge generating, accumulation,
and transfer process. Yet despite these profound accomplishments and the accelerating rate of the
stock of knowledge and technological creation at this time, there are still significant gaps to
human understanding of the basic fundamentals of systems, their complexity, and specific to this
thesis, their system architecture [41]. System architecting is at the core of creation since it entails
the germination of a concept upon which future development and evolution accrues. This thesis
is thus concerned with contributing to the formal understanding of the fundamentals of system
architecting in order to more effectively apply this process in the design-build world of
engineering systems for increasing the ability of a design to satisfy all its stakeholders.
18 See Section 2.2.9 Self-generation, self-organization, self-assembly.
1.6.1 Methodological gap identified in the literature
The search for information related to this researcher's interest area has been truly
interdisciplinary, delving within the fields of system architecture, evolution, computational
genomics, cellular automata, computational design (shape grammar), physics, mathematics
(combinatorics, abstract algebra and group theory19, and logic), computational science (formal
languages, grammars, and automata), control theory, information theory, artificial life and
intelligence, optimization, and economics. As a result of this literature search, described in detail
in Chapter 2, it was found that a user-friendly 20 method does not appear to exist that addresses
the universal, or normative, problems discussed earlier by emulating nature as the master system
architect and which therefore:21
> proceeds bottom-up in generating system architectures
> demonstrates diversity and emergence, allows for use of modularity, hierarchy, and
scalability
> takes a system-of-systems approach with simple rules within and across system levels
> incorporates physical laws and constraints in the rule sets for generation, minimizing the
"hand-of-man" in the process
> leads to decision-making in the selection of the comparatively best (or at least better)
system architectures
> for the system architect, uses an intuitive and yet formal design language paired with
computational power to generate a solution space of system architectures
> for the system architect, reduces ambiguity, satisfies a specification
> for the system architect, balances computational tractability with design opportunity
space for the emergence of creative solutions
1.6.2 The key issues in this thesis
The primary concerns addressed within this thesis are intended to contribute to this new field in
engineering systems towards the development of a science for what is currently the art of system
architecting [ 11]. The critical questions asked in this thesis include the following:
19 See Section 2.2.2 Symmetry and group theory.
20 user-friendly in terms of the generative design approach (the user does not have to concentrate on the mechanics
and complexities of the program to the distraction of focusing on the design problem, nor is the computational
program restrictively customized or potentially short-lived)
21 A mind map as shown in Appendix Figure 1.9 was used during the early stage of this thesis development to
collect and collate apparently disparate knowledge into related groupings, then transposed into a spreadsheet to
more easily assess where knowledge and methodological gaps might exist.
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1. How can nature's self-generative process serve as a guide for generating potentially
good system architectures? Can an algorithmic approach be developed for a
generative methodology to system architecting that goes beyond heuristics?
2. How might the system architect's dilemma be better addressed?
3. How can a large number of possible solutions satisfying a specification effectively be
generated in a reasonable time- and cost-frame?
4. Why emulate nature in system architecting?
5. Why use a bottom-up approach in system architecting?
6. How can an enormous solution space of diverse system architectures be narrowed for
practical review?
7. What is the significance of modularity, hierarchy, diversity, creativity, emergence,
and least action in system architecting?
8. What normative principles can be discerned for the system architecting of
engineering systems?
1.6.3 Thesis goals
Too often the needs-wants expressed or implied by stakeholders are not fully satisfied by designs
intended to solve their problem. This is a significant concern for system architecting, and as a
consequence there are several costs rendering individuals and society less well off. Invested
resources can be wasted or underutilized. Risk, as a function of the uncertainty of returns-on-
investment in a design, is higher because of the gamble on hoped for outcomes with less than
perfect information at the time of making the investment choice in a design. In some cases, the
entire existence of an enterprise is put at risk in the choice of a design because so much will be
invested in bringing that design to market, resulting in dependence on the returns of value. It was
emphasized earlier that system architecting may be the highest leverage activity of design.
However, there is limited rigor in the current system architecting process. All of these concerns
about the system architecting process today constitute the universally shared normative problem
that system architectures are not fully satisfying the needs and wants of stakeholders. The intent
of normative principles, therefore, is to solve the normative problem; in other words, normative
principles should indicate how the problem ought to be approached or solved [42]. The
compelling opportunity is that even small improvements in the system architecting process can
possibly yield exponential improvements in the success of a design. Therefore, there is a social
imperative to make gains in the understanding of system architecting and incorporate a more
formal methodology for system architecting.
22 See Section 2.2.1 The least action principle.
Thus as its primary theme, this thesis proceeds to explore generative approaches to system
architecting, seeking a method that applies nature's concepts and principles in order to generate a
very large diversity of stable system architectures that satisfy a given specification. An
algorithmic methodology that is inspired by nature's self-generating (developmental) and
evolutionary processes should expand the system architect's creative ability in a rigorous manner
and thereby respond to the problems identified earlier in the current state of system architecture.
Addressing the normative problem in system architecture, the goals of this thesis, then, can be
summarized as follows:
1. Provide a systematic means to more rigorously conduct system architecting by adapting
nature's approach to system architecting, developing an algorithmic methodology that
can:
a. analyze a given specification in a rigorous, physically legitimate, holistic systems
framework
b. automatically generate a significant number of system architectures satisfying a
specification in a timely manner
c. narrow the solution space to a manageable space
d. form the basis for further investigation with scientific and practical purposes
2. Validate/demonstrate this methodology in several domains
3. From application of this methodology, collect observations from which to postulate
normative principles to contribute to the science and application of system architecting
1.6.4 The research space of this thesis
The thrust of this thesis has been situated in the research space connecting the theory of language
and theory of computation with the two domains, the creation of natural systems and the creation
of engineering systems (human-made systems) (see Figure 1.6). With nature serving as the
model for system architecting in the engineering domain, nature's physical laws and generative
principles will be incorporated in a design language as described in Chapter 2, called shape
grammar, for the purpose of encoding the rules that will generate the system architecture. This
grammar or set of design production rules will then be transcribed into a nature-based
computational system, cellular automata, for the purpose of outputting a catalog of system
architecture solutions. The cellular automata act as the dual of shape grammar for machine
computation. The full rationale for the use of shape grammar and cellular automata is presented
in Chapter 2.
Figure 1.6 Context of this Research
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1.7 The research approach
This research follows a mixed methods qualitative and quantitative approach [43] conducted in
an exploratory manner wherein a problem statement and general goals were framed, but
objectives often were developed as preceding experiments uncovered new lines of investigation.
As will be introduced in Chapter 2, a new system architecture representation schema was
required to conduct the experiments contained in this thesis and be applicable for future research
endeavors in system architecting. After considerable review of possibilities, a shape grammar
and cellular automata methodology was developed and utilized as the means for analyzing
systems and synthesizing catalogs of system architectures by generative processes, expressing
physical laws and satisfying a given specification. System architecture domains explored
included lattice gas and fluids, static structures (bridges), the Chinese lattice/Greek meander style
(aesthetics), a circuit or routing system, and a nanosystem.
The general format of each chapter presenting one of these studies includes an introduction to the
domain subject and the motivation for that application, followed by a detailed layout of each
progressively developed experiment. Observations from the experiment are discussed, and a final
review contemplating the results concludes the chapter. Supporting information, such as those
algorithms and rules not already included in the chapter body text, is provided in each chapter's
own appendix.
The research approach in this thesis can be reduced to the parameter diagram in Figure 1.7,
starting with the specification as the input for system architecting. The uncontrollable parameters
are typically natural factors, such as environmental conditions or constraints and physical laws,
while the controllable parameters are human selectable, including the choice of primitives and
development of the rule production set. The output from the system architecting process is a
catalog of system architectures that are physically legitimate and satisfy the input specification,
which is the goal of the system architecting process, minimizing the variance of output with
respect to the specification intent.
Uncontrollables
- Not selectable by humans
Input
- Specification,
architectural style
Specified
Output
System Architecture
Goal is to minimize output
variance with respect to
the specification
Controllables
- Selectable by humans
Figure 1.7 Abstract p-diagram of System Architecting
The individual domain studies were conducted in a similar way to this design of experiments
approach wherein all inputs, controllable variables, uncontrollable variables, and outputs were
identified (see Figure 1.8). The outputs from each study were further examined to discover
results or patterns which might provide normative principles for system architecting.
Shape grammar
Cellular automata
Input: ~
1. Generating
lafnrithm
2. Specifications
from different
domains
Uncontrollables:
1. Physical laws
2. Combinatoric associations
3. Disturbances: degrees of perturbat
a. vibration
b. shock
Catalog
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2. Interconnection properties
3. Scale
4. Design rules
5. Narrowing strategies (symmetry
groups, fitness tests, least
action principle)
ion
Observation and analysis of
patterns related to:
1. Stability
2. Connectivity
3. Hierarchy
4. Diversity5. Internal differentiation
6. Modularity
7. Emergence
8. Dynamics in systems growth and
behavior
9. Efficiency (safer, more economical,
lean)
10. Creativity
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12. Self-generative growth characteristics
13. Flexibility
14. Sustainability
Figure 1.8 Design of Experiments for a Generative System Architecture
(dependent and independent variables)
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1.8 Rationale for the organization of this thesis
As described at the beginning of this chapter, Chapter 1 introduces the subject of system
architecting and existing problems in its application, while developing the motivation that
underlies this thesis. A glossary of key terms used in this thesis is included.
Chapter 2 submits theory and principles deemed foundational to this thesis. The brief review of
certain germane subjects, although possibly well understood by readers, nevertheless illustrates
their specific use here for the intended purpose of system architecting. The literature search of
nature-based system architecting approaches and of representation schema for system
architecture found deficiencies considered imperative for conducting the intended research,
leading to the construction of a methodology that would possess the capability to conduct studies
or experiments in the generation of system architectures. This shape grammar-cellular automata
methodology, referred to as SG --, CA, is described in detail. In addition, the rationale for the
experiments carried out is discussed.
Following the development of this new SG --, CA methodology for the study of system
architecting, Chapter 3 commences with a validation study that involved recomposing one of the
few, highly successful examples of cellular automata incorporating physics by using the
SG -+ CA methodology. After SG --+ CA produced results comparable to the lattice gas cellular
automata research, the next experiment in this chapter turned to simple bridge system
architectures using a block primitive with the SG --+ CA methodology. Because of the increased
solution diversity afforded by connectivity, a LEGO® brick primitive was substituted for the
block, yielding 27 system architectures for bridge columns. These simple columns were
incorporated as modules for combination into 729 higher-order modules used to "build" the
simple bridge.
The studies within Chapter 3 employed a limited geometry, and it was clear that to be generally
useful, the SG -, CA capability must be expanded to accommodate any shape. Consequently,
Chapter 4 introduces techniques for defining and constructing shapes in both visual form for
human comprehension and management and in abstract form for machine computation, leading
to visual output of system architectures after the computation. A demonstration experiment is
described that changed the brick to line primitives, from which basic truss system architectures
were created following the same procedure in Chapter 3 for generating modules from bricks.
Chapter 5 analyzes a design style for the purpose of capturing the inherent patterns for use in
generating catalogs of system architectures based on that style or pattern. Being able to analyze
and thereby understand different styles is deemed important for generating the creative space of
system architectures and their system configurations within the style. This chapter builds on the
brick module system architectures generated in Chapter 3 to create system architectures
patterned after the style of Le Pont du Gard and then shows different ways to manage or narrow
the potentially enormous solution space to a more practical size for stakeholder choosing. The
hybridization of styles is discussed.
Chapter 6 begins with the analysis of a style based purely on aesthetics, with seemingly no
apparent function, in order to experiment with this style and generate a catalog of aesthetic
designs based on the style. An investigation of the creative and solution spaces for the Chinese
lattice or meander designs was conducted to better understand them. A basic evolutionary
computation technique and random search were compared to enumerative generating in order to
better understand when and how to select different solution space searching techniques to
expeditiously locate the unique system architecture solutions. Then, it was noted that the selected
aesthetic subject could be associated with circuits and routing problems, which led to a problem-
solving experiment with a challenging engineering scenario, the generating of a solution space
for the real-life system architecting of underfloor heating systems.
Chapter 7 applies the SG - CA approach within the domain of nanosystem architecting for the
engineering of carbon structures using nature's self-generative processes. A two-part system
architecting experiment was performed to examine different hypotheses regarding the self-
generation of graphene, at the same time illustrating the usefulness of the SG -- CA approach
for hypothesis testing.
Chapter 8 summarizes the research studies contained in this thesis with respect to the
fundamental questions and goals presented in Chapter 1. The significant observations are
reviewed, and normative principles are developed for the purpose of improving the
understanding and application of system architecting to the engineering of systems.
1.9 Appendix
1.9.1 Glossary of key concepts used in this thesis
o Balance, equilibrium: Least action is essentially a formulation of energy that states that
the two components of energy, kinetic and potential energy, must be in balance at all
instances of time and space. By balance this means that the relationship of kinetic and
potential forms of energy at each and every infinitesimal spacetime must cancel each out
to zero. This form of equilibrium condition surprisingly applies even for moving objects
and fields. The implications of this principle turn out to be the conservation laws of
mechanics and the symmetry of nature [44].
o Cellular automaton: A cellular automaton is defined as a parallel processing
computation machine that has a neighborhood of finite state conditional rules which can
model physics in time and space and accepts regular languages. These rules collectively
determine the state of the system at the next step function and when applied repeatedly
evolve the state of a discrete static or dynamical system. A rule, which can consist of a
logical computation and/or pattern match (such as to a list structure; see definition of list
structure below), is applied to each cell as based on the values of cells in its defined
neighborhood in order to determine the cell's value at the next step. Cellular automata is
the plural form.
o Combinatorics: The counting of the number of things (objects, functions, and processes)
in a finite set is the basis of enumerative combinatorics [45, p. vii] while the number of
different ways the parts in a set can combine serves as the basis for diversity and
creativity, as utilized within this thesis; a computational process for combining elements
that acts on primitives, modules, and configurations; subtypes include enumeration of all
combinations, random computation of some combinations, evolutionary computation
with selected combinations.
o Compartmentalization: Compartmentalization is a partitioning operation to physically
group parts or modules together in such a way as to better resist forces from outside
disturbances, or as protection against spreading failure of the system. It is observed that
biotic nature uses segmentation as a kind of compartmentalization.
o Computational equivalence: The principle of computational equivalence states that all
processes, whether artificial or spontaneously generated by nature, can be considered as
discrete computations [40, p. 715 and 729].
o Configurator: Physically appropriate modules serve as inputs to a combinatoric function
for a particular style template, which becomes a configurator for generating the
configurations of the style. The output of the configurator is a catalog of designs based on
the style and specification.
o Configuration: A configuration is an instance of a system architecture.
a Connectivity: Connectivity is the relationship process determining how combinations go
together; defined here as (disconnected, dependent, independent, interconnected) and
based on how the combining parts connect. Some combinations will be viable (stable,
useable for a specification) and others will not; the rules in the local neighborhoods of the
combining parts will specify the type of connectivity.
u Creative space: A creative space is the set of all specification driven system
architectures (form-function - combinations) enumeratively generated.
o Creativity: Creativity is a function of combinatorics acting on form and function to
generate diversity and speciation. Since combinatorics is mathematical and formal, it
becomes possible to algorithmically generate creative spaces. Automatically generating
creative spaces of system architectures that satisfy a specification and obey physical laws
may provide novel solutions beyond human ingenuity, surmounting time limits, budget
constraints, and existing paradigms.
o Degree of stability: The degree of stability (DOS) of a given module is the resultant
moment acting on the pivot or tipping point. The number of bricks in each column of a
module is totaled and multiplied by the column's distance (number of cells) from the
pivot edge of the base. The exterior column sums (tipping side) are subtracted from the
interior column sums (non-tipping side) for the resultant moment. The larger the absolute
value, the greater the degree of stability (positive difference) or instability (negative
difference).
o Design: The meaning of the term design as a verb should be considered in this thesis as
broadly pertaining to any endeavor (human or natural) that creates something. As a noun,
design is the output of the creating process.
o Diversity: Diversity of form-function occurs as a result of combinatorically applying
recursive steps of the properly sequenced blocks of cellular automata for the generation
of higher-order combinations, thereby obtaining different system architectures intended
for the same specification.
u Efficiency: Efficiency is the ability of a system architecture to deliver the external
function with less energy, greater leanness, ergo least action. The lower the action (least
action principle calculation), the higher the efficiency of the system and its leanness.
o Emergence: Emergence is a special type of combination that creates a phase change
composition greater than the sum of the inputs. Emergence can be utilized to create new
form-function's for advancing the system architecting process. Combinatoric reuse of
modules as nature does results in an explosion in the system's design space, a positive
outcome as far as providing creative freedom for the outcome of new properties or
components (forms and functions) that cannot be humanly foreseen or planned.
o Evolutionary computation: This form of computation emulates the Darwinian
evolutionary process of improvement by natural selection, using genetic and phenotype
operators for a fitness function (survival of the fittest), an initial population, crossover
(genomic recombination), and genetic mutation with and random parameters.
o Form: Form refers to the shape of an object.
o Function: Function refers to what the object does.
o Form-Function: Form-function (F-F) is used synonymously with system architecture.
i Genome, Turing tape: The genome contains the genotype or production set and for the
purposes of this thesis is also viewed as a Turing tape containing the memory for the
sequence of instructions to produce the phenotype, or system.
L Genotype to phenotype: This system architecting process provides a code which directs
the generation of a system. The genotype is the instruction set for a kind of system
architecture configuration. The phenotype is the configured system generated from the
genotype.
L Group: The theory of group representation is a mathematical language for describing
symmetries of the physical world. The mathematical representation for symmetry is a
group, which is a set of elements related together by a rule [46]. Groups provide a means
to separate sets of objects by their invariance.
L3 Hand-of-man: Hand-of-man refers to a human intervention or adjustment that helps
make a problem soluble (as in narrowing the solution space to avoid unnecessary
computations that nature would otherwise carry out). Hand-of-man may also refer to any
computation that would not occur in nature. Examples are separate algorithms and
procedures such as a finite element analysis, or a determination that the sum of all the
moments and forces equal zero for the system to be stable. Nature would not perform an
algorithmic computation to determine strength, fracture points, stability, or other separate
logical computations. Nature utilizes feedback in regulatory and homeostatic systems, as
well as survival of the fittest genotypes, to correct, accommodate, or eliminate
instabilities.
L Hierarchy: A hierarchy is a type of organizational structure characterized by order. A
system might be decomposed into a subordinated and nested tree hierarchy (one system
contains a number of subsystems, each of which are composed of subsystems, and so on)
or a subordinated but not nested hierarchy of interconnected subsystem layers (each
arising from a base layer and possibly serving as a base for another), in addition to a
hybrid of these forms. (A network organization of interconnected subsystems differs from
a hierarchy in that it does not contain subordination.)
o Intent specification: The formal and informal rationale and representation of goals,
design requirements, and constraints to solve a problem (preferably expressed in a
solution neutral manner) constitutes the intent specification.
L Interconnectivity: Interconnectivity is the degree of reciprocal linking between and
among primitives, modules, and neighborhoods.
L Least action principle: Nature appears to always take the minimum action path or seek
the minimum state. The fittest (most efficient) form-functions developed by nature's
processes adhere to the principle of least action. The least action principle may possibly
be the most fundamental explanation of behavior in nature and as such could serve as an
intuitively heuristic pilot for design practice. Least action is essentially a formulation of
energy that states for a natural system the two components of energy, kinetic and
potential energy, must be in balance at all instances of time and space. Balance then
means that the relationship of kinetic and potential forms of energy at each and every
infinitesimal spacetime within the natural system must cancel each out to zero. The least
action principle implies that a system in a least action configuration displays both
symmetry and conservation in physical systems and acts locally within a global
interconnection of system-of-systems (or formulated in this thesis as a neighborhood-of-
neighborhoods).
o List structure: Lists are a construction of objects represented in collections, sets, arrays,
and sequences of any form and of any size, herein delimited by curly brackets { } to
make a list structure. Functions operate on lists creating interoperability [47, 48].
o Module: A module is a quasi-independent, interconnected group of parts which
altogether constitute a holistic functionality and which can be reused in composing the
system. It is believed that modularity is a key property of hierarchical construction.
o Multiway system: In general, a multiway system is an enumerative combinatoric of the
specified replacement that generates all possible paths in a causal network.
o Neighborhood: A neighborhood is a system of interacting objects with its boundary
determining the size of the neighborhood as a closed system. The output produced by this
interaction is controlled by the conditional rules that constrain the behavior of the parts
within the system. This interaction is deemed to be local since the system has a limited
range of distance within which the parts interact, depending on the physics of the parts
within the system. The neighborhood itself can be nested within a larger system or
connected to other neighborhoods in a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods.
o Neighborhood-of-neighborhoods: A neighborhood-of-neighborhoods is comparable to
a system-of-systems but is based on a neighborhood as defined above.
o Organization: Organization entails an order of arrangement among constituent parts that
specifies which parts are interrelated and how.
o Part: A part is a specific form which may be a primitive shape or a higher-form module,
composed of primitives and/or lower-level modules based upon the level of abstraction
used in the reference. The meaning of the word "part" is relative to the context in which it
is used. A "part" is irreducible if it cannot be taken apart. However, a part may also be
abstracted to mean many parts connected together; an assembly of parts may be referred
to as a part.
o Redundancy (two meanings used): Redundancy can mean (1) an unnecessary
duplication which can be eliminated, or (2) another path or multiple paths for transmitting
force.
o Robustness: Robustness is the ability of a form to carry out its function across a diverse
range of environments/conditions, going beyond the norm to resist or adapt to random
variation. Increased complexity seems to be necessary for robustness, but increased
complexity may not necessarily endow robustness.
o Selection/fitness/survival: The act of finding the system architectures that best satisfy
the specification is variously called selection, fitness, or survival testing.
o Self-organization, self-generation, self-assembly: These terms are used synonymously
with self-architecting (note, self-generation refers to nature-based systems; for human
designed systems the term generation is used instead).
o Self-architecting: Self-architecting is synonymous with self-organization, self-
generation, self-assembly, which refer to the automatic generation of system architectures
without the direct influence of "hand-of-man" while obeying physical laws.
a Self-similarity: Self-similarity is a nested repetition of simple rules and programs that
may vary in scale.
o Shape grammar: A formal generative approach that has been applied to creating
architectural forms based on systems of rules for characterizing an intended structure,
shape grammars are a geometrical design adaptation of Noam Chomsky's formal (phrase
structure or transformational) grammars [49]. Thus, shape grammars are systems of rules
for characterizing the composition of designs in spatial languages. Shape grammar is a
precise and at the same time intuitive methodology in the visual medium for generating
languages of design that allow visualization of the desired form and function of the rules.
A shape grammar includes a vocabulary of shapes and a set of spatial relations to control
the positioning of shapes in the vocabulary. The shape rules are created and applied
recursively starting with the initial shape, generating designs which are grammatically
correct sentences in the language. Operations and transformations may be applied to the
shapes and the rules themselves.
o Shape: A shape is a discrete geometric form which can include points, lines, planes, or
solids in sets of independent forms or combined together as groups.
a Solution space: The solution space within the creative space (see definition above)
contains those system architectures that have been selected out to satisfy the given
specification. The application of "fitness"/stability rules or other criteria narrows the
creative space down to the solution space.
a Specification: The specification is a solution neutral union of system requirements,
regulations, environmental considerations, and other constraints as agreed upon with the
system stakeholders. The specification document is derived from a due diligence process
of capturing the needs, wants, and goals of the associated stakeholders in a problem
statement that is to be solved (or satisfied). The document informally (intents) and
formally expresses the purpose of the system to be conceived, designed, implemented,
and operated, particularly its function(s), and "ilities." 23 The specification is the key input
to the system architecting process.
a Stability: Stability is the ability of a form to carry out its function as intended in
"normal" operating conditions/environment, to resist systematic variation. However, it is
believed that there are degrees of stability depending on the amount of perturbation
required to render the system unstable. The greater the perturbation required, the higher
the degree of stability, which is presumed to arise from greater robustness.
a Stakeholders: Stakeholders refers to anyone and anything affected by a design.
23 The "ilities" include reliability, maintainability, serviceability, stability, sustainability, robustness and others. See
MIT Engineering System Division definitions in the definitions section of Chapter 2.
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o Structure: The organization of interconnectivity among shapes comprising a system
architecture is its structure.
o Style: Shape grammar can be used as an analytical device for discerning the style of a
class of architectures. A shape grammar of a style can be defined by observing possible
repeating patterns, a certain ordering of form, a uniformity (i.e., groups,
interrelationships, modularity), shared properties and characteristics, symmetries and
asymmetries. More than one shape grammar may define a given style.
o Style template: The style template describes the pattern of a class of system architecture.
o Symmetry: The concept of symmetry used in this thesis builds on the description and
definition supplied by Weyl [50] and Feynman [51, Vol. 1, Chapter 52] that if an
operation is performed on a system which leaves the system unchanged, then the system
has symmetry.
o System: A system comprises a set of form-functions that by their organization interact to
deliver a function different from those of the components. (The whole is greater than the
sum of the parts.)
o System architecture: A system architecture is a concept design which creates a system
to satisfy a specification. The activity of system architecting occurs as an initial and
potentially highest leverage stage of design. Specific to this thesis: a system architecture
becomes the pattern by which building elements (primitives and/or modules) will be
combinatorically organized or interrelated in order to operate together in delivering
external functions. Actual solutions using different combinations of these elements are
then generated from which stakeholders may choose.
u System-of-systems: A system can be viewed as acting within or connected to other
systems as an interactive set of systems; everything is connected to everything across
spacetime (holistic systems view), albeit with differential effects at various times. The
system-of-systems approach has been adopted to manage complex, highly automated, and
human-machine systems [52]. In this thesis system-of-systems is formulated as a
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods.
o Worldline: The least action 'configuration path' is the worldline (here, the most efficient
system architectures that satisfy a given specification).
o MIT Engineering Systems Division definitions: In addition to the definitions provided
above, other terms as used by the MIT Engineering Systems Division and in this thesis
may be found in [53].
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1.9.3 How system architectures may interrelate
An alternative view of the system architecture generating process (evolution) is to consider the
effects of external and internal constraints (selection criteria) at each step. Constraints are either
controllable or uncontrollable. Each of the system architecture solutions in Figure 1.3 can be
considered as belonging to a nested hierarchy of levels from less to more constrained, as seen in
the example in Figure 1.10. Here, the SAI.o24 system architecture becomes the pattern that
combinatorically generates other system architectures within its space, such as SAI.m. Actually,
at SAI.o there are various system architectures that may satisfy that level's specification. The
issue becomes that of determining the sequence of restrictions that ultimately develops the
system architecture solution having the properties that satisfy the final specification. When
additional constraints are added, the system architecture space is reduced from SAI. 0 to SAI.I. By
continuing to add constraints in steps, the size of the system architecture space diminishes until
SAI.m is reached, the selected system architecture. The decision as to when SAi.m has been
reached is the responsibility of the management and system architects with acceptance by their
stakeholders.
Figure 1.10 utilizes a nested hierarchy of system architectures to illustrate one system
architecture that developed within the broadening eukaryotic system. This hierarchy of life has
produced the diversity of speciation (form-function) found in the animal, plant, and fungus
world. Eukaryote can be viewed as the SAI.0, including within its space all organisms in life
except for prokaryotes (single cell bacteria and archaea). As of current knowledge there are eight
disjoint subsystem architectures within SAI.0 [54]. This architecture generated an enormous
variety of system architectures over time, which has since been reduced by the constraint of
survivability. The nested pattern is quite evident throughout the eukaryote family, where
increasing restrictions are placed on each successive subsystem architecture. The only restriction
on the eukaryote category itself is that its genome must be bounded by a membrane and there
must be organelles connected by networks within every cell [55]. The phylum Chordata (all
vertebrates) is located several levels deeper following increasing restrictions, yet this phylum
architecture also has many alternatives within its space of design (fishes, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals). The most recent restriction added to reach this level is possession of a
notochord. Several more steps of restrictions placed on each succeeding system architecture
results in Mammalia, again yielding a large space of diverse system architecture alternatives.
One such design is that of primates, with 201 alternatives currently living. Further successive
applications of constraints to this architecture produces Hominoidae, which includes Homo
sapiens or the human species [56], the only surviving example. Through combinatorics (sexual
reproduction), there are over 6 billion human system architecture solutions living today at this
most advanced system architecture level in the eukaryote hierarchy.
24 SAI.o is read as system architecture in domain 1 at level 0.
Figure 1.10 Example: Nested Hierarchy of Eukaryote System Architectures
Chemical - A
Electrical ---+
Software - A
Hydraulic -+ A.
Climate, atmosphere ----+S
Mechanical -- ••
Other -.- S-I
Figure 1.11 Disjoint System Architecture Based on Different Physical Domains
The system architectures in Figure 1.11 are constrained to their physical domains.25 Within each
domain is usually a range of alternative system architectures for solving problems in various
contexts. However, it is typical that these different physical domains will overlap, causing
25 Assuming software is physical.
conjoined system architectures that add significantly to the size of creative spaces and
complexity (seen in Figure 1.12).
Figure 1.12 Conjoined System Architectures from Different Domains
CHAPTER 2
RELATED THEORY AND CONCEPTS TO THIS THESIS
Synopsis
Chapter 2 contains six sections including an introduction and then description of the principles of
natural (without "hand-of-man") design as relevant to this thesis. A brief review and comparison
of system architecture representation, modeling methods, and tools is presented, indicating where
problems exist in these generative systems. In an attempt to address the identified issues, a
system architecting generative methodology is offered using shape grammar and cellular
automata. The subjects of shape grammar and cellular automata are separately discussed,
compared, and then combined for a bottom-up algorithmic approach for generating system
architectures. A staged approach for implementing the shape grammar-cellular automata
methodology used for subsequent experiments is described, followed by a rationale for the
choice of experiments in this thesis. The appendix provides a brief history of the principle of
least action and more detailed discussion of least action equations, and a comparative analysis
matrix for the different system architecture representations schemes discussed.
2.1 Introduction
In order to understand the techniques, uses, and problems of approaches to the study of
generative system architectures, several different theoretical roots required in-depth study. The
purpose of this chapter is to establish the connections of this thesis to its foundations and serve as
a review for the reader to facilitate an understanding of the research conducted here. The topics
discussed in this chapter serve as the basis for the development of the shape grammar to cellular
automata 26 approach as applied for generative and self-organizing system architectures. Since
each subject noted below has a large content and is in most cases thoroughly addressed in the
literature, this chapter only imparts the relevant theory and literature pertinent to this thesis.
2.2 Principles of natural design relevant to this research
It is the intent of this section to bring together the least action principle and other key system
concepts with the techniques of shape grammar and cellular automata into a single methodology
for the study of system architecting. In order to model nature as a system architect, this pursuit
started by examining nature's approach to the creation, development, selection, and preservation
of its system architectures during the generative process. Those principles of natural design that
are important for this study are discussed below with respect to their relevance and application.
26 In this text the reader is introduced to the combination of shape grammar and cellular automata as "shape
grammar to cellular automata" which also is referred to equivalently in later parts of the text as "SG -- CA"
2.2.1 The least action principle
As an axiom in this thesis, it is believed that the physical mechanics of a system architecture
created by nature (not human design) can be described and predicted by the principle of least
action. To help substantiate the validity and applicability of the least action principle as a
foundational principle for this thesis, a short explanation and history of least action is provided.
2.2.1.1 Introduction
The principle of least action takes on an important role in explaining self-generating organization
in nature's system architectures, where it involves taking the minimum action path or seeking the
minimum state. The fittest (most efficient) form-functions developed by nature's processes
adhere to the principle of least action. Least action can also be regarded as the essential
complexity of a system to perform its function successfully. Of an almost infinite space of
combinatoric possibilities or paths, why does nature select certain system architectures and paths
of motions over others? This selection seems to be based on energy [57, p. 28] and balance-
seeking. The least action principle may possibly be the most fundamental explanation of
behavior in nature and as such could serve as an intuitively heuristic pilot for design practice.
Least action is essentially a formulation of energy that states that the two components of energy,
kinetic and potential energy, must be in balance at all instances of time and space. By balance
this means that the relationship of kinetic and potential forms of energy at each and every
infinitesimal spacetime must cancel each out to zero. This form of equilibrium condition
surprisingly applies even for moving objects and fields. Kinetic and potential energy thus
constitute the information needed to determine the minimum action by nature. The implications
of this principle turn out to be the conservation laws of mechanics and the symmetry of nature
[44]. It should be noted that although the least action principle is generally comprehensive in
explaining and predicting the governing behavior of natural phenomena, its use in this thesis is
invoked on a basic physics and/or heuristic level. However, its foundation could be capable of
supporting future investigations into system architecting. What is meant by the principle and how
it is applied can vary from one circumstance to another as will be demonstrated in the different
domain studies in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
Least action was first proposed as a principle by French scientist Maupertuis in 1740 although he
was preceded by Fermat's discovery around 1650 that light always follows a least time path [58].
In 1744, Euler published a geometrical study and application of least action which he called the
calculus of variations. 27 For detailed discussions on the least action principle, see [1, 51, vol. II,
chapter 19-460, 61]. The principle of least action is quantitatively defined by the calculus of
variations methods using the extreme minima. The roots of least action and of the calculus of
variations proceeded on different trajectories until Euler merged the two tracks to formalize the
metaphysical notion of least action into a quantitative expression [62]. Lagrange then formulated
Euler's geometric description of least action [63] into an abstract algebraic definition starting
with action. The term action has played an important role in physics, referring to the relationship
of bodies in the presence of each other. The "action" as defined in the Lagrangian expression
27Hanc [59] provides a tutorial on the Euler's calculus of variations for solving a brachistochrone type problem.
(2.1) is the time integral configuration of infinitesimal spacetime differences of kinetic and
potential energy.
Action: L = - 2 (inal state) (KE - PE)dt (2.1)t1 (initial state)
where,
L is Lagrange's symbol for action, KE is the kinetic energy, and PE is the potential energy of the
system at each infinitesimal time step, integrated from time tI, the initial state of the system, to t2,
the terminal state to the system. The initial and terminal states may be chosen points in spacetime
of static or dynamic systems.
The Euler-Lagrange formulation of the least action is a calculus of variations equation:
Least Action: Lmin = min m (KE - PE)dt = 0 (2.2)
Of all possible configuration states of the system from time tl to t2 in expression (2.2), nature
consistently appears to select the state with the least action, whether it is a static or dynamic,
simple or complex system. Hamilton applied a Legendre transformation to Lagrange's equation
to more easily provide for first-order numerical solutions compared to Lagrange's difficult to
solve second-order equation [64, p. 167], also termed Hamilton's first principle [65].
Least Action: Smin = f1 2(T - V)dt . 0 (2.3)
where,
S is the Hamiltonian action of the system, T is the kinetic energy, and V is the potential energy.
The 6 is an infinitesimal difference of the configuration state at each infinitesimal time difference
from t, to t2 of the system from the real (nature's chosen) configuration.
To further emphasize the appropriateness of the least action principle as a foundational principle
for this thesis, a short history of least action is provided in Appendix Section 2.6.1, followed by a
more detailed discussion of the least action equations in Section 2.6.2.
2.2.1.2 Balance and equilibria
The interest over recent years in the study of the nonlinear mechanics characteristic of most real
systems (including chaotic, fractal, turbulent, many body, highly interconnected, complex
dynamical) has led to questioning of the utility of single position-dependent optimization and
determining single point maxima and minima rather than considering the entire time path (the
worldline) of a design. The worldline is likewise the least action configuration used to refer to
the path of motion of an object as well as the system architecture configuration or path taken by
nature [66, 67]. The term 'balance' seems to better characterize how systems maintain stability in
a changing environment. The homeostasis of organisms refers to this balance of internal system
stability with respect to a changing environment.
The connection between balance and optimization may be found in the investigation of
instantaneous equilibria of nested systems. In a balanced system-of-systems it is postulated that
the kinetic energy and potential energy must be in equilibrium at all instances in time, the
fundamental assumption of the least action principle. The motion of bodies exhibiting this
balance can be represented as (2.4) and (2.5).
,n=1 KE = Zn-1 PE, at every point in spacetime (2.4)
or equivalently,
n= (KE - PE) = 0 (2.5)
where,
n is the number of entities in motion, KE is the kinetic energy, and PE is the potential energy of
each entity.
The merged minimization2 8, optimization (instantaneous equilibria of systems within systems)
function using the least action principle appears to characterize the balance sought in efficient
system architectures. The term 'lean' might be more rigorously represented by this use of the
least action principle for determining the system architectures possessing the best combination of
economy and design configuration, or balance. Least action represents the minimum of
equilibrium states of a system in motion or at rest. From observations of nature, the least action
also represents the least energy expended (economy) and the least waste, hence the least cost and
the most efficient system configuration. Least action may be a major theoretical thread
connecting all of system architecture theory since it is a fundamental normative principle
underlying nature's generation and development of system architectures from the bottom-up,
achievement and maintenance of stability, and adaptation to changes in the environment that
alter the balance of energy (survival of the most stable).
The calculus of variations was invented as an alternative to Newtonian calculus for calculating
not only instantaneous points but also the holistic spacetime configuration of a system or nested
systems. The use of the calculus of variations for the problem of balance in quantum systems
entails finding the system architecture of one or more entities with the minimum energy, which is
the definition of least action in quantum mechanics [51, see for instance Feynman's use of the
term 'balance' in 19-2, last paragraph, last sentence]. The least action is thus the total relaxation
(minimum) state of a natural system. All possible actions of a body can be denoted using a
definite time integral S in (2.6),
S = fJ (KE - PE)dt (2.6)
where,
28 This value is an extrema and can be a maximum or minimum, but by observations of nature it appears that nature
seeks the minimum state. For examples, light takes the least time and shortest of possible alternative paths as it
propagates through space and transmitting media (i.e., water, glass, fiberglass), and at zero temperature electrons
in molecules move towards their minimum energy condition (ground state) within their molecular system [68].
tl is the starting time and t2 the ending time of the entity in motion, or alternatively the interval of
time of the motion of the entity.
2.2.1.3 The applicability of the least action principle
Maupertuis' metaphysical interpretation of his least action principle emphasizes nature's
economy in not wasting any energy in the physical development and functioning of system
architectures. Maupertuis' notion of least action is a heuristic principle that can be intuitively
applied to great effect. It is important to note, however, that the Newtonian mechanics can be
derived from the action expression in (2.6), [51, Vol. II, 19-6], [1, pp. 37-39] and [67]. Natural
systems appear to be represented accurately by this least action principle [69, Chapter 1], seeking
the most stable state of the system ("dynamic steady state"). In addition, Feynman showed how
least action can represent quantum mechanical behavior [65, 70, 71]. Least energy configuration
states (ground states) of quantum systems are not just coincidentally the highest stability state of
these system architectures [57, "Selection by Energy," p. 28]. Since all objects are composed of
atoms, or nature's building primitives, one could postulate that all system architectures
exhibiting least action are the most stable possible within specified variations of energy
disturbances to the system. In addition, the variance of equation (2.10) in Appendix 2.6.1 from 0
could be viewed as the amount of inefficiency or wasted energy in the system architecture and as
a measure of the amount of inherent instability in the system. This least action measure could
thus be used as a method for narrowing down a large solution space to find the system
architectures exhibiting the least action.
The use of the least action principle in the selection as well as development of energy-centered
system architectures comes to more closely emulate nature's apparent ability to design superior
system architectures. The notion of a system settled into its least action state as being the best
energy-centered system architecture is appealing. The practical application used in this thesis is
to generate different system architectures that satisfy a given specification and also exhibit least
action. The specification becomes the 'configuration path,' and the search will be for the most
efficient system architectures that satisfy the given specification at the minimum action, the
'worldline.' The least action principle is thus utilized, albeit inferentially or simplistically, as a
guiding principle in the development of rules for generating the systems architectures studied in
the following chapters and/or in selecting final solutions from a large creative space.
2.2.2 Symmetry and group theory
Symmetry is considered to be a significant principle of design as it relates to this research.
Nature's use of symmetry as a design pattern is fundamental in the creation of matter and has
been described as a major advance in evolution for living organisms [37, 72]. Greater fitness
(survivability) may evolve out of symmetrical development as a possible consequence of the
conservation of energy [44] and least action (even in the ease of computability), in addition to
improved balance [50] and aesthetics, namely attractiveness [50].
Symmetry is derived from the Greek root symmetria, meaning harmony or balance in the
proportion of parts to the whole, associated with aesthetically pleasing proportions or regularity
in form, harmonious arrangement, or regular repetition of certain characteristics (periodicity).
Symmetry is not an absolute property of a body but is a proportional distribution of the parts of
any body, pattern, molecule or crystal as revealed by visual inspection or other means of
examination, such as the point symmetry seen in a cube or hexagonal structure [73]. The concept
of symmetry used in this thesis builds on the description and definition supplied by Weyl [50]
and Feynman [51, Vol. 1, Chapter 52] that if an operation is performed on a system which leaves
the system unchanged, then the system has symmetry.
The theory of group representation is a mathematical language for describing symmetries of the
physical world. Group theory was conceived by Evariste Galois and formalized by Felix Klein,
Sophus Lie, Arthur Cayley and others. Groups provide a means to separate sets of objects by
their invariance, used in this thesis for later combinatoric operations to provide system
architectural diversity in styles. A group is a closed subsystem. The mathematical representation
for symmetry is a group, which is a set of elements related together by a rule [46]. A symmetry
element has a symmetry operation. In applying symmetry rules, this thesis relies on group theory
whereby operations are performed on a collection of systems to sort together systems having a
certain invariance. This process of grouping by symmetries is similar to creating hierarchical
taxonomies of form-function in the same manner developed by the Aristotle and Linnaeus
classification [74, 75] and cladistic [56] schemas, which essentially are symmetry grouping
methods.
Symmetry grouping by design requirements winnows the choices for better management of the
creative or solution space by decomposition as shown in Figure 2.1. This action is the basis for
selection of the "fittest" and constitutes one of the primary responsibilities of the system
architect. Symmetry grouping eliminates the need for brute force searching time to test every
possible system architecture for satisfying the specification. In a nondeterministic polynomial or
exponential space, a brute force search would be intractable. (Other solution search methods also
exist; see Chapter 6 Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.5 for a description.)
Figure 2.1 Applying Rules to Create Groups with Defined Invariance, Symmetries
Noether demonstrated the intertwining of invariance with respect to least action (Lagrange
formulation), operations performed that result in groups of objects with invariance amongst
themselves (symmetry), group theory, and physical conservation laws [44]. Noether's theorem
states that each symmetry in nature has a conservation law associated with it, and conversely,
each conservation law possesses a symmetry. She confirmed Klein's notion of relative
invariance wherein a group is invariant with respect to its members after an operation is
performed on the objects in the group.29 This means that if conservation is taking place, then
least action is occurring and vice versa. Every Lagrangian symmetry has a corresponding
conserved quantity [1, p. 3]. Noether observed that an infinitesimal transformation of either of
the action variables (KE and PE) which does not change the Lagrangian equilibrium equation
leads to one or more of the conservation laws: momentum, energy, and/or angular momentum
(now known as Noether's principle [64, p. 384]). Therefore, the least action principle per the
diagram in Figure 2.2 implies that a system in a least action configuration displays both
symmetry and conservation in physical systems and acts locally within a global interconnection
of system-of-systems (or formulated in this thesis as a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods).
Figure 2.2 depicts how the least action principle interrelates with energy and spacetime. The
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods is an information processing network, where energy is used to
process the information comprised of kinetic and potential energy in the neighborhood at time t
to step to t+1. Nature constantly seeks balance, an equilibrium or homeostatic condition, where
symmetry is incorporated and the quantities of conservation laws are preserved, nothing is lost.
By applying the least action principle, the most stable, energy-centered system architecture
configurations can be selected.
29 "This again confirms the correctness of a comment of Klein's that the term "relativity" current in physics is
replaceable by "invariance relative to a group." ("Uber die geometrishen Grundlagen," Deutsch. Math. Vereinig.
19 (1910), p. 287, reprinted in the Phys. Zeitschrift.)" [44].
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Figure 2.2 The Interrelationship of the Least Action Principle, Nature's Search for a
Balanced (equilibrium) System Condition, Symmetry, and Conservation
2.2.3 System-of-systems equivalence to neighborhood-of-neighborhoods
The interaction of connected artificial and/or natural parts that produce a function constitutes a
system. A system can be viewed as acting within or across with other systems, an interactive
system-of-systems; everything is connected, at least indirectly, to everything across spacetime
(holistic systems view), albeit with differential effects at various times. Physics and chemistry
study such systems through the interconnection of their related parts. Norbert Weiner even
defined man (nature in general) and machine systems by their feedback control loops [76], a type
of interconnection that conserves information within their closed structure (i.e., Kirchhoff's
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circuit laws). This system-of-systems approach has been adopted to manage complex, highly
automated, and human-machine interface systems [52].
A neighborhood is a system of interacting objects with its boundary determining the size of the
neighborhood as a closed system. The output produced by the interactions is controlled by the
conditional rules that constrain the behavior of the parts within the system, as depicted in Figure
2.3. An interaction is deemed to be local since the system has a limited range of distance within
which the parts interact, depending on the physics of the parts within the system. The
neighborhood itself can be nested within a larger system or connected to other neighborhoods in
a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods (see Figure 2.4). A neighborhood has a "shape" (such as a
sphere or rectangular grid) of information in which interaction occurs and where the rules are
considered to be immutable and isotropic.
Input Output
Parts, systems (other Neighborhood Function produced by
neighborhoods) System the system architecture
Range of
neighborhood
Neighborhood size
Figure 2.3 p-diagram for One Neighborhood within a Neighborhood-of-Neighborhoods
Referring to Figure 2.4, an action is deemed to occur as a result of the interactions of form-
function neighborhoods as well as among nested and interconnected neighborhoods. At varying
times, certain neighborhoods have more influence than others do on one another, the
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods action. Zooming in on a single neighborhood, its input includes
other neighborhoods acting as systems. The given neighborhood is bound by rules governing the
interaction behavior of all the neighbors in the system. The output of the neighborhood system at
time t becomes an input to a new neighborhood configuration at time t+l. Each neighborhood
has a range (a sphere of influence) wherein the action occurs. However, in most cases it is
assumed that the rule set is common for many neighborhoods (isotropy assumption).
The neighborhood size or range is a controllable parameter and a physical limit on the action
between neighbors that deterministically produces an output. The size is intended to capture the
Rules governing behavior
* Parts conditionally interact
together
* Governing physical laws and
principles of behavior
* All possible neighborhoods must
have interacting rules of behavior
effective region of action outside of which no physical action can occur. This is the meaning of
"local" action and may be viewed as the local range of information available for making a
decision. The range is an information restriction, and the notion of "the effective range" is a
boundary condition referring to the maximum information available in a specific time. The size
or range of the neighborhood depends on the physical constraints and the extent to which the
physical rules of behavior apply in a specific context. The experiments in this thesis were
carefully chosen to avoid phenomena in which the range of action was ambiguous. Furthermore,
the neighborhood size must be selected so as to capture all the relevant action ingredients.
Figure 2.4 The Neighborhood-of-Neighborhoods Principle (the holistic systems view),
where Level 0 is the Highest and Decomposes to Level n
Figure 2.5 shows an example of the interrelationships of neighborhoods-of-neighborhoods
organized in a supersystem composed of three interconnected subsystem neighborhoods which
themselves contain interconnected neighborhoods of various degrees (each ellipse or circle is a
neighborhood system and the number of edges connecting at any vertex is that neighborhood
system's degree of interconnection). Neighborhood-of-neighborhoods is thus considered to be
comparable to the system-of-systems concept in that each neighbor is a system and the
interaction of neighbors in a neighborhood results in a form-function, a system architecture.
Figure 2.5 Example of a Neighborhoods-of-Neighborhoods Supersystem
A good example of system-of-systems complexity is the vast interconnectivity within the body
architectures of the phylum chordata ( Figure 2.6).30 Scale differences, timing and sequencing
differences, and different degrees of interconnectivities between and within the neighborhoods
generate tremendous diversity of form-function in these body structures, but the system-of-
systems organization nevertheless maintains balance for the organism's survival using the same
basic system template. Each of the body's systems is composed of cells which possess
microscopic, in fact quantum, local behaviors. These actions result from an intricate
interconnectivity within neighborhoods nested in higher levels of neighborhoods that work
together by control feedback mechanisms (developmental or regulatory) to maintain
homeostasis. The architecture for the phylum chordata appears to utilize a hybrid of nested and
network organizational structures. Each major system contains nested subsystems but functions
as a node within a network of all major body systems.
Nature has developed a configurational algorithm that organizes these chordata systems into this
one neighbor-of-neighborhoods pattern exhibited by the entire diversity of species. Each
chordate system begins with the same primitives, combining per the genomic production set of
rules to create simple modules, which then combine into more complex modules that organize
into neighborhoods serving one of the organism's systems. The interconnections can be complex
at this higher order of level. The example in Figure 2.6 illustrates two major interacting
subsystems (nervous and circulatory systems), each of which interconnects with at least five
other subsystems to carry on the organism's life functions. Within each sub-neighborhood can be
30 As an historical footnote, during the Truman administration the Air Force established an air defense system
engineering committee headed by MIT associate professor of physics, George Valley, Jr. One of their first tasks
was to attempt to define the word, "system," which they found to be a very general term. They chose to use the
analogy of an organism with its eyes and ears being the radar, the nervous system resembling a telephone system,
human cognition being accomplished by punch card accounting machinery and possibly digital computing
machines, automatic gunfire control substituting for human operators, and muscles supplanted by
servomechanisms [77].
found additional subordinate levels of subsystems interacting to deliver the function of a specific
subsystem. Nature's use of these neighborhood-of-neighborhood patterns to create and organize
systems is modeled in some of the experiments presented in this thesis.
Figure 2.6 Basic System-of-Systems Architecture within the Phylum Chordata
(a type of network structure)
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2.2.4 The principle of computational equivalence
Another foundation upon which this thesis is constructed is the idea that nature's generative
process is a computational process (quantum parallel processing) adhering to simple conditional
rules and programs, which can produce extraordinary complexity. The principle of
computational equivalence states that all processes, whether artificial or spontaneously generated
by nature and whether physical or non-physical, can be considered as discrete computations [40,
p. 715 and 729] [78, p. 184]. The significance of the computational equivalence principle for this
research in system architecting is that if the rules or processes of nature can be defined, then they
can be formulated computationally and utilized for artificial design (and probably for human
intervention in natural design, i.e., genetic engineering and quantum computing; also see [79].)
By observing how quarks and gluons make up matter and knowing the processes comprising
physical chemistry, it is clear that there are sets of simple physical rules governing the behavior
of interacting physical objects at the most elementary level. The rules are part of a deterministic
computational process. However, in line with the uncertainty principle and increasing entropy,
this computational process can have different possible outcomes, which seems to be nature's
combinatoric method for generating diversity in form and function. The universe can thus be
perceived to be a quantum computer computing itself [79, p. 196] [80, pp. 134 and 181].
Where in nature is computational discreteness? Possibly the most well known discrete quantity is
Planck's energy quantum, h = 6.626 ... x 10 - 34 joule-sec., otherwise known as the "quantum of
action" [81]. Einstein's energy E radiation equation is E = hv, where v is the frequency of the
radiation [82]. Energy radiates in discrete, incredibly small packets and is the basis of all matter
hv
as per m = -- where m is mass and c is the speed of light. Matter is also discrete, and therefore,
all nature must be a composition of energy quanta. Electrons in low-energy states of atoms are in
a discrete spectrum according to the mathematics of the Schr6dinger equation and its refinements
[57, p. 29]. At the same time, current computation methods are fundamentally discrete, binary,
on-off switching systems, found in various forms with the Turing universal machine. The
discreteness notion of a switch also seems to be the technique utilized by nature for generation
and regulation of itself. As examples, a nerve impulse transmits electrons down an axon after
reaching a voltage potential threshold, certain genetic operons in bacteria (ara [83], lac [84], trp
[55, p. 395] repress or activate RNA transcription depending on chemical concentration
threshold levels, and likewise for lambda-phage lysis activation [85, 86]). Binary event switches
can combine to produce AND, OR, NOT and COPY logic, providing the simple operators
necessary for any computational processes [87, p. 25], [88, p. 49], [79, p. 33]. Another view held
by Seth Lloyd is that all nature is made from bits [79, p. 3], the least amount of information
required to distinguish between two binary values [88, p. 2-3]. He also argues, due to the wave-
particle duality [89, 90], that a quantum computation carried out by nature is simultaneously
analog and digital, making the quantum computational universe possibly both a continuous and
discrete process [79, p. 152-153].
2.2.5 Enumerative combinatorics
The generative or creative processes for the system architectures pursued within this thesis are
dependent on the use of combinatorics. Combinatorics is closely related to and can incorporate
geometry, algebra, graph theory, and the scientific method of analysis and synthesis, with its
roots extending at least as far back in history as the Pythagorean school's concern with the
importance of numbers, especially as related to nature. The counting of the number of things
(objects, functions, and processes) in a finite set is the basis of enumerative combinatorics [45, p.
vii], while the number of different ways parts in a set can combine serves as the basis for
diversity and creativity, as utilized within this thesis. In fact, Taylor has emphasized that "the
essence of creativity is to reorganize things differently, the greater and deeper the reorganization
or synthesis, the more creative the result" [15, p.64]. The creative process thus entails this ability
to perceive things differently, make different associations, and form new or different
organizations or component parts of a learned category. Finally, combinatorics and creativity
imply the connecting of things, and when two or more components are so well interconnected
that they become essentially one, emergence is said to have occurred. Emergence is a special
type of combination that creates a phase change composition greater than the sum of the inputs;
hence, creativity is a combinatoric process. Emergence can be utilized in an important role in
creating new form-functions for advancing the system architecting process.
The principle of inclusion and exclusion [45, p. 64] and the theory of partitioning [91] within the
field of combinatorics provide a means to filter or categorize results. In this thesis, this process is
referred to as narrowing the system architecture search, accomplished by symmetry grouping
into more computable solution spaces.
2.2.6 Stability and robustness concepts
Control theory has contributed substantially to the better understanding of the notion of balance
and has led to a precise definition to the term stability based on feedback [76]. Here stability is
the ability of the system to deliver its function, that is to continue to satisfy the specification
within the system's tolerance ranges. Stability is directly related, then, to robustness which is
defined by the MIT ESD as "demonstrated or promised ability to perform under a variety of
circumstances; ability to deliver desired functions in spite of changes in the environment, uses, or
internal variations that are either built-in or emergent" [53]. The balancing of all internal
subsystems and supersystems thus provides stability and robustness. By the equilibrium
condition, a system is stable, and by minimizing the action, the system is in its most stable state.
Furthermore, since a robust system is one that maintains its function despite perturbations within
specified ranges, the system that is in the least action configuration is in its highest potential
condition of robustness.
For purposes of this investigation, stability will be considered to be the ability of a form to carry
out its function as intended in "normal" operating conditions or environments, to resist
systematic variation. However, it is believed that there are degrees of stability associated with the
amount of perturbation, disturbance, or change in the environment required to render the system
unstable. The greater the perturbation required, the higher the degree of stability. Robustness, on
the other hand, is here considered to be the ability of a form to carry out its function across a
diverse range of conditions or environments, going towards or beyond the extreme ends of the
normal range, to resist or adapt to random variation. Complexity seems to be a characteristic of
robustness due to the need for either additional stabilizing or adaptive subsystems, but increased
complexity may not necessarily endow robustness [92]. Robustness R thus is defined as a
function of:
R := {stability, extreme ends of ranges of disturbances to the system, time)
2.2.7 Development from a seed
Development from a single cell or nucleation as a principle of nature [93] affords a better chance
to produce a total system built of cooperating cells (or aggregation of particles) all descended
from the same single origin. Without this clean slate start, problems could occur due to divided
loyalties in subparts and different starting points or development times not in synchrony.
Improvements in a system's design are coordinated altogether rather than accumulated or added
to a subpart, which may not be functional or in balance for the rest of the system. Traditionally,
human engineering of systems has taken a top-down approach that starts with the complete
system and decomposes the whole into subsystems. Nature takes the opposite approach by
operating at a local level from a seed outward, which for comparative purposes is referred to as a
"bottom-up" approach (as in Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7 Initial Seed or Nucleation for Three-dimensional Growth
(the growth process can expand from (a) any of the 6 surfaces
or (b) radially in any direction)
2.2.8 Modularity
Another major principle of design observed in nature is the use of modularity [93, p. 607-612],
which appears to be a key property of hierarchical construction31 [35, 72, 94, 95]. A module is
thus an assembly of the same or different parts (and possibly processes) which have strong
intraconnections and relatively weaker interconnections with other modules or parts. The tightly
interrelated parts altogether possess functionality. Moving up a level in the neighborhood
hierarchy of a system causes the interconnectivity among lower-level modules to become the
intraconnectivity in the larger, higher-order module while new interconnections may be forged
with other modules. Modules have served as the building blocks for combinatoric evolution.
They possess their own independent form and function and are often reused for both
evolutionary and developmental purposes through duplication (same form and function),
duplication at different scales of form (similar functions), or different reuse (different functions)
within a system. Modules are thus conserved knowledge available for reuse (combinatorically) -
a type of natural abstraction; what has worked in the past is reused. Modularity is thought to give
rise to both stability within a system and efficiency (least energy) of design since it serves as a
means of conserving successful information.
31 A hierarchy is a type of organizational structure consisting of a system that is composed of subsystems that may
have their own subsystems and so on, thus moving from the highest to lowest level. In generative systems starting
at the lowest level, elementary subsystems interrelate to form larger subsystems, which combine into even larger
subsystems and so on to the highest level system.
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2.2.9 Self-generation, self-organization, self-assembly
The study of self-generation, self-organization, self-assembly (also self-regulation) is a primary
pursuit within this thesis since these processes are assumed to be at the basis of nature's
development and regulation of systems. 32 Self-generative processes are not well understood,
making them a potentially fertile area of research for gaining a better understanding for
application to the engineering of systems. Self-generation refers to the processes operating to
create a system from a seed (or nucleation) using an inherent and unfolding set of rules. Self-
organization typically refers to the development of interaction or interrelationship processes in
group and mass behavior, economics, and enterprise organization formations and can be viewed
as the study of the processes in the automatic creation of order. Self-assembly refers to the
combination of objects in some automatic sequence without human intervention. Researchers
have provided examples to point out that the Darwinian process of fitness and survival does not
completely explain the self-generative processes prevalent especially in abiotic systems [40, 72,
96, 97]. Self-generation studies include such interrelated subjects as hierarchy, diversity,
speciation, modularity, selection of form-function, emergence, creativity, combinatorics,
spontaneous order, an algebra and logic for creating order, and conformance to physical laws
(rules). Self-generative, self-organizing, and self-assembly processes imply an automation
without the input of the "hand-of-man," and as a whole might be considered as the self-
architecting of architectures.
Nature's living architectures form a tree-structured hierarchy with increasing degrees of
complexity, self-architecting from the bottom up. It is interesting to note in the history of
disambiguating this complexity the decomposition schemes devised for classification by
Aristotle through Linnaeus and Darwin to better see nature's architecting process for biotic
systems over time. Since 1950 phylogenetic systematics [98] has offered improvements to
comprehending the great biodiversity of system architectures. Life is a multifurcation into a
series of nested monophyletic groups represented as clades (depicted by cladograms, a type of
dendrogram, or non-cyclic tree graph), which comprise complex system architectures, invariant
patterns that occur beyond chance alone. Following Darwin's idea of descent with modification,
the taxonomy is constructed from the comparison of phenotypic patterns and the probabilistic
correlation of structural homologies inherited from common ancestors. This systematics
decomposition approach has been helpful in understanding nature's systems-of-systems across
the evolutionary scale by summarizing complex interrelationships in a hierarchical organization.
The genome is the code of instructions or production set for generating (developing and
evolving) the system architecture (organism or species). This code is itself a memory device for a
generative machine as well as a regulator of the development of the system architecture by
closed loop feedback. The genome is the preserved memory of thousands to millions of positive
reinforcement iterations over time of organisms that have survived based on ever improving
dynamic stability (robustness) with respect to a changing environment. These genomic
instructions are rules that operate within the laws of physics. Inanimate system architectures also
32 Feedback dependent regulatory processes would be investigated later as an extension to the core research by this
researcher; feedback from external constraints is addressed in this thesis as pertains to neighborhood interactions
with boundary conditions.
obey the laws of physics but generate without the intermediate rules of a genome. However, it is
observed that as inanimate structures grow, the structure itself and the physical influences in the
environment may direct progressive growth. The accumulation of past actions influences the
present as in a feedback system. Thus, history serves as a form of memory to influence present
and future actions.
In addition to consistency in form-function as a result of the genome's memory and production
capability, diversity in form-function is just as important a consequence. The watershed event
that led to biotic diversity and improved evolvability was system reproduction, employing the
processes of genomic replication and recombination (which along with mutation of rules are the
basis for evolutionary computational techniques) [93]. Reproduction passes on the genome to
future organisms and in doing so uses a crossover mechanism that mixes rules from two genome
suppliers to yield a rule combinatoric. The genome is composed of sequences or blocks of rules
independently acting but interconnected to produce sub form-functions which become organized
by other rule sequences into higher level form-functions. Vast diversity is afforded by changes
and exchanges with respect to these rule sequences, such as in their order, timing, and duration
[37]. Pursuant to system dynamics, the genomic code gradually changes over time by a positive
reinforcing closed loop based on selection of the "fittest" genome variations, with ramifications
for an organism's or species' stability and therefore survival with respect to variability in its
environment.
Self-architecting thus could be considered a mechanism that functions by simple rules and
simple algorithms utilizing combinatorics, guided by the search for the lowest energy state for an
architectural configuration. This self-architecting process produces both complexity and
emergence of form-function. The self-architecting computation of natural objects pervades our
surroundings, with many different kinds of objects combining to create form-function:
* quarks and gluons lead to protons and neutrons
* electrons attracted to protons (coupled with neutrons) lead to atomic elements (primitives
of nature's system architecture); electrons locate orbitals requiring the least energy state
* elements combine to create molecules which in turn combine to create macromolecules;
atoms are combined by balancing Coulomb's law of attraction and repulsion forces with
the intent of lowering the resultant energy of the combined system (molecules)
* nebulae of molecules create stars; large stars implode and then explode in supernovae
creating larger elements
* certain elements interconnect through proximity to grow as crystals, such as the self-
generation of a snowflake from coalescing frozen water molecules [99]
* the elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, under the right conditions
combine to create RNA; RNA replicates, producing duplicates (memory is rewritten and
preserved); RNA combines to produce DNA
* organisms combine by sex and share 50% of their genomes, creating new members of the
species
* bees, wasps, termites and ant colonies, schooling fish, flocks of birds, and herds of
animals are all self-architecting physio- and socio-organizations
* economics based on the allocating process of scarce resources to the unlimited needs and
wants of consumers is a self-architecting process [100]
* the architecting of organisms changes the ecological architecture surrounding the
organisms. Organisms individually seek a condition of homeostasis (self-stabilizing
system), and groups of organisms seek biological balance with respect to their ecosystem
2.3 A brief review of system architecture representations (modeling)
2.3.1 Introduction
The subject of system architecture representation as a means of communicating needs, wants,
goals, the problem statement, the specification, the concept, and the design, implementation, and
operation for socio-technical engineering systems can be considered to have its historical roots in
pictures drawn or carved on stone thousands of years ago. Each branch of science and
engineering has tended to develop its own representation schema, while borrowing from other
branches as deemed fitting. For systems and system architecture, the ideal would be one
representation language which is intuitive to understand and learn and which allows people from
a variety of disciplines to communicate effectively on complex socio-technical engineering
projects. The computer has significantly augmented the ability to deal with form, function,
structure, and behavior in all phases of system concepting. However, the development of a
common representation scheme is still elusive. One aerospace company estimates that there are
over 20,000 simulation systems existing today, commenting that none of these systems alone or
combined adequately represent, predict, or manage complex systems that are currently beyond
the human ability to sufficiently understand.33
2.3.2 Concept modeling
Different system representation schema have typically been developed to address one of the four
quadrants depicted in Figure 2.8. When successful, researchers and practitioners have attempted
to migrate the language to the other three quadrants, which has resulted in the increasing
complexity of the languages and consequent requirement of many different depictions to
represent the quadrant views. For instance, the p-diagram (parameter diagram) was originally
used to depict electrical and information control system designs but has been found useful in the
testing quadrant, especially for design-of-experiments analyses. IDEF (Integrated Definition) has
enough similarity to the p-diagram that it was probably an adaptation of the p-diagram. The
CAD34 system originated in the design quadrant but has added CAE21 for analysis, CAM21 for
implementation, simulation for analysis, design, and testing, product data management for
standardization, reuse, and process workflow, and product life cycle and enterprise management
for design and control of the entire enterprise. This migration follows the observed pattern of
technological evolution reported in TRIZ and elsewhere. For purposes of this thesis,
concentration will be focused on the conceive and design quadrants.
33 Communication with Aerospace Corporation, 2004.
34 (Computer-Aided Design, Computer-Aided Engineering, Computer-Aided Manufacturing)
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Figure 2.8 Functions in Concept Development: Conceive, Design, Implement, and Operate
(adapted from [101, p. 289-290] and [4])
2.3.3 Current methodologies for system architecture representation (modeling)
Several alternative system architecture representations currently in use were reviewed in the
course of assessing their applicability to the present research. Each representation schema is
briefly described below.
2.3.3.1 The parameter diagram (p-diagram)
The p-diagram [102] is based on electrical and information systems and is still used extensively
in design of experiments (DOE) analyses. It can be formatted simply as in Figure 2.9, which has
variable inputs to the system, acted upon by both controllable and uncontrollable parameters that
in concert affect the output variables. The uncontrollable parameters can be viewed as the
environmental variables, perturbations to the system such as shocks, noise factors, and other
unanticipated effects to the system. Temporal flow is not captured in the p-diagram. DOE
analysis utilizes information theory's signal to noise ratio for discerning the controllable
variables having the greatest effect on the output signal as well as the parameter adjustments to
"tune" the output signal to the desired shape. This is a black box approach; the modeler may not
know the exact objects and processes occurring inside the box.
List of
uncontrollables
Noise factor
Error states
List of input(s)
Signal
List of output(s)
Response
variable(s)
List of
controllables
Figure 2.9 The p-diagram as a Schematic Diagram
The p-diagram assists in the identification and review of design specifications, control factors,
and noise factors that affect the ideal function of their system. This helps lead to the creation of
an understandable and well-defined system function in terms of objective measurables. Of note,
an important contribution of DOE studies has been the formal definition of system "robustness"
within the DOE domain. One objective of DOE is often to determine what settings of
controllable parameters to fluctuations in the uncontrollable variables achieve the highest
stability, hence increasing robustness of the system.
2.3.3.2 IDEF, Integration Definition Methods
The IDEF method [103] uses an input to output and control format similar to the p-diagram.
IDEF is actually a group of modeling methods that can be used to describe operations in an
enterprise. IDEF was created by Doug Ross as a Structured Analysis and Design Technique
(SADT) [104] in response to an initiative of the United States Air Force, Wright Patterson
Materials Laboratory and is now being advanced by Knowledge Based Systems 35. It was
originally developed for the manufacturing environment and called integrated, computer-aided
manufacturing definitions in order to better understand how to improve manufacturing
productivity.
At this time there are sixteen methods, from IDEFO to IDEF14 (and including IDEFIX), each
designed to capture a particular type of information through the modeling process. IDEF
methods are used to create graphical representations of various systems, analyze the model,
create a model of a desired version of the system, and to aid in the transition from one to the
other.
35 http://www.idef.com/
As an example of the process, IDEFO methods are used to model the functions of an enterprise,
creating a graphical model that shows: what controls the function, who performs it, what
resources are used in carrying it out, what it produces, and what relationships it has to other
functions. A general IDEF is depicted in Figure 2.10.
Control
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Figure 2.10 Simple Generalized IDEFO
* Inputs are items that trigger the activity
* Controls guide or regulate the activity
* Mechanisms are systems, people, equipment to perform the activity
* Outputs are results of performing the activity
For a functional architecture of an enterprise being designed, the recommendation is to use a top-
down construction approach, referred to as TO-BE. If a structure currently exists, then the advice
is to start anywhere in the organization and assemble in a hierarchical way to produce a model
referred to AS-IS. Although IDEFO was not originally intended for sequential modeling, it may
be used in a left to right sequential flow (from highest to lowest order). One difficulty observed
with IDEFO models is that they are so concise that experts are required to interpret them, which
can defeat the goal of easy communication. Not having a dynamical nature has led certain
modelers to force the system into a sequential flow depiction which can lead to comprehension
difficulties.
2.3.3.3 UML, Unified Modeling Language
In the early 1990's, the inventors of UML attempted to devise a simple language for all software
engineering. As UML has expanded to depict more of the system involved, both for software and
physical hardware, approximately 16 depictions have been composed in different subsystems:
views, diagrams, model elements, and general mechanisms. Views break down to include the
Use-case view (showing functionality of the system as perceived by external actors), the Logical
view (how the functionality is designed inside the system in terms of the system's structure and
dynamic behavior), the Component view (organization of the code components), the
Concurrency view (concurrency in the system to address synchronization and communication
issues), and the Deployment view (deployment of the system into the physical architecture).
Graphs depicting model element symbols arranged to illustrate a particular aspect of the system
include the Use-case diagram (external actors and their connections to the use cases that the
Manufacturing
Function
system provides), the Class diagram (the "things" that are handled by the system), the Object
diagram (the number of instances of classes), the State diagram (possible states of all objects of a
class), the Sequence diagram (dynamic interaction of objects), the Collaborative diagram
(exchange of messages among objects), the Activity diagram (activities performed in an
operation in a flow diagram), the Component diagram (physical structure of the code
components), and the Deployment diagram (physical architecture of the hardware and software
in the system). The elements are based upon association made by links, generalization (called
inheritance), dependency (which shows how an element is dependent on another), and
aggregation (a form of association by indicating elements containing other elements) [105].
UML is widely used in the software industry but has evolved into many views of a system,
which can make learning, applying, and understanding the language more difficult [106].
2.3.3.4 Rational, IBM
In 2003 IBM purchased Rational Rose, a CASE 36 tool for UML. Rational enables architects and
designers to produce language-independent UML models of software architecture. Since then,
IBM has been expanding the utility of Rational to make it an enterprise-wide modeling system
and converting the CASE tool to a code generating tool in their UML2 version. The value of this
modeling tool is better visualization of the code before implementation while also serving as a
process engineering workflow tool.37 Rational has the same multiplicity concern as UML.
2.3.3.5 SYSML, Systems Modeling Language
SYSML38 may be used in different systems engineering application domains, including system-
of-systems, for depicting the specification, analysis, design, verification, and validation
processes. This modeling system is intended to facilitate communication among stakeholders
with diverse backgrounds. It is an extension of the executable UML 2.0 to serve a wider base of
systems and includes enterprise, personnel, processes, information flow, software, and hardware
representations. This is an open source software maintained by an informal association of
partners, the INCOSE39 Model Driven System Design Working Group. The roots of this
modeling system are in software engineering. SYSML can be considered a nonproprietary
version of the proprietary IBM Rational tool.
2.3.3.6 OPM, Object-Process Methodology
OPM [107] is another CASE tool that can be used for generating complete system intent
specifications by graphical object diagrams, precise semantic and syntactic language, and
intuitive symbols, definitions, and structures. OPM has attributes which can mitigate against the
possibility of system failure, providing comprehensive visibility for better schedule and cost
control in product development. It enhances reuse of system modules, processes, and software
36 Computer-aided software engineering
37 ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/software/rational/web/whitepapers/intro uml2.pdf; http://www-
306.ibm.com/software/rational/uml/, http://www-306.ibm.com/software/awdtools/clearcase/features/index.html
38 http://sysml.org/
39 International Council on Systems Engineering
routines in different contexts, while reducing the chance of errors. OPM can generate intent
specifications that are readily understood by both customers and product team members and are
human translatable into executable code. OPM is a holistic systems paradigm that extends the
Object-Oriented (00) paradigm and overcomes its major shortcomings by integrating system
structure and behavior in a single integrated graphic and natural language model. It incorporates
the system static-structural and dynamic-procedural aspects into a single, unified model.
Presented as a concise visual formalism by a set of Object-Process Diagrams (OPD set), it is
automatically translated into a set of Object-Process Language (OPL) scripts, a subset of natural
English. At any point in time, objects exist with some structure and state. This is the static aspect
of the system. Processes affect objects by changing their states. This is the dynamic aspect of the
system. System complexity is managed through a number of graphical scaling options: zooming
into and out of processes, unfolding and folding objects, and expressing or suppressing object
states. These mechanisms provide for selectively detailing a subset of "things" while still
maintaining the high-level context of the details. In addition, OPM can capture the dynamic
behavior of the hardware attributes and software states in a single, integrated, graphical and
textual language that is understandable by domain experts who have no programming
experience.
The following points highlight the benefits of OPM:
1. OPM can represent daily activities, products, processes, and other complex things, as
well as their interrelationships.
2. OPM allows representation of a complete system with its various aspects in a single
model. The model specifies the system's function, structure, and behavior aspects without
sacrificing clarity.
3. OPM can be used as a common language to exchange design ideas among members of a
team.
4. Since OPM design is visual and textual at the same time, it is easy to explain the design.
5. OPL is very easy to generate from OPD.
2.3.3.7 Object Process Network (OPN)
OPN [108] is based upon the object process methodology paradigm but has the capability to
enumerate the different graphical connection paths to explore alternative ways in which objects
and processes might combine as different "itineraries" of system architectures. OPN has been
demonstrated on a retrospective analysis of the Apollo moon trip "itinerary" architectures to
discern different possible launch, orbit, rendezvous, land, and return options available to the
system architect. OPN is just in early stages of development.
2.3.3.8 LabVIEW, Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench
LabVIEW40 was created and is distributed by National Instruments as a graphical programming
language for depicting control systems in a visual graphical format as well as permitting their
execution for simulation and testing purposes [108]. The graphical view for the programming of
integrated control systems permits simulation to verify the system before implementation in
design and hardware/software. The graphical view facilitates communication among
40 http://www.ni.com/labview/
stakeholders, but diagrams can become rather complicated due to numerous connections and
control mechanisms.
2.3.3.9 WSDL, Web Service Description Language
WSDL 4 1 is an XML-based format for representing network services on the internet as a set of
endpoints operating on information which may be procedural or document oriented. The
information is in abstract form and connects the network protocol and message format to define
an endpoint. This language is one outcome from an initiative by Microsoft, IBM, and Ariba
called Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI). WSDL is limited currently to
web services system architecting.
2.3.3.10 CAD/CAE/CAM/Simulations (PDM, PLM)42
The three major computer-aided design and integrated product providers are Parametric
Technologies 43, Dassault Systemes 44 which offers both Catia and Solidworks and their related
products, and Siemens Unigraphics 45. Although CAD started in design, its modular packages
have expanded in the direction of satisfying all four concept quadrants (Figure 2.8) as full
enterprise systems. Larger companies for reasons of software compatibility, single source
supplier (ease of contracting and software upgrading), and common training (which really is not
correct since each module requires special training) prefer such a fully integrated system. CAD
modules are especially useful for communicating design concepts among stakeholders. In
addition, simulation modules greatly enhance the ability to analyze different concepts and their
behaviors but require adding control mechanisms and software emulation hardware/software
system concepts.
2.3.3.11 RDD-100 Version 4.1.2, Requirements Driven Development
RDD-10046 is a software suite for assisting in the rigorous analysis and identification of
requirements and for simulating and testing defined systems. RDD includes a parser tool that can
be defined and developed to help the user identify single or compound requirements. RDD-100
allows the user to categorize requirements in a specific manner and then captures and traces
requirements using its Element Relationship Attribute (ERA) repository, where each source
document and the text for each requirement is stored as a separate element. Graphical hierarchies
show how individual pieces of data relate to each other and trace back to their sources. The rules
for this categorization can be automated. The tool can extract requirements from ASCII form
documents. RDD-100 also provides the user the capability to interactively manipulate and input
data through a variety of diagrams including Behavior Diagrams, Hierarchical Views, Functional
Flow Diagrams, N2 charts, IDEFO, and Data Flow Diagrams. Because of these features,
however, RDD is a complicated tool to learn and apply.
41 http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl# wsdl
42 (Product Data Management, Product Lifecycle Management)
43 http://www.ptc.com/
44 http://www.3ds.com/home/
45 http://www.ugs.com/index.shtml
46 See Holagent Corporation http://www.holagent.com/
2.3.3.12 Stateflow, MATLAB®-SimuLink
Stateflow47 was developed as a finite state machine for depicting and simulating state transitional
flow systems in a graphical format. It uses iconographic symbols for objects connected by state
transition functions (arrows) which change the state of one or more objects. The functionality
and syntax can be quite subtle at times. The length of the learning curve for
MATLAB®/Simulink/Stateflow, and particularly the Stateflow toolbox, is excessive. Stateflow
is such a complex tool as to frustrate its use in verifying functional specifications.
2.3.3.13 DOORS, Design of Object-Oriented Real-time Systems
The stated purpose of DOORS is to assist system architecting enterprise systems through
business process modeling, component and object modeling with UML, data modeling, and
structured analysis and design.48 DOORS was intended as a method for designing real-time
systems that were practical for large scale, complex systems. DOORS supports 00 techniques to
achieve reuse in implementations and allows for visualizing and testing design concepts during
the early stages when main decisions are made. The Diagrams toolkit for DOORS provides
editors with a range of systems engineering diagrams. All the diagrams permit traceability to
requirements. DOORS uses a toolkit called Extensions for building templates, project
dictionaries, and world maps for requirements planning and management. The Scenario Plus
version 2.1.149 generates and models goals, and then captures, verifies, animates and plays back
scenarios. Designed for use by stakeholders who want to describe their requirements to software
developers, Scenario Plus is comprised of a set of add-on tools to enable DOORS to be used for
eliciting and analyzing scenario-based requirements. Scenario Plus is also capable of generating
test scripts. The Templates for Documents & Spreadsheets define simple document patterns in
different formats (including Word and Excel) to support mission, stakeholder, and non-
functional requirement analysis on projects.
2.3.3.14 System Dynamics
The Ventana Companyso developed and markets the Vensim@ software tool which can integrate
both managerial and technical elements to solve difficult problems. Vensim is a formal
mathematics and graphically based system used for constructing models of business, scientific,
environmental, and social systems. System dynamics, invented by MIT's Jay Forrester, is based
on closed loop servo control theory and is very effective for understanding the influences among
interrelated systems by depicting the dynamical behavior among these systems. The two kinds of
depictions with interrelated diagrams for a system consist of a closed loop diagram (circuit) and
a stock and flow diagram. Stocks are levels while flow are the rate of change of a stock. System
dynamics does not depict form or function but does model behavior well. A more detailed
description and examples of system dynamics models can be found in [109].
47 http://www.mathworks.com/products/stateflow/
48 http://www.telelogic.com/corp/products/doors/index.cfm
49 http://www.scenarioplus.org.uk/
50 http://www.vensim.com/
Prof. Nadine Schieritz, formerly of Mannheim University, has combined discrete event, agent-
based system modeling along with system dynamics and currently is marketing her software tool
through XJ Technologiess" under the product name, Anylogic. This modeling system is based on
the UML Rational tool that uses a graphical interface for constructing Java-based complex
models and may distribute web-based executable models. This Anylogic tool could be an
important advancement in the state of the art for both system dynamics and agent-based
modeling systems.
2.3.3.15 ADML, Architecture Description Markup Language
Developed as a project between Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Southern
California, ADML is XML-based for system architecting of software. ADML uses a system-of-
systems approach at the enterprise level for describing software and system architectures.52
2.3.3.16 CORBA/IIOP, Common Object Request Broker Architecture
A specification language for representing and defining interfaces between middleware
technologies for client-server interoperability over a diverse environment. 53
2.3.3.17 Other modeling systems
A survey of Systems Architecture Tools conducted by INCOSE can be found at
http://www.paper-review.com/tools/sas/read.php .Also, for system architecture description
languages see http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/adl body.html. See
http://www.volere.co.uk/tools.htm for a list of requirements tools, description, and
manufacturers. In addition, there are several specialized modeling tools for systems biology,
physical chemistry, and physics.
2.3.4 Comparing system architecture representation schema
A summary spreadsheet comparing these system representation schema is contained in the
Appendix at the end of this chapter in Section 2.6.3. The following requirements for system
architecture analysis were all considered "must haves" for this thesis.
o Must depict form, function, and structure
o The fundamental components of system architecture
o Must be usable for scientific study of fundamentals of systems
o The primary objective of these investigations
o Must depict static, dynamic, linear, and nonlinear behavior
o The fundamental behaviors of system architectures
o Must be machine executable
51 http://www.xitek.com/models/dynamic systems/
52 http://www.opengroup.org/architecture/adml/adml home.htm
53ttp://www.omg.org
o For automatically computing large system architecture
creative or solution spaces
o Must accommodate simple rules and programs with embedded
physical laws (without separate physical fitness routines, such as
finite element analysis module)
o To emulate nature's physical computational processes
o Must represent a system specification
o A basic requirement of these investigations
o Must be generative for creating system architectures
o A basic requirement of these investigations
o Must be intuitive for learning and use
o To be sensible and uncomplicated
o Must accommodate a system-of-systems paradigm
o A paradigm of system architecture used in these
investigations
o Must have visual graphical human-machine interface (HMI)
o To be sensible and uncomplicated
o Must permit both visual and abstract program debugging
o To be sensible and uncomplicated
o Must be scalable to represent most systems of natural or artificial
origin
o A basic requirement of these investigations
o Must permit mathematical representations
o To incorporate mathematical rigor for these investigations
o Must be flexible for use with different primitives and modules
o A basic requirement of these investigations
o Must be interfaceable with other supporting programs
o To provide flexibility for future potential extension; a
desired feature of any system architecture
o Must be able to facilitate value mapping
o To assure value delivery to the beneficiaries of the system
architectures
o Must be able to represents goals
o To assure the system architecture goals are being attained
u Must have parallel processing capability
o For time saving and managing vast quantities of
information; to extend into quantum computing
particularly for natural systems
The results of this comparison indicated that almost all of these system representation schema
were able to depict in various manners form, function, and structure. Likewise, almost all were
suitable for assisting in scientific investigations on the fundamentals of systems. Most were able
to handle static and dynamic, linear and nonlinear system behavior, and approximately two-
thirds could machine execute the system behavior. The key differentiators among the schema
were their generative capabilities for creating system architectures, their intuitive facility for
learning and application, visual and abstract program debugging capability, flexibility for use
with different primitives and modules, and parallel processing. None of the system architecture
representation schema alone could satisfy the requirements. It appears that an integration of
certain methods and tools is required to fully satisfy the system architecture research
requirements.
Because of its simplicity and intuitive appeal, the p-diagram is used in the following chapters to
highlight the parameters of a system being investigated. The object-process methodology
(OPM), and more particularly the object-process diagramming method using the OPCAT tool
(Object Process CASE Tool), was chosen to document the algorithms in each chapter due to this
representation scheme's easy to understand notation.
In addition, a general programming language is required as a vehicle for carrying out the "must
have" requirements for system architecture analysis. Therefore, the general purpose
programming language had to meet the following requirements:
u Ability to compute with numerical and symbolic functions
o Mathematically and functionally (versus procedurally) based system architecting
o To incorporate mathematical rigor for these investigations
o Preference for an interpreter rather than compiler to facilitate the debugging process and
permit execution of local areas
i Preference for a cellular automaton function for programming convenience and efficiency
with visualized neighborhood-contingent rules for generation
o Capability for parallel programming and processing
o Flexibility for future extension into other domains and more complex system
architectures
o Flexible for future needs
o To allow extensibility based on evolution of the shape grammar-cellular
automaton methodology from learning curve improvements in its application
o Versatile and flexible graphical functionality
a Ability to compute efficiently on a PC yet be able to operate on higher platforms as well
o A present requirement and for future extensibility
o Adherence to the "ilities" of good, general programming language system architecture
General purpose programming languages considered included Basic, C, Fortran, JavaTM, Lisp,
Maple, Mathematica®, MATLAB®, Perl, Python and Simulink, and XML. Mathematica®
satisfied all the requirements for the general purpose programming language, especially for
scientific investigations. The system architecture of Mathematica@ is mathematically and
functionally based. The functional language stems from X-calculus 54 and is written in C code
which provides procedure capability to the language and conforms to the list structure format,
which is convenient for mathematical notation and computational efficiency for both numeric
and symbolic forms. Mathematica@ is strong in symbolic graphics with respect to logic and
visualization and has high computational power to perform complex functions efficiently. It is
interfaceable with other programming languages, particularly Java. The built-in cellular
automaton function makes Mathematica@ an ideal fit for this research, as will be seen in the next
section which considers the merits of two bottom-up design approaches and the value of
combining them into a generative system architecting approach.
2.4 A different approach to system architecting: combining shape grammar with cellular
automata
2.4.1 Introduction, background and rationale
One outcome of the gap assessment stemming from the comparison of system architecture
representation schemas was the identification of a need for a systematic methodology to generate
system architectures. This methodology should use physical rules operating on system-of-
systems that are formal for computation while at the same time intuitive for expression by the
system architect(s) working with the stakeholders. Since human conceptualization excels through
visualization, it would be desirable for the system to permit visual representation of the system
input, controllables, uncontrollables, and output for system architectures. The methodology
should be able to dynamically capture the evolution and development of a system architecture
from local interactions to emergent global effects in order to generate a creative space of system
architectures as well as search these spaces. Ideally both nature's approach to system architecting
for investigating natural systems and a heuristic [114] rules approach for the engineering of
systems should be accommodated. The methodology should be able to generate linear and
54 Lambda (X)-calculus is a fundamental system of logic based on the concept of a generalized function whose
argument is also a function (Schanfinkel 1924) [110]. This mathematical discipline was subsequently termed
combinatory logic by Curry [111] or "lambda calculus" by Church [112]. The system of combinatory logic is
extremely fundamental in that there are a relatively small finite numbers of atoms, axioms, and elementary rules.
Despite the fact that the system contains no formal variables, it can be used for doing anything that can be done
with variables in more usual systems [113, p. 119].
nonlinear, micro-scale (nanosystems or smaller) and macro-scale (up to cosmic systems), simple
and complex, closed or open system architectures with static or dynamic behavior. This
methodology must efficiently operate within reasonable time and budget constraints. The
previously presented literature search for different methods of representing systems reveals a gap
in that no such system seems to exist that adequately satisfies the needs expressed above.
2.4.2 Evolutionary computation approaches to generative systems
There is a considerable body of research on other approaches to bottom-up, generative design.
Evolutionary algorithms arose from attempts to model the processes of nature as the ultimate
designer, while tapping computers and programs to manage the time and space problems that
confront man as the designer. Various evolutionary computation (EC) approaches have been
developed according to Darwinian processes of evolution and have been applied in such
endeavors as truss bridges [115], a sports car body and boat hull [116], LEGO® bridges [117,
118], tables [119, 120], circuits [121], programs, and others. 55 EC consists of at least four sub-
approaches: genetic algorithms (GAs) [122, 123], evolutionary programming (EP) [124],
evolutionary strategies (ES) [125], and genetic programming (GP) [126]. EC approaches are
characterized as having the following in common:
1) a given and usually random population of points (potential solutions) in the search for a
solution to the fitness function
2) direct "fitness" information instead of function derivatives
3) evolutionary processes using probabilistic rather than deterministic transition rules
(starting with an initial population and using the operators of selection, crossover, and
mutation)
4) evolution of designs with a parallel search for a solution to the fitness function
5) selection based on survival of the fittest
Crossing genomic modular segments in the EC process generates higher-order modules and
greatly expands the design space (diversity). The principle of survival of the fittest leads to
pruning out those designs with low or no probability of survival. However, ECs are a
probabilistic set of methods that operate without regard to the laws of physics, discard possibly
superior fits by not exploring the full combinatoric space, and are computationally bounded
arbitrarily - halting is user-defined [127]. This can lead to the generation of extraneous forms,
which wastes computing time. Furthermore, there is no agreed upon method for deciding upon
crossover and mutation percentages or location points. The more common GA approach also
requires considerable hand of man (separate algorithmic fitness functions or tests) to physically
examine the legitimacy of each structure created. The GA process is still at the beginning stage
of being adopted for practical applications in real-world designs. Controlling the methodology
seems to be the major issue in the use of GA's, but they are capable of generating designs quite
rapidly and have been appealing for study across a variety of academic research purposes for
over 30 years.
55 For many examples refer to papers and proceedings from the Special Interest Group for Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation of the ACM available at www.sigevo.org.
Lindenmayer systems (L-systems) are another kind of rule-driven, design generation approach
which entail the rewriting or substitution of strings of abstract symbols using production rules
[128, 129, 130]. L-systems have been successful at generating designs emulating plant nature as
well as artificial architectural designs. Starting with an initial simple condition (axiom),
production rewrite rules are recursively applied and can be geometrically interpreted. Typically,
the rules are serially performed by an agent in order to generate complex forms [131]. L-systems
differ from shape grammar, discussed below, in that their production rules operate on strings of
symbols whereas shape grammar rules act on shapes directly. Using a numerical method
expressing physical laws in an adaptation of L-systems, Fleischer geometrically and
mathematically modeled multicellular development (surface mesh) with each cell updated by the
calculation of one or more differential equations [132]. While trying to follow nature's
processes, this method was heavily dependent on the hand-of-man and consumed extra
processing time for the numerical calculations. Stauffer and Sipper [133] utilized an L-system as
a one-dimensional character string generator, transforming the abstract output into a cellular
automaton for a two-dimensional image interpretation. Noting some of the same problems with
evolutionary design approaches, they felt that bridging L-systems and cellular automata could
offer a promising alternative to the study of self-replication and growth. The critical issues in this
methodology, however, appear to be the extent of L-system rule design carried out by hand,
especially considering its abstract form, and the lack of ease of transformation to a viable cellular
automata format. Otherwise, there are interesting parallels between this combined approach and
the shape grammar-cellular automata approach proposed herein.
Christopher Alexander [20] has developed a pattern language approach for the architecting of
human places, comparing it to a genetic code for buildings. The pattern serves as an abstract
representation of a finite set of morphological "rules" (guidelines) that can generate an infinite
number of systems. The rules of the pattern language establish relationships among a context, the
forces acting within that context, and the configuration of elements in the context that resolves
those forces. This pattern language is not formalized for computability, providing the architect a
framework for thinking and considerable liberty in the process.
2.4.3 Shape grammar
Since the design function is critical in system architecting, the ability to visually represent design
forms and their physical rules of self-organization or self-assembly in a rigorous yet at the same
time readily understandable manner is a necessity. Following a literature search, knowledge
gathering, and discussion with experts with respect to this need, the simplest and most versatile
candidate that emerged for computing with shapes was the shape grammar approach based on
Chomsky's formal languages and developed by George Stiny and James Gips as shape grammar.
Shape grammar is a formal generative approach that has been applied to creating architectural
forms. Its origins are attributable to the work of Stiny and Gips [134], reinforced by Mitchell
[135, 136], Knight [137], and Cagan [138] (who has actually generated real product designs
using shape grammars with customized output programs).
To pursue the development of a generative approach to system architecting, the use of shape
grammar was investigated for establishing the rules of the design process at both the elemental
and organizational levels. Shape grammar is a precise and at the same time intuitive
methodology in the visual medium for generating languages of design that allow visualization of
the desired form and function of the rules. A shape grammar includes a vocabulary of shapes and
spatial indicators to control the positioning of shapes in the vocabulary. The shape rules are
created and applied recursively starting with the initial shape, and the designs that are generated
compose a grammatically correct language. Operations and transformations may be applied to
the shapes and the rules themselves.
The practice of shape grammar in the field of architecture has focused primarily on form.
However, functions and properties of shapes can be included in the grammar [139]. Using shape
grammars offers the system architect the capability of assuring that design proceeds by rules that
embody the relevant laws of nature or principles of physics. The architect can then select design
candidates that meet stability, robustness, aesthetics, cost, and other requirements, thereby
managing an otherwise possibly explosive design space. Shape grammars can be used
analytically, as in reverse engineering, for characterizing and classifying designs and patterns of
designs, referred to as styles in architecture. At the same time, shape grammars allow the system
architect to explore a diverse variety of design styles, providing opportunities for the emergence
of unexpected or unpredictable higher-order components and modular structures with potential
usefulness.
Technically, formal grammars are systems of rules for characterizing the structure, or the syntax,
of sentences in natural and artificial languages. Shape grammars are a geometrical design
adaptation of Noam Chomsky's formal (phrase structure or transformational) grammars [49] and
are recursively enumerable, having the capability of producing unrestricted languages [140].
Thus, shape grammars are systems of rules for characterizing the composition of designs in
spatial languages.
As in Chomsky's formal grammars, which generate a language of one-dimensional strings, a
shape grammar (SG) is also defined by a quadruple SG = (V, VM,R,I) but generates a language of
two- or even three-dimensional objects that results in an assemblage of terminal shapes, where
VT is a set of terminal shapes (i.e., symbols)
VM is a set of markers (i.e., variables)
R is a set of shape rules (addition/subtraction and euclidean transformations), u - v is the
shape rule (i.e., productions; a production set of rules specifies the sequence of shape
rules used to transform an initial shape to a final state and thus constitutes the heart of
the grammar [141, p. 19])
u is in (VM U Vr)+ and v is in (VM U VT)*; where + and * refer to excluding or including
the empty set
I is the initial shape to which the first rule is applied (i.e., start variable) [140, p. 28-29].
A shape grammar applies rules to a given shape by the accompanying operators, which may
consist of shape addition, subtraction, and deletion. In addition, transformations are formally
defined operations that specify how the components of grammars are modified to form new
grammars. Transformations change the input through the operators of translation, rotation,
reflection, scaling, and combinatoric compositions of these, and are sequenced in a production
set of rules which are applied recursively to transform the initial shape step by step to a final
state. The resulting generated designs compose a language. Operations and transformations
applied to both the shapes and rules yield more diversity and lead to changes in styles. There
have been a few applications of shape grammar to product design as exemplified in the work of
Cagan [142, 143] and Shea [144]. "[D]esign is execution of a computation in a shape algebra to
produce required shape information, and the rules of shape grammar specify how to carry out
that computation. ... These rules encode knowledge of form, function, and the relationship of the
two." [136, p.238] As an example, the development of a complete shape grammar for a truss
column is illustrated in Section 4.2.4.
2.4.4 Cellular automata
An important problem, however, does exist with the use of shape grammar. As Professor Stiny56
points out, there presently is no "robust" compiler or interpreter for shape grammar. This
deficiency has limited the practical use of shape grammar to hand manipulation, which serves an
educational value in itself, or with custom developed software which may have limited
generalizability for other applications. Therefore, there is a need for computational machinery
that can accommodate shape grammar.
One promising solution is in the use of cellular automata (CA) which act on sets of rules for
defined neighborhood conditions. Cellular automata developed out of the birth of computers,
combined with the idea of modeling nature's self-generative capabilities. The origins of cellular
automata are attributable to von Neumann [148, 149, p. 79-82], Ulam and Zuse [150], and
Wiener [151], and its resurgence to Wolfram [152]. A survey of cellular automata in the
literature may be found in [153]. Cellular automata offer a large potential for simulating complex
system dynamics using parallel computational processes. A cellular automaton, in fact, is defined
as a parallel processing computation machine that has a neighborhood of finite state conditional
rules which can model physics in time and space and accepts regular languages. These rules
collectively determine the state of the system at the next step function and when applied
repeatedly evolve the state of a discrete static or dynamical system. The global behavior can
create new rules as complexes of lower-form rules, stimulating the occurrence of different state
transitions while preserving the lower form rules as well. The cellular automaton system thus
tends to take on a life of its own with an evolving rules template.
Wolfram chose cellular automata as a "simple" model for the study of complexity and to better
understand nature. As Wolfram [40] has emphasized, simple rules and programs can create
complex systems. A rule, which can consist of a logical computation and/or pattern match (such
as to a list structure57), is applied to each cell as based on the values of cells in its defined
neighborhood in order to determine the cell's value at the next step. Each neighborhood
configuration has a deterministic finite state output. Nondeterministic automata are a
generalization of deterministic finite machines. Every nondeterministic system can be
reconfigured into an equivalent deterministic sequence [154, p. 47]. Executing the cellular
56 Personal communication; recent attempts at shape grammar programs include McGill [145], Tapia [146], Testa
[131] and Wang [147].
s7 Lists are a construction of things that may include collections, sets, arrays, and sequences of any form and of any
size, herein delimited by curly brackets { } to make a list structure. Functions operate on lists creating
interoperability [47, 48].
automata as a deterministic system makes it possible to perform computations on a PC with
single or multicore processors. Therefore, the ability exists to execute simulations on a PC
without losing any emulation power for representing real systems that operate as parallel
processing systems, such as all natural systems. The total processing time is slower, but for
purposes of most experiments the execution time is acceptable.
It can be claimed that a cellular automaton is equivalent to a nonlinear partial differential
equation [155]. "... [P]rograms tend to involve discrete elements while equations tend to involve
continuous quantities." [40, p. 167] What makes a discrete system and its components produce
seemingly smooth and continuous behavior is randomness, which averages out microscopic
details [40, p. 327]. "... [T]he whole notion of continuity is just an idealization ..." that is
required for mathematical equations. [40, p. 729] For example, although fluids have been
described by partial differential equations (continuous), the fluids are in fact made up of discrete
particles [40, p. 729]. Is the use of continuous functions (calculus) an accurate description of
nature or is it a mental manipulation? Nature's architectural mechanism relies fundamentally on
computation, whereas mathematics seems more of an artificial tool used by humans for modeling
convenience.
The abstract nature of a cellular automata permits the algebraic assignment of variables, such as
the shapes in the following studies, into the conditional neighborhood of the cellular automata.
Configuring the cellular automaton as a list structure to represent the composition of rules and
the neighborhood of interaction with other neighborhoods provides a convenient way to express
a system architecture. A methodological innovation used for the studies herein is the
concatenation of different cellular automata in the manner of a Turing machine tape, separated
into variable length blocks, which permits the use of different generative processes during the
system architecting computation at specific points in time and positions in space. This type of
Turing tape is a common format for digital, numeric control machine tool computer systems
[156]. The notion of a Turing tape in the form of a computer numerical controls (CNC) tape
divided into blocks is used in certain experiments within this thesis. These blocks are read (and
may be written to) sequentially and can contain one or more cellular automata and/or simple
programs. Reading the tape causes the machine to produce the system architecture.
Figure 2.11 Periodic Boundary Condition (torus shape) of the Lattice
A cellular automaton is highly restricted by requiring that every possible local neighborhood
configuration has a rule determining its reaction and that the range is always the same. However,
local neighborhoods of different sizes and shapes (defined as separate cellular automata) are able
to interconnect by rules based on the range of physical causality. A cellular automaton
neighborhood appears as a lattice of cells, normally with a periodic boundary as depicted in
Figure 2.11. The simplest neighborhood is an elementary system consisting of a one-dimensional
row of cells, each of which can contain the value 0 or 1 (typically depicted as two colors), with a
local neighborhood of size 3 (range or radius of 1). More complex cellular automata can be
defined on two- or higher-dimensional arrays with multicolored cells and larger ranges. Each
rule is represented as an array of cells. For the case of a local neighborhood of size 3, each triplet
determines a single output cell in an array. A triplet with binary values can have eight possible
patterns from 111 to 000. A local neighborhood of size 3 thus can generate 256 (223) possible
rules. The formula for calculating the rule size space in a one-dimensional system is kk( 2r+1),
where k represents the color possibilities for each state and r is the range or radius of the
neighborhood. It is interesting to note that merely increasing r from 1 to 2 and maintaining the
colors at two increases the rule space from 256 to 4.3 billion. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure
2.12, the number of parameter options under the discretionary control of the modeler (the
"controllables") can produce a rule space that is beyond comprehension. Consequently, one of
the fundamental difficulties in the application of cellular automata is finding rules from this
exploded space that exhibit the desired behavior.
58 Other examples of the cellular automata rule space size problem are:
A two-dimensional cellular automata has the general rule space size kk(2 +1)2, ifk = 2 and r = 1, then the rule
space is: 1.34078x 10154
A three-dimensional cellular automata has the general rule space size kk 2r+l)3, if k = 2 and r = 1, then the rule
space is: 1.1963807x10 40403562
Figure 2.12 A p-diagram of the Cellular Automata Parameter Space
One original approach to finding a cellular automata rule was taken by Hajela and Kim [157] in
determining solutions to mechanical engineering problems. They used a genetic algorithm
technique with crossover, mutation, and selection after testing for fitness to converge on a two-
dimensional rule for finding the minimum energy of a simple cantilever beam with a load
applied at the end, as well as a flat plate with a hole in its center and a pull force applied in all
directions. Their paper goes on to cite two main difficulties with the current state of parallel
processing, stemming from the more typical pattern of linear thinking by humans. First, existing
programs are reworked ineffectively for use on different processors. Second, programs are
written with different domains (as they noted) to be processed in parallel. Furthermore, there is a
diminishing rate of return in processor speed as additional processors are added due to the
necessary software overhead applied to control the different processors and the algorithm.
Cellular automata, by nature being parallel, are therefore thought to be a more natural way to
emulate parallel processing.
Cellular automata can model spatio-temporal systems (e.g., biological, physical, or engineering)
in which complex phenomena build up as a result of many simple local interactions. Deutsch and
Dormann [158] have employed adaptations of the lattice-gas cellular automaton model (used to
depict gas-fluid laminar flow dynamics) as an intuitively powerful approach for representing the
essence of complex phenomena. They expect that cellular automata should be applicable to
various multifaceted studies modeling biological systems, especially with the lack of limitations
in the designing of local rules.
The local neighborhood of interaction seems similar to a "bounded rationality," as described by
Herbert Simon [159] wherein phenomena only act in local areas, do not explore all possibilities,
and make a perfectly rational choice. The local neighborhood is a subset of full information; only
available information and only a portion of perfect information is used for decision-selection at
any moment as it is computationally intractable to consider full information in order to make a
rational choice. The universe may be filled with such local neighborhoods which not only follow
their own set of rules but also interact with other local neighborhoods in their universe, thereby
collectively creating emergent behavior.
Controllables:
* Neighborhood definition, neighborhood dimensions, or
range of neighborhood
* Rule
* Number of colors themselves
* Total number of cells in a lattice
* The shape of the lattice
* Number of update steps
Challenges exist, however, in the practical utilization of cellular automata, including the
difficulty of finding rules to exhibit the proper behavior as well as the level of abstraction that
renders cellular automata difficult to discern. To date, researchers and practitioners continue to
express uncertainty as to how to apply cellular automata to modeling and simulation because of
the immense difficulty in finding a set of rules from an astronomically large rule space [153, p.
10] that might generate legitimate system architectures. Others have attempted to address finding
cellular automata rules by trial and error, genetic algorithms [157, 160], and genetic
programming [121]. If the rule space can be managed, with proper representation of the
underlying physical laws as demonstrated in the lattice gas research [161, 162], then cellular
automata may prove their applicability for generative systems.
A cellular automata methodology in complex system modeling would be attractive because of
the advantage of parallel processing for large data sets with minimal overhead [157] and with
local neighborhood interactions, comparable to nature's processes. Additionally, the cellular
automata approach is algebraic, combinatoric, and logical, permitting the use of symbolic
variables and functional operations according to specified rules. This allows the opportunity of
mapping a visually depicted form-function (system architecture) directly into the cellular
automata and presenting the output in a visual-spatial format as a designer would produce. Such
visual results can be striking. Furthermore, a system-of-systems approach can be emulated by the
notion of neighborhood-of-neighborhoods since a conditional neighborhood is a system. A
system-of-systems paradigm is manifested by the application of simple local rules and programs
conditionally acting within a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods schema. Examples of one-, two-,
and three-dimension "meander" cellular automata are provided in Appendix 2.6.4.
2.4.5 Comparison of shape grammar and cellular automata
A comparative examination of the shape grammar and cellular automata methodologies reveals
surprising complementarity (see Table 2.1). Essentially, both the shape grammar and cellular
automata approaches seek to identify whether a particular local condition or pattern is present
and if so, provide rules to transform the neighborhood as indicated. Shape grammars contain a
set of rules applied to an initial condition as sequentially determined by the designer. While the
cellular automata approach typically runs out a single rule recursively, the designer/programmer
certainly still has the power to selectively apply a series of cellular automata rules by
concatenating them into a production set order (the Turing tape) similar to a shape grammar.
Since the local neighborhoods for cellular automata, in copying real-life development, can
capture both the function (what a system does, its purpose) and the form (the objects that deliver
the function), there is no reason why a shape grammar cannot similarly do so through thoughtful
rule definition. Thus, while shape grammars have tended to give results that were simple to
perceive and conceive of but were too manually laborious, and cellular automata have been easy
to use for creative design generation but too abstract and unrestrained productively for use within
a given specification, both approaches serve as clear models for bottom-up system architecting,
utilizing basic elements and the rules for transforming them based on their current state patterns
in a given space (context or neighborhood).
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Table 2.1 Complementarity of Shape Grammar and Cellular Automata
In summarizing the disadvantages and advantages of each computing methodology for
generating system architectures, the primary problem with the shape grammar method is the lack
of a robust interpreter or compiler while a major problem with the cellular automata approach
has been that discovering generative rules for a particular intent out of an almost infinite cellular
automata rule space is beyond human capability. Furthermore, formulating design rules directly
into cellular automata format is an abstract and computationally complex task. Too much
information is hidden in the cellular automata format for humans to make the leap from working
with physical design variables to this machine code.
Despite these shortcomings, each approach has its advantages. The benefit of shape grammar lies
in its ability to serve as a means for visual and intuitive coding that is highly adaptive to the
visual and pattern recognition capability of the human brain. Shape grammar provides a
comprehendible tool in a concrete medium that can conceptually represent physical phenomena
in a simplistic way. A shape grammar production set also can be developed in a logical manner
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that is easy to change or correct. Cellular automata can be programmed once a rule(s) is
identified (such as by means of the general programming language Mathematica® [163]) for
generating output from an initial condition. Cellular automata are easier to implement than
mathematical models, and large design spaces can be rapidly produced [94]. The
complementarity of shape grammar with cellular automata therefore suggests that there is an
opportunity to combine their strengths, offsetting their weaknesses, in order to derive cellular
automata rules for generating system architectures, or languages of designs, that will meet given
specifications. This shape grammar to cellular automata (SG -- CA) methodology could provide
engineers, physicists, biophysicists, nanoscientists, complexity scientists, and other system
architects an easier way to study form and function as well as understand diverse physical
phenomena. Shape grammar provides the unique approach of utilizing a "visual, graphic code"
that allows the researcher to understand wide ranges of physical phenomena in such a way as to
more easily simulate them through the cellular automata. Sage advice 59 for solving a problem is
to "always start with a picture."
Shape grammar appears to solve the problems noted above in the use of cellular automata.
Therefore, since an objective of this thesis is to explore the usefulness of bottom-up, generative
system architecting, this investigation has proceeded to exploit the potential of cellular automata
by developing an approach for using shape grammar to derive the cellular automata rules [164]
that would actually generate the creative design space. The shape grammar thus expresses the
material form relationships, physical properties, and the physical laws of the form-function, then
becomes transcribed into cellular automata rules and conditional neighborhoods which output the
design space.
Specific to the SG --+ CA approach developed in this thesis, the system architect's role is to
create a design space of conceptualizations and select good system architectures for a given
specification. The system architect accomplishes these objectives by determining the physical
requirements of the design and selection rules to be implemented, developing the shape
grammars to reflect these rules at the modular and hierarchical levels, and programming the
cellular automata to capture these rules and output a design catalog of the best candidates that
meet the specification.
2.4.6 Description of the SG -- CA algorithmic approach for generating a system
architecture
The understanding of systems follows the scientific process of analysis (decomposing the
problem into its constituent parts) and synthesis (building up from those parts), used as early as
Aristotle and carried on by Newton through current day scientists [165, p. 622]. Here, the shape
grammar primarily serves the analytical process and the cellular automata the synthesis function.
The results of the analysis are conveyed in the shape grammar while the results of the synthesis
are produced by the cellular automata.
The general approach for this investigation entails a bottom-up algorithm starting with a given
specification as input. The specification is a solution neutral union of system requirements,
59 from one of my mathematics professors, who in turn learned from his mathematics professor
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regulations, environmental considerations, and other constraints as agreed upon with the system
stakeholders. Depending on the complexity, the algorithm for generating system architectures
that satisfy this specification and then selecting good system architectures from the solution
space has three basic stages that include optional sequences of steps, as depicted in Figure 2.13.
Stage 1 (developing the design system to describe the system architecture) is possibly the most
demanding and time-consuming stage. It harnesses the unique ability of the human brain as a
computational system for visualizing and conceptualizing holistically the needs expressed, albeit
imperfectly, through the specification for a given system architecture. First, the entire problem
being addressed by the specification must be understood and considered as a whole. Taking the
system-of-systems view that everything is connected to everything, one must understand the
systems' interconnections and their degree of importance or the value of these different
connections. The stakeholders and their values must be identified if not already known. The
specification must be decomposed into its basic functional requirements, and building
primitive(s) must be selected (analyzing from the whole to the constituents that will be
represented in a shape grammar). The physical laws underlying the use of the basic form-
function building primitives and the hierarchy of modular construction must be understood
(experimenting with parts to understand how the primitives combine together, their failure
modes, and least action relationships). The neighborhood of interactions should be understood or
then hypothesized. A basic conceptualization of the specification satisfaction by the shape
grammar and cellular automata should be visualized and then hand-drawn.
Stage 1, then, defines the shape grammar, including the shape variables and the shape rules that
incorporate the physical specification requirements, laws of physics, principles of nature,
constraints, and any other applicable construction-emulating rules. The entire shape grammar
production set must be capable of generating designs that are physically legitimate and
satisfactory. During this stage, the basic form-function module will be created, and all design
results will be retained for their potential contributions in the next stage of development. The
logical construction of the shape grammar must enable synthesis of any higher-order systems
from the sequential, recursive, transformational, and/or combinatoric application of the rules to
the constituents. Consideration must be given to the neighborhoods of local interactions of
systems, how the shapes will connect together into lower level modules, the stability of these
modules, and how they will combine into higher-order modules during the system architecture
generative process. For example, a general layout pattern of modules can be configured in matrix
fashion using physically appropriate rules as neighborhood conditions (as a neighborhood-of-
neighborhoods). Once this is accomplished, the specification solution space can be
combinatorically "assembled." The neighborhood configuration is then able to represent the
capture of an architectural style by cellular automata neighborhood conditional rules. Adapting
the shape grammar to a cellular automaton neighborhood is required when the use of more
natural shapes and neighborhoods for a system architecture developed by a shape grammar must
be modified to conform to a cellular automaton neighborhood. Finding the right cellular
automaton neighborhood may not be a trivial task although it could seem intuitively simple.
Stage 2 (developing the computational system to generate the system architecture) converts these
shape grammar rules into a new production set of cellular automata and accompanying simple
programs for generating the complete set of basic form-function building modules. The shape
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grammar rules are transcribed into list mappings, an accepted alternative practice for defining
cellular automata rules to simplify the construction of a neighborhood. The cellular automata list
structure thus serves as the neighborhood. Just as the sequencing of selected rules is essential to
the shape grammar, the transcription into cellular automata rules necessitates concatenating the
individual cellular automata according to the shape grammar production set. Module diversity is
obtained by combinatorically applying recursive steps of the properly sequenced blocks of
cellular automata for the generation of higher-order combinations. The shape grammar and
cellular automaton in SG -- CA are duals. The SG - CA methodology in Stages 1 and 2 creates
a shape grammar that is transcribed into a dual form cellular automata. There is no computational
difference between the two except that shape grammar handles shapes and a cellular automata
handles numbers and symbols. Because design is a visual process, the first stage thus develops
the design elements and rules in the visual medium. The abstract symbology required for the
cellular automata production set is a difficult jump without the shape grammar as a bridge from
the concrete design thought process.
In Stage 3 (narrowing the creative space of system architectures) the possible population of
design solutions is reduced to a more computationally (and humanly) manageable space
according to desired styles or symmetry groups, [51, Vol. I-Chapter 52] and [43, 50, 57]. A
symmetry tree catalog of the architecture can be constructed as a taxonomy or hierarchy of
symmetry groups within a style.60 The entire symmetry group (or style catalog) can be generated,
or instead only certain subsymmetry groups might be selected if it is known in advance that these
symmetry groups are better suited to satisfy the specification. The selected style template is used
to generate the desired design catalog. In addition, the creative space of system architectures to
be generated can be reduced by filtering rules developed according to intended constraints and/or
fitness and stability tests. For example, when the hierarchical level of module is sufficient for
assembly per the given specification, then the existing module combinations can be grouped
according to stability. Stable higher-order modules are retained while the less fit are discarded
due to their lack of, or decreased, stability.
After generating the system architectures at the end of Stage 3, the designs may be evaluated
further with respect to aesthetics, cost, degree of specification satisfaction, flexibility, and other
properties (such as by the techniques of multidisciplinary design optimization or finite element
analysis), allowing stakeholders to select from one or more solutions from the group of good
system architectures. If none in the group is acceptable to the stakeholders or the requirements
have changed, then the specification can be revised by modifying the relevant portions of the
shape grammar to generate new system architectural solutions in an iterative manner.
60 A basic example of such a style catalog might be an extensive wine listing of 6,000 labels. How does one select
from such a list in a very short time? Symmetry groups offer the solution. One grouping is by wine type, red,
white or rosd. If the stakeholders (diners) select a red, 50% of the choices can be dismissed, to 3000 labels here.
The stakeholders now discuss the types of wine by properties with reference to their dinner matching needs,
settling on a Cabernet Sauvignon which reduces the list to a few hundred. The sommelier then is called over to
provide expertise in choosing from this subgroup of wine, and after comparing prices, the stakeholders decide
upon a wine. This process should take less than 10 minutes despite an initially huge solution space.
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As illustrated in Figure 2.13, SG - CA is a means of assisting the system architect in
formalizing a given specification and computing automatically a catalog of designs that best
satisfy the specification for stakeholder choice. The SG -+ CA methodology allows a division of
labor between the trained system architect and the machine based on core competencies, thereby
increasing the power of the system architect to better satisfy the needs/wants of stakeholders.
Stage 1, the defining of the shape grammar, and Stage 2, the transcription of shape grammar into
its dual cellular automaton, are essentially manual processes for which the system architect has
proficiency. Once the cellular automaton or production set of cellular automata (including simple
programs, especially combinatorics) is composed, then this algorithm may be executed and a
system architecture catalog generated automatically by the machine. The steps for the narrowing
process in Stage 3 are determined by the system architect and can be executed then by computer.
The SG -+ CA is thus intended to be an augmentation to the human creative and decision-
making abilities required for generating system architectures, going well beyond the human
capacity to develop many design alternatives under realistic constraints. The final selection of the
desired system architecture is to be done by the stakeholders reaching a decision by agreement.
An example of the SG -+ CA methodology applied to a simple bridge design is contained in
Section 3.3.
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To emulate nature for developmental rather than evolutionary purposes, a bottom-up approach to
system architecting is desired that starts with a primitive element or "seed" and rule set. Both
shape grammar and cellular automata lend themselves to this task, as opposed to evolutionary
computational techniques that start with "parent" systems and evolve samples of more fit
offspring through crossovers and mutations. The opportunity in this research thus turns to
searching for a collaboration between the shape grammar and cellular automata methodologies
while exploiting the above principles of natural design.
The principal research intent of this investigation is to better understand certain fundamentals of
system architecting and demonstrate a shape grammar to cellular automata methodology that
may more effectively model a specification in order to generate for the stakeholders a large
solution space of relevant system architectures within time and budget constraints. The resulting
creative space of system architectures computed by the cellular automata must satisfy the
specification and be derived from rules of a physically legitimate shape grammar. The primary
goal of this chapter, then, has been to articulate a connection between shape grammar and
cellular automata that could lead to more effective modeling and design of legitimate bottom-up,
generative system behaviors, with quick, extensive outputting of a solution space (system
architectures that satisfy a specification). More specifically, the form-function captured in the
shape grammar would be transcribed into the more abstract cellular automata, mapping the
physical relationships among shapes into a local neighborhood of cells to obtain the associated
cellular automata rules which then provide the means for computation. Physical laws and
principles of nature not only guide the development of the shape grammar design rules, but also
are applied in the final stage of selecting good system architectures from the generated solution
space. This combined approach solves the problems of shape grammars being labor intensive for
outputting the design space and cellular automata being labor intensive for inputting data and
rules. Subsequent chapters of this thesis will use this SG -+- CA system architecting approach in
different domains to better understand certain fundamentals of the system architecting process as
well as test and demonstrate the application of this methodology.
Quoting from the lecture by Steven Weinberg [166, p. 107-108], "I once heard Dirac say in a
lecture ... that students of physics shouldn't worry too much about what the equations of physics
mean, but only about the beauty [author's emphasis] of the equations. [...] Beauty is our guide in
theoretical physics, but it's not the beauty of the equations printed on a piece of paper that we're
searching for, it is the beauty of the principles [author's emphasis], how they hang together. We
want principles that have a sense of inevitability [author's emphasis]. It doesn't matter whether
the equations are more or less beautiful. [...] We flounder about in theoretical physics, very often
not knowing precisely what the principles are that we are trying to apply." With respect to
Weinberg's intent, the principles in this chapter's context are the applicable physical rules
stripped down to the essence of the behaviors among elements within a neighborhood, which
time after time appear to be embodied by the principle of least action.
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2.5 Rationale for the choice of experiments in this thesis
The next five chapters describe the development and evolution of the SG --- CA methodology
across studies selected to demonstrate a different or expanded application across varying
domains. These chapters also reveal the learning curve representing this researcher's increasing
capability in understanding how to interpret, modify, extend, and generalize from one study and
domain to another in order to gain insights into self-architecting with the intent of learning
lessons that may provide guiding principles for the engineering of systems.
Chapter 3 presents an initial validation and verification of the SG -+ CA methodology by
emulating one of the first and perhaps the most successful cellular automata models with
embedded physics, the lattice gas cellular automata of the Navier-Stokes equations of laminar
gas and fluid dynamics. This example actually serves as a reverse engineering of an already
developed cellular automaton solution, going back to the concepting stage to show where and
how a shape grammar might have been useful to facilitate achieving the same results.
Following this demonstration study is the first investigation into self-assembly starting from first
a block and then a LEGO® primitive, generating lower- to higher-order modules in a
hierarchical organization for a simple bridge. The SG -- CA method proves successful in
creating plausible LEGO@ bridges from elementary structural units obeying basic laws of
mechanics (statics). The method also avoids the major problem found with conventional cellular
automata of needing to search through an enormous number of possible rules in order to find the
ones that succeed in building bridges. Observations on modularity, emergence, interconnectivity,
and stability are utilized later in the generative application for a more complex bridge system,
discussed In Chapter 5.
The purpose of Chapter 4 is to generalize the SG --+ CA methodology to accommodate and
maintain the integrity of other shapes throughout the cellular automata computation process.
While certain shapes such as the square or rectangle (and LEGO® bricks) are already
represented in the cellular automata lattice grid and therefore can be used for direct graphical
output of the generated physical system architectures, this chapter expands the SG --, CA
procedure to create lines and triangles (a truss primitive instead of a brick), the feasibility of
which would be a requirement in order to expand the domains and complexity of further
experiments.
Chapter 5 provides a study of a style using the analytical power of shape grammar. The chosen
architecture exhibits complexity of levels, different sub-specifications within the overall system
specification, and self-similarity, while having been designed for multiple purposes. Also
introduced is the application of "fitness" and symmetry grouping rules to further reduce the
solution space to a size that is more easily reviewable by stakeholders for selecting final system
architectures. Finally, the study involves generating starting from a seed to the building of a
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods using those modules developed earlier in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6 returns to the aesthetic roots of early shape grammars to demonstrate the application of
SG --+ CA to an ornamental artwork, enabling computational generation of a catalog of designs
in this style. The initial SG -- CA example generates enumeratively the creative space of
systems based on a single specification. The second example, in addition to adding combinatoric
steps and applying regulatory constraints to find all possible solutions for a problem scenario,
explores the specified system's computational space for understanding the characteristics of that
space, comparing the use of certain evolutionary computation techniques against complete
enumeration in managing the solution search. This comparative analysis led to guidelines for
selecting efficient search techniques for different kinds of system architecture computational
spaces and time constraints. Specific techniques and lessons learned from this aesthetics
exploration are then linked with a real engineering system, using the SG -+ CA application to
find the most efficient (least action defined) system architecture solutions (from which
stakeholders could choose) for a routing/circuit problem.
Chapter 7 demonstrates the application of the SG - CA methodology to a different scale and
domain, nanosystem self-assembly, with the goal to gain insights for nanosystem architecting of
graphene. A number of architectural achievements have been made in nanoscience but mostly in
the laboratory, characterized by very low volume production, high cost per "unit" situations, and
a slow trial and error process. A "manufacturing" advancement is required in order to produce
nanosystems economically at large-scale. Being able to model the self-assembly of nanosystem
architectures could move progress toward better understanding the physics controlling the
behavior of nanosystems and for predicting this behavior more accurately. Graphene was chosen
as the subject to model because it is composed entirely of a very common and useful building
primitive or element, carbon, which comprises many inanimate and artificial systems, and all
biotic systems. Carbon bonds readily to itself to create a variety of covalent structures, is capable
of forming some of the strongest interconnections known to man, and can possess very useful
electron conducting properties.
Chapter 7 is organized into two sections describing different programmatic phases of the
graphene self-organization study. The first section demonstrates the adaptation of the lattice-gas
cellular automata (LGCA) model of particle collisions, now for modeling the accretion or
accumulation of carbon atoms and molecules. A small-scale example is provided along with a
detailed explanation of the cellular automaton using list structure upon which the full-scale
experiment's dynamic model is based. The output of this experiment is the sequencing and
dynamic modeling of accretion subgroups (the order in which carbon structures of various sizes
accumulated) and a combinatoric tree graph from which to construct the possible graphene
structures (which is not carried out until the next programmatic phase). In the second section,
four experiments are presented that use variations of hypothesized rules for carbon atom self-
organization, progressing from least through greater levels of physical constraints to generate the
graphene structures. The ability to computationally develop these four hypotheses in order to
compare their results illustrates the potential usefulness of the SG -+ CA methodology in
hypothesis testing through rapid modeling on computer versus laboratory experimentation.
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2.6 Appendix
2.6.1 A brief history of the principle of least action
This brief literature and historical review of the developments leading to and emanating from the
discovery of the least action principle is outlined in Figure 2.14. This listing is not all-inclusive
but contains contributions deemed important to the construction of the concept of least action for
this thesis. The development of the least action principle moved through five stages from
mysticism and theology through mechanics, the calculus of variations, and the education of
physics. There has been as far back as recorded history an ontological search for the meaning of
existence, branching both into the creation of nature by God or a spiritual being and into the
physical study of the first principles governing the universe. However, the actual roots of the
least action principle appeared at the beginning of the formal analysis and synthesis of physical
mechanics, presumably around the beginnings of physical science and mathematics during the
time of Pythagoras, Aristotle [167] and Archimedes [168].
Around 550 B.C. Pythagoras discovered that harmonious sound is an integer ratio of musical
instrument string lengths, leading to the notion that "all things are number" and to his famous
theorem. The rhythm of nature, music, and numbers led to the mystical notion about the harmony
between nature, sound, and numbers (carried on by Copernicus' The Revolutions of the Heavenly
Spheres [169]). Plato, who was in part a logician, algebraist, and geometer [170] [171, p. 7],
identified the Platonic solids - tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron,
whereby the polygon faces are congruent and equilateral [170]. These shapes were thought to
represent the basic harmony of nature, numbers, and geometrical form. Plato advocated the ideas
of uniformity, order, and simplicity [172], carried on by his student, Aristotle, who developed the
beginnings of the method of scientific analysis and synthesis. In addition, Aristotle developed
classifications of natural systems (plants), showing the hierarchical relationships among forms of
different species [74]. By observing nature, Aristotle provided a strategy (a hierarchy principle
employed by nature) to create order for making sense of the real world.
Other scientific roots for least action followed. Euclid documented the known knowledge of
geometry as well as analysis and synthesis procedures [173]. Archimedes' contributions in
mathematics included integration by infinitesimals [168], studies of geometry and calculus of
volume. Based on experimental data [174], Hero of Alexandria during his studies of catoptrics
proposed possibly the first minimum principle. Assuming that light rays travel between two
points by the shortest path (the extremal path), he was able to derive the law of reflection using
geometry (in a single medium). Almost 1000 years passed before William of Ockham argued for
the "law of parsimony" or "law of succinctness." Then, approximately 200 years later,
Copernicus shattered the mythical and religious ideas of Ptolemy's geocentric universe [175]
with his revised solar system [176]. Using the newly invented telescope, Galileo Galilei
confirmed Copernicus's findings and provided the first laws of motion [177], virtual work, and
equilibrium, upon which Newton later based his construction of the laws of motion. Fermat's
discovery around 1650 that light always follows a least time path [178] was of utmost
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significance in influencing the development of the least action principle. 61 Although based on
forces, Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica in 1687 [179] provided a means
for calculating observed mechanical behaviors, the dominant paradigm in physics and
engineering, overshadowing energy based mechanics [180, 181, p. 610].
The enlightenment period (c. 1700 - c. 1800) set the stage for science as a search for absolute
truth based on pure reason, compared to other "scientific" branches that were a combination of
spiritual and materialistic thinking or were based on an omniscient supreme creator of the
universe. 62 These branches of intellectual pursuit converged during the eighteenth century with
the concept of least action. French scientist Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis [58, 183]
originated the principle of least action in 1740, positioning himself at the intersection of the
theologically and rationally based sciences. Prior to proclaiming the idea of least action,
Maupertuis was highly influential, as well as controversial, in convincing continental Europe that
Newton's laws of mechanics were correct [58, 183]. He carried a strong metaphysical belief that
at the essence of nature was perfection by means of a creator, and it was this essence that he
sought [183]. In addition to Newton, Maupertuis was also duly influenced by Fermat's discovery
that light always follows a least time path, [183, pp. 47-48] [184, Chapter 2] believing that this
"behavior" must apply to all natural phenomena. Maupertuis' intuition led him to a connection
that the essence of nature must mean nothing is lost, nothing is given up, no waste exists,
resulting in a perfect "economy" in all natural phenomena. [184, Chapter 3]. Maupertuis found
comfort in his belief and was convinced it was correct, but he had difficulty in proving this
principle [64, p. 345].
Leonhard Euler was a fellow scientist and close colleague of Maupertuis (then President of the
Berlin Academy) who shared similar beliefs in metaphysics [183, p. 21]. However, Euler at the
time was pursuing a branch of study on extrema problems, maxima-minima mathematical studies
the importance of which had been impressed upon him by Daniel Bernoulli while they were both
at the Academy in St. Petersburg, Russia [183, p. 16-18]. Daniel Bernoulli was the son of
Johanne Bernoulli, who had studied extreme variational problems and conceived of one of the
first variational problems, the brachistochrone problem (curve of the fastest descent) which he
solved in 1699 [64, p. 49]. Inspired by Maupertuis' principle, Euler provided a geometrically
61 Fermat's least time principle for light is a minimization law. A "stream" of light occupies all of its paths
simultaneously as a path of spacetime. Fermat's principle is that light will take the least time path and therefore
the path of minimum length between two points. This is true whether light is affected by gravity or reflected and
refracted. Snell's law is derived from Fermat's principle that the sine of the angle made by incoming light being
reflected or refracted and the ratio of the angle of light going out will be the same. Fermat's principle of least time
for light can be generalized for any motion of an object through space; that is among all imaginable paths, the path
the object will actually take under a given set of conditions will be the least time path. Space and time are drawn
together and the action along the path is minimized - the slope of the action in the space of all imaginable paths is
minimized along the actual path [51, Vol. I, Chapter 26-3].
62 A good example of this branch is a work by William Paley in 1802 upon which the phrase Intelligent Design has
been denoted [182].
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based method as a quantitative example of the principle of least action applied to precisely
calculate the path of an object thrown, the vexing brachistochrone problem [62]. This important
advance merged the mathematics of minima action with natural phenomena and established the
beginning of the calculus of variations. Nature always finds the minimum path, which can be
calculated with Euler's approach. Euler also developed the interpretation of Maupertuis'
principle for a function that is a maximum or minimum, describing the minimum as indicating
stability and the maximum as instability [183, p. 80]. Extrapolating here, a system architecture
exhibiting least action is more stable than any other system architecture within a style group. At
each position along a configuration path, the equilibrium condition (KE - PE) = 0,
so f KE dt = F PE dt or equivalently tf (KE - PE) dt = 0.
Therefore, 12(K - PE) dt = 0 is the equilibrium configuration and the most stable
configuration path; also, the higher the stability the more robust should be the configuration
(path). For detailed discussions on the least action principle see [1, 51, Vol. II, Chapter 19-4, and
60, 61].
In 1762 Lagrange converted Euler's geometric method of the calculus of variations into a more
generalized and abstract form using differential equations [64, 183] to introduce the notion of
virtual work. Lagrange restated the calculus of variations in terms of energy per the d'Alembert's
principle [64, pp. 88 and 92] in which external forces and resisting forces of a body must equal
zero. Hamilton built on the Lagrange formulation by introducing an integration method and
calculus of variations to determine the least time behavior of objects over time [64, pp. 161-172].
Dirac introduced the Lagrangian expressions to quantum physics in order to explain from a
different and (he believed) more fundamental perspective than the views of Schr6dinger and
Heisenberg that the motion of a particle is a function of time and not just a position of a particle
in time [185]. Influenced by Dirac's work in quantum mechanics, Feynman used Hamilton's
definition of least action for his research in the development of quantum electrodynamics, for
which he received the Nobel Prize [51, 65, 70, 186]. Wilczek generalized Feynman's quantum
electrodynamics into quantum chromodynamics [57], for which, in part, he too received the
Nobel Prize.63
More recently others have conducted physics and mathematical studies based on the least action
principle, including Lev Landau [187], Cornelius Lanczos [64], Herbert Goldstein [60], Gerald
Sussman and Jack Wisdom [1], Frank Wilczek [57], Jozef Hanc [181], Thomas Moore [188],
and David Morin [189]. To emphasize its relevance in modem science, Edwin Taylor has
pressed for the introduction of the principle of least action early in physics education [61, 190].64
63 The QED explains interactions outside the atom and QCD explains interactions inside the atom [57, p. 16]. QCD
is a generalization of QED [57, p. 59].
4 For a listing of Least Action references see E. Taylor, "Annotated Bibliography on The Principle Of Least
Action," www.eftavlor.com/pub/BiblioaLeastActionl 2.pdf.
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Figure 2.14 The Development of the Least Action Principle
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2.6.2 More detailed discussion of the Least Action equations
A 'whole' action along a motion path can be described by the potential and kinetic energy. The
Euler geometric form for determining the least action path has been effective in finite element
methods (FEM) [191, 192] and other geometrically based design analysis techniques. The
Lagrange equation of motion (expression 2.7) is given by the existence of the stationary action
and a minimization of action over an entire path, which is the principle of least action. In
equation 2.7,
d a L = 0 (2.7)
dt \a(-_) ax
L is the Lagrangian action from equation (2.1). The action displacement is x, which is
dxindependent of the choice of coordinate system. The t is time and - is the velocity of motion of
the system. (See [64] and [66] for fine explanations of the derivation of the Lagrangian
equations.) The Lagrange equations are local actions of motion along an integral path.
Hamilton applied the Legendre dual transformation (a symmetrical transformation on one
function into another) to Lagrange's equation to produce his canonical equations [64, pp. 161-
172]. He transformed the Lagrangian from a second-order equation to a first-order equation with
a new set of variables. The Lagrangian function L deals with velocities and position coordinates
whereas the Hamiltonian H function deals with momenta and time. The dual functions are
BL OH DL OHa  = and = (2.8)Ox Ox at at
Applying the calculus of variations to find the minimum (least) of the Hamiltonian function
results in the derivation of the "least action" as shortened by Feynman [51, vol II, 19-8] for
relativistic physical phenomena. Using a transformation of d'Alembert's principle, Hamilton
thus constructed the first exact least action principle formulation [64, p. 348].
Also relevant to this thesis is another definition of space and path, or the configuration space and
configuration path [1, pp. 4-11] applied to describe nature as the minimum of all possible
configurations. The action S is called Hamilton's first principle function or the principle of
stationary action [51, Vol. II, 19-8] and [1, p. 4]. This minimum path in (2.6) is in equilibrium at
all times and may be represented as (2.9).
Smi = min ft (KE - PE)dt = 0 (2.9)
The calculus of variations is computed on the difference 77 between KE and PE, with the
objective to find the configuration path whereby within its limit, the Diff[KE,PE] --, 0 along the
entire path of motion. The configuration can be determined heuristically by finding an 77 = 0
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within some tolerance 6 to improve the speed of algorithmic calculation. The calculations are
numerical and recursive comparisons (similar to hillclimbing algorithmic techniques) and are
therefore quite adaptable to automatic computation. Each possible path has a value calculated
from (2.6).
Smin = min ft2(KE - PE)((t)dt = 0 (2.10)1.0
The iterative calculation must find the path that has the minimum 6 value. The q7 dt must be 0 at
the end points, tl and t2. In the heuristic calculation finding 77dt = 0 is the same as
finding (KE-PE) = 0. A proof of this calculation method is provided by Feynman in [51, Vol. II,
19-6].
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2.6.3 System architecture representations - comparative analysis
System
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2.6.4 Cellular Automata Examples
As an illustration of a cellular automata application, meander-like motifs can be produced with a
cellular automaton rule in one, two, and three dimensions. A neighborhood of size three with
binary values of {0,1 } can be considered as a one-dimensional example. This three-tuple has
eight possible combinations which constitute the left-hand side of the rule. The right-hand side of
the rule is a single output cell below each three-tuple, as shown in Figure 2.15.
Neighborhood number - 8 7
Binary output in neighborhood 7
position summed gives the (1280) = 0 (641) = 64
decimal rule number,
in this case rule 110 -- (0+64+32+0+8+4+1+1) = 110
6 5 4 3 2 1
1111 01010
(32-1) = 32 (16*0) = 0 (8*1) = 8 (4*1) = 4 (2*1) = 1 (1*1) = 0
Figure 2.15 Elementary Cellular Automaton Rule 110
An evolution with the one-dimensional system architecture Rule 110 for three
of the rule on the previous system state is shown in Figure 2.16.
4-
4-
4-
steps or recursions
- Time step 0: The initial given condition, state
Time step 1: Neighborhoods 1, 2, and 3 affect the
state transition 1
- Time step 2: Neighborhoods 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7
affect the State transition 2
Figure 2.16 Three Recursive Steps of Elementary One Dimensional Cellular Automaton
Rule 110
Figure 2.17 shows another representation of cellular automaton Rule 110 in matrix and two
graphical formats for 20 steps.
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Figure 2.17 Twenty Steps Represented in a Matrix, Cellular Graphic, and
Non-mesh Graphic
As a two-dimension example, Rule 746 {1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0} uses a {3,3} matrix with an
output cell in the center determined by the values of the neighboring cells. For steps 0 (initial
condition), 1, and 2 the output states are shown in Figure 2.18, while Figure 2.19 depicts the
output after 20 steps and at the 200 th step.
11 I I I II
I
I I I I I I i
step 0 step 1 step 2
Figure 2.18 Three Steps for a Two-dimensional Cellular Automaton for Rule 746
Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 provide examples of three-dimensional outputs using different
primitives with Rule 746 and Rule 110.
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Figure 2.19 (a) 20 Steps and (b) the 200th Step (no mesh) for a Two-dimensional Cellular
Automaton for Rule 746
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Figure 2.20 Three-dimensional "Meander" Following Rule 746 with (a) Ten and
(b) 20 Steps Using a Cuboid Primitive
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(b)
Figure 2.21 Three-dimensional "Meander" Following Rule 110 with
(a) a Cuboid (selectively scaled) and (b) Sphere Shape Primitives
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CHAPTER 3
A SHAPE GRAMMAR AND CELLULAR AUTOMATA METHODOLOGY FOR
GENERATING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES: DEMONSTRATED IN THE LATTICE
GAS EXAMPLE AND APPLIED TO A LEGO@ BRIDGE CASE
Synopsis
The first of the four sections in this chapter begins with an illustration of the lattice gas cellular
automata model redefined by a shape grammar to demonstrate the application of the shape
grammar to cellular automata (SG --+ CA) methodology in a scientifically recognized system.
This example actually serves as a reverse engineering of an already developed cellular
automaton solution, going back to the concepting stage to show where and how a shape grammar
might have been useful to facilitate achieving the same results. In the second section the stages
of the SG --+ CA process are then followed using a simple case study of LEGO® bridge system
architectures. This is a study of self-assembly starting from a simple primitive and generating
lower to higher-order modules in a hierarchical organization. The SG --, CA method succeeds in
creating plausible bridges from elementary structural units obeying basic laws of mechanics
(statics). The method also avoids the major problem found with conventional cellular automata
of needing to search through an enormous number of potential rules in order to find the ones that
succeed in building bridges. The next section discusses observations on modularity,
interconnectivity, and stability, serving as a predecessor for a later discussion on selectivity. The
appendix contains the list of rules applied for the experiments herein.
3.1 Introduction
As an important contribution of the SG --, CA method, Chapter 2 shows how shape grammar can
be used to derive cellular automata (CA) rules. Searching the potentially astronomical space of
cellular automata rules for relevance to a particular context has frustrated the wider application
of cellular automata as powerful computing systems. An approach is offered using shape
grammar to visually depict the desired conditional rules of a behavior or system architecture (a
form-function) under investigation, followed by a transcription of these rules as patterns into
cellular automata. The combination of shape grammar for managing the input and cellular
automata for managing the output brings together the human intuitive approach (visualization of
the abstract) with a computational system that can generate large design solution spaces in a
tractable manner [164].
The first SG --, CA example, following the lead of the lattice gas study, used a single particle as
the primitive while recognizing that the lattice gas rule set must behave as a multiagent system.
Previous researchers [6] had discovered by iterative experimentation that 0 to 6 particles
represented in a hexagonal star graph properly matched the Navier-Stokes equations of laminar
gas and fluid dynamics, essentially capturing least action effects. For purposes of the present
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study, the interactive behavior of these particles was represented in the form of picture graphs
depicting states of shapes at time t and then state changes at time t+1. The state at time t in a
neighborhood is a list structure which is correspondingly mapped to another list pattern for time
step t+l. The lattice gas model can be initialized in any state, the number of evolutionary steps
are selected, and the system execution proceeds in time steps, representing the behavior for the
particle system while providing a complete history of state changes. Conservation of mass and
momentum are preserved throughout the execution.
In the following case study of a bridge, a single block shape initially was selected as the
primitive, and experiments were conducted by hand to determine the minimum, or least action
[51, Vol. II, Chapter 19-4] modular shape configuration required to construct a column
supporting a top row of blocks. The block was changed to a LEGO@ brick due to its additional
connective force, which effectively expanded the diversity of columnar shapes and allowed for
the emergence of greater interconnectivity with higher-order modularity. Time steps here show
"construction" changes with a new level added to the bridge column at each t. The brick shapes
for the bridge were transcribed to numbers (or different colors), which were then expressed as
neighborhood list mappings. Concatenating these cellular automaton rule list mappings as if
assembling the bricks (comparable to sequencing the rules in a shape grammar) created the
production set of rules which allows system solutions to be generated in graphical output for the
basic bridge module. In the next stage a combinatoric approach was employed to produce all the
varieties of primary-order building modules and to combine them into higher-order modules.
This chapter serves as an initial validation and verification of the SG -- CA methodology. In
both the lattice gas and LEGO@ bridge examples, the shape grammar design methodology was
applied first, followed by a SG - CA transcription step and then the actual cellular automata
computational generation of solutions.
3.2 The lattice gas cellular automaton example
Applying in retrospect the SG -- CA approach to a highly successful cellular automata model
which precisely computes fluidic laminar flow, this section depicts the conceptualization of the
particle collision and dispersion physics through the formal development of a shape grammar.
An innovation incorporated into the use of cellular automata is the list structure, which enables
easier transcription of the shapes and shape rules of the shape grammar into the cellular
automata.
3.2.1 The SG -- CA method applied to the lattice gas-fluid problem
The lattice gas cellular automata model (LGCA; also, lattice Boltzmann models, LBM) serves as
an example of a dynamical, nonlinear, incompressible gas-fluid system which emulates the
Navier-Stokes partial differential equations by discretization of the same gas-fluid systems. The
cellular automaton rules are approximations of the Navier-Stokes partial differential equations;
however, these equations can only be solved for very simple contexts whereas the cellular
automata can model complex nonlinear behavior [193, pp. 359-408]. The lattice gas cellular
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automata model (and lattice Boltzmann) is self-generative, also referred to as a bottom-up model
[194, p. 11], that starts from an initial condition and by a parallel process applies local
neighborhood rules at each time step, dynamically evolving the system until halted. The gas-
fluid dynamics have been modeled successfully using cellular automata rules to capture simple
patterns of particle behavior as deterministic and reversible [161, 195, p. 171-184]. The rules are
depicted through the use of a lattice composed of triangles with the property of hexagonal
symmetry65; this hexagonal neighborhood comprises 64 patterns of particle collision behavior
which closely predict the Navier-Stokes equation of low Mach velocity (laminar flow66) gas
dynamic behavior [194] (referred to as FHP [162], the initials of the scientists' last names). The
primitive is a particle (a point in space) that is rigid, perfectly inelastic, and moves at a constant
velocity. The particle is an abstraction that can represent an infinitesimally small, incompressible
volume, atom, molecule, or other object. The rules governing the behavioral functions of the
particle collisions embody mechanical laws and the conservation of momenta, the conservation
of mass, and hence the conservation of energy. Symmetry and the least action principle are
implications from these conservations.
The discovery, however, of the proper neighborhood for depicting the physical properties of
fluids was not a trivial matter [161, pp. 1-11, 195]. Different cellular automaton neighborhoods
were found unsatisfactory and a paradigm shift was needed for the researchers to see how the
hexagonal lattice pattern could be incorporated into the known Moore neighborhood. On the
other hand, because its neighborhood conditional rules can be enumerated visually for simple
simulation, a lattice gas system does lend itself to modeling by the SG --- CA approach.
Therefore, utilizing shape grammar first to represent the particle motion rules and then
transcribing this shape grammar gas model into cellular automata rules may have offered a more
intuitive and therefore quicker route to the system architecture solution.
The example provided in this chapter is a two-dimensional LGCA version of particles colliding
in free space with a periodic boundary condition. The SG -, CA generative system is shown to
tractably compute in real time difficult to solve, numerical partial derivative equations as an
alternative approach, employing spacetime mechanics to dynamically model complex nonlinear
gas-fluid systems.
3.2.2 Stage 1: Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
3.2.2.1 The original visual model
The relevance of lattice gas to this chapter is its suitability, in hindsight, for demonstrating the
SG --+ CA methodology. The lattice gas research continues to be one of the few successful
examples of cellular automata embodying real physics and modeling physical phenomena. The
65 Rotations are invariant by n times 60 degrees modulo 360 degrees of a node and perpendicular to the lattice plane.
66 At high velocity the flow becomes turbulent.
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lattice gas researchers discovered how to fit the enumerated particle collision patterns within a
cellular automata neighborhood, but their work could have been equivalently and more readily
expressed by a shape grammar with the embedded fluid dynamics. Rather than starting with a
cellular automaton neighborhood mindset, devising a shape grammar of figures drawn by rules
embodying the physics may have been a more expeditious route to settling on the hexagonal
shape symmetry, which then would have led directly to the derivation of the cellular automaton
neighborhood and rules. The physics of the lattice gas concept are well explained in the
references provided herein. Briefly, the earlier HHP [196, 197, 198] model (HHP the initials of
the scientists' last names) used a regular square neighborhood pattern that did not include the
isotropy principle and symmetry, resulting in approximate but not precise simulations of fluid
motion. This prior trial for modeling lattice gas provides evidence that a shape grammar would
only be as good as the researcher's ability to properly capture the relevant behaviors in the
production rules.
The FHP model, on the other hand, utilized a star graph with six directed edges to compose a
production set of 64 possible rules (patterns). These graphs are compatible with a shape grammar
approach of pictorial rule formulation. The 3x3 Moore neighborhood was thus configured as a
hexagon. The particle was free to move around in the hexagonally shaped lattice with a periodic
boundary according to the rules of its interaction physics. Each particle has a mass count of one
and all particles possess a constant velocity, but their combined masses and resultant momenta
are of various quantities for each neighborhood and output cell, affecting the particle vectors of
cell output. Collisions, if any, are arranged in the hexagonal pattern of edges at 600 angles from
each other to satisfy the isotropy as well as other required physical properties. Of note, head-on
collisions could have an equal and opposite direction of ricochet, but the practice by lattice gas
researchers has been to have the particles fly apart at opposite angled directions rotated left 600
in order to introduce random behavior [162]. Interestingly, while enlarging the neighborhood to
perhaps an octagonal particle direction pattern might seem to better capture the physics (but
would make the model more complex), there is no appreciable gain in behavioral accuracy.
The drawings in Figure 3.1 characterize the rules for the lattice gas physics in the shape grammar
format. They consist of conditional neighborhoods or patterns directly used to evolve the cellular
automaton. The convention incorporated for the particle flow is that arrows of orientation on the
left-hand side (lhs) are directed inward to the neighborhood and on the right-hand side (rhs) are
directed outward from the neighborhood. The FHP rule set starts with the empty condition, the
pattern of zero particles present in the neighborhood, and includes the patterns for all possible
particle movements with one to six particles present.
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0 - empty condition
2 particles have 15 possible
trajectories
4 particle condition consists of
15 symmetries
0o" a s
1 particle neighborhood has 6
different possible trajectories
f E
3 particle condition has 20
patterns of symmetry
5 particle condition has 6
symmetry patterns
6 particle neighborhood has a
single pattern
Figure 3.1 Examples of Particle Trajectories from each Symmetry Rule Group
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3.2.2.2 Shape grammar for the lattice gas model
The elements of the shape grammar for the lattice gas model can be described as follows:
1 empty shape (no particle present), symbolically: {0}
Shape variables: seven points of a star graph, six orientations of an arrow (or line) to indicate
all incoming and outgoing particle and molecule momentum vectors (mass, velocity,
direction) (see Figure 3.2); the primitive is a single particle of infinitesimally small size
with mass of 1 and velocity of 1
0 shape markers
Lattice: hexagonal lattice composed of triangles (hidden from view)
64 rules: samples are shown in Figure 3.1; the formal simple relationships of form-function
symbolically expressed according to local neighborhood conditions (see the
complete rule set in Appendix 3.5.1 for shape rules and the corresponding cellular
automaton rules list structure in Appendix 3.5.2)
* *
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2 Shape Variables for the Lattice Gas Grammar: (a) Entry/Exit Location Points,
(b) All Incoming Vectors for Particles, (c) All Outgoing Vectors after Collision
The initial condition of randomly generated neighborhood configurations is shown in Figure 3.3.
This condition represents the initial introduction of a carbon vapor into a controlled chamber
prior to the diffusion of the carbon atoms.
Figure 3.3 The Initial Condition in Graphical Form
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Shape rules for particle motion and collision are depicted by figures containing a seven star
graph of points to indicate neighborhood entry and exit locations, along with six arrow
orientations to represent the vectors of the carbon atoms or molecules. The symbolic equivalent
of these shapes is a list structure of size 6 where a "1" in a position indicates the presence of an
arrow.
3.2.3 Stage 2: Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
3.2.3.1 The cellular automata neighborhood
A Moore neighborhood grid was chosen for the lattice gas system due to its capability for
adequately representing 360 degrees of possible neighborhoods of influence (the directions of
incoming particles) around a central point of change. The lattice gas picture graphs were
transcribed into the Moore neighborhood [193, 199, 200] hexagonal format [161, p. 49], then
expressed as list mappings. These patterns of incoming and outgoing scattered particles in
essence constitute shape rules in a shape grammar that captures the thermodynamic and fluid
physical properties required to yield the proper behavior of fluid-like molecules. The SG -- CA
transcription can then proceed according to the patterns themselves. Given six possible directed
edge paths for particle motion, as indicated by the vertices of the hexagonal star graph in Figure
3.4 and reformulated into a nine-vertex star graph to accommodate a nine-cell (Moore [199])
cellular automata neighborhood, there are 26 = 64 possible particle flow patterns, a six-tuple
binary value list. Using the nine-vertex star format, the position of particles in these patterns can
now be coded in binary form in the more typical nine-cell cellular automata neighborhood, as
shown in Figure 3.5. The state of the neighborhood at the beginning of the step function is the
incoming condition of particles expressed as a six-element binary list. The letters read
counterclockwise can contain a 1 or 0. The 0 cells have no effect on the neighborhood because
those positions lack a particle or are not located within the hexagonal neighborhood of particle
interaction.
Ce ob  oC
0O ob
do 00 *a do *0 *a
e* of Co *0
of
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4 (a) Navier-Stokes Hexagonal Star Graph (seven vertices) and
(b) Moore Neighborhood Nine-vertex Star Graph (Os showing the empty center and two
unnecessary cell positions)
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e f 0
Figure 3.5 Nine-cell Cellular Automata Neighborhood Matrix
Capturing the Hexagonal Format
The 64 collision patterns can be exhaustively enumerated as lists. Explicit replacement rules
lhs --- rhs contain the particle patterns. Figure 3.6 shows how a five-particle hexagonal pattern
represented as the list
{ff e, d, c, b, a}: [1,1,0,1,1,1} - {1,1,1,1,1,0}
is equivalently expressed in the two-dimensional nine-neighborhood matrix. The other 63
particle collision patterns can be depicted in the same manner. The shape is converted to
equivalent numeric symbols for computing since there is no interpreter or compiler for dealing
directly with shapes as symbols. The cellular automaton rules are executed in parallel on a grid
wherein the particles will be shown to move according to their correct physical properties and
conform to the Navier-Stokes equations for fluids and gases at subsonic velocities.
00 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
Figure 3.6 Five-particle Shape Rule and
Equivalent Two-dimensional Nine-neighborhood Matrix
For every step of the parallel processing67 cellular automaton function, each cell's value in the
step (s+1) lattice is replaced with an output determined by the neighborhood in the step (s) lattice
(see Figure 3.7). Every cell in the step (s+1) lattice has a conditional neighborhood of active cells
from step (s) that determines the value of the center output cell for step (s+1).
67 All cells are processed at the same time, in parallel, by the cellular automaton function. In the PC the process is
deterministic, or sequential starting in the upper left corner of the lattice and executing left to right row by row.
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Output cell at step step (s)
(s+1)
-------------
~------------
j-1
0
I U
ji
1
0
j+1
0
Neighborhood' action
function is applied in
I·'. . .,..
i+1
i-
.1-
step (s + 1)
e Moore
borhood
parallel over the lattice (s)
outputting cells in (s+1)
Figure 3.7 Cellular Automata Parallel Processing by Steps in Two Representations
(Moore two-dimensional neighborhood with six active cells) for the Lattice Gas SG -, CA
3.2.3.2 Details of the cellular automaton function applied to a reduced scale example of a
lattice gas system
Lattice: hexagonal, dimensional size {5 rows, 5 columns} with periodic boundary
The initial condition was a randomly generated submatrix (Figure 3.8(a)) of dimension
{1 row, 2 columns} starting at position {4,3} in the larger {5,5} matrix, which is a sample
representation of space. The zeros represent empty space. Each of the two initial condition cells
that contained particles were so comprised based on one of the 64 left-hand rules randomly
selected and structured in list format. The randomly generated initial condition matrix for this
small example was step 0 of the cellular automaton.
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(a) Initial Condition Matrix (b) Initial Condition Visualized
Figure 3.8 Example of an Initial Condition
(two neighboring cells containing particles)
In Figure 3.8(a), the cell in {row 4, column 3} has five particles at the 32, 16, 8, 2 and 1 bit
positions respectively of list { 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1 }. This list is represented by the first shape on the left
in Figure 3.8(b). The cell in {row 4, column 4} has three particles in list {0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0}. Its
visual representation is the right-hand graphic in Figure 3.8(b). The cellular automaton
neighborhood conditional function randomly generated two neighborhood lists of length six that
each constitute the left-hand side (lhs) rule. The cellular automaton function looks up by a
dispatch (hash) table the lhs rule match and places the right-hand side (rhs) of the rule into the
conditionally affected output cell. The cellular automaton operates in parallel and places rhs rules
into every cell in the entire {5 row, 5 column} dimension matrix. This function executes on
every step as an operator within the cellular automaton function definition.
Figure 3.9 reveals the relationships among the six particle shape variable, the particle location in
the Moore type {3,3} neighborhood along with the associated bit, the matrix of active cells
having conditional control on the output of the affected cell state at the next function step, and
the corresponding matrix of list structure equivalents for each cell.
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Figure 3.9 (a) Shape Variable, (b) Hexagonal Neighborhood with Particle Positions,
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The computational steps in Figure 3.7 now represent time. The active neighborhood in Figure 3.7
at time (t) determines the output cell in time (t+1). Multiplying a "1" times the particle vectors
represented by the list in every designated active cell includes that particle in the lhs of the rule.
A "0" multiplied by a particle vector list in those inactive cells excludes it from the lhs rule. For
instance, a "1" in position 6 (or f) for a size six list is written as {1,0,0,0,0,0} which is the 32-bit
position. A shape drawing of particles in the lhs rule can have zero to six particles, but the
hexagonal neighborhood pattern or template will only accept a particle in "f" if its vector is in
the 32-bit position. All other positions are essentially ignored in the operation since they have no
influence on the rhs outcome of the neighborhood's particle interaction. To illustrate this
operation, the following description refers to Figure 3.10. There are seven particle pattern groups
including the empty pattern; for this example, one from each pattern group was placed arbitrarily
in the Moore {3,3} neighborhood. To describe the cellular automaton function, the Moore
template was overlaid onto the particle collision neighborhood by multiplying the Moore
template times the actual neighborhood. Each cell of the {3,3} neighborhood is an array of up to
six particles and their vectors. The result of this operation is to eliminate all but the essential
action, in terms of neighborhood particle vectors. In other words, of the nine cells containing
varying numbers of particles in the leftmost diagram of Figure 3.10, only six cells in a hexagonal
neighborhood are potentially active or influential at state s. The action determined from the
particle configurations in these six cells is represented by the lhs rule shown by the rightmost
diagram in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Determining the lhs Rule: Application of the Active Moore Template to a
Sample Moore Neighborhood of Particle Conditions at time t
Once the lhs rule is determined, then the cellular automaton applies the lhs to look up the
matching rhs rule by means of the rule set dispatch (hash) table (see rule list in Appendix 3.5.2).
The rhs of the rule is placed in the output cell in (t+ 1). This procedure is repeated in parallel for
every possible Moore neighborhood within the periodic boundary of the lattice. In so doing,
every cell in the entire s+1 lattice will be filled by rhs outputs. In this example, the result of the
operation was an output cell with list value {1,1,0,1,0,0} (see Figure 3.11).
-ILiI
Figure 3.11 Example of a Symbolic Rule Expression and its Pictorial Equivalent
3.2.3.3 Generating the dynamic, visual output
Given the entire production set of 64 rules, the particle system was set into motion to
dynamically operate for a time of 100 cellular automaton steps, emulating the collision process
with its last system state preserved for computed and visual output. This cellular automaton
operation is repeated recursively for all time steps in the dynamic system. The 100 steps were
somewhat arbitrarily chosen, but the observation of widespread, random particle dispersion at the
last step agreed with the expected increased entropy for a sufficient timeframe.
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Another example may facilitate understanding of the lattice gas cellular automaton model. Figure
3.12 again illustrates the small 5 by 5 hexagonal lattice with the initial condition as a set of
randomly selected neighborhoods from the 64 patterns; the eight particles in the initial systems
have a total mass of eight and resultant system momentum vector components of - ", - .
,/
Figure 3.12 Initial Condition of a Simple System and
its Hexagonal Lattice Periodic Boundary
Figure 3.13 (suppressing the hexagonal lattice plot for clarity) shows 11 successive time steps
with the total mass and momentum of this eight-particle system verified as conserved.
Consequently, the total energy is conserved as well as symmetry (as per Noether's theorem [44]).
Figure 3.13 Simple System Example, 11 Time Steps
3.2.3.4 Application of SG --- CA to a larger lattice scale gas-fluid showing laminar flow
behavior
The next system has been expanded to a 50 by 50 hexagonal lattice. From the initial random
neighborhood configurations in the first image (upper left) shown in Figure 3.14, the dispersionpattern develops through 11 successive time steps of the cellular automaton. Here, there are 1182
particles with resultant system momentum vector components of 19 17\31V I
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Figure 3.14 Larger Example, Initial Condition and 11 Time Steps
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A larger time scale sequence in 20-step increments from time 0 (Figure 3.15) shows the
increasing disorder towards maximum entropy of the particle system, which is to be expected in
a closed system of particles moving in free space. Total mass, momentum and energy of the
system, therefore conservation, were verified to be the same at time 0 and time step 100. (The
details of this stage in the SG -+ CA, generating the system architecture for lattice gas from the
cellular automaton, are provided in much greater depth in FHP [162].)
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Figure 3.15 Larger Example Showing the Initial Condition
after 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 Time Steps
3.2.4 Discussion - the lattice gas shape grammar-cellular automata model
The HHP researchers seem to have based their original method for representing particles on the
von Neumann neighborhood paradigm reduced to a square. However, their original
neighborhoods produced particle patterns that were insufficient for capturing the physics of fluid
dynamics. Subsequent research concentrated on finding a cellular automata neighborhood that
could more accurately represent the particle dynamics. Determining that the hexagonal particle
pattern could be captured in a nine-cell Moore neighborhood, with the edges of the cells as
particle movement lines, was a major leap from traditional cellular automata paradigms. The
physics may have been basically understood as evidenced by the reference to the Navier-Stokes
equations, but the manner of incorporating the physics into an appropriate cellular automata
neighborhood, accounting for particle position and direction as well as empty spaces, was not
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easily foreseen. The lattice gas researchers thus had unknowingly set up an informal shape
grammar for fluid particle behavior but had not been aware of the potential use of this pattern
mapping approach as the starting point for discovering the pertinent cellular automata rules.
In this section, the conservation of mass and momentum are resultants in the lattice gas cellular
automata experiment. The energy for all particles in free space within the periodically bound
system can be expressed as kinetic energy only [64, p. 22], reducing the action formulation for
the system of particles to
KE = T = Z1 mivi2 (3.1)
where,
m is the mass and v is the velocity of each particle (momentum).
The least action principle is embodied in the rules and lattice structure.
In summary, the approach described in this section began with the development of a lattice gas
shape grammar based on an understanding of the physics of the particle dynamics. Diagrams
representing the physics were used to create the actual shape rules that capture the necessary
behaviors, without regard to finding an appropriate cellular automata neighborhood. Of note,
shape grammars are not restricted by the notion of neighborhood. The entire production rule set
for emulating the physical behavior was converted to an algebraic topology in the form of binary
lists derived straight from the fluid dynamics shape grammar, interpreted in the format of an
appropriately fitting neighborhood matrix. The lists represent patterns of physical behavior in the
form of If-Then conditional statements, which effectively constitute a cellular automata
neighborhood. These patterns are essentially rules with the physics embedded for use in
computing a solution space via the cellular automata encoding. The dynamically evolving lattice
gas SG -+ CA model was found to agree with the earlier LGCA studies.
3.3 Case study of a bridge design
The basic idea for a study of a bridge was inspired by the works of Funes [117] and Pollack
[118] in which the researchers demonstrated a generation of a LEGO® bridge using a genetic
algorithm (GA) technique. As these researchers observed, the bridges were created
automatically by the GA but looked "alien." Although the bridge performed to its fitness
function of extending a relatively short distance from one tabletop to another, it could serve no
other purpose and achieved its extension by counterbalancing on one side so much as to be
lopsided. Furthermore, this work relied on an additional algorithm to calculate the structural
stability of each bridge generated in the population. Although the use of a genetic algorithm for
generating a system architecture holds interesting promise, for these particular studies there was
a lack of utility, efficiency and aesthetics.
The GA studies were inspired by the research of Bentley [116], who generated very basic forms
for a sports car body and boat hull utilizing a genetic algorithmic process without the inclusion of
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physics. In his dissertation he coined the phrase "design from scratch" whereby a random shape
is selected for use with a genetic algorithm approach to generate objects (e.g., a table). Bentley
felt that artificial design should be guided by nature's example, and so he adapted the most
popular generative process, genetic algorithms [122, 201], for his design approach. Bentley
subsequently has led the way in consolidating the various fragmented computing processes based
on nature, placing them under the category of Evolutionary Computation [124, 202, 203].
Nature's system architecting process appears to be vastly superior to manmade design. D'Arcy
Thompson [33] presented examples comparing the superior mechanical structure and function of
an animal's back with that of the bridge. Man has not been able to achieve the level or varieties
of form-function that nature has created, as for example in vision and flight [72, pp. 15 and 89].
Therefore, it makes sense that nature's design processes should be studied for consideration as a
model for artificial design where possible. Looking to discover the rules by which nature
generates its designs for application to the artificial world has driven the activity in developing
evolutionary computational approaches.
To better emulate nature's model, other post-Darwinian concepts of evolution [204] also have
inspired this chapter's research. More specifically, nature uses the genome for memory storage
to carry the set of rules for creating a particular system architecture (or developing an individual
organism) as well as generating a phenotype across generations. Similarly, in order to store
design information in algorithmic form, this chapter employs the genome concept, considering
the generation of bridge designs as the genotype's transcription of shape grammar rules and
translation of cellular automata code sequences into the phenotype. In this case, the genome for
the bridge essentially serves as a one-dimensional array to efficiently store the row-by-row set of
generating rules in proper sequence. Theoretically, a computational processor (Turing machine)
would read the genome (tape) and generate the phenotype bridge. Crossing genomic modular
segments generates higher-order modules and greatly expands the design space (diversity). The
principle of survival of the fittest leads to stability and robustness testing of bridges to prune out
those designs with low or no probability of survival. Survival of the best form-function, carried
forth through genome memory storage, and genomic crossovers that broaden the possible design
solution space for the best form-functions, collectively produce the hallmarks of evolution -
modularity, diversity, hierarchy, and adaptability to environmental changes (increasing
robustness) [95]. Whereas evolution proceeds on a cumulative basis [35, 72], this lengthy time
scale is a disadvantage for the human designer. For human-engineered systems, a parallel
process to generate the full design space up front would be more practical than following
nature's serial approach.
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Figure 3.16 is a p-diagram depiction of the inputs, controllables, uncontrollables, and output for
the bridge modeling domain.
Uncontrollables
- Physics ("rules")
- Laws of physics
- Principles of physics
-Least action principle
-Principle of computational equivalence
- Combinatoric associations
- Disturbances: degrees of perturbation
- Vibration, shockJr
Input
1. Self-organizing design
rules and algorithm
2. Specification
Specified
Output
--- Bridge columns
Controllables
- Neighborhood constraints and conditions
derived from the "rules" of physics
- Equilibrium condition
- Initial condition
- Production set
- Sequence of CA's
- Terminating condition
- Selection of primitives
- Joint properties
- Strength
- Build range
- Length
- Height
Figure 3.16 p-diagram of Bridge System Architecture
3.3.1 Modeling of a five-row bridge
This section demonstrates a bottom-up approach that follows nature's lead in satisfying a
specification, which initially must be decomposed functionally. The system architecting process
proceeds by considering different possible forms and combinations of these forms to deliver the
desired functions. Minsky [205], based on Winston [205, 206], speaks of uniframes as the most
fundamental description for relating structure to function. A uniframe must be able to enforce the
required features and relations, prevent undesired ones, and tolerate distinctions that are not
important. Because definitions of function are often too loose while definitions of structure are
typically too tight, a reformulation of the problem into an essential portion and any auxiliary
portions to capture the essence of the object may lead to better decompositions of form-function.
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In the case of a bridge, the key components are a horizontal plane or beam to carry a weight
across a span and the vertical planes or leg supports to raise this span to the desired height. This
uniframe conceptualization enabled simple shape grammar rules to be written, with the
subsequent design space being created from the generational capability of the recursive shape
grammar and the computational power of the cellular automata. An unrestricted shape grammar
thus serves as a visual design aid for analyzing and synthesizing the elements and the rules that
relate them for a given specification.
Initially, simple blocks were used as the primitive, which essentially interacted with other blocks
by virtue of gravity alone. Only the balanced weight of individual blocks above prevented
collapse. However, just a limited number of designs could be built with any degree of stability
using blocks. Furthermore, one unstable block due to its freedom to shift laterally could
detrimentally unbalance a larger neighborhood of blocks via a domino effect. Unstable block
columns also could not combine with other columns to create sufficient stability, only tenuously
dependent arrangements. Providing a connective force between primitives (i.e., using LEGO@
bricks rather than blocks) significantly increased the possibility space for creating stable spans
and bridges and led to greater stability and diversity (see Figure 3.38). Of note, since square
blocks and rectangular bricks correspond directly in shape to cellular automata grid cells, a shape
grammar developed to evolve the stages of a design built in blocks or bricks is readily adaptable
to a cellular automata framework.
The method presented here constructs a brick LEGO@ bridge starting from the top row as the
initial condition. Additional rows of bricks are added to lift the top row off the ground level
(bottom-up). The most basic module that efficiently captures the bridge uniframe consists simply
of two bricks each supported 50% by a single brick underneath (herein called the T module). The
T module in turn can be supported by single brick-wide columns for height. After the T module
is created, each brick added thereafter can be staggered in the next lower row 50% to the right,
50% to the left, or in line with a previous brick. The specification was set as a five-row bridge in
height with four T modules for width. The first generative process (combinatorics) produced 27
different column modules (or "genomes"). The number of different column modules grows as
each brick row is added according to D = RN. This is the exponential progression or number of
column modules in the design space, D, with 3 rule options, R, and 3 steps (three rows) of
application, N (33 = 27 modules for a five row bridge). This design space of lower-order column
modules was itself combinatorically enumerated by pairings (as a Cartesian product) to create
higher-order "span" modules (729 spans for 27 x 27 modules) in order to lengthen the bridge. To
reuse these modules, spans were then reflected by pairs or replicated and reflected at the
midpoint to create 1458 bridges (729 x 2) satisfying the bridge length specification.
3.3.2 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
The shape grammar for a bridge begins with the selection of a building primitive, in this case a
rectangular block or brick, and identification of the essential form-function concepts of a
horizontal bridge deck and vertical column supports. This decomposition led to the most basic
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modular assembly, a T structure composed of two horizontal blocks, supported by a single block.
Figure 3.17 depicts a free body diagram of three blocks used to construct this T according to the
principle of least action, showing the direction of the resultant force from each block's weight at
its center of gravity. The arrows indicate the tipping moments of the blocks. If the primitive were
a simple, smooth block, the neutrally stable support condition would require only a 50% block
overlap to provide static equilibrium to the upper blocks. Weight alone creates the stability for
these overlapped blocks.
moment
Figure 3.17 Basic Assembly T Module
However as mentioned before, while positioning simple blocks with 50% overlap is efficient, it
is also an ideal state requiring perfect balancing and absolutely no perturbations to prevent
collapse; a single block's fall can cause a cascading failure among its neighboring blocks.
Consequently, there is a limitation to the number of stable block bridge architectures that can be
designed. Such unstable block columns do not become useful under further staggered
development as they cannot interconnect with other block columns to become stable, while
stacking blocks one fully upon another is material heavy and represents greater energy. LEGO®
brick columns, on the other hand, use snap-together joints that result in additional reacting
moments beyond those created by weight alone. Providing such a connective force increases the
possibility space for creative diversity due to the emergence of new structures with greater
stability when LEGO® columns are combined into higher-order span modules.
3.3.2.1 Shape grammar for a LEGO@ bridge
The simple LEGO® bridge shape grammar consists of the following:
Shape variables:
1 empty shape
2 shape variables (black or white squares joined to make a brick)
2 shape markers: w (spatial) and + (positional)
11 rules shown in Figure 3.19, Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21
The five-row column shape grammar incorporates the set of variables shown in Figure 3.18.
The initial condition is shown in Figure 3.19.
Rectangular Brick
The basic assembly T module, developed from an initial primitive is defined by shape
rules which embody this first design production. Per shape grammar notation (see Figure 3.18), a
marker is a spatial label that indicates the proper juxtapositioning of the next added brick. These
markers are later erased by terminal rules. The initial brick shape is represented by two squares
(two cells in the CA lattice) for ease of SG -+ CA transcription.
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The initial shape grammar condition " now becomes two bricks side by side:
iraI Cxdifion
110 1 2 1211101 I
which in list structure is {0,0,1,2,2 ,1,0,0}. The shape variables and markers are shown in
different shades of grayscale color; hence the term "color" is commonly used by cellular
automata modelers when referring to different types of cell variables.
Shape Grammar to Cellular Automata
Shape Grammar Production Transcription
LIEELJ
IEmpty I Zac
1221
011
Figure 3.23 Transcribing the Shape Grammar of Rows 1 and 2 into a Cellular Automaton
The components of the single bridge column are generated using elementary cellular automata
with only binary, {0,1} state values with the simplest, one-dimensional machine. Its
neighborhood is a group of size 3, or range (radius) of 1, I1o ,1 t1o .The different combinations
of the neighborhood can be determined by a partitioning or tuples function. For this elementary
system, the three tuple with 2 state values (or 2 colors) has eight combinations, as shown in
Figure 3.24 (the top rows). These enumerated neighborhoods must each have a designated output
state, in this case 0 or 1. Such a neighborhood mapping to specific, unambiguous output
constitutes a rule, and the set of all the neighborhood combinations and their deterministic
outputs is the rule set. The state of the neighborhood is a condition, the same as three If-Then
conditions acting together, or in parallel, to determine a single output state, seen in the single cell
below the neighborhood. The cellular automaton "heads" move in parallel over the lattice space
and read the neighborhood of each cell at step or time t. Then the cellular automaton writes each
neighborhood's mapped output to the corresponding output cells at step or time t+1.
The radius of the neighborhood must be large enough to capture the information desired, while
the values of the states in each cell of the neighborhood can be any variable or symbol taken
from a set of possible states. The size of the neighborhood and computing time is related to
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Figure 3.21 Shape Rules for Generating
Rows 3 through 5 of the Column Module
For example, as shown in Figure 3.22, the five-row column module is created by concatenating
the Row 1 and Row 2 rule sets, {I1,1-1,2-1} as defined in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, then
applying a selected combinatoric from the L, R, and S rule sets (three concatenated rule sets for
three rows), such as {L1,L2,R1,R2,S,SS2,L3,R3,S3} to produce the complete column.
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
L1
L2, R1
R2, S1
S2
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
Delete
Markers
Figure 3.22 Five-row Column Module
Produced by {I,1-1,2-1, L1,L2,R1,R2,S1,S2,L3,R3,S3}
3.3.3 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
The shape grammar rule set provides complete visual definition for all primitives and their
interrelationships in the T and column modules. This same rule set is then easily transcribed as a
concatenation of cellular automata for the purpose of managing the combinatoric task of
generating a larger design space. In a simple case, and as the system architect becomes more
proficient in SG -- CA modeling, the learning curve can shorten the time spent moving from
Stage 1 to Stage 2. As was noted in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4, however, the cellular automaton rule
space can become so large and abstract that direct determination of these rules may not be
humanly feasible. Therefore, as a good practice an architecture should be initially described by
the shape grammar which readily carries the visual information of the design before transcription
into the cellular automaton dual in order to assure that all of the relevant information has been
captured for the cellular automaton.
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The initial shape grammar condition now becomes two bricks side by side:
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which in list structure is {0,0,1,2,2 ,1,0,0}. The shape variables and markers are shown in
different shades of grayscale color; hence the term "color" is commonly used by cellular
automata modelers when referring to different types of cell variables.
Shape Grammar to Cellular Automata
Shape Grammar Production Transcription
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Figure 3.23 Transcribing the Shape Grammar of Rows 1 and 2 into a Cellular Automaton
The components of the single bridge column are generated using elementary cellular automata
with only binary, {0,1} state values with the simplest, one-dimensional machine. Its
neighborhood is a group of size 3, or range (radius) of 1, EFo io0.,, .1 0 .The different combinations
of the neighborhood can be determined by a partitioning or tuples function. For this elementary
system, the three tuple with 2 state values (or 2 colors) has eight combinations, as shown in
Figure 3.24 (the top rows). These enumerated neighborhoods must each have a designated output
state, in this case 0 or 1. Such a neighborhood mapping to specific, unambiguous output
constitutes a rule, and the set of all the neighborhood combinations and their deterministic
outputs is the rule set. The state of the neighborhood is a condition, the same as three If-Then
conditions acting together, or in parallel, to determine a single output state, seen in the single cell
below the neighborhood. The cellular automaton "heads" move in parallel over the lattice space
and read the neighborhood of each cell at step or time t. Then the cellular automaton writes each
neighborhood's mapped output to the corresponding output cells at step or time t+1.
The radius of the neighborhood must be large enough to capture the information desired, while
the values of the states in each cell of the neighborhood can be any variable or symbol taken
from a set of possible states. The size of the neighborhood and computing time is related to
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Simon's limitations on rational choice [159] and to the NP-SPACE and NP-TIME problems
[154]. The size three neighborhood is quite convenient because of its economy of size but is not
useful for all purposes. The basic question to resolve is does the neighborhood size collect all the
information required to deterministically generate the physically correct output.
In Figure 3.23, an empty space (not occupied by a brick) in the shape grammar production is
represented by a 0 (or the color white) in the corresponding cell within the cellular automata
lattice. The 1 (or color black) in a cell represents half of a brick, and the 2 (or third color)
represents the a or spatial marker required to position the other half of the brick where needed.
The actual cellular automata rules for bridge Rows 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3.24 using a one-
dimensional cellular automata neighborhood of size 3. Thus, the contents of three consecutive
cells in the current row are sufficient to determine the output in the center cell of the developing
row below. In this example, the cellular automata has eight triplets as lists representing
neighborhood rule mappings, which altogether determine the next system state.
The rule structure becomes:
Neighborhood Rule Mapping using Lists:
(1,2,2} -* {1) {2,2,1} -+ {1} {2,1,1) -+ {0} {1,1,2) -> {0} (0,1,2} - (0)} (2,1,0) -+ (0) (0,0,1) -- (0) (1,0,0) - {(0)
Figure 3.24 Cellular Automata Representation of the Shape Grammar for Rows 1 and 2
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The left, right, and straight combination cellular automata rules are derived in Figure 3.25 from
their shape grammar depictions. The cellular automata rule space must be widened with empty
cells to accommodate capturing all upper row triplet combinations for the active cells below.
Empty
Space {0,1,1 } --L rule .. } 1
Eptay 0 1 1 0 {oo,o, - 1
Rsrule pace 1 10 0 {1,1,0 } --+ 1R rule --- {Empty 0 1 1 0 (1,0,0> --1
Space
0le 1 1 0 1,o l --,1
0 1 1 0 {0, 1, 1 1
Figure 3.25 Cellular Automata Representation of the Shape Grammar for
Left, Right and Straight Row Variations
Cellular automata rules to capture the L, R, and S shape grammar options for generating
additional support rows for the bridge are shown in Figure 3.26.
LeftShift ( 1, 0, 0 , 1,0, 1, 0)
rule 138 In base 10 L
Right Shift (1,1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} -
rule 208 In base 10
Straightl In (,1,0,0.10.0,  0 0)
Line rule 200 in base 10 _ L L
Figure 3.26 Cellular Automata Rule Representation for Rows 3 through 5
3.3.3.1 The cellular automata, combinatorics, and algorithm for generating the creative
space for a five-row brick bridge column
By concatenating the cellular automata combinatorically into a production set, as shown in
Figure 3.27, a complete generation of all possible five-row column modules results in the 27
designs enumerated in Figure 3.28. These column modules will be used as the basis for the
bridge deck and supports in all further design/build combinations.
The production set is the list of the various properly ordered cellular automata used to achieve a
specification. In this case, the production set is a daisy-chain. As a sequence, the input of any
given cellular automaton depends on the output of the previous cellular automaton in the list. In
other words, the last state of the previous cellular automaton becomes the initial condition for the
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next cellular automaton in the development generating sequence. A general description for the
cellular automata generating system is contained in the following expression (3.2).
Production Set = {CA[O], CA[1], ... , CA [m]}, n = 0,1, ... ,m} (3.2)
where
CA[n] is a particular cellular automaton
CA[O] is the initial condition
n is the number of CA's
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(following expression (3.1) the production set
is {CA[O],CA[1],CA[2],CA[3],CA[4]})
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Figure 3.27 The Generation of 27 Brick Column Modules
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Figure 3.28 Twenty-seven Brick Column Modules
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Another depiction of the hierarchical result of this generative process is in terms of the genotype
development into the phenotype, as shown in Figure 3.29.
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CA[(1] CA for Generating
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Figure 3.29 Genotype to Phenotype Mapping,
Exhibiting Hierarchical Organization and Internal Differentiation
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The algorithm for generating the 27 five-row bridge columns is shown in Figure 3.30.
Figure 3.30 Algorithm for Generating a Five-row Bridge Column
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3.3.3.2 Generating higher-order modules: the 729 five-row brick spans
Using the principle of module reuse in natural systems, the complete bridge is configured to
consist of two span modules which themselves are composed of two combined column modules.
Column Modules 1 and 2 as the key building components can be any column architecture while
Column Module 3 either repeats Column Module 1 or reflects Column Module 2 and Column
Module 4 correspondingly repeats Column Module 2 or reflects Column Module 1. As a result of
this consistent application of an operation, Span Module 2 also becomes either a repetition or
reflection of Span Module 1. Reflection and repetition were utilized as operations to preserve
reuse of the modules, for computational efficiency, and to follow nature's observed preference
for symmetry and duplication of parts. The bridge thus can be organized as shown in Figure
3.31.
Bridge
Span Span
Module 1 Module 2
Column Module 1 Column Module 2 Column Module 3 Column Module 4
(<T + column(1...27)>) X (<T + column(1...27)>) + (<T + column(1...27)>) X (<T + column(1...27)>)
or more simply,
Bridge
Span I Span 1
Replicated or Reflected
Column Module 1 X Column Module 2
(1 ... 27) (1 ... 27)
(Cartesian product)
Figure 3.31 Hierarchy of Modules
A hierarchical organization is the result (shown in Figure 3.32) with Modules 1 and 2 being the
key modules due to their essential reuse. Because of the combinatoric approach, great diversity is
afforded within the module and across spans and bridges, and the extensive design space
provides greater opportunities for creative solutions to be discovered. The algorithm for
generating a five-row bridge is shown in Figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.32 Six Levels of Hierarchy within a Bridge
In Figure 3.32 all bridges start with a collection of brick primitives at level 0. A specification is
given which becomes the initial condition, level 1. From the initial condition the T module is
generated, level 2. Then the basic columns made up of rows of bricks comprise level 3, and these
columns are combined to create the higher-order span module, level 4. A second span is created
either by a replication or reflection process and then combined with the first span for the final
form-function of the bridge, level 5. It can be seen in the figure above that the bottom-up growth
of this bridge exhibits hierarchy with layers, modularity and diversity of form-function. The
bricks depicted in a lighter shade (or red) are emergent form-function arising in some of the
pairings of basic column modules which interconnect. The combinatoric pairing of lower-order
modules into 729 higher-order modules is illustrated in Figure 3.34. The gray (or red) color
denotes the redundant overlap of whole and half bricks, having the efficient effect of reducing
the number of bricks in the structure.
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Figure 3.33 Algorithm for Generating a Five-row Bridge
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Figure 3.34 Emergence of Diversity, New Components, and Greater Stability
As previously described, higher-order span modules can be further combined, such as by
reflection or repetition, to create 1458 designs of a single-level bridge, with samples presented in
Figure 3.35. Layering (defining levels, in this case) and scaling (adding height) can extend the
flexibility of options for creating bridges of greater dimension. Thus, the LEGO® bridge
example begins with just a single building primitive developed into a basic bridge component, to
which three simple rules are applied recursively and combinatorically to create modular design
complexity and diversity. Varying the pattern of reuse for this set of basic modules to complete
the bridge greatly expands the possible solution space for bridge designs. Additional examples
are provided in Figure 3.36 for spans and in Figure 3.37 for bridges.
- ---
----
- ---
----
-- -- ----
-- -
Figure 3.35 Sample of Five-row Bridge Designs
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3.3.4 Stage 3 - Narrowing the creative or solution space of system architectures
In certain combinations of modules, a sharing of bricks occurs due to their overlap, which is
highlighted in bridge hierarchy Figure 3.32. The benefit is a reduced number of bricks, or
improved system efficiency (reduced action). Also observed was a new primitive, a 50% longer
brick. This was an unanticipated result from such a "simple" bridge model and serves as a
possible example of how nature might create improved form-function by sharing components,
eliminating redundant parts and reducing resources utilized ("leanness"). In addition to this
emergence of a new primitive or shape, the combining of two individual modules in certain cases
resulted in a higher-order module that is tightly interconnected and reappears in other design
solutions.
Furthermore, it was noted that unstable or less stable column modules should not be discarded
from the combinatorics (the gene pool) since it was found that they were capable of becoming
part of very stable higher-order modules. Eliminating them would prevent the emergence of
useful unanticipated features and reduce the possibility space for discovering viable bridges. For
this particular LEGO® bridge specification, it was found that pruning for stability should take
place when the highest neighborhood (system) level has been achieved and after opportunities
for interconnecting modules have been exhausted, which here occurs at the final assembly stage.
In nature, unstable configurations do not necessarily fail immediately as the unstable may seek
conditions where they can become stable, or the systems in which they exist may adapt to
stabilize them.
The data in Figure 3.38 indicates that using smooth block primitives in structures of increasing
complexity (parts and connections), from modules to spans and bridges, increases instability. On
the other hand, using primitives with interconnection points in structures of increasing
complexity, from modules to spans and bridges, appears to increase stability since jointed brick
modules are able to interconnect into higher-order modules while smooth block modules do not
have this capacity. Modular interconnectability certainly appears critical to increased stability.
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Figure 3.38 Data on Module Stability
As both stable {S} and unstable {U} simple column modules are combined into higher form-
function in the build process, different states of dependency, connectivity, and stability can be
observed, as described in Figure 3.39. For selectively generating LEGO@ bridge system
architectures with higher stability, it is useful to divide these connectivity relationships into these
four classes: disconnected, dependent, independent and interconnected.
I
Disconnected
Properties: Unstable,
no relationship
I
Dependent
Low degree of stability
(sensitive to
disturbances),
constrained relationship
Independent
Stable, minimal
relationship
Interconnected
High degree of stability,
mutually beneficial
relationship
Figure 3.39 Interconnectivity, Degree of Dependency, and Stability
The four classes of LEGO@ bridge spans can be described according to their interconnectivity
relationships as follows:
1. Disconnected (unstable) - one or more modules are unstable and will not maintain
contact due to falling; loss of connectivity, unable to establish relationship
2. Dependent (minimally stable) - modules require each other or one requires the other to
be stable; constrained connectivity, no flexibility in connection; relationship is thus very
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Modules Blocks LEGOS@
Columns 33% 67%
Spans 11% 51%
restrictive
3. Independent (stable) - modules make contact but do not need or benefit from each other;
loose connectivity - only a contact
4. Interconnected (very stable) - modules overlap or share a full or half brick so that they
interconnect; result is the emergence of a new higher-order module (a reusable tight unit
that does not easily separate into its original parts)
Simple unstable modules are thus capable of evolving to greater diversity, stability, and
functionality at the next level of modularity. Of note, the original simple module must be a
unified entity in itself to achieve this capability, as witnessed in the difference between the
outputs of simple block designs (Figure 3.40a) which lack modularity compared to LEGO@
bricks (Figure 3.40b) where the built in joints intraconnect into simple modules.
Eliminate - Ellminate -
Less Robust Fall Unstable
(a) (b)
Figure 3.40 Hierarchical Organization of Bridge System Architecture
Connective force appears to be a critical factor here as it relates to modularity, stability,
robustness, complexity, and emergence. Just the connection knobs of LEGO® vs. ordinary
blocks has increased the variety and stability of the resulting form-functions. Robustness appears
to be enhanced by the use of interconnectivity for an increased degree of stability, for expanded
modularization, and for increased integrity (unification) of the entire system (reducing the
number of independent parts). Of note, the stronger interconnectivity is demonstrated at the
intramodular level (spans), while the intermodular connectivity (entire bridge with two spans) is
looser (fewer connections).
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In this model, the buckling failure effect is incorporated very simply by assuring that the
buckling load point is not exceeded, as determined by a count of the vertically stacked number of
bricks. Only the tipping moment is a concern. A measure of the degree of stability based on the
summation of moments on either side of the tipping point is used in Chapter 5 to analyze spans
for this failure mode. The degree of stability formulation can provide a relative measure of the
force required to cause the structure to become unstable.
3.4 Discussion
This chapter has shown how a shape grammar can be employed with cellular automata to more
easily create a set of generative rules to model an intended system behavior. The notion of
neighborhood in the cellular automata framework serves as a conditional control on the behavior
of the generating system. However, a shape grammar can also exhibit the essence of conditional
neighborhood effects in that when a certain spatial arrangement among shapes is present, the rule
condition can result in a developmental change to the neighborhood. Thus, rules of nature or the
physical world where context is a critical factor can be captured by both the shape grammar and
cellular automata methods.
The LGCA example in this chapter served as a validation of the SG -3 CA method by
reformatting the original studies on two-dimensional, collision particle LGCA modeling in free
space [40, 161, 162, 193, 195, 207] using a shape grammar transcribed into a cellular automata
list structure. In the program developed using the SG --+ CA, the dynamic particle collision
behavior, increasing entropy, and the conservation of mass and momentum were verified from
the initial to final conditions of the LGCA system.
The simple bridge study using the SG -+ CA method investigated attributes of primitives with
and without joints, underscoring the importance of interconnectability for generating more
diversity at different hierarchical levels (columns, spans, bridges). In addition, trying all rule
options for each step of development produces diversity in modular designs, which when reused
as nature does, results in a combinatoric explosion in the system's design space. Within this very
large design space may occur new properties or components (forms and functions) as a
statistically likely outcome of the combinatorics and which normally cannot be humanly
foreseen. The emergence of new primitives and modules entirely as a result of combinatorics
leads to the claim that creativity can be defined as a combinatoric process. Since combinatorics is
mathematical and formal, it becomes possible to algorithmically generate creative spaces.
Automatically generating a creative space of system architectures that satisfy a specification and
obey the laws of physics may provide novel solutions beyond human ingenuity, surmounting
time limits, budget constraints, and existing paradigms. Both shape grammar and cellular
automata, however to the negative, can yield unmanageable design spaces and to constrain this
result requires properly representing the underlying physics and laws of nature in the production
set itself. This latter step is the basis for selection of the fittest and constitutes one of the primary
responsibilities of the system architect. As can be seen in Figure 3.41, the combinatoric increase,
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based on the number of different rows combined, is exponential. This power of combinatorics
must be tempered by a selection process to be useful to the system architect and stakeholders.
A search for organizational patterns among the bridge primitives was conducted by analysis of
data from the bridge outputs with respect to such factors or attributes as stability, robustness,
connectivity, emergence, and efficiency (more economical, lean). The long-range objective is
ultimately to distill patterns from observations on the self-organizing properties of systems to
help define normative principles for good system architecting.
4 6 8 1U 12
Figure 3.41 Combinatoric Explosion (where n is the number of rows on the x-axis and the
combinatorics growth is on the y-axis)
The production rule set for the shape grammar (and the subsequent cellular automaton rule list)
can be compared to the code for creating a phenotype that is stored in the genome, after which a
combinatorics operation is applied (as in a crossover) to generate diversity. In constructing rule
sets, it is important to emphasize the procedure that all possible neighborhood configurations
must be enumerated. These rule conditions constitute the left-hand side, and a corresponding
action must be prescribed which becomes the right-hand side by a rule mapping. Enumerating
the combinations of a neighborhood tuple (ordered conditions) is an important function for
determining the left-hand side rule structures in a system architecture generating grammar.
An interesting problem occurs when the right-hand solution to a left-hand rule is omitted, not
available, or not known - a type of infeasible solution space. This incompleteness is exposed
when the cellular automaton function does not execute but instead outputs in list structure a
neighborhood for which it cannot find a right-hand rule. This greatly assists the debugging
process, assuring all neighborhoods are entirely enumerated. A rule or technical solution for the
left-hand condition then must be incorporated in the shape grammar to close the rule gap.
Invention of new technology may even be required to solve this problem. A second rule problem
can exist when more than one right-hand solution has inadvertently been specified for a given
left-hand rule condition. The cellular automaton function resolves this ambiguity conflict by
selecting only the first solution supplied. In order to identify the ambiguity, a sorted list must be
run and visually checked for duplicate left-hand side transition rules.
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3.5 Appendix
3.5.1 The LGCA shape grammar rules
The FHP patterns start with the null or empty condition: the pattern (conditional neighborhood)
of zero particles present in the neighborhood.
The condition of 1 particle present has 6 different possible trajectories of entry -- exit into and
out from the neighborhood.
EZILE
WI/_l
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Two (2) particles have 15 trajectories showing symmetry (conservation of energy).
L I-Ill
`i
A,-V
LIB
BE-E-3l
BE-l-S
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The 3 particle condition has 20 symmetry patterns.
-A .
Li31-IJ ~
EIF-iC
EIFZ-EIE
EI·1-E31
L·J-TIJ·S
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The 4 particle condition consists of 15 symmetries.
E1-7(L-1·i·
X-/- --
.7 X -\
The 5 particle condition has
E7- 'L-i
\_" _V_-
1" I- 1-I-
6 symmetry patterns.
\ -w
Finally, the 6 particle collision neighborhood has a single pattern.
X- E1
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CHAPTER 4
FROM SHAPE GRAMMAR TO CELLULAR AUTOMATA TO SHAPE
Synopsis
While certain shapes such as the square or rectangle are already represented in the cellular
automata lattice grid and therefore can be used for direct graphical output of the generated
physical system architectures, this chapter expands the shape grammar-cellular automata
(SG -+ CA) procedure to accommodate any shape. A shape grammar based on line variables is
transcribed into cellular automata to generate the creative space of system architectures, which
are then converted back to a shape depiction for graphical output. The first composition entails
the rudimentary development of a closed network of three connected lines to form a triangle. The
second step proceeds to use this triangle as a basic bridge building element, or a truss module
with three strut members connected at their ends. A shape grammar is developed using this truss
module to construct columnar designs. These columns combinatorically generate 729 six-row
bridge spans analogous to the LEGO® bridge spans in Chapter 3.
This chapter is organized into eight sections which focus on the issue of shape in mapping a
shape grammar into cellular automata, creating first a freehand shape grammar for the triangle as
a building module and then a shape grammar for the truss bridge columns. This shape grammar,
however, must be reconfigured in order to transcribe into a cellular automaton neighborhood.
The cellular automata are then programmatically defined, and with the addition of a
combinatoric algorithm, the generation of higher-order truss bridge spans is achieved. A
discussion section looks at the value gained from considering triangles as building primitives.
The bridge methodology using a LEGO® brick as the sole primitive is followed with some
modification to transform that system architecture into a truss structure.
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with how to create shapes, to use shapes for meaningful representation,
and to compute with shapes. The use of shapes to convey meaning started with Neolithic cave
dwellers prior to 4000 B.C., who drew stylized pictures on cave walls probably for both aesthetic
appeal and storytelling. Rules for conveying meaning from these shapes were originally vague
and ambiguous but evolved towards increasing formality. For example, simple tokens called
"calculi" in the form of spheres, cones, tetrahedrons, discs, and rods were used in such ancient
cultures as Mesopotamia for computation and tracking of accounts (e.g., sacks of grain and herds
of cattle) starting in approximately 4000 B.C [208]. Then a more symbolic form, the cuneiform
(meaning wedge in Latin), appeared in 2000 B.C. and required the use of a stylus tool to make
wedge marks on clay tablets. Shapes and wedge type symbols were used together in
hieroglyphics in 650 B.C. and later in demotic. Original writing consisted of pictograms, or
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stylized drawings that represented objects or beings, phonograms to represent sounds, and
determinitives, ivhich were signs to indicate categories of objects or beings. All three of these
written communication forms could be used together as can be seen in Figure 4.1 [209]. Much
can be learned from the evolution of human language and especially early forms of language,
particularly pictograms and hieroglyphics and their classification techniques, for applicability to
a more universally usable programming language [210].
While the evolution of language has its own history, there has also been a history for the study of
shapes, from their meaning principally in relation to nature, their role in spirituality, and the pure
fascination with their geometry. The formal study of shapes and their application to design traces
back to at least the Egyptian engineers, followed by their Greek and Roman counterparts. These
early system architects built on such massive scales that an understanding of shape, shape
combination, and structural and material stability was absolutely necessary since formulas of the
physics were not known at the time. The investigation into shape properties as a discipline in
itself can be found in the identification of the Platonic solids, Euclid's work on shape geometries,
and Euler's use of graphs and topology (with special reference to shape stability achieved
through triangulation, "trussing").
System architecture representation schemes, as noted earlier, typically use shapes to signify
objects, functions, or processes. Shapes accompanied by rules for their application have been
useful in describing abstract or complex concepts in science. Feynman himself devised shape
diagrams to more precisely and easily convey the interactions of quantum electrodynamics [71].
It has been shown that performance in learning is enhanced when there is a visible organization
of the material present. Humans have difficulty understanding an arbitrary string of symbols but
are very good at differentiating shapes, thicknesses, and spatial positions. Green [210] is calling
"for more complex models of human cognition to be incorporated into the practice of computer
science." This chapter therefore endeavors to find a satisfactory language of design which
implies the use of shapes and shape rules that can be incorporated into a human machine
interface language for computation, specifically with respect to generating system architectures.
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Figure 4.1 Hieroglyphs from the Walls of the Temple of Karnak at Thebes [209]
Triangles, which here represent engineering truss structures, are inherently stable (in
equilibrium) structural forms as long as material yield limits are not exceeded [211]. Trusses are
easily connected together, which permits the sharing and translation of loads throughout the
growing interconnected structure. An early engineering and architectural tutorial on the truss was
written by Palladio in 1570 [212], but the exploitation of the truss design did not occur until the
nineteenth century with the advent of the railroad which required strong and safe bridges, the
appearance of iron as a new building material which necessitated a different design approach,
corresponding testing for new yield limits, and advances in engineering theory, particularly
mechanical statics. The advantage of the triangular or truss shape is its ability to carry a heavy
load with efficiency of material and its balanced combination of tension and compression forces,
which are deterministic calculations. Therefore, trusses have the ability to resist compression and
tension loads whereas bricks can only support compressive forces. The struts are considered to
be joined together by pin connections (or welds) at their vertices. Failure modes can occur at the
joints or in the strut members themselves due to shear or tension applied forces beyond the
material's yield limits. Struts are stable under compressive loads, but at the Euler load (the
elastic stability limit) instantaneous instability due to buckling (lateral deflections) can cause
failure, as predicted by Young's Modulus for the material used. The physical properties of the
triangular shape are shown in Figure 4.2. Secondary rules may be devised to conditionally
control factors that can lead to failure, such as assuring that material failure limits for specified
loadbearing are not exceeded or that appropriate safety factors are recognized.
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Figure 4.2 Free Body Diagram of Truss Forces and Moments
The shape grammar developed for LEGO@ bridges closely resembles the traditional square
raster grid of the cellular automata lattice in the representation of a single brick primitive by two
adjacent squares (cells). This grid form was convenient for outputting the LEGO® structures but
was limited to handling square and rectangular shapes. A useful generating machine for
producing system architectures should be able to accommodate different structural primitives as
well as their properties. Thus, in order to compute with different shapes, the cellular automata
must be able to represent these shapes in abstract form along with their relevant functional
properties. Formal shape grammar dictates that any shape can be viewed as a composition of
lines. Moreover, line shapes can include properties (reported in [139]), an important asset for
scientific research and engineering applications. In fact, Stiny [140, 213] stated that the line
serves as the fundamental primitive of architecture. While for purposes of this chapter the line is
the primitive of choice, a plane, solid, or even a point primitive could have been used if
convenient (since a line consists of two end points linearly connected by a series of points). In
order to demonstrate how the SG --+ CA approach can be extended algebraically to map other
shapes into an abstract representation for computation by the cellular automata, and then to
translate back into a visual representation of a system architecture, a truss bridge system
architecture based on line shapes that create triangles was developed. The truss is a convenient
representation of networks in general. Of note, this chapter uses two-dimensional truss
representations as a step in expanding the capability of the SG --- CA methodology in system
architecting. Eventually, three-dimensional representations would be developed as a further
extension.
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4.2 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
A right triangle was selected as the basic module to demonstrate the SG -- CA methodology
extended to a nongrid-dependent shape due to its usefulness as a building element (any triangle
is composed of two right triangles joined at its altitude). A shape grammar was developed that
includes sets of rules which create a right triangle shape in different orientations, using lines as
the primitive.68 Each triangle produced by its associated set of rules is assigned a symbolic form
{a,b,c,d} for use in the cellular automaton for that rule set. As the cellular automata are activated
in a sequence, computation proceeds using these shape symbols and applying the design rules to
generate the triangle.
4.2.1 Shape grammar for a triangle
1 shape variable: a line - (which may carry assigned properties)
2 spatial markers:
respectively
X and oo , the initial condition and the origin frame of reference,
4 rules depicted in Figure 4.3 for each triangle orientation
Initial condition: the spatial marker X
Production set: {initial condition,1,2,3,4}
The shape grammar comprises four different versions (A,B,C,D) of shape rules in a sequence,
with the production set consisting of a selection of one version. These versions generate right
triangles in four different orientations sharing a common origin of reference.
68 An equilateral triangle is more general; however, the right triangle in Figure 4.2 is half an equilateral triangle with
a vertical line. The difference between 450 and 600 can be handled with a parameter.
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Figure 4.3 Shape Rules for Generating a Right Triangle
in Four Different Orientations
The above rule versions may be applied in a combinatoric sequence to create a row of triangles.
Each build version follows the same pattern, first positioning three vertices with the right angle
at the initial condition point. The next rule function applies lines to connect the vertices. The
third rule places a Cartesian origin of reference that will be common to each of the four triangles
in order to position them appropriately in space. The final rule assigns a symbol to the triangle's
preimage shape. However, these symbols are not interpretable by a computing machine. The
shapes need to have assigned coordinates for graphical identity and output.
4.2.2 Converting the triangular shapes to computable symbols
The triangular building elements or modules shown in four vertex positions arranged in space
can be expressed as list structures and assigned symbols according to their different orientations.
A line function applied to a symbol connects the vertices in the list sequence and graphically
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
F7
A -'>
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generates that triangle. Although the line is really the basic primitive, it becomes convenient for
modeling purposes to use higher-order building modules in order to reduce computing time.
These modules, composed of x and y vertex coordinate positions in numeric lists and their
symbolic mappings, are contained in Figure 4.4.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
{{0, 0}, {0, 1}, {1, 1}, {0, 0}} - a
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
{{0, 0}, {1, 0}, {1, 1}, {, 0}} ý b
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
{{0, 0}, {1, 0}, {0, 1}, {, 0}} 1 c {{0, 1}, {1, 1}, {1, 0}, {0, 1}} ý d
Figure 4.4 Shape Definitions for Cellular Automaton Computation
The shapes in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 thus all have the same {0,0} origin and share the same
coordinate framework. The axis scales are shown for reference only and will normally not be
present in an output. As shapes combine, certain lines become redundant. The redundant lines
may be erased for efficiency purposes. Shapes may be added or subtracted as well as scaled
(multiplied by a factor), per the design requirements. All computing and calculating [214] must
be conducted in the shape symbolic form (as opposed to numeric coordinates) to eliminate the
possibility of identity loss of the primitive shape definition by data and list structure corruption
and consequent ambiguity for the graphical function. For example, in Figure 4.6 the (a + b)
operation in numeric form results in a single line scaled because the original triangles are lost.
The shapes must be translated back into numeric form (the graphical locations for each vertex
and line connection) for visualization but only after calculating with the shapes and immediately
prior to plotting.
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Figure 4.5 Combining Shapes as Symbolic Lists with their Graphical Output
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Figure 4.6 Possible Undesired Result from Loss of Original Shape Identity
Now that the basic triangle module has been constructed, this module may be employed for
higher order system architecting applications. The next section will use the triangle as a basis for
a truss bridge design.
4.2.3 Converting the LEGO@ column production set into a truss column production set
Shape rules can be developed for the triangular shapes in Figure 4.7 to algorithmically compose
truss designs while taking into account physical requirements for building with truss structures.
The truss bridge columns in this chapter were constructed of these pictured right triangles for
simplicity.
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Figure 4.7 Stable Truss Modules
The algorithmic steps for generating the LEGO® brick bridge in Chapter 3 are employed again
for generating a truss bridge. The shape grammar is different as a consequence of using an
alternative shape (primitive), yet the generating process of the cellular automata and
combinatorics remains the same. The primitive has changed from a half brick (square cell) to a
line, or truss strut. The triangle then becomes the fundamental building module, with the
advantage over the brick of using minimal materials yet with internally resolved forces
constituting a shape in equilibrium.
Each row is completed by bracing (triangulating) all right angles, adding a vertical strut bisecting
the right angles, and trussing the tipping points. The next row is started with an inverted truss or
triangle, which serves as a source for collecting the upper level load to eventually transfer to a
lower level (see Alexander [215, p. 951] for a discussion on connectors as sources of rigidity and
continuity).
4.2.4 Shape grammar for a six-row truss bridge column
4 shape variables for creating trusses: four right triangles and their symbolic representations (in
Figure 4.4)
1 empty shape
1 terminal (final) variable shape:
1 shape marker: the crosshair spatial position reference mark + (use to locate placement of the
next shape)
18 rules: see Figure 4.8 for the list of rules
Initial condition: a single right triangle /
Production set: {initial condition,l,2,3,4, ({combinatorically apply one rule selected from
{L2,R2,S2}, and three rules selected and applied one at a time from { {LL,RL,SL}, {LR,RR,SR}
or {LS,RS,SS} } to add on modules in the left, right, or straight direction}, {9a,9b, or 9c},10}
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The production set thus consists of the initial condition and 10 applied rules. The four rules that
have three possible outputs combinatorically applied are what generate the great diversity in the
creative space.
A truss shape grammar developed for bridge column modules similar to that used in the brick
LEGO@ bridge is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the generation of a bridge
column from one of the 27 possible rule production sets in this truss shape grammar. The
enumeration of all 27 truss columns by this shape grammar is depicted in Figure 4.10.
Step 0 of the production set in Figure 4.9 serves as the initial condition, a freestanding right
triangle. Rule 1 is applied to the initial condition, generating a larger trussed structure (two right
triangles reflected side-to-side, sharing and thereby eliminating a strut). A marker is added to
distinguish the location for the next rule application. Step 2 doubles the output of Step 1 to widen
the top row of the column. Rule 3 is applied in each occurrence of the condition to create a
trussed support framework for the top of the column. Rule 4 replaces the latest markers to create
a box truss for the top row or deck of the bridge. The fifth step in the development completes the
basic module top (T module in bricks) and initiates the direction for the varying portion of the
column by selecting the left truss rule (L2) as the starting point. Because the column is now in
the left condition per the marker, a member of the left rule set (RL) must be selected in Step 6 to
complete Row 3. The now present right truss condition calls for a selection from the right rule set
(SR) in Step 7 to complete Row 4. The straight condition now existing in Row 5 is completed by
a selection in Step 8 from the straight rule set (SS). After these combinatoric steps, the positional
markers are erased in Step 9, permitting the terminal shape to be generated in Step 10.
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Figure 4.8 Truss Shape Rules for Bridge Columns
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Figure 4.9 The Production Set {initial condition,1,2,3,4,L2,RL,SR,SS,9c,10)
to Compute a Single Truss Column Module
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Figure 4.10 The Combinatorics that Generate 27 Columns
(manually created using the truss shape grammar)
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4.2.5 Adapting the shape grammar to a neighborhood format
The preceding shape grammar was created initially without its integration into a cellular
automata scheme. Because generating the 27 possible truss column designs is laborious by hand
but simple using cellular automata, a shape grammar designed to work with the cellular automata
is desired. Therefore, the present truss column shape grammar must be adapted in order to
conform to an appropriate cellular automata neighborhood format. One does not need to be
concerned with finding the ultimate shape grammar because any grammar that satisfies the
requirements will suffice (satisfice). The nondeterminism of shape as expressed by the modified
second shape grammar is an advantage since different grammars can produce the same design
language.
The actual reason for this exercise is to compare the development of a "free-form" shape
grammar, as just accomplished, with the logic required for the development of a shape grammar
in the SG -. CA approach. This requires aligning the initial, visually reasonable shape grammar
more closely with the cellular automata conditions that will produce the system architecture. One
now has to think in terms of the neighborhood of influence - what nearby elements (shapes)
influence the incorporation of the next element. As in the case with a LEGO@ bridge, the present
state of the growing system's last constructed row still determines the possible rules to be
applied, and Rows 3 through 5 are again developed by combinatoric builds. The cellular
automata neighborhood is one-dimensional, comprised of a central shape along with two shapes
on either side (size 3). The shapes in the most recently developed row of the growing system are
partitioned by their sequence into neighborhood triples. Each possible shape triplet serves as the
left-hand side rule and has an output for the position directly below the center shape of the
triplet, which will create the next row. An empty space is supplied when no line shape is present
to complete the three cells of the cellular automaton neighborhood.
The revised shape grammar consists of:
4 shape variables representing trusses: four right triangles and their symbolic representations (in
Figure 4.4); the same four shapes as the previous grammar
1 empty shape; same as the previous grammar
1 terminal variable shape: Z•J L ; same as the previous grammar
1 shape marker: the crosshair spatial position reference mark +; same as the previous grammar
51 rules: see Figure 4.11 for the list of rules
Initial condition: two right triangles sharing a hypotenuse; represents a trussed square Z
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Production set:
{initial condition, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,
{combinatorically select one rule from the three options given by condition to generate
each of the next three rows (i.e., three rule selections):
{apply one rule to generate row 3 from row 2; select from {L2 abc}, {R2 abc}, or {S2 ab} for
left, right, or straight module},
{if the previous row contains a left shape, select and apply one rule from {LLabc}, {RLabc},
or {SLab} to create a new left, right, or straight module},
{if the previous row contains a right shape, select and apply one rule from {LRabc},
{RRabc}, or {SRab} to create a new left, right, or straight module},
{if the previous row contains a straight shape, select and apply one rule from {LSabc},
{RSabc}, or {SSab} to create a new left, right, or straight module} },
apply one rule to generate the base if the previous row contains a left shape; {BLabcd}, a right
shape {BRabed}, or a straight shape {BSabcd} }
The production set for a six-row bridge thus consists of the initial condition and from 17 to 20
rules to apply depending on the conditions selected.
Figure 4.12 depicts the steps for building the same column example as earlier in this chapter but
now using a neighborhood condition set of rules. Again, the initial condition is a single box truss
Z; this is Step 0. In Steps 1 through 3, rules 1, 2, and 3 generate four box trusses for the top
deck of the column, featuring counter-opposing cross members for stiffening (similar to the
sturdy Warren style of truss). A marker is used to indicate the unique placement of an additional
shape. Step 4 consists of four rules {4,5,6,7} to generate a second row which essentially lifts the
top row up (bottom-up generation). This and all remaining rows in the column utilize the one-
dimensional three-member neighborhood condition for their rules, which are chosen to diversify
the form of the column as it grows as well as add further stiffening or bracing for the entire truss
system. In Step 5, a selection is made from the three sets of rules possible to generate Row 3. For
this example, a left rule set of size 3 {L2abc} is invoked. Based on the current left-facing truss
condition, Step 6 selects another three-rule set {RLabc} to generate a right-facing truss in Row 4,
while Step 7 generates Row 5 by selecting rule set {SRab} to generate a straight truss from the
previous right truss. Finally, in Step 8 a four-rule set {BSabcd} generates the base of the column
from the straight truss in the previous row, completing one of the 27 possible column trusses.
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Significance
As mentioned earlier, a shape grammar on its own has the capability to produce the solution
space of column style modules, but lacking an interpreter or compiler for doing so automatically,
this task must be done laboriously by hand. Cellular automata are therefore employed as the
parallel processing computing machine, with neighborhood conditions of shapes mapped into
abstract symbolic form. This transcription of the shapes from the shape grammar into cellular
automata for computing the modules is described next.
4.3 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
The specification is to generate a system architecture creative space for six-row bridge column
modules beginning with a top row of four box trusses as a deck. Each of the neighborhood
conditions shown in Figure 4.11 must first be represented as list expressions, which will be
evolved according to their rules. All shapes have been assigned symbols, and the neighborhoods
of shape symbols are expressed in these lists. The rules can comprise physical laws and
properties governing the type of shape, its orientation, and its placement in the system. The
sequence of cellular automata rules is arranged in blocks, and as the "tape" is read, each block
causes the called out cellular automaton to compute as many times as indicated (nested repeat).
Upon reaching the end of the tape, the system architecture product is complete.
For example, the initial condition shape could be expressed as shape symbol "b" (see Figure 4.4).
If {b}, then replace with shape {b,c}. If {b,c}, then replace with {b,c,b,c}. Thus, the shape
grammar in Figure 4.11 is expressed as symbols in a list structure for the neighborhood mapping.
(The rules are listed in Appendix 4.6.1.) Positioning the shapes in space is an interesting
problem. The methodology used here is to think of the space as an expanding neighborhood
during the generating process. The shape generating process, according to the production rule
set, simultaneously generates space.
The production set is a list of related but different cellular automata. In this case, the production
set is a daisy-chain. As a sequence, the input of any given cellular automaton depends on the
output of the previous cellular automaton in the list. In other words, the last state of the previous
cellular automaton becomes the initial condition for the next cellular automaton in the
development generating sequence. A general description for the cellular automata generating
system is contained in the following expression (5.1).
Production Set = CA[0], CA [1], ... , CA[n]}, n = 0,1, ... , n} (5.1)
where
CA[ ] is a particular cellular automaton
CA[O] is the initial condition
n is the number of CA's
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4.3.1 Detailed description of the generating algorithm
The list identifying the series of shapes in Figure 4.13 contains symbols for the triangles (a,b,c,d)
from Figure 4.4; the {} is an empty space without a symbol. Depicted above the list of symbols
is the graphical form of the list. The number of redundant struts in this system is seven,
highlighted by line hatch marks. The juxtapositioning of these shapes resulted in a sharing of
borders, which reduced the energy (least action) of the system by seven units. In addition, the
pairs shown in Figure 4.13 are reflected images of symmetry, which should result in higher
stability and compartmentalization (resolution or counterbalancing forces) to better survive in the
event of a failure.
{ - }: a redundancy
{ { {},{} },{ {},{} }, {a,b}, {c,d},{a,b}, {c,d}, { {},{} }, { {},{} } }
Figure 4.13 Symbols Mapped to Shapes
A neighborhood of shapes represented in shape symbols conditionally outputs a shape symbol.
The symbol list in Figure 4.13 can be grouped according to each possible three tuple by applying
a partition function, resulting in an expression containing all of the neighborhoods. For example,
the neighborhood of shapes in Figure 4.13 may conditionally output
{ {c,d},{a,b},{c,d} }--+ {c,d}, as shown later in Figure 4.11, rule number 5. A one-dimensional
cellular automaton system has a periodic boundary enabling "missing" neighbors to be appended
from the opposite end of the row. Any redundant empty neighborhood in the expression can be
eliminated to yield a unique neighborhood set. The shape rules are, in effect, physical conditions.
One may apply physical laws that are known or hypothesized for the neighborhood shape output,
as in the case of natural systems. For engineered systems, the rules may represent laws of physics
or preferred physical construction heuristics based on improved stability.
M(ot 0,. {.t a}., tnolf., ,:O:ft,
(..a, b}, (c, d), (a, b).,
f(c, d)l, {a, b}, (,a, dl,
Ica,b), f.c d), Ij. J, II.),
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The intended conditional outputs are mapped to each neighborhood resulting in a rule set size 7:
{(((, (}I. (M h, G (U {))) -. (O, (lb,
((I, ), {(a, b), (c, d(,) 4* (, 4),
((a, b)},(c, d), (a, b)) -* (a, b),
((c, d), b), c}, (, )) -+ (C, (),
((,a b), € (tld}, (O, {}})-, (a, {),
Applying the combined rule sets for Rows 1 and 2 from Figure 4.11 produces a shape analogous
to the earlier T module for bricks but which appears to be a more complex module as measured
by the number of struts and joints versus three bricks. Additional struts are required for rigidity.
1
The next step creates the left, right, and straight truss module additions, comparable to the
appending of bricks that were 50% offset to the left, right, and in-line (straight).
Left
Right
Straight
Figure 4.14 Three Truss Orientations
The three variations of modules in Figure 4.14 are combinatorically selected and recursively
applied to generate variations for the next three rows. The daisy-chain for the production
sequence is illustrated in Figure 4.15, and the enumeration of all possible six-row truss columns
that can be generated (27 designs) by the SG -- CA rules is depicted in Figure 4.16. The steps
used to generate the columns are included in an object-process diagram provided in Appendix
4.6.2.
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4.3.2 Generating higher order: the 729 six-row truss spans
Following the earlier approach of combining simple brick modules together to create a more
complex span module, the new truss columns were adjoined at the top row, producing 729
higher-order modules (see Figure 4.17). With bricks, it was observed that simple bridge columns
that are interconnected yielded a large number of interesting and very stable new columns, as
well as certain spans that were unstable. Since two single truss columns already interconnect
horizontally at the top row, the additional interconnectivity afforded by the truss shape could be
expected to result in an even greater advantage when using truss spans. In fact, many more
interconnections occurred using trusses compared to bricks, leading to a larger number of higher-
order modules with greater stability. All 729 column combinations for higher-order truss spans
are stable compared to only 112 of the brick span modules. Whereas LEGO® bricks cannot
interconnect horizontally, designs with trusses replacing bricks permit horizontal
interconnections in addition to vertical interconnectivity due to the sharing of struts and joints.
A comparison of the bridge span module designed in bricks with the same higher-order truss
module reveals another advantage with respect to efficiency in form when building with
triangles. A brick column contains six elements, but when modules [222] and [111], for example,
are combined, their interconnected higher-order span uses 11 elements, saving one brick (8%). If
a column is designed with truss elements instead, it requires 58 struts, while the same higher-
order span module created by columns [222] and [111] utilizes 102 struts, a 12% savings in
material (least action). (See Figure 4.18.) Figure 4.19 compares the development of a brick
bridge with a truss bridge from their respective primitive shapes through the assembly of higher-
order modules into simple bridges.
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Figure 4.18 Efficiency of Truss Span Modules
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Figure 4.19 Comparison of Brick and Truss Bridge Generation
Since LEGO@ bricks only connect vertically, for two brick columns to create a higher-order
span module, there must occur a sharing of a brick that overlaps a member from each original
column. Thus, greater interconnectivity accompanies the reduction in energy (least action) by the
shared brick as the more complex LEGO® module emerges. This is similarly true for the truss
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Simple Bridge
Figure 4.18 Efficiency of Truss 
Span Modules
design, but because of greater potential for interconnecting vertically and horizontally, all of the
truss elements are more readily shared (see Figure 4.20). With this greater flexibility to connect,
more design opportunities and energy savings are possible.
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Figure 4.20 Interconnectivity and Sharing of Parts with Bricks and with Trusses
4.4 Stage 3 - Narrowing the creative or solution space of system architectures
As discussed in Chapter 3, a least action efficiency measure for a system architecture can be its
potential energy measure, now substituting truss struts instead of bricks, with the same rank
order of results produced. Another way to consider selection for truss spans is based on
efficiency in use of parts. A shape, as a weight-bearing structure, is stable when triangulated at
its joints, and it can be determined whether a shape is adequately stabilized, over-supported, or
under-supported. Euler's formula for a shape's stability (assuming yield limits are not exceeded)
is:
S: m - (2 *] - 3) (5.2)
where S is the inherent shape stability, m is the total number of members (struts), and J is the
total number of joints. If expression 5.2 is equal to 0, then removal of any strut while the
structure is bearing a load can cause the structure to collapse; it is just-rigid (most efficient use of
parts). On the other hand, if expression 5.2 is less than zero, the shape will not be stable under a
load (insufficient supports). If expression 5.2 is greater than 0, the structure is over-rigid (more
supports than minimally needed). While less efficient, this extra support may actually add
robustness to the design (redundancy in form-function) for preventing structural failure in a
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situation where the possibility of a catastrophic event could cause certain parts to fail. Of course,
the extra support may just be superfluous, serving no purpose. In addition, over-support results in
an indeterminacy in calculating the truss forces. Application of this formula to truss spans is
depicted in Figure 4.17.
Even at small scale the truss span output requires 20 pages to list the catalog so only a few
samples are provided in Figure 4.17, illustrating diversity and the emergence of such features as
an arch, buttress, bracing, and a new shape primitive. A few statistics for system architecture
comparison are also shown. Module 69 is composed of Columns 3 and 15 which are only
connected at the top, thereby creating an arch design. The Euler stability formula shows +14,
indicating this module is an over-rigid truss design (as are actually all the truss spans). Its
potential energy of 412 units is calculated in a similar manner as in the case of bricks following
the formula PE = mgh, where members each have unit mass m of one, gravity g is assigned the
value of one, and h is the row number. The potential energy is a measure of the action of the
system adopted from the Hamiltonian least action formula. The total number of members per
row is multiplied by their respective row number and then added together to give a potential
energy comparison among the different span architectures. The redundancy value is the number
of "shared" members as a result of the combination. This is a measure of efficiency, leanness.
For Module 69, the single connection at the top only affords a sharing of two joints and one
member. Module 27 is a buttress type of design with the same statistics as Module 69. Module
649 shows bracing as a design feature, and Module 596 demonstrates the emergence of a new
shape primitive. Module 381 has over-rigid shape stability (+15), the lowest potential energy
(376) and high redundancy (24); this module is possibly the best system architecture with respect
to these comparative statistics because it represents least action (minimum potential energy) and
greatest efficiency (redundancy), all at the same time as over-support (robustness). Over-support,
however, usually comes at the cost of greater energy/more material usage so selecting efficient,
least energy structures with over-support would seem to be a useful cut point.
In addition to the truss' advantage in shape stability, the truss is efficient in its use of material to
carry out its function. In other words, all parts or material in a triangle serve directly in
compression or tension to support a load. A LEGO® brick, on the other hand, has excess
material in its center that is unnecessary or underutilized in carrying out its function, thus not
contributing toward a total system state of least action.
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4.5 Discussion
This chapter has developed a general approach to configure nongrid-based shapes for use with
the shape grammar-cellular automata methodology. A triangle was developed from lines and
then used to represent a truss element for a bridge design. Six-row bridge columns were
generated following the LEGO® algorithmic steps, with these truss columns then combined into
higher-order span modules in the evolutionary process. Physical build rules were incorporated
into the shape rules.
As with the LEGO@ bridge, it was observed that emergent properties offered a number of
advantageous design features, including an even greater decrease in the number of truss parts,
thereby improving efficiency through energy reduction in the structure (a measure of least
action). At the same time, the interconnectivity for certain combinations of truss column modules
increased (in terms of the number of joint-to-joint connections between the two columns).
Finally, new primitives and unexpected higher-order structures (arch, bracing, buttresses)
appeared that served a useful purpose in spans. On the balance, greater degrees of emergence
were afforded by designing with truss shapes than with bricks. Emergence via interconnectivity
is clearly sensitive to the primitives chosen to generate the system architecture, highlighting the
importance of choice of shape as a building element.
A truss system should not be over-rigid (over-designed) other than for considering loadbearing
robustness and compartmentalization of force flows to prevent catastrophic failure. The design
objective is to have the least number of parts to support a system without failure while
undergoing specified requirement variations and environmental perturbations. There are analysis
packages available today (such as Structural Optimization Design and Analysis Software
(SODA)69, iSIGHT70 , and COSMOS 71 for finite element analysis) that can automatically analyze
a given design and optimize the strut (or beam) length and cross-sectional area based on user
provided externally applied forces. These packages are based on physical and heuristic rules of
design. The example in this chapter, however, only utilizes general design practices when
working with the truss concept for structures.
In summarizing the importance of considering different shapes, joining processes, and costs, not
only do truss structures have greater potential for eliminating redundant material, but they also
have greater opportunities for interconnecting (vertically and horizontally), which yields more
stability and potentially useful emergent properties. As a result of these advantages, the use of
trusses leads to greater total system energy reduction, greater system unification, greater
69 www.acronym.ca/
70 www.engineous.com/
71 http://www.cosmosm.com/
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diversity, and a greater number of "fit" or stable span modules (since truss interconnectivity
eliminates the existence of dependent and disconnecting, or falling, spans).
This chapter has demonstrated how the bottom-up, generative approach afforded by the
SG --- CA methodology for the development of basic and higher-order modules and ultimately
system architectures is extensible to other building shape primitives. The same stability and least
action considerations can be applied as selection tests of "fitness." Furthermore, the ease of
SG -- CA generation of system architectures using different shape primitives allows a visual
comparison of designs having these varying building elements with respect to concepts such as
efficiencies, robustness, and emergent properties.
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4.6 Appendix
4.6.1 Cellular automata rule set for truss column modules
Column Module Rule Set 00
T module generation rules
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4.6.2 Algorithm for generating 27 column modules
by applying Line function
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE GENERATION BASED ON LE PONT DU GARD
Synopsis
This chapter explores a bottom-up algorithmic approach focusing on self-organization by
neighborhoods-of-neighborhoods growing from a seed to generate more complex system
architectures. A shape grammar is developed from an analysis of the Le Pont du Gard bridge-
aqueduct style and is then transcribed into cellular automata to serve as a configurator for the
assembly of already generated bridge modules from Chapter 3. The style to be modeled is
derived from a decomposition of Le Pont du Gard, which establishes a style template or pattern
for the organized placement of building components. The components are selected from the
bridge modules generated and grouped by stability characteristics in Chapter 3. A shape
grammar is developed to grow out the bridge-aqueduct style in a matrix format, from an initial
condition (seed) until the specified dimensions are reached. Each added cell indicates the type of
bridge module to be placed in that position as determined by the local neighborhood rules in the
shape grammar. Different style arrangements are permitted, combinatorically resulting in
different style templates. Because these templates only represent general classes of modules
symbolically, and not their interrelationships, a second shape grammar transforms the templates
to connections graphs through a pattern match, thereby affording a better understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of each configuration. Finally, applying symmetry grouping rules,
additional fitness requirements, and a simplified version of the least action principle further
reduces the solution space to a size that is more easily manageable by stakeholders for selecting
final system architectures. Notable outcomes of this study include creative diversity, emergence
of new forms, greater efficiency, and improved stability, along with the use of the shape
grammar-cellular automaton methodology (SG -- CA) as a configurator and pattern recognizer,
and the demonstration of the immense value of a selection program for narrowing the solution
space.
5.1 Introduction
The analysis of a style is an endeavor to discover the grammar that will generate designs with the
same style and/or substyles. A style can be abstracted from a set of designs grouped by their
possession of a common distinctive symmetry or pattern. Substyles similarly can be identified
within the original style, defined by a subset of rules, and then sorted into groups. Grouping has
the benefit of hierarchically organizing information about elements of a set for ease of
management. Properly selected rules for a grammar formalize the pattern and can be employed
to produce an entire style catalog or to explore variations on the style. Although a design style is
typically generated by just one grammar because the architect had a particular rule set in mind
that would capture the system behavior, different grammars can generate the same design
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language and are then considered equivalent. Analyzing nature's styles to discern the rules used
in order to generate natural solutions is a necessary task if nature ultimately is to be modeled as
the master architect.
Once a style template has been developed based on the design analysis, system architecture
solutions can be configured combinatorically by assigning building modules to the indicated
positions in the template. Because selection of one kind of module for a particular position can
affect the next selection and its placement due to local neighborhood influences or rules, the
system architecture is grown bottom-up from a given initial condition or seed in an expanding
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods manner until the system satisfies the specification.
5.1.1 Generating a style catalog for Le Pont du Gard
Figure 5.1 Le Pont du Gard, Nimes Bridge-Aqueduct Roman Style [216]
For purposes of this study, a bridge-aqueduct specification was selected with the three-level
Roman style of Le Pont du Gard (see Figure 5.1) as the model for the development of a relevant
shape grammar and the subsequent cellular automata generation of similar system architectures.
This particular bridge-aqueduct is an evolution of style dating back, for example, to the pyramids
in Giza (-4600 years), the Ziggurat at Ur in Mesopotamia (-4000 years), the Treasury of Atreus
at Mycenae, Greece (-3200 years), the Great Wall of China (2220 years), and other Roman stone
designs constructed over 2000 years ago (see Figure 5.2). While these structures appear to differ
considerably in form, their construction style is similar, characterized basically by stone block
structures supported by their own weight, with the blocks stacked approximately at 50% offsets
to each other. This overlapping construction style served as an effective technique for
interconnecting massive building blocks. However, these early architectures were not efficient in
their use of material, labor, and time to construct. The development of columns, lintels, capitals,
and arches as well as better understanding of loading led to more efficient structures
incorporating empty space as part of their styles. Le Pont du Gard bridge-aqueduct shows this
higher degree of heuristic understanding of force transmission and tipping moments enabling the
construction of more efficient architectures.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2 (a) Pyramids of Giza (-4600 years), (b) Ziggurat at Ur, Mesopotamia (~ 4000),
(c) Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae, Greece (~3200), and
(d) The Great Wall of China (~2214)
Figure 5.12 depicts the procedure for generating the style catalog of Le Pont du Gard. The study
in Chapter 5 is based on only this single source of style, which serves as the input for the
p-diagram. The overall specification and sub-specifications of the style are identified, and the
style is decomposed into its basic form-function concepts. Patterns are recognized based on
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observed invariances, or symmetries, and allowances for variations from the style are
determined. The use of interconnecting LEGO® rather than stone blocks affords more flexibility
in stacking and therefore diversity in template design. The physical rules are identified and will
govern the interaction of the self-organization of the system. The output from the p-diagram is a
set of style templates from which to choose one system architecture. The style template is an
organizational design with a neighborhood of positions or slots to be filled with modules in
combinatoric fashion. For this case, the building modules have been pre-developed in Chapter 3
and serve as inputs to this combinatoric function for the style template, which becomes a
configurator for generating the configurations of the style. The output of the configurator is a
catalog of designs based on the style and specification, which may be further separated into
symmetry groups, that is subgroups within the style, for ease of selection.
5.1.1.1 Overview of steps to satisfying a Le Pont du Gard style specification
To facilitate understanding of this chapter, this subsection presents a brief overview of activities
required to generate bridge-aqueduct system architectural solutions. Each of these steps is
described in complete detail in the sections that follow.
In order to satisfy a Le Pont du Gard style specification, Chapter 5 proceeds through a series of
steps beginning with the selection of column modules from Chapter 3 as the building
components. Higher-order interconnected modules {IC} that had been symmetry grouped by
computer pattern match were chosen for purposes of greater stability and more useful form-
functions. A smaller module, the basic {S} column, was also required. The {S} modules were
computer selected by greater DOS. Figure 5.3 presents examples of Le Pont du Gard building
components.
Figure 5.3 Examples of Selected Column Modules
Focusing on the {IC} module as the primary building component, a single level within the
bridge-aqueduct can be composed entirely of {IC's} (labeled Row A in Figure 5.4) or by a
combination of {IC's} and {S's} (labeled Row B). Row B contains {IC's} that are staggered
compared to the {IC's} in Row A, thereby achieving the 50% offset construction style for
blocks. The {S} modules are then used as end columns to fill the remaining gaps.
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{S) stable basic
column modules
(IC)} 2 basic column modules combined
Overlapped Shared New primitive
Row B (s) (Ic) (Ic) (Ic) {s)
Row A (Ic) (Ic) (Ic) (Ic)
Figure 5.4 Row B overlapping Row A
Because the specification calls for a three-level bridge-aqueduct, a style template can be utilized
to depict different possible configurations of Rows A and B. Row A was established as the base
level due to its use of more substantial and stable columns. There are 112 {IC's} and 17 {S's}
actually available for use, but the style templates only indicate the positioning of generic {IC}
and {S} for each configuration of components. The possible style templates for configuring these
bridge neighborhood-of-neighborhoods are shown in Figure 5.5. Since the base level is
constrained to pattern A while the other two levels could be arranged in either the A or B pattern,
there are 22 = 4 possible style templates in this example.
Figure 5.5 Style Template Configurators
A shape grammar can now be developed to "grow" the bridge-aqueduct style from a seed point
in space, placing the generic {IC} and {S} in the proper positions within each style template's
configuration (see Figure 5.6). Abstract shape symbols in the shape grammar specify the kind of
column module or spatial information for the neighborhood.
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Row A (IC) {IC) {IC) {IC)
Row B (s} {C) 2Ic) oIc) (s)
Row A PIC) {IC) {IC) (IC)
RowA X Ic) {Ic) !Ic) Ic) X
Row B X (s) (Ic) (Ic ) Ic) s} X
RowA X (1c) {Ic) (Ic) {Ic) X
Row A IC) {IC) IC) IC)
Row B X (s) (ic) (IC) Ic (s) X
Row A X ({c) o(c) (Ic} (c) X
Row A IC) {IC)
Row B (s) {Ic) (Ic) {Ic) {s)
Row A X (ic) {Ic) {Ic) {Ic) X
Row B
Row A {c) I (c) (Ic) {c)
Row B SC
Row A (IC) {IC)
Seed
Figure 5.6 Growth of Configuration from a Seed
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To understand the advantages or disadvantages of each style template in terms of module
interconnectivity and therefore stability, the different generic column configurations generated
by the shape grammar can be analyzed according to how the modules interconnect with each
other. A new shape grammar can capture this graphic analysis and transform the generic
configurations to connection diagrams that illustrate which columns connect together in each
style pattern. The configuration possessing the greatest unity, or most completely interconnected,
should be more stable and therefore selected for generating the actual style catalog of
architectures (see Figure 5.7).
(1) (Ic) (IC) (IC)) (Ic)
Figure 5.7 Example of Translation of Module Arrangements to a Network Repesentation
The {IC} modules can be grouped by certain styles of their own specific to attributes that might
be useful in the three-level bridge-aqueduct. Upon visual inspection it is apparent that the {IC}
columns differ in width of base (narrow, medium, wide 1-footed or wide 2-footed) and also by
weight (through either the sharing or overlapping of parts). The {IC} modules can be sorted then
by computer pattern matching so that only column groupings with the desired characteristics will
be assigned to the generic {IC} positions in Rows A and B (see Figure 5.8).
Narrow base Medium base 1-footed 2-footed
Wide base Wide base
Figure 5.8 Grouping of Modules by Base Width
Additional assembly rules can be programmed algorithmically to work with the generic shape
grammar (see Figure 5.9). For example, scaling can permit height adjustments while accounting
for weight concerns. The proper orientation of columns can also bring stabilizing advantages
(better balance) to the structure.
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Scalin{ Reflection with Repetition Reflection without
compartmentalization compartmentalization
Figure 5.9 Examples of Assembly Rule Options
The {IC's} and {S's} from the selected column module groupings are used in a combinatoric
enumeration by a cellular automata production set transcribed from the style template shape
grammar and any additional assembly rules. This computation generates the complete style
catalog of bridge-aqueduct architectures for the given specification, placing every combination
of {IC} and {S} in their proper arrangements as called for in the selected style template (see
Figure 5.10).
Row A IC)
Row B {IC}
symmetricalt A
Row B (IC)}
Row B {S} IA
(IC) I ,C) (IC) {IC,(S) (IC) (Ic) (IC) (s)
IC) {IC} (IC) (IC)
Figure 5.10 Configuration of One Bridge-aqueduct Solution
The final step entails restricting the style catalog by any additional requirements or preferences
(such as number of archways) and computing the least action architectures to locate the most
efficient structures. These selection criteria result in the solution space that will be presented to
the stakeholders for their choice of bridge-aqueduct (see Figure 5.11). Application of the
SG -+ CA algorithmic approach to Le Pont du Gard style specification, within the systematic
framework of it stages (see Section 2.4.6), is explained in the sections to follow.
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Figure 5.11 Narrowing the Solution Space by Additional Selection Criteria
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Figure 5.12 p-diagram of Style Catalog Generation
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5.2 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
5.2.1 Decomposition of Le Pont du Gard
In order to develop a shape grammar for Le Pont du Gard, the bridge-aqueduct specification first
needed to be decomposed into its basic form-function concepts, namely a structure to allow
traffic to cross a gap at a certain height, in addition to transporting flowing water at an
appropriate height. There are three levels to the structure possessing self-similarity in the
architectural shapes although at three different scales, each layer serving different sub-functions,
as characteristic of complexity. Basically composed of a single primitive, the stone blocks are
organized into columns of overlapped stacks, cut to fit into straight line modules. The top of a
column resembles the T module developed in Chapter 3. Adjoining T modules create the deck or
horizontal structure of a level, with an arch structure emerging between interconnected T's. The
column modules for the lower two levels are built in line with each other, while the columns of
the top level, which are of a smaller scale, overlap the archways. The first level (ground level)
functionally serves as the supporting structure to raise the other two levels as well as convey
pedestrians and vehicles over a river gorge. The second level increases the height in shouldering
the third level, which carries the aqueduct's water trough to channel the gravity flow. For
purposes of this two-dimensional demonstration, the style analysis halted at this point with
enough basic information to generate a catalog of architectures resembling the bridge-aqueduct.
Of course, the entire structure must be stable with respect to the environmental conditions - Le
Pont du Gard has endured for over 2000 years! It should be noted here that the analysis is
directed only on this single style specimen but is influenced by the designs of similar Roman
aqueducts and the evolution of designs such as in Figure 5.2. When similar style architectural
designs exists, they may be analyzed collectively based on their symmetries.
5.2.2 Building Elements
High stability of the design solution is one of the primary goals of the system architect, but this
attribute is not directly programmed in, occurring instead as a function of the particular set of
carefully considered rules and constraints applied in the generation process. High stability in the
end certainly appears to be enhanced by the extent of interconnectivity, which results in
expanded modularization, greater integrity (unification) of the entire system (reducing the
number of independent parts), and redundancy of force transmission paths. The fitness of a
system may be related to increasing hierarchical organization of previously independent modules
with the benefit of increasing interconnectivity without the cost of constraining interdependency.
Furthermore, as nature has preferences for combining primitives and modules in ways such as to
reduce the total energy of a system and in so doing enhances the stability of the system, there can
be energy reducing and stability enhancing selections of modules based on the property of
interconnectivity.
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In order to make bridge stability a key objective, the most stable column support patterns from
the 27 simple modules developed earlier and from the 729 higher-order module combinations
were selected for use in the total bridge configuration. This fitness constraint in addition served
to limit the possible design creative space by applying reasonable construction rules. When the
organization or assembly of modules into the total bridge system takes place, the already tightly
intraconnected building modules must experience the proper balance of independence with
neighborhood communication and support to assure robustness against a catastrophic event or
series of cascading failures [95, 217]. Modular interconnectivity with minimized
interdependency is therefore considered to be a major driver of the shape grammar configuration
pattern.
As discussed in Chapter 3, simple column modules are stable to varying degrees (stand up
independently) or unstable (fall down). Instead of eliminating unstable modules as lacking
"fitness," as pointed out earlier, they were conserved as potentially useful building blocks
contributing to the emergence of certain higher-order modules with increased stability, diversity,
and functionality. Therefore, unstable modules were not discarded until their higher-order
combinations had been enumerated to assure all instances of higher stability emergence were
found and retained (refer to Figure 3.40 and Section 3.3.4). Such higher-order module
combinations resulting from any two kinds of simple modules ({S}, stable and/or {U}, unstable)
which merged together into unique identities were labeled Interconnected {IC} column modules.
As observed with LEGO® bricks, the greater the interconnectivity, the greater was the
opportunity for stability as well as emergent instances of decreased material or need for parts.
Consequently, the first bridge assembly rule was to adopt the {IC} module as the primary
building element for the bridge. All {IC} modules possess higher DOS (degrees of stability,
resultant moment values); the {IC} module is more resistant to falling. Two-thirds of the {IC}
modules share parts; by virtue of their interconnection they are more efficient structures.
Furthermore, many of the {IC} modules result in such emergent features as bracing, arches, and
additional load transmission paths. Finally, {IC} modules offer a better capability for
interconnecting with neighbors, assuring greater unification of the neighborhood. In addition,
where space necessitated just a single column width, stable {S} simple modules were utilized as
being better able to transmit loads from a higher to lower row than unstable {S } simple modules.
5.2.3 Generation from a seed into a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods
Once the modular building elements were selected, then the growth/development rule set to
create system architectures satisfying the given specification was initiated from the "bottom," or
starting essentially with a seed. The seed is fundamental to the bottom-up generating grammar,
which physically generates from an initial condition by rules in one, two, or three dimensions.
The seed can be thought of as being placed in a position slot in space. At each time step of
evolution, the neighborhood grows and therefore changes. New placement slot(s) are created (per
the specification) when an existing slot becomes filled by a member of a module group. A shape
grammar-cellular automata (SG - CA) template then assigns the group type for a particular slot.
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The development process starts at a midpoint [218] and generates the structure both vertically as
well as laterally to the right and left, simultaneously for all three levels, which can be
accommodated by a flexible configuration shape grammar. In order to now "assemble" the
complete bridge, the dimensional specifications must be planned for (in Figure 5.13, calling for a
height of three levels and for a length of four {IC} modules). The bridge system becomes an
expanding neighborhood with interdependencies setting up constraint conditions at every step
that affect which rules are applied at that time. The growth limit or halt is conditioned on height
and width by boundary markers generated by rules. These markers become neighbors in certain
local neighborhoods, invoking a group of rules that restrict further growth. Programmatically, the
slots are lists, and the entire expanding neighborhood is an evolvable neighborhood list structure
for generating the style templates, or the pattern configurators that establish how the design
space will develop and what building elements will be used to populate that space. The
neighborhood patterns are thereby captured in the style template generated by the shape
grammar, which is later filled in according to symmetry grouping rules based on physical
building principles and best knowledge requirements.
T
3 (halt)
2
1
initial condition
(seed or nucleation)
1
2
3 (halt)
3
2
1
2
3
Figure 5.13 The Expansion Pattern for the Design Space Matrix
5.2.4 The style template and configuration requirements
To provide the most stable footing for the bridge's base, only interconnected {IC} modules were
utilized (in even numbers of pairs for symmetry). As in Le Pont du Gard, the middle and top
levels could repeat this configuration, or a configuration that overlapped the junctures between
the lower supporting modules could be used to stagger the higher level {IC} modules over the
lower level. The overlapping arrangement necessitated one single column module {S} to be
placed at each end of the level to fill the remaining gap, and the now central {IC} module was
required to be symmetrical for physical and aesthetic balance (refer to Figure 5.5).
From these style templates (or combinatoric configurators) and their associated shape grammars,
the neighborhood-of-neighborhoods in the style of Le Pont du Gard can be generated. Beginning
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as a seed (initial condition) from a position located anywhere in space, the first shape rule is
applied to expand the neighborhood symmetrically one element step at a time. The rules
pertinent to the selected template continue to be applied. The production set algorithm counts the
number of steps horizontally and vertically, and at the n-th horizontal step and m-th vertical step,
boundary markers are placed by the shape rules to terminate further growth. The final step
involves erasing these boundary markers. In this shape grammar, if no rule exists for a certain
neighborhood pattern, then no action is taken (or equivalently the neighborhood shapes are
rewritten to their original positions). When transcribed to a cellular automaton, the rewrite to
original position rules must be enumerated since every possible cellular automata neighborhood
must have a rule associated with it.
5.2.5 Adapting the shape grammar to a cellular automata neighborhood
The generation of the bridge-aqueduct involved developing configuration options for the
building elements based on a style, selecting the "fittest" bridge modules to place into the
configuration, and then developing the shape grammar of variables and rules to actually generate
the style. A shape grammar reflects the spatial arrangement influences and local condition effects
in the manner of a cellular automata neighborhood, but when a shape neighborhood is not clearly
prescribed, the shape grammar to cellular automata transcription process can be facilitated by
developing the shape grammar already in the format of a cellular automata neighborhood. In the
Le Pont du Gard study, since the style template is an abstract representation, flexibility in choice
of the neighborhood for the design rules is possible, allowing use of the versatile, cellular
automata 3x3 Moore neighborhood.
5.2.6 Shape grammar for the Le Pont du Gard style
The shape grammar for the Le Pont du Gard style template consists of the following variables.
1 empty shape, to represent a newly expanded cell, E
4 shape variables:
[• an {IC} module in the A pattern
1 -an {IC} module in the B pattern
~] a symmetrical {IC} module used in the B pattern
I> an {S} module in the B pattern, used as space filler
4 shape markers:
O the break or juncture between {IC} modules, both A and B patterns
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L the seed or origin in the base (A) level (and juncture between {IC's})
O the juncture between {IC's} in the seed column for the A pattern
F to halt growth (boundary condition)
1 terminal null shape (emptiness) to erase markers
The initial condition (seed) is
Existing neighborhood configurations, based on adjacent row combinations, were enumerated to
make up the left-hand side of the shape rules. Using the left-hand conditions, the resulting
neighborhoods depicted in the right-hand rules were likewise enumerated. Redundant rules were
eliminated. The shape rules were written to grow a Le Pont du Gard style template out from an
origin or seed (one cell up and one cell to each side for each step), stopping at the specification
size. The template merely indicates where {IC} and {S} bridge building modules will be placed,
hence configuring the entire Le Pont du Gard system architecture for assembly. The above shape
variables thus represent the type of modules to be used, and shape markers supply boundary
information while the rules indicate module arrangement and placement (see Figure 5.14 for the
correspondence of shape variables to row patterns A and B). Some of the rules apply in each of
the four templates (base level A rules, boundary S rules) while other rules are selected
combinatorically to develop the middle (M) and top (T) levels according to the chosen A or B
pattern. Boundary rules are used to halt vertical and horizontal growth using a step counter
(which acts like an internal regulatory switch) and creation of a ceiling (which acts as an
environmental constraint), all traces of which are eliminated in the last step by an erase marker
rule. The set of shape rules for a three-level bridge is shown in Figure 5.15 while the generative
steps for each of the four possible style templates are exemplified in Figure 5.16 through Figure
5.19.
Although only four style templates were used to direct the shape grammar development, the
output of which is readily managed by hand drawing, this small number was used to more easily
demonstrate how the neighborhood generative process operates. However, minimally increasing
the specification scope, number of form-function variables, and/or controllables results in a much
larger number of configurations, justifying the shape grammar to cellular automata transcription
for automation of the bridge style template generation. In addition, the combinatoric assignment
of module variables into the style template slots for outputting the extensive system architecture
style catalog is far too laborious by hand but can now be accomplished through the SG -+ CA
production set automation.
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Figure 5.14 Symbol Assignment for Column Modules {IC} and {S)
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5.2.7 Reformulated rules for representing modular interconnectivity
The current shape variable representation for a style configuration does not lend itself to a ready
understanding of the relationships among the prescribed modules. Therefore, in order to better
visualize the interconnectivity within the configurations, the four style templates were
transformed into network diagrams by creating a set of translational shape rules. Incorporating
lessons from assembly theory [219], the configurator outputs were transformed into connection
graphs (see Figure 5.20). A second shape grammar was thus developed from a visual analysis of
modular interrelationships in the four style templates with the view that the already observed
importance of interconnectivity of parts in a system (neighbors in the neighborhood) would
continue to be a relevant theme in the assembly of the complete bridge. Fortunately, with shape
grammar (similar to any language translation) it is possible to transform the shapes of one design
language into another using simple neighborhood transformation rules. The 15 new shape
variables in Figure 5.21 are lifted from Figure 5.20 to indicate module connectivity at the
vertices, with edge lines showing the connection paths between modules (by virtue of their
LEGO® joints). The centerpoint of each cell represents the placement site of a column module
({IC} or {S}).
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Figure 5.20 Derivation of Connection Graphs
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Figure 5.21 New Shape Variables for Transforming the Style Configuration
into a Connections Graph
The initial condition for the transformed shape grammar is one of the style templates output by
A
the first shape grammar (shown in Figure 5.22 for template " ).
A
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Figure 5.22 Initial Condition for Transforming a Configuration to a Connections Graph
Using a Moore neighborhood with all cells active, the transformation rules for converting the
A
original y style template symbols into connected line graphs are listed in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23 Transformation Rules
Any other neighborhood combination results in an empty space.
in a single step generates the connected graph in Figure 5.24.
The cellular automaton function
A
A
Figure 5.24 A Module Connections Graph for a Style Template
There are 70 Moore neighborhood transformation rules in total for the four style templates,
provided in Appendix 5.6.1. Applying these neighborhood transformation rules to the style
configurations results in the four connected graphs shown in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25 Transformation of Style Templates into Connections Graphs
5.3 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architectures
Because the shape grammars for the four style templates were developed for direct use with the
cellular automata Moore neighborhood, the main transcriptive step remaining in order to
automate the generation of system architectures entailed creating the production set of rules in
Turing tape block format. The same shape grammar variables were utilized (although
represented by cellular automata symbols), while the shape rules were grouped by configuration
types for assignment to different cellular automata. Figure 5.15 earlier showed rules grouped for
application to the base level (assigned to cellular automaton CA[AJ), to the A pattern middle
level (CA[MA]), to the B pattern middle level (CA[MB]), to the A pattern top level (CA[TA]),
and to the B pattern top level (CA[TB]), as well as by step counted switch operations (CA[S]).
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Use of list structure delimits the Turing tape into blocks containing the cellular automata
functions, combinatorics, and other simple programs.
Another interpretation for this system architecting Turing tape is as a type of multiway system,
that is an enumerative combinatoric of the specified replacement rules in each block that
generates all the possible paths (configurations) as a causal network. The multiway system is a
collection of all possible states at any given step [40, pp. 204, 209, 504, 506, and 516]. By
analogy with Feynman's "sum over histories," each possible connective existence in the past,
present, and future time (step) is an evolutionary path, and each path is a possible history.
However, according to Feynman, nature by default chooses the least action path or configuration
which is the path integral of the probability amplitudes in quantum mechanics [70, 220]. The
multiway system for Le Pont du Gard style is a causal network that starts with the brick primitive
and applies the rules and simple combinatoric programs specified in each block of the tape to
generate column modules, the next higher-order modules (spans), and on to the three-level
bridge-aqueduct system in all possible configurations. As one of the narrowing procedures in the
combinatoric space, the application of the least action principle is similar to calculating the path
integral of the system architecture configurations. The configurations possessing the least action
should most likely possess the higher stability (and would have been "chosen" by nature to
persist (be conserved) and used as a basis for the next generative step in evolution).
Figure 5.26 shows the progression of cellular automata execution as the bridge levels are
developed from the initial condition, or seed. The numbers in each cell indicate where a step
acted to expand the neighborhood. Not all cellular automata are active in each step as shown in
Table 5.1. While the entire cellular automata rule set for a given style template is available at all
times, the local conditions that exist at any one step determine which cellular automata will be
invoked. Combinatoric generation occurs at Step 1 where a choice must be made on the pattern
for the middle level, and again at Step 2 where a choice must be made for the top level pattern.
This multiway system production set (Turing tape in read-block format) was used to generate all
four style configurations (see Figure 5.27).
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Figure 5.26 Cellular Automata Step Progression for Style Template
Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8
CA[0] CA[A] CA[A] CA[S] CA[A] CA[S] CA[M] CA[T] CA[S]
CA[Mxl] CA[Mj CA[M] CA[T]
CA[Tx2] CA[T]
Table 5.1 Cellular Automata (CA) Step Execution
CA[Mj:= CA[Mx,]; xl={A,B}
CA[Tj:= CA[Tx2]; x2={A,B}
where,
M: middle level
T: top level
A: module arrangement pattern for a level using only {IC's}
B: module arrangement pattern using {IC's}, with {S's} at the ends of the level
The information summarized in Table 5.1 is equivalent to the general Turing tape in Figure 5.27.
This Turing tape represents the execution of certain rule groups for self-organizing a bridge in a
particular style while other rule groups remain inactive as dictated by the local conditions
(evolving neighborhood) at that step in time.
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5.4 Stage 3 - Narrowing the creation design solution space of system architectures
Stage 3 was comprised of several activities including determination of the proper configurator,
assignment of modules by attributes appropriate to the desired form-functions, and consideration
of module placement and orientation within the three-level bridge style.
5.4.1 Configurational stability
Nature constructs system architectures based on fitness, or stability, using the test of survival to
prevent conserving rules that fail for later repeated use. This principle of stability applies in
nature to both inanimate and biotic systems. In living systems the genome is the preserved
memory of thousands to millions of positive reinforcement loop iterations over time of rules for
the development of organisms that have survived based on ever improving dynamic stability
with respect to a changing environment. Inanimate system architectures, on the other hand, obey
the same physical laws with respect to stability but generate without the self-contained rules of a
genome, relying on inherent self-organizing processes and outside events. Adhering to this
generational goal of stability, the potentially enormous solution space for Le Pont du Gard style
system architectures can be narrowed to a more manageable and effective set of designs by
selecting both the configurator that promotes the highest stability as well as the most stable
building modules for use in that configurator. Previous implications on LEGO® modularity
suggest that the preferred style pattern is the template producing the most complete
interconnectivity.
A
Referring back to Figure 5.15 which illustrates the four styles, the connection graph for T shows
A
four parallel independent lines indicating that this structure lacks lateral interconnectivity. In
A
contrast, the " style demonstrates a high degree of interconnectivity, having redundant vertical
A
and lateral connections across all levels and columns. As a network analysis, there are eight
nodes with two degrees and three nodes with four degrees. Adding these degrees together gives a
B
total of 28 degrees of interconnectivity. The T network has four nodes with two degrees and
A
three nodes with three degrees all in the middle level, making a total of 17 degrees. The top level
B
only has single vertical and no lateral connections. The T network has three nodes with two
A
degrees and four nodes with three degrees for a total of 18 degrees. Here, the base level has only
single vertical and no lateral connections. The comparison of diagrams produced by the
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A
transformed shape grammar makes clear the advantage that the " configuration holds with
A
respect to interconnectivity.
In consideration of the work of Kirshner and Gerhart [95], Schlosser and Wagner [94], as well as
A
Carlson and Doyle [92, 95] regarding modularity and inter- and intraconnectivity, the B
A
neighborhood diagram was selected as the style template of choice due to its superior
interconnectivity and therefore for the reasons of comparative stability and redundancy of force
transmission paths, better protecting the architecture's structure from catastrophic failure. As
seems evident from these diagrams, an assembly obtained by the proper overlapping of junctures
demonstrates a type of "truss function" served by the {IC} modules. The lack of coherence or
loose connections among some of the modules observed in the other configurations has been
A
eliminated in the T pattern by this use of {IC} "trussing", as shown in Figure 5.28.
A
Failure modes effects analysis on arrangement of modules
Forces are:
Best apparent balance
for resistance to
failure modes
Figure 5.28 Action-reaction Advantage of Reflection by Pairs (Compartmentalization)
5.4.2 Modular stability
As described in Chapter 3, the 27 simple columns and 729 higher-order modules {IC} were
enumerated and then analyzed for their degree of stability. The degree of stability (DOS) of a
given module is the resultant moment acting on the pivot or tipping point. The number of bricks
in each column of a module is totaled and multiplied by the column's distance (number of cells)
from the pivot edge. The exterior column sums (tipping side) are subtracted from the interior
column sums (non-tipping side) for the resultant moment. The larger the magnitude, the greater
is the degree of stability (positive difference) or instability (negative difference). For the Le Pont
du Gard style configuration, only the more stable simple columns {S's} (arbitrarily defined
as > +6 DOS) were used. All {IC's} yielded DOS scores above the most stable {I} (+12) so they
were all included for combinatoric insertion into the style configurator (see Figure 5.18).
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Figure 5.29 Examples of Degrees of Stability (DOS)
For improved stability, nature uses redundancy of function, multiple force transmission paths,
compartmentalization (a type of modularization), and reinforcement against outside stresses
(also, often incorporated in the engineering of systems) [100]. Therefore, a logical arrangement
of modules for systems generating in the style of Le Pont du Gard would entail the use of higher
stability building elements with more complete interconnectivity, combined with reflection of
elements in pairs (compartmentalization) to better resist internal and externally applied forces.
5.4.3 Symmetry grouping
Symmetry grouping by design requirements further winnows the field of choices for better
management of the creative or solution space, eliminating the need for the exorbitant search time
to test every possible system architecture for satisfying the specification. In a nondeterministic
polynomial or exponential space, a brute force search would be intractable. This step is another
basis for selection of the "fittest" and constitutes one of the primary responsibilities of the system
architect.
A
With the style determined, the y template became the module configurator into which actual
A
column modules would be combinatorically configured. In order to select preferred modules
characterizing higher stability and other attributes deemed necessary for satisfying the
specification and to further constrain the combinatoric design generation process in assembling
building components, the 112 variations of the {IC} primary building module were grouped by
characteristics salient to assembly/construction intentions. Stability factors of weight and width
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of base were abstracted for use in the development of assembly rules as follow below. Table 5.2
presents these symmetry groupings, indicating the number of options by attributes. The selection
of the actual {IC} modules for use in this style can vary by these options but will be in
accordance with the symmetry groups assigned to each bridge level due to their stability
promoting features.
a. b. c. d.
Type of Base Symmetrical Overlapped Lighter with Lighter with
(# of cells) and Shared Parts Shared Parts New Primitive
Parts
1. 2 Legs (4) 6 4
2. Wide Base (4) 1 22 8
3. Medium Base (3) 50
4. Narrow Foot (2) 3 18
Table 5.3 Attributes of {IC} Modules (duplicates removed)
5.4.4 Module assembly fitness requirements
For the Le Pont du Gard style modeled in this study, assembly rules were selected with the
intention of using modules with greater degrees of stability in patterns of lighter weight on the
top level and greater mass on the ground level. Furthermore, reflective symmetry was used to
assure perfect balance, with reflection occurring by pairs of modules rather than solely at the
midpoint of the entire level. Modules were selected to keep potential forces directed inward
(interior tipping points) against their mirror mate (integrative forces) rather than outward against
some external system (possible disintegrative forces). This rule compartmentalizes potential
tipping (leaning) forces (one against one), actually increasing connective force by gravity similar
to the forces in an arch, instead of leaving a possible domino force effect. Reflective symmetry
yields at least three benefits for this design, that of greater stability, aesthetic appeal, and ease of
computability (in a sense, least action or greater efficiency in the design build process).
Alexander [215, pp. 949-951, 999-1002, 1069-1071] has emphasized that an efficient structure
acts as a whole, were all members are interconnected so that each carries part of the load. He
further observes that to prevent structural failure by deformation at the weakest sites in a
structure, the points of connection should contain sources of rigidity (to transmit forces away
from a joint) and/or continuity (to provide a transmission path for forces to move from one
vertical loadbearing axis to another). The following construction rules, formulated per
Alexander, therefore serve to integrate the modules in this study of style altogether into a total
bridge system while best managing the increasing weight load at each lower level.
Additional algorithms within the Le Pont du Gard bridge style production set:
Selection of the modules by bridge level:
Base level pattern, A
Select {IC's} with 4-cell wide footers for most stable foundation
(41 options: ten 2-legged {IC's}, 31 wide-based {IC's})
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Mid or top level pattern, repeat A,
or B:
Select symmetrical midpoint {IC's} for balance and aesthetics (4 options)
Select 2-legged {IC's} to overlap and thereby connect the two modules below
without directly weighting their juncture (10 options)
Select more stable {S's} as fillers (the number of higher stability {S's}
arbitrarily defined as > 6 DOS is 9 out of a total group of 17)
Scaling of modules:
The required height for the bridge can be achieved by increasing the foundation
(bottom element) of the base and mid level modules vertically (here, by a factor of 7
for the base level and by 3 for the mid level); the top level maintains its original size
to limit its weight
Reflection of modules:
1. Consecutive modules (from left to right) reflect each other in pairs
2. A single module to the left of a midpoint is reflected on the right
3. Tipping points of {IC's} will face to the plane of reflection
In summary, the 729 module combinations were divided into four symmetry groups based on
extent of connectivity, with {IC} and {S} retained for further development due to their greater
stability. Then, following development of module orientation rules with a pattern configurator
(style template) for layout of levels, the actual selection of modules was determined by
symmetry groupings according to base width (number of components, or weight, also could have
been used as a selection criteria) and additional assembly requirements. All of these constraints
were devised from their potential contribution to the total system's stability as a result of greater
interconnectivity among the brick primitives.
By this series of steps, the design solution space has been reduced from an initial possible size of
over 95.5 million (112 3x17x4) with all combinations of {IC's} and {S's} acceptable,
disregarding the assembly rules and template selection, to a total of 14,760 following the
combinations and arrangements specified for this study (41x4x9x10), a more computationally
manageable design generation space. Had all four template configurations been utilized, the
solution space would have numbered 44,321 (14,760x3+41). Additional symmetry grouping
based on the specification can be applied to directly meet the intended requirements and
consequently further control the solution space to assure it is tractable. Criteria may include such
factors as number of arch spans, span width, column width, economy of components, and added
bracing or buttressing. For purposes of this study, the solution space was additionally restricted
to bridge designs with two archways only (1,080).72 Restricting combinations excessively,
72 These archways can also be viewed as a substyle of empty spaces.
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however, can shrink the solution space at the expense of limiting diversity and possibly
functionality as well as the opportunity for emerging form-functions.
Thus, increasing the number of symmetry groups and specifications reduces the combinatoric
possibilities due to fewer elements in the selected groups, constraining the number and types of
combinations possible. Defining the symmetry groups and specifications therefore defines the
boundary of the design or creative space and directly affects the computational time, which has
important implications for the efficiency of the generative process. Selecting appropriate
symmetry groups provides a method for reducing a possible nondeterministic polynomial space
or exponential space of system architectures to polynomial sized space.
5.4.5 Generation of a Roman bridge-aqueduct style catalog based on specification
symmetry groups
To summarize the narrowing procedure, the specification for the bridge-aqueduct contained an
overall set of requirements which could be decomposed into three sub-specifications. The system
architect's complete specification for this Roman bridge-aqueduct based on Le Pont du Gard
architectural style with two arches follows. This process narrowed the solution space down for
the least action calculation before presentation to the stakeholders.
Overall specification:
1. Three functional levels
2. Built of single LEGO® brick primitive joined at 50% overlap
3. High stability in order to:
a. Support its own weight
b. Bear the weight of water in the aqueduct
c. Bear the weight of people, carts, animals crossing the bridge
d. Withstand environmental conditions of heat, rain, freezing, wind, seismic
action, water flow from the river
4. Avoid loads concentrated over weak seams (avoid weak joints)
5. Maximize interconnectivity
6. Aesthetically pleasing using bilateral symmetry
7. Dimensions (height and length) are prescribed by the functions' settings; here, 16
LEGO® bricks wide (eight simple columns or four {IC's}), 23 bricks high
a. Must provide a gravity feed confluence for the aqueduct and connect to the
incoming and outflow levels of water
b. Must connect to pathways into and out from the bridge
The overall specification is further decomposed into three levels:
Base level (traffic level):
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1. Stout columns to bear total weight of bridge, traffic, and water (four bricks wide at
the foot)
2. Two archways to allow ample water passage and resist water current
3. Reflected {IC} pair pattern for greater stability and aesthetics
4. Height scale for {IC} footer is 7x
Middle level:
1. Staggered two-legged {IC's} to integrate the upper and lower levels with maximum
interconnectivity, overlapping joints
2. Reflected {IC} pair pattern for greater stability and aesthetics
3. Central {IC} bilaterally symmetric for aesthetics and balance
4. {S} DOS > 6 for greater stability
5. Height scale for {IC} footer is 3x
Top level (aqueduct):
1. Identical to the base level for aesthetics and to be staggered over the middle level for
greater interconnectivity
2. Height scale for {IC} footer is the original scale to reduce weight at the top
Each specification detail narrows the creative space for the bridge-aqueducts style catalog. To
A
demonstrate the cellular automata generation of the style catalog in the Le Pont du Gard B
A
pattern, first the base level was outputted using wide-based {IC} modules combined
algorithmically in reflected pairs (with the height scale of 7). Only double-arched bridge types
were selected, with the three results illustrated below.
The middle level called for all combinations of three variables, reflected pairs of {S}, reflected
two-legged {IC} pairs, and a single symmetrical {IC} in the center (using the height scale of 3).
A sample of middle level solutions follows.
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Next, the top level was generated, which in this case was identical to the base level except for the
A
lack of additional height scale. Finally, the 3 levels " were combinatorically joined producing a
A
catalog of 1,080, (3 x 360) bridge-aqueducts all satisfying the two archway specification.
5.4.6 Applying the least action principle
As the final step in reducing the solution space, the least action principle was applied to the two
archway bridge-aqueduct system. The least action can be calculated for each design to select the
most efficient structures, using the Lagrangian equation in Chapter 2 over time (5.1).
t2S = min ft (T - V)dt (5.1)
where,
S is the minimum action
T is the kinetic energy
V is the potential energy
t is time
In this case, the bridge-aqueduct system is a static structure. Since there is no kinetic energy,
only the potential energy V of the static structure is germane. The goal then for a stable system is
to identify those designs with the minimum potential energy, mgh (where m is mass, g is gravity,
and h is the height). Each structure has a potential energy PE, expressed in equation (5.2).
PE = V = .=1 "=1 mghj,i, j = (1,2,...,n},i = {1,2, ...,m} and h = i (5.2)
where,
g is the gravitational force constant, h is the height of each row, i is the row number, andj is the
column number.
The least action principle as formulated in equation (5.2) was used to calculate the minimum
potential energy for the remaining systems in the reduced solution space. For comparative
analyses of the bridge-aqueduct systems, mg is assigned the value 1; the number of bricks in
each row is summed, each sum is multiplied by the row number, and all the row totals are added
together. The result was a solution group (size 12) all possessing the lowest amount of energy.
The least action energy calculation on the vertical axis versus the cumulative number of designs
is plotted in Figure 5.31. A sample of 50 Le Pont du Gard style system architectures, rank sorted
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from lower to higher results including this least action calculation group, is shown in Figure
5.30. Notice the similarity of designs in this group; the differences are subtle with only small
variations in form. Stakeholders should now have less difficulty in reviewing the complete least
action group in a timely manner and making a choice. If none of these design concepts is
mutually agreeable to the stakeholders, then the specification can be modified and the resultant
system architectures regenerated.
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Figure 5.30 Rank Sort (lower to higher) of 50 Designs from the Least Action Group
(an identification number is above each system architecture)
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Figure 5.31 The Energy versus the Cumulative Number of Designs
A sample of configurated SG -+ CA depictions of a bridge based on the style of Le Pont
A
du Gard - excerpted from an unrestricted style catalog is shown in Figure 5.32. Examples (a)
A
and (b) use the same {IC} modules in each design, but example (a) is assembled using the
selected reflection by pairs pattern while example (b) consists of the alternate midpoint reflection
pattern. As can be seen, the pair symmetry results in the useful emergence of column buttressing
in the center. Examples (c), (d), and (e) all possess four wide-based ground columns, with
example (c) distributing its force flow paths very evenly with the greater reliance on symmetrical
{IC}'s. Bracing occurs as an emergent feature between the side columns in (d) and between the
center columns in (e).
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A
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5.5 Discussion
This chapter explored the powerful usage of shape grammar as an analytical methodology to
discern and then develop upon a style characterizing a class of architectural systems. Style was
defined by observing possible repeating patterns, a certain ordering of form, a uniformity (i.e.,
groups, interrelationships, modularity), shared properties and characteristics, symmetries and
asymmetries. For this study, the ancient bridge-aqueduct Le Pont du Gard was analyzed to
capture the essence of its style in a shape grammar. The basic building modules for a bridge had
been generated from a single primitive in Chapter 3, and these modules were now reused to
construct a catalog of designs based on the identified style and variations on it. In addition,
symmetry grouping was demonstrated as a technique for both improving computational
efficiency as well as narrowing the search to particular subgroups of design that would be of
primary interest to the stakeholders. The three stages of the SG -+ CA methodology, designing
with shape grammar, computing or generating with cellular automata, and solution space
management, were again followed to demonstrate the potential applicability of the SG -. CA
approach as a useful system architecture generating system.
The importance of the concept of neighborhood is emphasized in this chapter. While the cellular
automata framework clearly acts as a conditional control on the behavior of the generating
system, a shape grammar can also exhibit the essence of conditional neighborhood effects in that
when a certain spatial arrangement among shapes is present, the rule condition can result in a
developmental change to the prior arrangement, or neighborhood. Since both shape grammars
and cellular automata can yield unmanageable design spaces, to reduce the space to polynomial
size requires not only properly representing the underlying physics and laws of nature in the
production set but also properly configuring the assembly neighborhood. These are some of the
issues behind managing the solution space. The notion of generating from a seed into an
expanding neighborhood and the decomposition of form-function into a neighborhood-of-
neighborhoods was also demonstrated in this chapter.
The goal of seeking the most completely interconnected style as an enhanced stability property
involved using SG -+ CA first to generate enumeratively the possible style templates and then,
by a transformation grammar, to reveal the style templates as network representations for easy
visual comparison. The chosen style template became the configurator to enable the
combinatoric generation of the catalog of system architectures satisfying the given specification.
Modules generated in Chapter 3 thus could be placed combinatorically in the configurator slots
(positions) according to the rules of the configurator.
The SG -+ CA three-stage process has led to both the enumeration of a large creative space of
system architecture solutions, important because of this opportunity for the discovery of
emergent features and structures, and to the narrowing of this creative space of solutions through
a series of downsizing steps accomplished by symmetry grouping and fitness "tests." The
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strategy for managing the creative or solution space for the Le Pont du Gard study is summarized
in Figure 5.33. As discussed in Chapter 3, simple and higher-order modules were observed to
comprise stability groups, depicted as the first space narrowing criteria. The second criteria
selected single level module patterns that contributed to inter-level functional effectiveness for
increased vertical stability. Two types of bridge levels were accepted for the style specification,
labeled level A or B depending on the type and placement of column modules used. A shape
grammar analysis of the style templates' interconnectivity patterns led to the selection of the
most stable three-level configurator. The next criteria sought those module arrangement patterns
that better compartmentalized, or resolved, lateral forces within a level, providing greater
horizontal stability. The final narrowing step was the selection by calculation of systems with the
least potential energy to yield system architectures with the greatest comparative stability.
This basic configurational study has established a foundation for expanding experiments to
include more variables and even hybridization of styles. Figure 5.34 shows such a hybridization
using a truss design developed in Chapter 4 with a portion of the bridge-aqueduct design
configured in this chapter. Going beyond brick and truss designs, cable primitives might be
added to generate modules and styles for stayed and suspension bridges. The SG --+ CA
methodology could be extended to algorithmically generate solution space catalogs composed of
the most appropriate style or hybridization of styles that satisfy one given specification compared
to others.
In the end, the shape grammar approach focuses the system architect's thinking on the design
and specification in a very fundamental, analytical manner, thereby enhancing or sharpening the
understanding of the interrelationships among the whole structure and its components due to the
inherent neighborhoods-of-neighborhoods mindset. By this approach, style characteristics of
natural and artificial systems can be reduced to a computational sequence of rules and simple
programs for generating renditions of these systems in the spirit of nature's generative
evolutionary and developmental processes.
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Figure 5.33 Stage 3: Narrowing the Creative or Solution Space by Symmetry Grouping
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Figure 5.34 Simple Bridge with Two Shape Primitives, Brick and Truss, as a
Hybridization of Two Primitives
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5.6 Appendix
5.6.1 Transformation rule set
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CHAPTER 6
FROM AESTHETICALLY APPEALING CHINESE LATTICES
TO ROUTING OR CIRCUITRY SYSTEMS
Synopsis
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the application of the shape grammar-cellular
automata methodology (SG -* CA) to the ornamental artwork known as Chinese lattices or
meanders, enabling computational generation of a catalog of designs in this style. This chapter is
organized into five sections introducing the meander shape and describing the SG --+ CA
algorithmic stages for three experiments on meanders. In the first experiment, a Chinese lattice
specimen is used as a model for creating a shape grammar, which is then transcribed into a
cellular automaton to generate the lattice style. The first experiment provides a look at the variety
of embedded shapes and symmetries in the meander system.
Following this first experiment, it is noted that by applying various constraints to a lattice, the
meander can be interpreted as a routing or circuitry scenario. Thus, the second experiment builds
upon the first by incorporating a specification to the lattice and by working with more basic,
generalizable meander primitives. This experiment is divided into two subparts, the first using
the SG --- CA approach to generate enumeratively the creative space of systems based on the
specification. The second subpart examines the specified meander's computational space for
understanding the characteristics of that space, affording a means to compare the use of certain
evolutionary computation techniques against complete enumeration for managing the solution
search. This comparative analysis offers guidelines for selecting efficient search techniques for
different kinds of system architecture computational spaces and time constraints.
The third experiment extends the methods used in the second experiment to a real engineering
system, demonstrating an SG -- CA application for finding the most efficient system
architecture solutions for a routing/circuit problem. An efficient (least action defined) select
group of system architecture solutions from which stakeholders can choose is provided.
6.1 Introduction
Meanders are decorative rectilinear or curvilinear patterns that were devised in antiquity,
especially by Chinese, Egyptian, and Greek cultures, for adornment of pottery, carpets, screens,
fences, windows, furniture, building beams, and columns [221, 222, 223, 224, 225]. The word is
derived from the Meander River in ancient Greece (now Turkey) noted for its winding bends
[221]. These meander objects have no physical purpose. Instead, they are intended to create
aesthetically pleasing feelings (value) for the observer. Several examples are shown in Figure 6.1
and 6.2. Aesthetics are an important feature of almost any system architecture.
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(a) Chinese lattice [226] (b) Greek oil flask 5 th century BC [227]
(c) Greek pottery ~370 BC [227]
Figure 6.1 Pictures of Various Geometric Style Meanders from Antiquity
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Oriental Carpet Patterns [225]
Snake Patterns [224] Labyrinth Coin from Knossos, Crete, c.280 BC [228]
Figure 6.2 Additional Examples of Meanders
The meander style inspired Dye [226] to compose a two volume collection on Chinese lattices
entitled A Grammar of Chinese Lattice. Knight later studied meanders in depth as a design
domain [137, 229]. Knight's insight that there is a grammar that generates each lattice, or
meander, led to this chapter's selection of one of Dye's lattices (P 4b on page 235 of Volume II
[226], see Figure 6.3) for the purpose of analyzing its style, composing its grammar, and then
generating enumeratively the lattice design language.
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Figure 6.3 The First Experiment Analyzing a Meander Style
6.2 Exploring the meander style
6.2.1 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
For the first consideration of the meander style, the selected design, P 4b [226], was decomposed
so that a shape grammar could be developed to capture it using a Palladian type style [218],
incorporating 12 shape variables, eight marker variables (to provide boundary), shape rules, and
the initial condition. This experiment focused on closed-bounded shapes, such as a square, a
rectangle, and squares or rectangles within squares or rectangles, and resulted in the shape
vocabulary as shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, constituting all the primitives required to
construct the meander in Figure 6.3. Shape rules were written to piece together these puzzle-like
components (shape and marker variables), with the first row supplied as the initial condition.
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Figure 6.4 Twelve Configurations of Square and Rectangular Shape Variables as a
Construction of Line Primitives, with Shapes within Shapes
Figure 6.5 Eight Marker Variables
6.2.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
The corresponding cellular automaton was a one-dimensional, 24 rule (not shown) neighborhood
of size 3 (range or radius of 1) transcribed from this particular shape grammar with the shapes
assigned to variable symbols. The first design generated by the SG -- CA method constructs the
upper left-hand quadrant of the lattice, with symmetry reflections creating the remaining three
quadrants. These reflections are reminiscent of an origami folding [230]. The marker shapes
control the boundary limits in the upper left-hand quadrant. The cellular automaton started with
the initial condition of three shape symbols for the first row and generated the next four rows in
successive steps, applying the rules based on the neighborhood conditions to make a matrix with
the dimension of 5 rows, 3 columns, {5,3}. This first quadrant was reflected laterally by shape
reflection rules, and the two quadrants were joined. Additional shape reflection rules were
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applied to this enlarged matrix to flip its symmetry to a new lower half. Finally, the upper and
lower halves were joined, thus completing the lattice as shown in Figure 6.6. 73
Figure 6.6 The Chinese Lattice Generated with Initial Experiments
6.2.3 Shape considerations
Stiny [213] notes that there are a variety of ways to perceive shapes within figures, which is
certainly true with this meander subject. Which shapes to choose as primitives for developing a
generative grammar can be a challenging problem. Since a shape grammar is nondeterministic,
there could be several grammars that generate renditions in the design's style. The shape
grammar thus developed for this particular lattice is not the only set of shapes and rules possible.
From this nondeterministic character of shape grammar and the results of this experiment, a
valuable lesson was learned. Shapes must be selected that provide the flexibility and extensibility
to generate a style catalog. Because the Palladian style shape variables were not fully
decomposed, the one-dimensional cellular automaton derived from the shape grammar in
Experiment 1 generated just a single exact solution as shown in Figure 6.6. The primitives were
not sufficiently decomposed as to be extensible to other designs. Building on the observations
made in Chapter 4 that almost all shapes can be constructed from lines, the meanders were
further decomposed to primitive line forms. In Experiment 2, these line primitives used in the
73 The "tails" of the marker shapes provide an orientation for the shape but have been cropped out in the picture.
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grammar generating the style provided the flexibility for successfully creating a large variety of
meanders.
6.3 Adding a specification and decomposing the shape
Two modifications were introduced in this second experiment, including decomposing shapes to
a lower level in order to provide a more basic and versatile shape vocabulary of primitives
composed of a few line shapes. These line variables were used to create the designs in
conjunction with marker shape variables that served as border constraints on the meander. A
combinatoric capability was incorporated in the rule set by permitting multiple outcomes for
particular neighborhoods. The second modification was the addition of a design specification for
the meander. Referring to Figure 6.7 below, the initial condition consisted of a {5 rows, 4
columns} matrix dimension. The simple specification required the meander to enter only at the
upper right matrix cell at {row 1, column 4}, traverse through the grid without reentering cells,
and exit only at the bottom left matrix cell at {5,1}. Every cell had to contain a single shape
variable of the meander so that the meander would either traverse continuously through every
cell in the grid, or meander "islands" would form to assure every cell had been contacted
(discontinuities of the meander path were allowed). Then, following the symmetry approach in
Experiment 1, symmetry rules were applied to this {5,4} grid to create the larger dimension,
symmetric lattice { 10 rows, 8 columns}.
Cell
{5,1}
Cell
{1,4} Input
Output
Figure 6.7 The Specification Indicating the Input and Output Cell Positions
6.3.1 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
To derive the set of shape variables, meanders were hand-drawn against a grid background to be
decomposed into primitive line forms that would permit line connections through a cell, either
straight or a 900 turn. Then, taking into account the direction of the cellular automaton
processing, the local neighborhood conditions were defined. Each cell output could be
determined in this case by two neighboring input cells, immediately above and immediately to
the left of the cell in question. Shape rules to generate outputs for every combination of input
shapes were enumerated. This step was followed by considering what boundary conditions were
required per the specification and consequently, what additional rules for the constrained outputs
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were needed. Marker variables were designed to serve as switches for turning on other rules in
order to change or limit the functioning of the meander at the sites of the imposed boundary
conditions. The markers also served to provide a perimeter line construction surrounding the
lattice. Of note, the addition of markers (constraints) technically expanded the {5,4} matrix in
Figure 6.7 to {6,5} in Figure 6.9. The shapes in this experiment were quite different from the
first meander experiment. In addition, the number of rules was larger, yet they were very simply
determined.
The shape grammar was developed to express a meander system in a format that directly lent
itself to a cellular automaton derivation. Simple rules and markers thus were used in the cellular
automaton steps to route the meander primitives (the shape variables) in only physically
legitimate directions within boundary constraints. The primary rules were written on a grid
notepad in the form of line shapes, and all possible neighborhoods were enumerated with
associated rules. However, certain situations called for a rule to impose a restriction on the
meander to indicate that a neighborhood was illegitimate because it would not satisfy the
specification. Neighborhoods that deviate from the specification were explicitly assigned a "halt"
rule, which was intended to stop the execution of the cellular automaton from further generation.
(Actually, retaining the "halt" in the matrix and fully generating each matrix served a useful
purpose in a later experiment dealing with evolutionary computation.) Finally, a group of rules
was developed to rewrite the marker variables as a constant into their cell of origin during every
application of the cellular automaton step function. Such rules served as an identity function
when it was desired that certain cell rules not be changed by the main rule set.
6.3.1.1 Shape grammar for a meander problem
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
6 shape variables (black shapes in Figure 6.8), symbolically: {sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}
11 shape markers: (boundary and colored shapes in Figure 6.8),
symbolically: {slm, slb, s1r, s2m, s2b, s2r, s3m, s3r, s4r, s5r, s6r}
(The m designates a marker that constrains the top row and left-hand boundaries.
The b represents a blue marker to bound the upper right or lower left corners of the
quadrant. The m and b markers are used in the initial conditions. The r or red
markers are rule generated, serving as boundaries for the bottom row and the right-
hand side of the quadrant.)
128 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions, classified as Group I rules when the condition is invariant or as
Group II rules when options exist for the condition (see Appendix 6.6.1 for listing)
The initial condition configuration is shown in Figure 6.9.
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{sO, sl, slm, slb, s1r, s2, s2m, s2b, s2r, s3, s3m, s3r, s4, s4r, s5, s5r, s6, s6r}
(blue) (red) (blue) (red) (red) (red) (red) (red)
Figure 6.8 Shape and Marker Variables with their Symbolic Equivalents
(blue)
6a0000 E
EIILiLDE LI
(blue) Fi 1
E 0 0 0 0[
s~m som som som soD
sim sO sO sO sO
slm sO sO sO sO
sim sO sO sO sO
slm sO sO sO sO
(Graphical) (Symbolic)
Figure 6.9 The Initial Condition in Graphical and Symbolic Form
The meander shapes were transcribed into symbols for the 2-dimensional cellular automaton
generating machine. The neighborhood was a Moore type 2-dimensional matrix {3,3} with
active cells at positions { 1,2} and {2,1 } (see Figure 6.10). Active here refers to those members
of the neighborhood that have conditional control on the output of the affected cell state at the
next function step. The active neighbors were designated as 1 and the inactive (non-influential)
cells as 0.
010
100
000
Figure 6.10 Active Conditional Neighborhood for Experiment 2
6.3.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
A rule set for a particular solution attempt was drawn from two groups of meander rules. Group I
contained 106 rules (see Appendix 6.6.1) which were invariant so all of these rules were always
in use. Group II (see Appendix 6.6.1) included 22 rules also always in use, but each had two
right-hand side options. In other words, given a neighborhood condition on the left-hand side, the
right-hand side of the rule could have two alternative outcomes. Thus, different meanders were
generated by the combinatoric variety of Group II rule alternatives for each of 22 rules. The
combinatoric operation is thus performed on the choice of individual Group II rules composing a
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rule set. This provided a creative space of 4,194,304 possible meanders using 222 (= 4,194,304)
rule sets; each rule set generates a possible meander.
The {5,4} meander was generated by applying the cellular automaton function in eight steps.
Each step applied the neighborhood rules to each and every cell in the lattice as a parallel
processing finite state machine. This process is equivalent to a list of simultaneous If-Then
statements acting on a single cell, as a neighborhood of conditional influences on the output cell.
Flow diagrams of the generative program to enumerate the entire 4,194,304 creative space of
meander lattices are provided in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12. A combinatoric table was
constructed for the Group II rules, each member of the table representing one of the possible rule
sets and consisting of a 22 member sequence of values {(1,2}. Each position in the sequence
corresponded to the rule list defined in Group II. At the start of each meander generation, one
possible rule set was selected from the Group II rule combinatoric table and appended to the
Group I rules for application by the cellular automaton. After the {5,4} matrix was generated, it
was examined programmatically for any "halt" conditions. If there were no "halts," then the
meander was saved in a file of meanders which satisfied the specification, along with its
reference number. Each good meander was also compared against a file that collected only
unique meanders. The {5,4} grid of each complete unique solution was quadrupled by applying
reflection rules in two steps, and then the shape symbols were translated back to actual shapes to
provide graphical visual output.
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Figure 6.11 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 2 Algorithm
Figure 6.12 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 2 Algorithm (cont'd)
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As described earlier, a shape marker acts as a boundary constraint on the meander's directional
path. In Experiments 1 and 2, the shape markers are always replaced by their same shape for
every cellular automaton step function in order to preserve their roles as constraints. As is typical
for shape grammars, all markers are erased at the end of the design generation leaving only the
design. The initial condition for Experiment 1 in Figure 6.13(a) is composed of the 6 rows by 5
columns lattice (matrix cells) with boundary defining markers (marker shapes) and empty lattice
cells (empty shapes). Figure 6.13(b) is the post generation condition where the submatrix
{ {2,2}, {4,4} } now contains regular line shapes while the last row { {6,2}, {6,4} } and last column
{{2,5},{6,5}} hold markers generated after the application of the shape rules by the cellular
automaton function. These generated markers act to further constrain the meander from
traversing outside of the right-hand side and bottom of the matrix except at the specified I/O
cells.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13 (a) Lattice at Initial Condition and (b) Lattice after Meander Generation
6.3.2.1 Detailed steps for a cellular automaton function
For every step of the parallel processing cellular automaton function (executing deterministically
in a PC; see Figure 6.14), each cell's value in the step (s+l) lattice is replaced with an output
determined by the neighborhood in the step (s) lattice. To reiterate the cellular automaton
concept from Chapter 3, for Experiment 2 a Moore 2-dimensional neighborhood template was
used with cells of the neighborhood made active by assigning 1 to the controlling cells and
assigning 0 to the inactive (non-influential) cells. Every cell in the step (s+l) lattice has a
conditional neighborhood from step (s) that determines the value of the center cell for step (s+1).
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step (s)
SMoore
borhood
step
Figure 6.14 The Active Moore 2-Dimensional Neighborhood for Experiment 2
(only 2 cells are active)
This computation may not be intuitively obvious. Therefore, a step-through example of this
recursive process for one meander generation is described below. While enumerating the
solution space in Experiment 2, it was found that rule set 3, among others, provided a valid
design. This example builds rule set 3 matrix step-by-step and describes the operations occurring
during the build process.
The initial condition, equivalent to step 0, is:
s3m s2m s2m s2m s2b
sim sO sO sO sO
sim sO sO sO sO
sim sO sO sO sO
sIm sO sO sO sO
slb sO sO sO sO
Step 1 below seems to indicate that only cell {2,2} changed to s3. Actually, all cells were
replaced by their previous (s) state neighborhood conditions and corresponding rules applied.
s3m s2m s2m s2m s2b
slm s3 sO sO sO
slm sO sO sO sO
slm sO sO sO sO
sim sO sO sO sO
kslb sO sO sO sO
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Step 2 in Figure 6.15 shows that now s6 and s2 have replaced two sO's in the matrix. Also, the
direction of the build process by the cellular automaton function starts at the upper left corner
and progresses diagonally down the matrix in eight successive steps.
so so so
m sibO sO sO
Figure 6.15 Step 2 and the Indicated Build Direction by the Cellular Automaton
The next six steps are shown in their sequence.
s3m
sim
slm
sim
sim
slb
s3m
sim
six
sim
slm
slbi
s2m
s3
s6
s3
sO
sO
s2m
s3
s6
s3
s6
s3r
s2m
s2
s2
sO
sO
sO
s2m
s2
s2
s2
s2
s2r
s2m
s4
sO
sO
sO
sO
s2m
s4
s5
s2
s2
sO
s2b
sO
sO
sO
sO
sO
s2b
s3r
sir
s5r
sO
sO
s3m
slm
sim
slm
siX
slb
s3m
slm
sim
sim
slm
islb
s2m
s3
s6
s3
s6
sO
s2m
s3
s6
s3
s6
s3r
s2m
s2
s2
s2
sO
sO
s2m
s2
s2
s2
s2
s2r
s2m
s4
s5
sO
sO
sO
s2m
s4
s5
s2
s2
s2r
s2b
s3r
sO
sO
sO
sO
s2b
s3r
sir
s5r
s4r
sO
s3m
six
six
sim
slm
slb
s3m
six
sim
sim
sim
slb
s2m
s3
s6
s3
s6
s3r
s2m
s3
s6
s3
s6
s3r
s2m
s2
s2
s2
s2
sO
s2m
s2
s2
s2
s2
s2r
s2m
s4
s5
s2
sO
sO
s2m
s4
s5
s2
s2
s2r
s2b
s3r
sir
sO
sO
sO
s2b
s3r
sir
s5r
s4r
s5r
The resulting matrix is the upper left-hand quadrant of the lattice. Applying
Appendix 6.6.2) creates the upper right-hand quadrant which is joined
quadrant to form the upper half of the lattice. Next, by applying additional
symmetry rules (see
with the upper left
symmetry rules, the
lower half of the lattice is generated. Joining the two halves completes the lattice, as shown in
Figure 6.16(a). Now that the symbolic matrix is built, the shape symbols can be translated back
to visual shapes and outputted as the computer graphic displayed in Figure 6.16(b). Of note,
enumerating the entire creative space required approximately 41 hours of CPU processing time
on a PC.
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rSim s~m s3m s~m s3b s2 s2 s4 s4 s4
slm s3 s2 s4 s3r s4 s3 s2 s4 sl
slm s6 s2 s5 sir sl s6 s2 s5 sl
slm s3 s2 s2 s5r s6 s2 s2 s4 sl
slm s6 s2 s2 s4r s3 s2 s2 s5 sl
slb s3r s2r s2r s5r s6 s2 s2 s4 sl
sl s6 s2 s2 s4 s3 s2 s2 s5 sl
sl s3 s2 s2 s5 s6 s2 s2 s4 sl
sl s6 s2 s2 s4 s3 s2 s2 s5 sl
sl s3 s2 s4 sl sl s3 s2 s4 sl
sl s6 s2 s5 s6 s5 s6 s2 s5 sl
s6 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s2 s5,
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16 Example: Final Matrix for Rule Set 3, Symbolically and Graphically
6.3.3 Stage 3 - Narrowing the creative or solution space of system architectures
As shown in Figure 6.17, there were 841,693 rule sets that generated meander solutions
satisfying the requirement that a line pass through every cell. These 841,693 meander designs
constitute the solution space, those solutions that satisfy the given specification within the
creative space. Of these solutions only 20 produced unique meander designs (shown in Figure
6.18). In genomic terms, a very large number of surviving genotypes expressed themselves
through a very small number of phenotypes. Thus, an extremely large number of rule sets
provided the same solution. This leads to an interesting question as to whether it would take less
time to find these unique solutions using evolutionary computation techniques (or how long it
might take humans using today's typical design practices to find all 20 unique solutions). One
must bear in mind, however, that finding the 20 solutions more rapidly in these cases does not
answer the question, have all the solutions been found.
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Figure 6.17 An Experiment on a Meander System Architecture Generation using
the SG -+ CA Approach to Satisfy a Specification
Two different algorithms for testing uniqueness were executed separately, providing reasonable
proof that no other unique solutions existed in the creative space. In addition, several hundred
evolutionary computation runs, described later, never found any other unique solutions.
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Figure 6.18 The 20 Unique Solutions Satisfying the Specification
(depicted in lattice form)
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Whereas in the Chapter 5 Le Pont du Gard study many solutions were generated, requiring
categorization by symmetries in order to reduce the space and select good solutions, the
meander study found only a few unique solutions that met the specification from a very large
creative space.
Observations from the second experiment:
1. The creative space for meanders was 222 in size, defined as the total generative
computation space. This is the search space for solutions to the given specification.
2. Using an enumerative approach it was determined that there are 841,693 feasible
solutions in the creative space to the given specification.
3. However, of these 841,693, there are only 20 unique solutions. The frequency
distribution of these solutions is depicted in Figure 6.19.
4. The 841,693 solutions represent 20.07% of the creative space.
5. The range of frequencies for successful rule sets that generate the 20 unique meander
patterns is narrow, from 1.95% to 8.76%. (See Table 6.1, column header "%").
6. Unique solutions numbered 1 through 12 are almost uniformly distributed throughout
the creative space (see Figure 6.20) while the remaining solutions are more narrowly
distributed in nearby zones of the creative space. (Figure 6.20 examines the unique
solution space topology across the total solution space using an arbitrary sample bin
size of 300,000 rule sets to apportion the space.)
One conclusion derived from these observations is that searching within a narrow range of
creative space could potentially miss finding a significant percentage of these unique solutions.
The question arises as to how an enumerative approach compares to a probabilistic approach in
most efficiently finding all the unique solutions within the meander creative space.
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Figure 6.19 The Frequency Distribution of Solutions within the Creative Space of
4,194,304 Possible Rule Sets
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Table 6.1 Frequency Distribution of the Solution Space by Unique Solution
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6.3.4 Probabilistic approaches for searching the creative space
If there are only 20 unique solutions, might there be a more efficient and still effective
method to locate these 20 out of an enormous possibility space? Enumeration, obviously,
guarantees finding all unique solutions but at a significant time cost. To address this
question, three probabilistic studies were designed employing evolutionary computation
techniques: random sampling of the creative space to search for solutions (comparable to
100% mutation), a genetic algorithm using the selection and recombination (crossover)
operators only, and a genetic algorithm varying in sample size using selection,
recombination (crossover), and mutation operators.
A rule set composed of Group I and Group II rules serves as the genome for the
evolutionary computation, with genomic variation occurring only with the Group II rules.
The aforementioned "halt" serves as the analogy for a genetic flaw in the resultant
phenotype, so the fitness function will measure the number of"halts" or genetic flaws in
the phenotypes generated. The objective is to reduce the number of genetic flaws to zero
by applying the operators of a random sample population, selection, pairing, crossover,
and mutation [122, 201]. From the prior enumeration of the total creative space in this
chapter, it is known in advance that there are 20 unique solutions. For this study, this
knowledge, which normally would not be available, can be used to bring the evolutionary
computation to a halt once the 20 unique solutions are found. For each study described
below, the total number of samples and the time required for the computation were
collected for 10 independent runs of each algorithm. The times recorded per run are
central processing unit time and are not important except for purposes of basic rank
comparison. The comparative data and summaries are contained in Table 6.2.
The first study employed purely random sampling of the creative space with a sample
size of 1. A meander was generated from the sampled rule set and examined
automatically to see if it was a solution (no "halts" exist). If a solution was determined,
then the solution was match tested against a building file of unique solutions to determine
if it was a duplicate, or a unique solution to be added to this file. The algorithm runs up to
1000 samples randomly selected from the rule set (size 222) or stops upon finding the 20
unique architectural solutions, whichever occurs first. In 20 independent runs (only 10
runs shown) the algorithm found the 20 unique solutions each time before reaching 1000
samples. This first study is considered a baseline for comparison.
A second study was run using 50% selection and 50% crossover operators with no
mutation operator. An initial sample of 10 genomes or rule sets was randomly selected,
and the resulting meanders were all generated and examined to record any unique
solutions. Then, the meanders were rank sorted by "halt" (genetic flaw) count from low
to high. The 50% of the initial population sample, five in this case, with the fewest
"halts" or genetic flaws were selected for random pairing with another five randomly
selected rule sets. For each pair the respective Group II genomes were crossed at the
halfway point, and the phenotypes of this new sample of meanders were generated and
tested for the presence of unique solutions. The top 50% of this new generation group
with the fewest "halts" were selected, five again, and paired with another five randomly
selected genomes. This process continued for up to 20 generations or until 20 unique
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solutions were discovered, whichever occurred first. As in the case of the random
sampling, this evolutionary computation algorithm found in every trial all 20 unique
solutions without reaching the stopping point.
The third study also began with an initial sample size of 10 genomes and followed the
process just described in the second study except for the inclusion of a mutation factor.
For each crossed pair, one of the positions of the Group II rule sequence was randomly
mutated (the rule's right-hand option was reversed). The algorithm similarly was set to
run up to 20 iterations or find the 20 unique solutions, whichever occurred first. Once
again, all unique solutions were identified by each run before the program's limit. In
summary, this study employed an initial population of 10 with 50% selection, 50%
crossover, and 4.5% mutation operators. (It should be noted that in addition to this study
of sample size 10, identical solution searches were conducted with sample sizes of six
and 100 with similar results to the 10.)
Figure 6.21 is a guide to understanding the solution space and a verification test of the
comparatively successful random selection technique. To develop a probability function
explaining the sample data series behavior for this random selection, it is assumed as a
simplification that the distribution of solutions is uniform through the creative space and
there is an equal frequency of solution occurrence by unique class. Each sample taken
from the rule set population (size 222) is independent. The probability of finding a
solution on any selection is the number of solutions divided by the total creative space
population, equation (6.1a). The probability of discovering a unique solution on any
selection is the total number of unique solutions minus the number of unique solutions
already discovered divided by the number of unique solutions, equation (6.1b). The
probability function is then shown in equation (6.2).
Ps= Ns and Pu= N u v (6.1)
TP, Nu
(a) (b)
NU -1
Ss = * (6.2)
DU =0
where,
Tpop is the total population or creative space
Ns is the total number of architectural solutions in the solution space
Nu is the total number of unique architectural solutions
Du is the number of unique architectural solutions discovered
Ps is the probability of selecting a solution on any sample
Pu is the probability of finding a unique solution on any sample
S, is the total number of samples required to find all unique solutions
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The theoretical probability function is plotted in Figure 6.21 and appears to be a
reasonable characterization of the random selection behavior.
Figure 6.21 Number of Samples Required Probabilistically Compared to Actual
Data from a Random Sampling Approach
for Finding All 20 Unique Architectural Solutions
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Test rus 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9 10 Mean Variance IDeviation
Random selection of rule sets, 1 s le at a -time .
number of rule sets sampled to find
20 uni ue architecture solutions 411 4141 885 402 249- 706 361 876 651 540 549.500 48797.611 220.902
time (sec)* 18.079 17.766 38.688 17.984 10.922 32.219 16.703 40.11 30.251 25.219 24.794 101.2731 10.063
Cross-over at 50%, no mutation, itial s of 10
number of rule sets sampled to find
20 umbe uarchite sets solutons 90 170 140 120 140 180 140 100 1901 210 148.000 1528.889 39.101
-_ ----- time (secl* 32.265 63.891 51.672 43.813 51.921 68.079 52.36 35.75 73.422 80.266 55344 251.865 15.870
Cross-ever at 50 % & Mutation at 4. %, Initial sanjle of 10
number of rule sets sampledto find .. . i189
20 uni ue citect solutions 701 80 s0 70 1601 100 170 90 130 180 113 1867.7781 43.218
time (sec), 23.75 27 .843 27.719 23.562 61.3591 35 922 63.531 32 47.562 67.187 41.044 3001984 17349
.--------_ _ _ _Mean ofmeans for time (sec.) 40.394
Enumerative ------ -- --------- -. .... . _-- ----------------
All rule sets tested to find 20 unique
architecture solutions 4,194,3041
tme* ________fi l •41 hoursi 01 0
_____ _ __Perceno t P ne t saved wiEth EC. _ .. _
*Time is CPU time over enumeration 99.973%
Table 6.2 Search Enumeration and Evolutionary Computation Techniques - Comparison Data and Statistical Summaries
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6.3.4.1 Comparison of the fully enumerative and the evolutionary computation
approaches for managing the creative space
In this particular meander experiment, there only a are few unique solutions which are almost
uniformly distributed throughout the rule set space. In this context, a random selection approach
with a uniform distribution should be probabilistically more efficient compared to other
techniques that may search more locally. Of note, each of the evolutionary computation formats
in this series for studies had a significant infusion of random selection to cross with the fitness
selected sample, undoubtedly helping to offset the typically more narrow search range of
evolutionary computation. To better understand how random selection in this space works
effectively, the data series of different random selection runs were examined (see Figure 6.21).
The mean values of the raw data plots are overlaid by the theoretical probability function for the
random selection. As one would expect based on the 20% occurrence of solutions in the
population space, the first 10 unique solutions are found in nearly one out of every five
selections. However, after that point more selections are required to find the remaining 10
solutions. The raw data behave consistently with respect to the theoretical probability function
for this random selection system. The random selection technique could be thought of as
possibly the most basic and simplest to program of the evolutionary computation techniques,
equivalent to 100% mutation applied for every sample selection. Of note, the random selection
methodology outperformed the other evolutionary computation techniques in this experiment in
terms of processing time (see Table 6.2). On closer examination, the other evolutionary
techniques did perform well (in fact required fewer samples) but were slower than the random
selection technique, undoubtedly because the selection, crossover, and mutation operations took
computational time in excess of the random technique.
The evolutionary computation techniques are very time efficient compared to enumeration. The
time to find all 20 unique solutions in a creative space of approximately 4.2 million ranged from
approximately 25 to 55 seconds depending on the operator settings for the evolutionary
computations. In comparison, the fully enumerative approach required approximately 41 hours
of CPU time. The percent of computation time saved by evolutionary computation relative to
enumeration was 99.973%74, or equivalently the evolutionary computation techniques on average
found the 20 unique solutions 3654 times faster than enumerating the entire creative space.
These results suggest that evolutionary computation techniques should be considered for finding
solutions in very large creative spaces where it is not necessary to know if the solution discovery
has been exhaustive. However, there are no standard operator value settings (or best system
architecture) for the different evolutionary computation methods so a large variety of
evolutionary computation designs could be applied. Infusing a greater random factor, for
example, may help better adjust the evolutionary algorithm for searching across a wide
74 The {99.973% = (1-(40.394 Mean of means for time (sec.) /(41 hours*3600 sec./hour)))*100}
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distribution of solutions in a vast creative space. The evolutionary computation design and
operator value settings are up to the experiential judgment of the modeler.
The caveat is that evolutionary computation is probabilistic - there is no guarantee of finding all
the solutions (or the global "best" solution if such exists) or knowing exactly how many solutions
are contained in the system architecture solution space. Therefore, there is no way to determine
when to halt the evolutionary computation algorithm. Enumerating, on the other hand,
deterministically guarantees finding all solutions and possibly the global best solution(s).
The trade-off between computational efficiency (evolutionary computation) versus finding all the
solutions (enumerative generation) brings to mind the principle of satisficing the specification
[231]. The system architect must decide if it is appropriate to use an enumerative approach such
as to catalog multiple solutions by symmetries taxonomy (Le Pont du Gard), to identify all of
some small number of solutions (find all the needles in a haystack, as with the meanders), or to
obtain an understanding of the topology of the solution space within its rule set domain, as
opposed to utilizing the very efficient sampling approaches provided by evolutionary
computation methods without concern for completeness or in-depth understanding.
6.4 An application of the meander style
Having analyzed and modeled an existing Chinese latticed meander and then generated meander
design solutions for a simple problem specification, this third experiment turns to applying these
lessons learned to an interesting real-life problem of efficiently routing an underfloor heating
system for different sized and shaped rooms. The algorithm development for designing efficient
piping systems is a difficult problem due to the wide variation of possible designs. A simple
pattern from one manufacturer of underfloor heating systems is shown in Figure 6.22.
Interestingly, the pattern of pipes bears a resemblance to the Chinese lattices.
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Figure 6.22 Example of a Typical Pipe Layout [232]
Underfloor heating systems are radiant heating systems using conduction, compared to radiators,
forced air, and fireplace heating systems which are convection heating systems. The underfloor
heating is generated by hot water circulating in pipes, typically 5/8 inch I.D. (internal dimension)
made of polyurethane or cross-linked polyurethane (PEX) for cost reasons, routed beneath the
floor surface. The heat uniformly emanates from the bottom upwards, and the physical system is
"invisible," providing an aesthetic appeal. This type of heating system has become more popular
in recent years, especially in Europe. Hot water furnaces fueled by gas, oil, or electricity heat the
water which is pumped through manifold systems to different zones in a dwelling.
Historically, the Romans developed the first underfloor heating systems using circulating air or
steam from fires to warm the floor and walls. These underfloor heating systems, called
hypocausts, were most often found in public buildings such as baths and villas, especially in the
colder regions of the Roman Empire. Also in Korea, a system called ondol which means "warm
stone," dating from 37 B.C., was used to warm homes and is still used in South Korea today.
The smoke and heat from a fireplace and stove located below the floor level circulates through
passages below the first floor and then to a vertical chimney to the roofline. The modern Korean
system is similar to the underfloor hot water circulation pipes system [233].
6.4.1 A pipe routing problem
The pipe routing problem becomes one of system architecting. Even though the example in
Figure 6.22 looks quite simple, the actual patterns of routings can be varied and complex. The
location of the pump and manifold, the input-output positions interfacing with each room or
heating zone, and the routing or meander pattern within each zone become a combinatoric
routing, or a continuous circuit layout, problem. The same systematic procedure utilized in the
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second meander example can be applied for this routing problem as well. In the underfloor
heating system case, there are many possible combinations of where to locate the input-outputs
of the piping to each zone and where to place the manifold/pump. For purposes of this
experiment, arbitrary specifications were defined with respect to these factors, in addition to the
size and configuration of the spaces to be heated. Each zone may be thought of as a subsystem
within the total underfloor heating supersystem. The specification may constrain the positions for
the pipe I/O and manifold/pump within the subsystems.
Assumed specifications for an underfloor heating system experiment design:
1. there are three zones as shown in Figure 6.23
2. the manifold/pump may be located anywhere at the bottom of zone 3
3. from zone 3 the input/output piping may connect anywhere to zone 1, but may not
connect to zone 2 because there is a solid foundation wall between zone 2 and zone 3
4. zones 1 and zone 2 interconnect
5. the system architecture(s) generated must be efficient for providing uniform heat and be
the lowest cost to manufacture and install
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Figure 6.23 The Room Layout
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The primary stakeholders include the customer gaining the heating benefit from the system and
the producer of the heating system. The producer must provide uniform, comfortable heating and
be priced competitively with alternative heating systems, while making a profit.
6.4.2 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
The shape grammar for the underfloor heating system is similar to the meander shape grammar
but requires more marker variables for the partitioning and zone interfaces, as well as more rules
associated with these markers. A grid was superimposed over the entire floor area and
partitioned into the room heating zones. This grid can be sized at any dimensional scale. The size
of the grid cell controls the density of the pipe routing and thus the positioning of pipes to
provide the most uniform heating. If loss of heat is anticipated at the extreme ends of the total
area to be heated, more consistent heating could be achieved by creating zones in the perimeter
areas in which the size of the grid cells is scaled down. Hence, more piping would be spaced
closer together, and therefore more heat is radiated is these zones.
In addition, the pi e must traverse continuously through each cell in the grid. Meander "islands"
will be rejected. Once again, markers were used as control shapes providing boundary
constraints to contain the meander in the desired matrix size. Thus, zone partitions were
identified by marker shapes, which were later erased. As with the meander grammar, excluding
the markers variables there are six basic pipe shapes (shown in Figure 6.24). Thirty-seven shape
markers (see Figure 6.25 for examples) were required for the more complex boundaries
involved. The direction of the pipe depends only on the local neighborhood definition, as
indicated in Figure 6.26. The associated Moore neighborhood now has three active conditional
neighbors (the Chinese lattice meanders required only two active neighbors) since the center cell
of the Moore neighborhood must begin with one of the two possible initial condition empty
shape variables, {sO} or {s0r}, to distinguish which shape rule output option to use (as
determined by the combinatorics). As before, rules outputted a "halt" if a direction was not
legitimate, rendering the routing useless.
6.4.2.1 Shape grammar for piping
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
6 shape variables (Figure 6.24), symbolically: {sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}
37 shape markers: (examples in Figure 6.25),
symbolically: {sOm, sOr, slm, slmr, sir, sly, slvr, sip, sin, s2m, s2mr,
s2r, s2b, s2br, s2p, s2n, s3m, s3r, s3p, s3n, s4r, s4v, s4vr, s4p, s4n, s5m,
75 In order to eliminate solutions with "islands," a shape grammar pattern matcher can be devised to trace a
completed meander starting at i with rules changing each output symbol to "red," then counting the number of
cells with a red symbol - if less than the total number of cells in the grid, then an island has been identified.
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s5mr, s5r, s5v, s5vr, s5p, s5n, s6m, s6mr, s6r, s6p, s6n}
(The additional letters used to designate some of the shape markers are required because
of greater boundary conditions stemming from the use of three zones or matrices instead
ofjust one.)
432 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions (See Appendix 6.6.3 for listing)
{sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}
Figure 6.24 The Six Basic Shape Variables and their Symbolic Equivalents
{sOm, slm, s2b, s4r}
(blue) (red)
Figure 6.25 Examples of Marker Variables Designated by Different Colors and their
Symbolic Equivalents
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
Figure 6.26 The Local Neighborhood Definition
6.4.3 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system for generating the system
architecture
Initial condition configurations for the heating zones were based on whether each cell was free or
not to select from rule set output options (see Figure 6.27). Because rules in the Group II rule set
have two possible outputs, initial conditions could be varied according to a combinatoric
enumeration of option choices for unrestricted cells. Certain cells in each zone {sO} were
restricted to a Group I invariant rule output for the initial condition because of boundary
constraints. In the other cells either Group I or Group II rule set outputs were permissible
{sO,sOr}, and if a Group II rule was indicated by the neighborhood, the combinatoric initial
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condition prescribed in that cell (either {sO} or {s0r} ) would determine which Group II output
option was to be selected (in the case of Group I rules, there is only one output regardless of cell
condition). Thus, the single rule output restriction was expanded to allow for two possible
outcomes for a particular neighborhood configuration, but only one outcome was permitted at
any one time. Multiple outcomes options resulted in a less constrained and therefore greater
combinatoric space of different configurations for possible local actions.
Zone 1 was a {6,6} dimension matrix and had an initial condition with 19 cells possessing two
possible values, as shown in Figure 6.27. The 19 cell options made for a combinatoric space of
size 219, or 524,288 different initial conditions. The first row and column contain marker
variables and are not part of the zone itself.
sOm
slm
sim
sim
s5m
s2zm
sO
{sO,
(sO,
{sO,{sO,
sOt)
sOr}
sOt)
sOt)
s2zm
(sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
sOr)
sOt)
sOt)
sOt)
sOt)
s2zm
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
sOr}
sOr)}
sOr) }
sOr)
sOr)
sor)
s2zm
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
sOt)
sOt)
sO}r)
sOt)
sOt)
s2b
sO
sO
sO
sO
sO
Figure 6.27 Initial Condition Options for Zone 1
The first initial condition composed from the
combinatoric table {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} is shown in Figure 6.28.
This particular initial condition did not result in a successful solution. However, initial condition
number 18, for example, did yield a solution, and its matrix is shown in Figure 6.29. The cellular
automaton took 9 steps to generate each completed matrix for Zone 1.
sOm
sim
sim
sin
sln
s15m
s2zm
sO
sO
sO
sO
sOO
s2m
sO
sO
sO
sO
sO
s2m
sO
sO
sO
sO
sO
s2m
sO
sO
sO
sO0sO
80
s2b
sO
sO
s0
sO
sO
Figure 6.28 First Initial Condition for Zone 1 of the 524,288 Possible Initial Conditions
sOm
sln
sin
sin
sin
SIm
s2am
s3
sl
sl
sl
sin
s2zm
s2
s3
sl
sl
slp
s2am
s2
s2
s3
s1
sl
s2zm
s2
s2
s2
s3
s6
s2b
s4r
s5r
s4r
s5r
s4r
Figure 6.29 The Zone 1 Solution Generated from the 18th Initial Condition Possibility
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Zone 2 was a {5,7} dimension matrix, with an initial condition of 19 cells possessing two
possible values, shown in Figure 6.30. The combinatoric size is the same as Zone 1, or 21 . The
graphical output of one possible solution for Zone 2 is depicted in Figure 6.31. The cellular
automaton required 9 steps to generate the final matrix for Zone 2. Again, the first row and
column serve as markers, including carrying over two cells {1,6} and { 1,7} from a Zone 1
solution to show the presence of input/outputs.
sOm
sim
sln
sin
slm
s2m
sO
(so,{sO,,
{sO,( o,
sOrt
sOt)
sOt)
s2m
(sO, sOr)
(sO, sOt)
(sO, sOr)
(sO, sOtr)
s2m
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
(so,
sOr})
sOt)
sOr)
sOt)
s2m
{sO,
(sO,
{sO,
{sO,
sOtr)
sOt)
sOt)
sOtr)
sln
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,
{sO,(SO.,(so'r(so'r
sO})
sOtr)
sOt)
sOt)
slp
sO
sO
sO
sO
Figure 6.30 Initial Condition Options for Zone 2
Figure 6.31 One of 37 Solutions for Zone 2 (with markers shown)
Zone 3 was a {5,4} dimension matrix having an initial condition where 8 cells possessed two
possible values, shown in Figure 6.32. The cellular automaton generates 28 = 256 matrices in 6
steps. The four possible solutions are shown in Figure 6.33. Marker variables for the first row
boundary identified the input/output locations from Zone 1.
Figure
sOm
slm
slm
sim
sim
6.32
s3 s5 sir
(sO, sOr} (sO, sOr) sO
(sO, sOr) (sO, sOr) sO
(sO, sOr) (sO, sOr) sO
(sO, sOr) (sO, sOr) sO
Initial Condition Options for Zone 3
Figure 6.33 Zone 3 Unique Solutions (with markers shown)
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6.4.4 Stages 3 - Narrowing the creative or solution space of system architectures
To reiterate, the room heating zones were decomposed as subsystems or modules of the whole
system, thereby affording a divide and conquer strategy for computing the meanders for each
zone. The only interdependence of the zones is at their possible points of interconnection with
the location of input-output pipes. After each zone solution was generated, a filter (comparable to
a "fitness test") was applied to screen out solutions that would not meet the specification or
interconnect with each other. Only unique, good solutions were stored by reference number. In a
final operation the three zones were combined so that the supersystem configuration catalog
could be enumerated.
Once all the solutions for the complete underfloor heating system had been outputted, their
individual efficiency, fitness, or measures of merit could be calculated and compared. Adhering
to the principle theme of this thesis, the least action principle was invoked. Least action was
interpreted in this case as being represented by those solutions having the highest count of
vertical and horizontal lines (straight pipe sections rather than bent pipe section). The
justification for this prescription is that:
1. straight pipes are easier and less costly to manufacture and install
a. bending of pipe or purchasing and installing elbows is more expensive
2. less pumping power (less energy) is required
3. the circulation area for water and its radiant heat is consistent for all solutions.
Zone 1 produced 34 solutions, Zone 2 had 37 solutions, and Zone 3 yielded 4 solutions.
Combined, they produced a catalog of 5032 solutions. Nine randomly selected examples are
shown in Figure 6.34. The count of straight lines as a fitness measure provided a least action
group of 60 solutions (shown in Figure 6.35), giving stakeholders a more manageable group
from which to choose a design. Should the stakeholders not be satisfied with any of these
choices, the specification could be modified and the heating system catalog and least action
group regenerated. The underfloor heating system generating algorithm is depicted in two object-
process diagrams in Appendix 6.6.4.
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Figure 6.34 Nine Samples Randomly taken from the 5032 Piping Solutions
with Lattice (markers erased)
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Figure 6.35 Least Action Group without Grid, Markers Erased
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6.5 Discussion
The experiments contained in this chapter were based on an analysis of the Chinese lattices
presented in Daniel Dye's work [226]. A review of these artworks raised the question as to
whether the SG --+ CA approach could be applied to model the style of any particular Chinese
lattice, as Knight has done with the meander shape grammar [137]. As was demonstrated in the
first and second experiments, it was relatively simple to develop a shape grammar from a
Chinese lattice and then to construct a shape grammar to represent a meander specification.
Applying the results then from the second to the third experiment, it can be seen that using a
system solely possessing aesthetic appeal can nevertheless lead to the generation of systems with
functional purpose and the satisfaction of a specification. In other words, rather than starting
from an analysis of objects that meet functions only for the purpose of finding good system
architectures, this chapter started with "systems" possessing purely aesthetic appeal and used the
SG -+ CA methodology with a specification to adapt the ornamental system for a functional
purpose. Aesthetics and function were designed concurrently but in a case where form preceded
function. A study of the aesthetics of an architectural style can thus lead to new architectures
where a form has been transformed into a functional purpose.
Finally, a comparison of different search applications with the SG -- CA methodology,
enumerative, random, or evolutionary, highlight the need to determine which approach to take
for the given specification scenario. These studies suggest that the following considerations
should be made.
Use of random search with SG -+ CA - for large creative spaces where the solution distribution
is believed to be uniform or where the end results might be very similar but the process to get
there varies (different locals create the same global neighborhood); when some sufficient number
of solutions is needed quickly
Advantage: much faster than enumerative SG -+ CA
Disadvantage: without information about the solution space, there will be no confidence
that most or all of the solutions can be found
Use of evolutionary SG -+ CA - for large creative spaces, especially with uncertain, skewed or
lumpy distributions and where there are known fitness factors to apply
Advantage: faster than enumerative SG -+ CA, requires fewer samples than random
Disadvantage: requires skillfully designed operators to ensure appropriate search
exploration; many parameters to adjust or set in order to fine tune or optimize; without
information about the solution space, there will be no confidence that most or all of the
solutions can be found
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Use of enumerative SG -+ CA - to catalog or account for all possible solutions or to find the low
incidence solutions where a distribution is very limited; to understand the creative space
Advantage: finds all solutions, provides the topology of the solution space
Disadvantage: relatively slower and may provide an overwhelming amount of
information; computational limit on size of creative space
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6.6 Appendix
6.6.1 Meander Experiment 2 rule set and symmetry rules
Listed below are the 128 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically
expressed according to local neighborhood conditions, composed of Group I and Group II
combinations.
Group I ishl) sS, {sll shm, (s2m) > s2, (slb) ~slb, (s2b) -sZb, {sO, 9O, sO, O, (sO, s2b, O} sO,
IsO, s2m, 0)-+sO, (sl, sir, ) }-+sr, (sl, s2, 0) -s3, (s1, s2r, O)-+halt, (s1, s3r, 0) -sr, (sl, 84r, U)}-sir,
(sl, s5, 3) -s3, (sl, s5r, )} -halt, Is1, s6, 3)+s3, (slb, sO, O-i)sO, (slb, s6, 0) -s3r, I(sl, sO, O)-,sO,
(sil, s2m, I)-,I3, (sil, 96, 0) -s3, (s1r, sl, 0)-is6r, (s1r, s2, I)-,halt, (Ir, s3, 0)-.s6r, (slr, s4, )}-is6r,
(s1r, s5, 0)-• halt, (slr, s6, 8)-,halt, (s2, sl, 0)- s5, {s2, sir, 0)-+s5r, (s2, s2b, 0)-is2r, (s2, s2r, 8)-~s4r,
(s2, s3, )-+s5, (82, sr, 0) -+s5r, (s2, s4, 0) -s5, {s2, s4r, )}-,s5r, (s2, s5r, 0) -s4r, (s2r, 8l, 0)-ms5r,
(s2r, s1r, 0)-+s5r, (s2r, s2, O)-+s2r, (s2r, s3, O)-#s5r, (s2r, s4, O)-ss5r, (s2r, s4r, 0)-is5r, (s2r, m5, O)-+s2r,
(s2r, s5r, })- halt, {s2r, s6, 0) -s2r, (s3, sl, 0) -s5, {s3, s1r, 0)-is5r, {s3, s2b, 0) -s2r, {s3, s2r, O)-, s4r,
(s3, s3, 0).s, (, s3r, 0) -s5r, (s3, s4, O) -s5,, s3, s4r, 0) - s5r, (3, s5r, }) -sm4r, (s3r, sl, O) - s5r,
(s3r, s2, 0) -s2r, (s3r, s3, 0) -s5r, (s3r, s4, 0}) -sr, (s3r, s5, 0)-1s2r, (s3r, s6, 0) -s2r, (s4, sir, 0) -+s r,
(s4, s2, 0)-+s3, {84, s2b, 8)-s3r, (4, s2n, O, 0)3, (s4, s2r, O)-+halt, {s4, s3r, O)-slr, (s4, r,4r, O)}-+slr,
(s4, s5, O)-s3, (s4, s5r, O)- halt, (s4, s6, 0)-~s3, (sS, sir, 0)-islr, (s5, s2, l} -s3, (s5, s2r, 0)- halt,
{s5, s3r, 0)-s (s, s4r,  )5, r, 0  , (s.5,S, 5, (-s3, s5, s5r, 0)-ihalt, (s5, s6, )- s3, {s5r, sl, O)-is6r,
(s5r, s1r, O)- halt, (s5r, s2, 0) thalt, (s5r, s3, 0) +s6r, (s5r, s4, 0) t-s r, (s5r, s4r, O)-+halt, (s5r, m5, 0)-1halt,
(s5r, s5r, O)-+halt, (s5r, s6, 0) -halt, (s6, sl, 0) -+s5, (s6, s1r, 0)- s5r, (sm, s2r, 0) -s4r, (s6, s3, 03 s5,
(s6, s3r, 0)-s5r, (j6, s4, 0)-+halt, (s6, s4r, O)-+halt, (s6, s5r, O)-s4r, (s6r, sl, 0)} -s5r, (s6r, s1r, 0)}-s5r,
(s6r, s2, 0) -s2r, (s6r, s3, 0)-is5r, (s6r, s4, 0) -halt, (s6r, s4r, O)- halt, (s6r, s5, 0)- s2r, (s6r, s5r, 0)- halt,
(s6r, 9s, 0)-+s2r, (sib, sl, 0) -slr, (s9b, s3, O) -slr);
GroupTI = ((sl, sl, O) - (sl, s6), (sl, s3, O) - (s, s6)4,sl, s4, 0)} -(sl, s6), (s2, s2, 0) -s2, S4), (s2, 85, 0)-* (s2, s4},
(s2, s6, 0)-i (s2, s4), (s3, s2, 0)-, (s2, s4), (s3, sS,)-} (s2, s4), (s3, s6, O) -, s2, s4), (s4, s, 8) -(sl, sm),
(s4, s, , 0}- sl, ( s}, {s4, 4, (sl, s6), (5, sl0}(s, , 0) (l, s6), ( Sm, s) -+(s1, s6), (s5, s4, 0} ) (sl, s9),
(s9, s2, 0) - (s2, s4), (s6, s5, O) (s2, s4), (9ss6, s 0, O) (s2, s4), (sa, s3, O )- (ssl), l( Islam, s, O) 4s (, sl),
(s3, s2n, 0) - (s4, s2), {s2, s2m, 0) (s4, s2));
6.6.2 Symmetry rules
rulesquad2 = (sl- sl, s1m - sl,r s1b - s, sir - sl, s2 - s2, s2m - s2, s2b - s2,
s2r -+ s2, s3 -* s4, s3m s4, s3r - s4, s4 -+s3, s4r s3, s5 - s6, s5r -SsG, s6  s5, s6r es95);
rulesquad3quad4 = (sl- s1, slm-+ sl, sb -+ sl, s1r -+ sl, s2 -+s2, s2m -,s2,
s2b -, s2. s2r - s2, s3 -+ s6, s3m n-+s6, s3r -s6, s4 -es5, s4r -+ s5,
s5 - s, s4, 5r -4, s6 - s3, s6r -js3);
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6.6.3 Pipe routing experiment 3 rule set
432 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions
rleSet ((mla) - 2m-, (msa) - is - , (s-) -. sh, (mib) -.a , (is) -mih, (is, , s, wl)- sS, (m3, is2, a) --s2,
(13, 12m, sth)-e, (s2, sft, sa) e-2, (s2, 12m, sar) -4, (e, s2m, sl)--•S, (sa, m a, smer) -s$, (mh, uS, me)-il,
(shi, wa, st)- o, (us, s, ae) - I.i, (s, ad, s•mr) •a, (3, 1S, sl)-. •r, (m2, sa,• ) -flr, (, mb, al) - halt,
(ala, 1l, m2)-.l, (Isa, l, at) st-ein, (mso, ml, Ml)-is3, (mis, ml, itk) -,s, (ism, l, sl) -lla, (MIs, 81, akt- aa,
(mIs, S, 1)•.sla, ((im, a!, aik) alma, (hf, al, ms) -ýi#, (is, ma, Uat)-. ms, (m2, sm, sl) -m2, (12, Is, mt)-.•4,
(m1, •s, 1s)-ms2, (1I, 1sa, ik) -a, (ad, Is, aS) -+2l, (.d, ms, sit)-. , (1, l, r, s) -lsr, (m2, Mir, l) •fSr,
(mS, m4r, m$)-osfr, (4, adr, l) -#msr, (1S, air, Ol) -*1r, (md, air, MS)-. halt, (ml, sir, S)-mr, (10, sir, ml)-a5r,
(m1, sir, mS)-s.r, (a1, s1r, me)-aer, (sS, axr, sml)-lr, (ml, sir, mm)-5ir, (1l, .ir, al) - hat, I(, s5r, m • )-ar,
(1S, s5r, al)-a•tr, (im4, 5r, ml) -halt, (S, sfr,ml) --halt, (11, 5r, mf)--4fr, (ml, ml, ait) -$1, (1, 1, ml)-aIl,
(ml, as, al)-+ 3, (al, s2, aft) ý-., (ml, s., st) -is, (ml, ml, sl)-as, (ml, a4, kt) -sS, (ml, m4, as)- 11,
(al, ml, a)S) (l , sek) ( -l, (sl, , IS) -a1, (1f, ma, mts)-, a , (1o, ml, MS) -#o5, (10, 1, tr) -ME,
( 12, .2, tr) -, 4, ( m2, m2, ml) -. m2, ( 2, ms, at) - a, ( l2, ml, ml)- as5, ( m2, 14, at) -)15, ( ,M, 1  lk ) - ml,
(m , ls, m r)- a. , (m4, mS, ae) -s, , (. ,, a t s ir) n, (a@ , is , )- al 2, (w2 , 1 l, l  ) -*ii, (4t, il, me) -. l,
(I4, mg, sO)- s, (1 , s2, ias9r) -. , (4, s 3,i, m ) l s-L , ( i mS, as)-.!l, (s,4 , sa )-ase, (1m ,is , sl) sl,
(om, s5, a t)- as3, (24, s5, mk) -*.s , ( ls, am, sa) - , ( , of, s )-si3, (as, sl, 1s ) - 5 t, (S l, .1, sit)- l,
(l, ls , at)-o4, (sm, s2, ml) - .2, (oS, ml, sl) - .s, ( ml, is, ma ) -. 5m, (o, of, s )-1hal•lt, (ls4,m, iaf)- balt,
(,l, m5, art)-. , (ma, , s)-.m2, (ol, a!, m) -s4l, (sa, ml, s) -s2, (s5, ml, mt) -sis, (i5, a1, sa)- 1l,
(mS, s2, ms)-. al, (1, sm, ml)-.), (iS, ml, sf) -. a4, (a0S, i, ml)- a, (il, ma, mst) -ads, (s5, al, ma)- sml,
(o5, s5, of) -$1, (a., s5, atr) 1 -mrs, (5 , aof -l) -. , (s5 , a, , a), (st, ml, al) I5  sl, l ml, l,m)-a,
(sSl, l, mt) -. 4, (10, as, ml) -s2, (as, S, ala) -mS, (-a, F, s0l)-hS, (aa , om, al) , ()0-, -X, (m, i ,)- l ,
(.3, 0a, olf) -at, (0i, a,, m@) m2, (0t, (, afls) - i, (53, ,) l 1, (alr, sml o, il)-f) ss, (ti, s(, 10)5r,
(, a l) , , , , ol) -a5r, (a!, al, ml) -lr, ( M) a, sl) -i d, (iS, asl, ms)-ýailt, (31, s1a, l) -. 1rt, (2, sly, al)-45lr,
(sat, al, m).air, (smlal, a O) . 1lr, (s., alp, ml) -ast, (ol, sal, .l)-halt, (ml, sal, m@)-shlt, (sZ, sl, se)-esar,
(il, lqp, ml) -halt, (ma, s35, as) -Lhat, (05, amp, m)@-halt, (.4, asp, ml)- raft, (al, l3p, ag) ý-alr,
(s2, Fsp, ol)-.a5i, (ms, amp, am) -esr, (i, aoi, as) -.mer, (ml, sl, ml)-s1r, (iS, ms, a) -*hlt, , a(i, a e1, i)-)halt,
(s2, sai, at) -4r,, (,3l, s, il) .aelt, (ml, aip, at) - halt, (5,,, mal .I mlt, SNS, te) -. r,
(11, alp, a) -•haltl,(sm, sly, ml) - af, (m, m1, at) -iblt, as4, Sl F me)Ilola, (5, at, s8) balt,
(Sa, sea, ta)- ,( , s (a l, 2 me I-'al, Is2, lmh, at) -ms5, (si, 2a, 5,of)-a5, (is, sla, atr) -mt, (at, 1lm, ma)- l,
(aa, sla, aot)-ht, (i2, (aI,, ml)-.l5, (as2, ON, oat)-s5 (Fs@, sam, a )- lo3, S, (al, ,I) - GF 1at) ,- a. , 1) . s1,
(1t, 1sa, itl)-lo, (0al, ala, Sa) -. 2,, (12, a , 1), -ael, (93s, a, a) s2-a, (1is, at , aft) -a, led, oa, at)-) sl,
(at,! ai, at)-0al3, (m1a, 1l, aO) -a~2, (I31, l l, s a) -ase, (a3a, l, a) i-.sp, (oSa, al, ot) -p,(, t
(l•s, il, at)-* dt, I(sl, al, mk) -ha•o, (sla, •1, at) -ity, (3a, s1, al)-mrlp, (msa, ms, at) -'al,(.as, sa, al)-mslp, (as, sE, Otr) -map, (sla, s, ml)- mLp, (Ila, mS, as t)- aS, (s3ais , , ml) -mDp, (an, l, mt)-aNp,
(•es, ma, ol)- l, (bat Is, s3 )-F l al, (h a, ls, Is ) -ap, (mea) , 1t) -F r Ia, (sa, osfIl) -sl, air, ela 1) -m(,sa, ad, oal)-.l, (irt, aS, a) -Wilt, (mai, ad, al) larlt, mlt , .m,)- (sap, (.2s, .)i, (r) , t)-,
(sSm, , all )-ý al, (a4, s5, lft) -alp, (afl, il, e) -. af, (aIl, , at) -) Sp(ar, i2, al , m a), (sai, 1l, t )k) - Sp,(arM, a6, aS) aml, (1ai, 8., Str)- raf, (.t,, a , ml) o-t, (aolt, ml, at)- ,mr , (Iar., ai. ia) -l, (alr. l, i sk) -a,
(afr, l1, ) (r, a) -, t, ) l, , S, , , gat) - a6, (s1r, s1l,ml) sm, (air, 12, tsr) .o3,
(a4r, ,me 11 -s., (air, a), at) -iSn, (5r, s2, le) -.in, (s5r, 2, aft)-a3, (a 1r, mS, ms) -nl, (a1r, iS, atr)-. l,
(s1r, ls, ma)-i., l(ar, ms, a t) -.in, (a5t, mS, ml) -.il, (t5r, im, at})-s ( l,(ar, ml,ma) -in, (ala, ml, sar)-.l,
(alp, m1, me).-1, (atr, om, aft) -is, (aIs, el, s) -.ml, (l5r, , Sa, t)-.e, (zr, wS, Me) -Ial, (wa, • S, ft)-mil,
(ar, mg, a@)-. , (at, ml, oat) -, (as5r, s5, me) -s•., (Is5r, al, ot) -I s, (a1p, of, ml) -iS, (sa1, ml, a•t) - S,
(mtr, a, e) l, al R, I,(l, at sk)-.fm, (a5r, a, , )- sl, (aStr, as, at) -. s, (sal, l, me) -. o, (Iap, l, lNt)- s,
(l#p, .l, a@)-s5, (l2p, al, aft -am5, (l3p, a1, me) -is5, (asp, ml, at))- Is, (alp, a!, mo) -al, (ala, ml, mt)-mls,(aMp, ., al)- ae, (al, m1, at)-.5. l, (al, m. se) -ms5, (sl , lt), 3-)aS, (sp, , l )- *al, (a p, s2, t)-4s3,
(Ilp, mR, al) -. S, (lrp, 12, akt) -mS, (asp, 2, ol) -. s2, (alp, l, mtr)-mes, (oai, s2, il) -msl, (al, or, mr)-.al,
(asl, s2, ml) -Iis, (sly, s2, t) -sm, (ala, s2i, a) -as2, (aep, s2, Faft)-o, (is, S, ms) -Iml, (slp, S, st )-. l,(iMe s3, ot)-95,l as# IV  io -fI5, sSp, i, s3F)--•..  3ly, is, of)- s5, ot, w3 sO *i1,  lt  sS, str)  is,
(a5p, S, M) - l, ( p, S, t) , p, , ) ( , , (l pd, s 3, t, )- a5, (asp, ad, ml) -ai, (a a, a!, ait)-. l,
(msp, m4, l) -ai, , , t , p, me, )  , s, (salp, l, ot )-io5,I (t, ms, a0) -inIa, (Sap, aS, ft)-..s,
(al), mi, as)- ml, (asp, 5i, at) )-a, (alp, me, ma) s-5e, (ap, mi, aft)-•o, (i•Ip, m, a3 ) -a , (1al, a3, aft)- 3,
(aslp, 5, of) -2, (a, am, at• ) -. ai, (aip, m5, ma) in2, (al, ml, at)- i1, (a,, NOml, am) -0S3, (sa, ml, f.t) - ma,(iSl, mS, a() -m3, ( ip, 5I, sIt)- IS, (al, s5, aI)-s2, (sep, aS, t) ad)S, (-si , Sm , i. ) al1-a, o, (a! . It)-3,
(a)p, .a, )1 -s. (e , S, 2 k)- sk, (lk# io, ik} -est, ( 0, ia, of r)-,., (oaf, S, a) s, (ir)-ot, (. l) s3,
(sap, o., e )*- , (05m, sm, aft))-al, (d, oa, s)- s.a, (lat, 86, or)-es4, (l) mol, (s2)-oat, (a,) s, )-
(lt) 4•r, (s )-.sI, ()t m 1s, (s2r) r, (r,) t )--2r at,((r)ýmr, (mlr)- tlr, (5r)-m5r, (I 1t)-at, (s1 ) sp,
(a,)- .m, (as)-) (a, (,i)i, at -at, (4, isat, al) -alS, (la, ), al -(sm)l, (s, m(l3)-a, (m11m,)- .t
(mi)s at, (s1)-1M (mis, at1, st, )-0t, (1mi, ml, se)-s*., (Isr, s., at)hes,, (at, 1so, sr)-ý4s, (ia, ofr, ar)-qr.k
(isr, aot, s) -. at, (oft, ams, ) -inI, (oft, mfs, sar) -0t, (sa, .sm, ml)-.i, (at, ms2, st) -. st,
(lr, , .2m, )a (o, 2m, st )I)-mt, (mis, mWl )- oI,, (aa  s t)-at, (s2m, Ms, s,) i nI, (os•, s@, st)-.it,
(Ia, Isr, ie) -ml, (JA, Isk, ts) -Mat, (irs, me, le) -inI (asse, sl t)-asr, (iR, asr, sm) -inI,
(as, at, st)-.m0t, (ai, sl , at)-.mt, (ir, at0 , .1) .sit, (lir, at, le)- ft, (•g, ml, 1r) -sIr,
(1, sla, sl)-ei, (f, sma, slk)-iI ("l , lsin, se)l, -mJee, ( t, sla, (1r)ml, s•, a mt, s() -ms, mlN, sat , sar)t,1 ,J(me, ml, at)-.., (am, S, at) -a1t, (s, IS, at) -. ma, (a1lr, al, o)-altr, (altr, , s )-et, l i-l(lkr, w4r, mkf)skl-, (Idr, a, st)-sf(k, Isi, I, o -ft, (1r, oSf, It-)ýsar, is5r# i, i})-11 I1,
(as, mr, sa)-.sm, (sa, E, 3 s)-IN, (a, (srml, ml) -.in, (at, in, t, )-.t, (s@, 2, at) -at, (la, sm, mt)-.at,
(as, m, m1t)-as.t, (l , m, ast )--sa, (at, m l0, a)1, -t, ls, 1)- l , (l), -. , (sa, -§al ,, Jei, is3 mp,m-l r,
(akt, lap, S) -iS, (oS, aS, sl) )-ig, (akt, al, ml) .l, J(e, 8a,, t)-*inS, (ft, a,, mSr) -aiS, (le, al, Ise)-ý.s,
(J.r, mlp,a s)-ml, (ml s gp, s)-.l, (sat, sa, (a)-.I, ma ir, ai)-..l, (aft, i 3,ml)-.·., (al, sir, a)-.ml,
(Of, w4r, if) ýl2);
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6.6.4 Experiment 3 Underfloor Heating System Generating Algorithm
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CHAPTER 7
A STUDY WITHIN THE NANOSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DOMAIN:
SELF-ASSEMBLY OF GRAPHENE
Synopsis
This chapter demonstrates the application of the shape grammar-cellular automata (SG -* CA)
methodology in the study of a nanosystem self-assembly, specifically to gain insights for
nanosystem architecting of graphene. Including an introduction to nanosystems and an
explanation of the motivation for investigating graphene, this chapter is organized into five
sections describing two main programmatic studies. Part One demonstrates the adaptation of the
lattice gas cellular automata (LGCA) model for the accretion of carbon atoms into molecular
structures. A small-scale example is described along with a detailed explanation of the cellular
automaton using list structure, upon which the full-scale experiment's dynamic model was based.
The output of this experiment is the sequence of accretion subgroups (the order in which carbon
structures of various sizes accumulated) and a combinatoric tree graph from which to construct
the possible graphene structures. Part Two presents four experiments that use variations of
hypothesized rules of carbon atom bonding physics, progressing from least through greater levels
of physical constraints to generate the graphene structures. Each experiment provides a detailed
description of the SG -+ CA grammar and dynamic model, pictured results, and a discussion.
The chapter ends with comparisons of these results and conclusions. An appendix to the chapter
contains the rules applied in the experiments, if not already included in the chapter's main body.
7.1 Introduction
Quoting from Richard Feynman, "All things are made of atoms" [51, Vol. I, Chapter 1, p. 2].
The often cited work as the origin of nanoscience and nanotechnology is Richard Feynman's
1959 talk entitled, "There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom" [34]. Therein Feynman outlined the
feasibility and several potential applications of architecting with atoms and molecules.
Feynman's expertise in quantum electrodynamics and his reputation as a renowned physicist
motivated scientists and practitioners to see the light, that engineering systems at the atomic
scale was feasible.
It might be noted for interest here that quantum electrodynamics (QED) [186] and its
generalization, quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [57], employ Feynman diagrams. These rather
simplistic appearing sketches represent embedded rules for real and virtual charged particles and
real and virtual photons interacting deterministically. The rules precisely represent Maxwell's
equations of electromagnetism, the photoelectric effect of Einstein, Schrodinger's equation for
atomic energy, and Dirac's and Pauly's atomic descriptions and principles. These diagrams have
been likened to TinkerToys@ where particles are the sticks and processes controlling the joining
of the particles are the hubs [57, p. 59].
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After studying the thermodynamics of computational processes, Feynman went on to explore
how atoms and molecules could be used to perform computations [87]. He proposed methods to
calculate energy, heat, temperature, and information in quantum devices and to reduce energy
loss and heat. Although Feynman predicted that by the year 2000 nanotechnology would be
commonplace, the actual rate of these investigations and applications was originally slow,
possibly due to cost-risk-benefit relations of alternative technologies. However, current scientific
progress worldwide in nanoscience and nanotechnology is being made at an accelerating pace,
partly as a result of work on the human genome project and related medical and pharmaceutical
applications, studies on alternatives for carbon-based fossil fuels, and substitute architectural
solution investigations for silicon-based electronics. These diverse pursuits have in common an
interest in system architecting at the atomic and molecular scales.
In this chapter the self-assembly of the nanosystem architecture of graphene is investigated. Of
all the possible starting points for an application of (SG --+ CA) to atomic systems, carbon was
chosen for several reasons. Carbon is a basic element in many inanimate and artificial systems,
in all biotic atomic and molecular systems, and potentially in electronic quantum devices.
Carbon atoms have a strong affinity for bonding to each other as well as to other types of atoms.
The fairly simple tetrahedral orbit configuration allows ready creation of three-dimensional
covalent, or molecular, structures as well as two-dimensional structures with conductive
properties.
This chapter specifically depends on visually representing the quantum electrodynamics rules of
behavior (interaction of energy and matter [186]) by carbon's six electrons orbiting a nucleus of
six protons and six neutrons, and the interconnectivity of this system with other identical
systems. Of carbon's six electrons, only two can reside in the inner orbital shell (s') while the
principle of least action calls for the remaining four electrons to balance out their charges across
the next available space in the second orbital shell, with one electron in each of the four open
orbitals (S2, px2, py2 , pz2). Thus, there are four possibilities for covalent pairing of the electrons of
one carbon atom with electrons of other atoms. The bonding of electrons provides system
stability by the balancing of charges, as well as flexibility for the carbon atom to interconnect
with other systems. Once again quantum systems, as do all systems, seek a least action condition
where internal and external forces are in equilibrium and minimize the total energy within the
system [51, Vol. II, Chapter 19]. Electrons moving through fields thus must exhibit least action,
which is what produces behavior from the atomic level on up to the cosmic scale [186, p. 123].
The least action behavior of particles (atoms and molecules) is determined primarily by their
electrostatic interactions, as captured in coulomb's law, F, = q, -q 2 / r 2 . Like charges repel and
opposite charges attract with a force for their system Fs equal to the magnitude of the atomic
charges ql and q2 and the inverse square of their distance apart r2 [51, Vol. I, Chapter 28]. Other
factors that must be considered in the quantum physics for system architecting of nanosystems
are the wave-particle duality [51, Vol. 1, Chapter 37], the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [234],
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and the Pauli exclusion principle [235]. As Steven Weinberg stated, there should be an
"inevitability" of the results [166, p. 107] when the rules or laws of physics are correct. Atoms
and molecules "obey" these rules of behavior; their rules are the laws of physics, summarized by
the principles of uncertainty, least action, and computational equivalence. The underlying
concepts of these rules must therefore be embedded in the shape grammar depicting the physical
particle behavior in this chapter's experiments.
Today's system architectures for microelectronic, silicon-based, semiconductor transistor
technology are primarily designed and manufactured by a "top-down" process with small
features created by patterning in bulk materials with lithography or other processing techniques
to form functional devices. Scientists predict that these field effect transistor (FET)
advancements will ultimately reach an end limit, per Moore's Law76, by -2015 [236, 237, 238].
An alternative architecture may be required to extend Moore's progression, and one paradigm
that has promise is "bottom up" chemical self-assembly [237, 239]. Here self-assembly refers to
the attraction and organization of atoms and molecules in close proximity into larger structures
following the principle of least action, finding the lowest combined energy state for equilibrium
[70].
The p-diagram in Figure 7.1 depicts the general nanosystem architecting process parameters. Of
course, this is a static representation of a complex dynamical process, but it serves the purpose of
identifying the key variables which determine and influence the self-assembly of the nanosystem
(output variable). As is evident in the diagram, there is a set of inputs to the process that are
subject to uncontrollable influences as well as controllable variables that produce an output, in
this case the system architecture. A nanosystem may be constructed in a chamber where the input
set consists of atoms and molecules. The set of uncontrollable variables includes the effect of the
uncertainty principle, or not being able to predict precisely how the input atoms and/or molecules
contact each other, and the laws of physics, particularly quantum physics. On the other hand,
there are several controllable parameters in the nanosystem generating process. Energy is
controllable within a certain range such as by varying heat, temperature, electromagnetic
radiation (photon light), and voltage bias. Work is done on the system. The physical equilibrium
conditions obtainable by the interacting matter, the sequence of introducing atoms and molecules
into the system, the number and proximity of atoms, the pressure and volume, and the initial
condition for starting the nanosystem architecting process are all controllable but interrelated,
thus making it at times challenging to optimize their individual settings or values.
76 Moore's Law states that microprocessor (computing) speeds and the density of transistors packed into electronic
chips double approximately every 18 months.
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Atoms, molecules --
Uncontrollables
- Physics ("rules")
- Laws, theories, principles of physics
'IF Specified
Output
System Architecture
Goal is to minimize output
variance with respect to
the specification
Controllables
- Neighborhood constraints and conditions
derived from the "rules" of physics
Figure 7.1 p-diagram of Nanosystem Architecting
To model the behavior of atomic and molecular self-assembly, it would be very helpful to have a
method to incorporate known and theoretical physical chemistry into a visual form and then into
a computational machine for computing self-assembly. Such an approach would be akin to
snapping together atoms like LEGO® blocks, using a nanoassembler (cellular automata) to put
together the primitive elements by recursively applying their rules of organization. Current tools
in the field, such as SPICE [240] and computer-aided design, are used to architect electronics
with certain functions but in a top-down constructive manner and at scales significantly greater
than the atomic and molecular scales. For better understanding the physics and sequencing of the
generation, assembly, and regulation processes in nature, nanosystem architecting methods that
truly emulate nature's computational processes are needed.
Carbon has been scientifically studied since the 19 th century, spurred on by such fields as steel
making, fossil oil refining for fuel and lubricating applications, the diamond industry, printing,
sugar refining, filtration, and organic chemistry. The discovery by Richard Smalley of a new
form of carbon in 1985 [241] had the coincidental effect of spurring interest not only in these
fullerenes [242], but also in the nanosystem architecting of a number of other carbon only
structures in the fullerene family. Another subsequent key discovery was the carbon nanotube, a
multiwall version noted in 1991 [243] and two years later a single-walled form [244]. Research
into properties and manufacturing of nanotubes has been intense. A current challenge in
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nanotube "manufacturing" has been achieving consistency in nanotube length, diameter,
chirality, and therefore conductivity due to production batch variations."
This chapter develops the SG --+ CA model for the nanoassembly of another new carbon
material, graphene [236, 245]. Graphene was isolated only recently in 2004 by Novoselov, Geim
et al at the University of Manchester, UK [246]. Graphene belongs to the carbon allotrope
chemical class called fullerenes [242] and is an sp2 covalent bond carbon structure with a
hexagonal (honeycomb) lattice shape (see Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3). It is considered a new
material, a condensed-matter system [247], from which graphite (multi-layers of graphene
weakly bonded together by van der Waals forces; see Figure 7.4) [248, 249], nanotubes
(graphene that is rolled up into cylinders) [243], and buckyballs (C 0) [241] can be formed.
Graphene is unilayer (5.4 angstroms thick [250]) although not perfectly planar, and its properties
are consistently reproducible [245]. Graphene covalent bonds are stronger than diamond bonds
(in fact, the strongest lattice bonds in the periodic table), providing a material that exhibits very
high tensile strength and elasticity [251, 252, 253, 254]. Graphene also possesses a no band gap,
massless, waveform electron semiconductor property [255, 256], similar to nanotubes with
armchair chirality [245], which could be useful for electronic nano devices such as switches for
logic or memory purposes [245]. Electrons in graphene have been found to move ballistically at
room temperature over large distances without being scattered, due to the delocalized, unbound p
orbital electrons above and below the single atom layer of graphene [250, 257]. This
delocalization produces the conductivity potential for nano-scale electronic devices and gives
rise to the van der Waals forces. In addition, the graphene structure may have usefulness for
laboratory study of quantum physics [258], specifically Dirac fermion (relativistic) behavior. 78
77 Lectures by Professors Jing Kong and Stephanie Reich during the MIT Research Director's Conference on
October 5, 2006.
78 Hydrogen atom bonds are typically used to terminate graphene's outer edges, similar to benzene (C6H6) [259]
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or n bond/ \
(a) \ or'bond /Delocalized Electrons
or 7r bond
(b)
Figure 7.2 Hexagonal Six Carbon Ring Structure
(a) Hexagon Shape (the spheres are carbon atoms and the cylinders are covalent bonds),
(b) In-plane Electron a Bonds and Delocalized Electrons
(as in Graphene) or Available n Bond Orbitals
Figure 7.3 Hexagonal Six Carbon Lattice Structure
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Figure 7.4 Graphite Composed of Layers of Graphene (the dashed arrow lines are
van der Waals forces weakly bonding the graphene layers together)
7.1.1 Techniques presently used for creating graphene
Graphene is not known to occur in a natural or "free state" [250, 260], with uncontrolled
environments typically producing defects such as a lack of uniformity in the structure (hexagons
replaced by pentagons or heptagons that induce curvature to the otherwise planar graphene).
However, in 2004 free-standing graphene was isolated in the laboratory, leading to investigations
into the development of graphene [250]. There are at least five different approaches, in varying
developmental stages, for creating graphene in the laboratory setting. One method utilizes a
sticky tape to capture single crystals from graphite, followed by cleaving the surface of the
crystals and transferring the thin graphene pieces to the surface of a silicon wafer [250, 261]. A
second technique uses an abrasion process whereby rubbing pieces of graphite against a hard
surface breaks the van der Waals weak bonds between the graphite layers to exfoliate graphene
material [245]. CO2 from gases such as acetylene, ethylene or ethanol, or from carbon soot and
airborne particulates is favored in the third approach, chemical vapor deposition on a substrate at
high temperature to grow a non-crystalline graphene as a film layer [262, 263, 264]. A fourth
method uses a Nd:YAG type pulsed laser ablation of graphite layers to leave graphene as the
final layer [265], while a fifth procedure grows graphene epitaxially on a specially prepared
silicon carbide substrate by thermal decomposition, which results in a breaking of the bonds of
the silicon atoms to yield a graphene layer [259, 266, 267, 268].
One problem identified in the literature regarding graphene, and even more widely as pertains
nanosystems, is the inability to predictably model and then facilitate the self-assembly of
nanostructures economically at large-scale using the physical laws of nature. The SG -* CA
methodology may prove a useful means for the conceptualization of solutions to these problems.
For purposes of this study, the problem of computationally self-assembling graphene is
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decomposable into two sub-problems, that of the generation of a physically plausible aggregation
of carbon atoms and then its self-organization into a graphene structure.
7.1.2 Motivation for this chapter
Nanosystem architecting is a new science that could be the next technological surge in human
advancement. A number of architectural achievements have been made in nanoscience but
primarily in the laboratory, characterized by very low volume production, high cost per "unit"
situations, and a slow process. A "manufacturing" advancement is required in order to produce
nanosystems economically at large-scale. Allowing nature's physical capabilities to serve as the
mechanism for forming new nanosystems might be an answer. Being able to model the self-
assembly of nanosystem architectures could move progress toward better understanding the
physics controlling the behavior of nanosystems and for predicting this behavior more accurately
through the construction of nanosystem architectures for later empirical verification. The
previously described advantages of carbon bonding and graphene as a structure made the case for
selecting graphene as the subject to model in this chapter. The next section will apply the
SG -+ CA approach for modeling carbon atom accretion and generation of graphene structures
under four hypothetical rule conditions.
7.1.3 Description of experiments
The virtual graphene growing, computational experiments were divided into a two-part process.
The first part dynamically accreted, or collected, the individual carbon atoms into clustered
quantities in the sequence by which they would be expected to combine. The second part
dynamically "built" the hexagonal graphene structure, demonstrating four possible physical
scenarios (models) for how the structure could be formed. Both parts are based on the relevant
physical laws.
In all the experiments described in this chapter, it was assumed that there was a precisely
controlled volume, temperature, and pressure chamber during the dynamic accreting and
combining processes. Initially, the chamber is assumed to be a pure vacuum, empty. The p-
diagram of the graphene creation, Figure 7.5, is the same as Figure 7.1 except as now modified
for the system architecting of this particular carbon molecular system. Carbon atoms can be
directed into a precisely controlled chamber via a carbon atom vapor to deposit loosely over a
heated metallic substrate so that the carbon atoms can diffuse (as in the lattice gas experiments),
come into neighborhood proximity, and then combine covalently into increasingly larger
structures. Because graphene does not appear to form as a stable structure in free space, a
substrate is required to attract and maintain alignment of the planar or two-dimensional
arrangement of carbon atoms. Ribbons of nickel [264] may be used in this manner as its metallic
surface attracts the growing graphene structure by means of van der Waals forces resulting from
the delocalization of the carbon electron in the perpendicular (pz) orbital above and below the
graphene layer. For this experiment it is assumed that a substrate such as nickel is included in the
initial condition.
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The reason for dividing the graphene system architecting process into two parts was
programmatic. Part One used a variation on the LGCA model, described earlier in Chapter 3, to
model the accretion of carbon atoms that come together in a local neighborhood. At this point the
structure is not known, only the number of atoms aggregated together. Part Two took the earliest
atoms accreted as the nucleating seeds from which the graphene structure under focus developed.
The quantities of carbon atoms in the accretion sequence were combined step-by-step with the
existing graphene structure to further grow it pursuant to the rules under one of the four graphene
self-organizing models.
Uncontrollables
- Uncertainty principle
-Atom and molecular contact
- Physics ("Rules")
-Laws, theories, principles of physics
-Least action principle
-Principle of computational equivalenceI
Input
Carbon Atoms
Specified
Output
Graphene
Nanosystem Architecture
(Goal is to minimize output variance
with respect to the specification)
Controllables
- Neighborhood constraints and conditions derived
from the "rules" of physics
- Energy
Heat, temperature
Electromagnetic radiation
Voltage bias
-Work
- Equilibrium condition
- Quantity and proximity of atoms (concentration)
- Pressure
- Volume
- Initial condition
Substrate
- Production set
-Sequence of introducing atoms and
molecules into the system
- Terminating condition
- Selection of elements (primitives)
Figure 7.5 p-diagram of Graphene System Architecting
7.2 Part One: Carbon atom accretion
7.2.1 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
The purpose of this Part One experiment was to generate the historical sequence of accreted
carbon molecules. The sequence served as the production set of atom subgroups and contained a
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time step-by-time step count of the numbers of carbon atoms that came together in the same local
neighborhood during their movement in space, providing the opportunity for covalent bonding.
The algorithm was a modified form of the LGCA using a list structure, now redesigned for
particle accretion rather than particle collision modeling. This list structure for each cell and the
cellular automata neighborhood format render the dynamic model algebraic and therefore
flexible for representing shapes generally.
The shape grammar of this dynamic model used a line (with or without an arrowhead)79 as the
shape variable to represent patterns of carbon atom interactions in local neighborhoods. These
patterns were drawn initially by hand on grid paper and subsequently put into computer graphics
using an abstract list structure with shape symbols. This procedure for developing and
transcribing shape rules into cellular automata form also serves as a verification step for
accurately assuring that the abstract symbols match the pictures. If modifications become
necessary later on, these changes are made readily possible by being able to work visually with
computer generated pictures almost exclusively - if the generated picture is not correct, then the
one-to-one symbolic list structure is incorrect.
The shape grammar for graphene self-organization was developed after review of chemical
representation schemes and consideration of the Lewis [269] and "Electron Cloud" Repulsion
Theory (Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion, VSEPR) [270] methods, also known as the
"AXE" notations0, for representing and predicting by means of rules the proper bonding and
geometry of molecular systems. The fact that a carbon atom can be represented as a tetrahedron
led to the representation of three of the four carbon valences as the vertices of an equilateral
triangle when the tetrahedron is projected onto a two-dimensional space, the fourth electron
being allowed to become delocalized between the graphene plane and the substrate.
7.2.1.1 Shape grammar for carbon accretion
Carbon accretion shape variables:
1 empty shape (no atom present), symbolically: {0}
Shape variables: seven points of a star graph, six orientations of an arrow (or line) to indicate all
incoming and outgoing atom and molecule momentum vectors (mass, velocity, direction)
(see Figure 7.6), symbolically: { 1, 2, 3, 4, ... , n}, where n is the number of atoms introduced
in the controlled chamber
0 shape markers
79 The arrowhead is useful for indicating directionality, but as the scale increases in larger systems, the definition of
the arrowhead is lost. Therefore, use of a simple line is sufficient.
so The A is the central atom, X represents the number of atoms bonded to the central atom, and E stands for the
number of lone pair electrons orbiting the central atom.
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64 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions (see Appendix 7.5.1 for listing); it is assumed that at the
nanoscale the effective range of two atoms or molecules is a very small distance - outside of this
range, no action between them can occur during the time step
(a)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.6 Shape Variables for the Dynamic Accretion Grammar: (a) Entry/Exit Location
Points, (b) All Incoming Vectors for Atoms and Molecules,
(c) All Outgoing Vectors after Combining
The initial condition of randomly generated neighborhood configurations is shown in Figure 7.7.
This condition represents the initial introduction of a carbon vapor into a controlled chamber
containing a nickel substrate prior to the diffusion of the carbon atoms.
Figure 7.7 The Initial Condition in Graphical Form
Shape rules for carbon motion, collision, and combination are depicted by squares containing a
seven star graph of points to indicate neighborhood entry and exit locations along with six arrow
orientations to represent the vectors of the carbon atoms or molecules. The symbolic equivalent
of these shapes is a list structure of size 6 where a "1" in a position indicates the presence of an
arrow. This is the same pictorial technique used in Chapter 3 for the lattice gas cellular automata.
7.2.1.2 The rule diagrams
The empty neighborhood rule in a computer generated graphical form and its symbolic list
structure is shown below. There are no carbon atoms moving through this neighborhood.
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* 0 --*-1. 
((0, 0, o, 8, o, o0, (0} , 0, 0, o, 0, 01)}
The single atom neighborhood rule has six patterns in its group. Only one carbon atom moves
across this neighborhood.
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 01 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1, 0, , I',number with the resultant vector. The--re are 15 unique patterns.
(vo, o, o, o, o, 1} .-,, 0, 0, o o, o, (0, , 0, 0, 1, : } -., (, o, 0, o, 1, o},
0, o, , 1, , , , , 0 , , , 00 - 0, , , , , 0,
{o, 1, O, O, O, O}- -., 1, O, 8, O O), (1, { , O O, O, , }-. (1, o, O, O, O, 0}}
Two atoms in the neighborhood create a combinatoric situation. The vector chosen for the
outgoing combined system is a resultant of the two incoming momentum vectors. The accretion
program essentially preserves the quantity of incoming carbon atoms that combine to produce
the outgoing carbon aggregate, or molecule, assigning the particular atoms by identification
number with the resultant vector. There are 15 unique patterns.
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{(0, 0, 1, 1, O, 0} -+ , 0, 0, 0, 0, o0, {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0} - (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 01,
{0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 11. , a, i, a, 0, 01, (1, O, 0, a, -, 1 f0, a, 0O , a, 0} ,
{1, 1,0, a, 0, 01, -4(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0}, (0, 1, 1, 0, o}G .0 a,, a0, 0, 0, , }}
An equal and opposite collision causes a rotation of 60 degrees to the right for the output vector
to induce randomness in the total system behavior (following the same technique used in the
LGCA).
{((0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 11-+ (0,
(0 , 0, 0, 1, , 1}- (0,
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 01 - (0,
(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, }01 -+ (0,
o{0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1} l 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 01, {1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}- (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0},
1, 0, 0, 0, 0G , {1, 0, O0, 1, O 01}-4 (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 01,
, , 0 o, 0, 11, {1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0o 0, 0o, 1i, 0, 0, 0},
0, 1, 0, O0, O}, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 01- O 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01
0, 0, 1, 0, O}}
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The three system neighborhood and its 20 combination patterns is shown below.
{{0, 0,1, 1, 1, 0}{1, 0, , 0  01, o0, 0, o0,, 1, 11- , 1, 0, 0, 0, O0},
{I, 0, 0, 0, 1., 11 -f 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 01, 1 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 1. - , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0},
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0} - 0, 0, 0, , 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, , 0}-+ 0[, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1} }
at, 0  1, 0, 1, 1} -* (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} , 0, 1, 1, 8, 1}- (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 01,
[0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, -,0 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1} 4 .,0, 1, 0, O, 0},
{1, 1, 1, 0, , - , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0}, (1, 1, 0, 0, 1 0}- (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 011
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((1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0} (•0, 1, 0, , 0, 01, ( 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 01} {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 11,
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, ) (0, 0, 0,0, 1, , 0, 0, ,1, 1, 0,1} .. {1, 0, 0, 0, , 0},
l1, 0,1, 0O, 1, )-{o0, 0, 0,1, 0, 0), 0, 1,0, 1, 0, 1)} 1 {, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01}
The four system neighborhood and its combination group of 15 patterns is shown below.
o-, 0, I, I I, 111, 1, 0, ,0, o, (} 1, 0,0, I,1 11-. o, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
1, 1, 0, 0, 1, .1) (0 , 0, 0,1, 0, 01, (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 11. 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 01,
(V ' 1, I 1, ) 0 l-(, 0 , 0, r (, 1, 1, 1, o,0- {O, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0})
C1,9 * 1, O, -- + * -,l rQ fD ~ O rD E -*9- 3· f k O E E
* * * *
((0, ~~ 0  1,1 ,1 +(,1 ,0,0 ) 1 0 ,1 , }4(,0 1 ,0 }
(11,,01,}40,,01,,0,{,11,,81}(00,,D1,}(1, 1,~· 1,I ,i }4(0 ,0 , ,1,(,1,1 ,1 04(,1 0 ,0 )
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-*. - . b
((1, o, 1, 1, o, 1}-*(, 01, , 0, 0, ), {1, 1, 0, 1, 10-, o}.-, 0, 0, 0, 01,
{o, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, o, 1, 1, 1, 1 0} (1, 0, 0, 0, , 01},
f0, 1, 0, 1, 1} -(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 0, {1, 0, 1, O, 1, (• 0,0, 0, 1, 0, 0,}
f0, 1, 1, 1, , Or - (, 0, O, 0, 0, , )
The five system neighborhood and its combination pattern group of six is shown below.
,Ir , ID , I , I , ItIL-+ (0, 1, 0, On, 0, .1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1 - {0, 0, 1, D, 9, 0.,
{{ r1, 1,lB Or 1, 1 0, Or OG, 1, Ol, 0,{1, 1, 1, , 11• {0,0,D , O, O, 0},8
•, 1, 1, 1,, 1, (1} Or 0, D, O 0, 1, i}G{, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} f, 0, O0, O0, O0, ,1}
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The six system neighborhood and its single combination pattern group is shown below. The
direction of output vector is randomly chosen. For instance:
-- D , one of six equally probable vectors.
k[lj1:. Flatten[Randomsample[{{1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), (o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)}, 111
outl]. (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1}
As an illustration to facilitate an understanding of this accretion model's operation, a small
example of carbon molecular accretion is provided next.
7.2.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system architecture
As described above, the particle collision LGCA model for computational gas and fluid
dynamics was converted to an accretion program, using the same 3x3 Moore neighborhood
configured as a hexagon. The particles in the LGCA are abstract objects, which affords the
algebraic flexibility to assign a "real" element such as a carbon atom to the particle position. This
flexibility permits reuse of this model, as is accomplished in the accretion version presented here.
For this experiment, the carbon atom or molecule was free to move around in the hexagonally
shaped lattice according to the rules of its interaction physics. Because the rules for particles in
LGCA, however, were collision-rebound based, modifications were required to allow the same
movement into a cell but with a covalently bonded aggregation of carbon atoms departing the
cell. The accretion portion of the model required a system to track and count the aggregated
carbon atoms. The self-assembly portion of the model necessitated a visualization of the rules for
carbon bonding and graphene growth according to the frequency sequence of carbon atoms
accreted, which then was transcribed directly into a cellular automaton.
7.2.2.1 Example (reduced scale) of carbon atom accretion sequence
Lattice: hexagonal, dimensional size {5 rows, 5 columns} with periodic boundary
The initial condition was a randomly generated submatrix (outlined in Figure 7.8(a)) of
dimension {1 row, 2 columns} starting at position {4,3} in the larger {5,5} matrix. Each of the
two initial condition cells were comprised of one of the 64 left-hand rules randomly selected and
structured in list format, with each carbon atom assigned an identification number for later
tracking reference. The randomly generated initial condition matrix for this small example was
step 0 of the cellular automaton.
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o i0 0
o 1 0 0
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i60 !iS0 00
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01 0, to  0•
0i  0 10 j 0
7.2.2.1.1 The cellular auto on function0 0 lo 1 0 0,01 0 101 t01 3I0! i .0. 10 10.(a)bit position representationdition MatFigure 7.9(b) is an equivalent representation to the list structure in
FigFigure 7.9(d), which was used in the algorithms for these experiments. As mentioned in earlierion
7.2.2.1.1chapters, "active" herThe ellular automat those memb rs of the neighborhood that have conditional control
on thFigure 7.8(a),output of the affected cell stat  at the next function step. Figu numbere 7.9(c) shows1 and 2 at the 32 activend 8
nebit positions rdespecignated by of lista "1" and the inactiv cells by "presen" (actualled by the fir list shape on thetructureequivalent). Note, however, that the elements in the star graph and thfive active neighborhood areThe carbon arrow or line shapes are transcribed into symbols for the two-dimensional cellular
autoriented diffgenerently ing machine.s chapter comparehood isto Chapter 3, demonstrating the flexibilx wity ofbit position representation ito suit  the modeler without affecting the corret dynamic behavior of the system.inFiguchapters, "active" here refers to those members of the neighborhood that time (t) and thave condrelationalship to itsrol
on The visual imagof the is r flected cein mirror image and upside down for programmatic reasons, which does nothe affective
equivalent). Note, however, that the elements in the star graph and the active neighborhood are
oriented differently in this chapter compared to Chapter 3, demonstrating the flexibility of
orientation to suit the modeler without affecting the correct dynamic behavior of the system.
Figure 7.10 presents the active Moore neighborhood at time (t) and the relationship to its
81 The visual image is reflected in mirror image and upside down for programmatic reasons, which does not affect
the particle behavior.
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computational output at time (t+1). A description of how the active Moore neighborhood
operates is contained in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.3.2.
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Figure 7.9 (a) Shape Variable, (b) Hexagonal Neighborhood Schema,
(c) Active Conditional Neighborhood for the Accretion Experiment,
(d) Equivalent Active Conditional Neighborhood in List Structure Format
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time (t)
time (t + 1)
Moore
orhood
Figure 7.10 The Active Moore Template Applied at time (t) and the
Output Cell at time (t+1)
Each cell of a sample {3,3} Moore neighborhood (leftmost diagram in Figure 7.11) holds an
array of up to six particles and their vectors. The active Moore template will retain only the
essential particle vector action, to be represented as a lhs rule output. Figure 7.11 shows a
neighborhood of arbitrarily chosen particles, which is converted into a list representation of these
same particles. This list of the sample neighborhood is overlaid (multiplied) by the active Moore
template to yield the lhs rule condition for the output cell at time (t+l), shown in list, Moore
neighborhood, and shape grammar format. The result of this operation is an output cell with the
list value {0,0,1,1,0,1}.
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Figure 7.11 Determining the lhs Rule: Application of the Active Moore Template onto the
Entire Moore Neighborhood {3 rows, 3 columns}
7.2.2.1.2 Generating the dynamic accretion sequence
The matching rhs rule is found in the rule set dispatch (hash) table (see rule list in Appendix
7.5.1) and is placed in the output cell in (t+l). This cellular automaton operation is repeated
recursively for all time steps in the dynamic system. The lhs and its associated rhs is shown in
Figure 7.12.
{(, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1} -+ {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01
Figure 7.12 Example of a Symbolic Rule Expression and its Pictorial Equivalent
To emulate the accretion process, a cellular automaton function joined the contents of a
neighborhood into a larger molecule (larger list structure) and assigned the new structure to
variable name "cm" (carbon molecule) in the rhs rule output cell. This action was performed
while the carbon accretion rule set dynamically operated for a time of 100 cellular automaton
steps, with the last system state preserved for computed and visual output. The 100 steps were
somewhat arbitrarily chosen, but an observation described under the full-scale experiment
justified this number as reasonable. After the accretion process was halted, the atom
identification number was used to trace the accretion sequence of each atom over the 100 time
steps. Each lattice cell's contents were examined as to carbon atom accumulation. A sort by
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carbon atom count then determined the cell with the largest accretion of carbon atoms for use in
subsequent modeling of the actual self-organizing structure in Part Two of this chapter.
The first seven time steps of the total 100 in the dynamic accretion program, starting with the
initial condition step 0, are illustrated in Figure 7.13. The results of this small example show that
a rapid accretion of all seven atoms into two molecules occurred by the fifth time step. After the
assigned number of time steps was completed, the cm's (listing the accretion combinations of
atoms) were sorted by mass count from largest to smallest, as shown in Table 7.1. Here, atom
number 7, which identifies the largest carbon molecule, had earlier combined with atom 2, while
in parallel, atom 1 had combined with atom 4. The {2, 7} molecule then combined with
the {1, 4} molecule, creating a carbon molecule of four atoms. The next largest group in the
table, identified by cm 6, included atoms {3, 5, 6}. These two cm groups are the vectors
represented in the bottom three frames of Figure 7.13.
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Time step 0,
Initial condition
7 atoms
6
Time step 2
3 atoms, 2 molecules 3
6 ({2,7},{1,4}) \
{1,4} {2,7}
5-
2 molecules
({3,5,6})
{{2,7},{1,4}}
- {3,5,6}
Time step 1
5 atoms,
1 molecule {1,4}
6
S{,4} -7 2-
\3
Time step 3
3 atoms, 2 molecules \
({2,7},{1,4}) 6
\ {1,4}{2,7}3 /
5-
Time step 6
2 molecules
({ {2,7,51,4} }),
-({3,5,6})
{{2,7},{1,4}}
cm Number
(same as 1st combined Number of Combination
atom number) Atoms in cm Sequence
7 4 {{2,7},{1,4}}
6 3 {3,5,6}
4 2 {1,4}
5 1 5
3 1 3
2 1 2
1 1 1
Figure 7.13 Small Example, Seven "Time" Steps
Table 7.1 Sort by Accretion Quantity, Largest to Smallest
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Time step 4
3 atoms, 1 molecule
({ {2,7},{1,4}})
{{2,7},{1,4}}
3
5-
6
Time step 7
2 molecules
({3,5,6})
- {3,5,6}
{{2,7},{1,4}}
The full scale experiment: carbon atom accretion sequence
The full-sized experiment followed the exact procedure as the small example described above,
except the lattice was now of a larger dimension {50,50}. The scale can be of any desired size to
optimally suit the real conditions; however, the lattice and random initial condition sizes chosen
for this experiment provide reasonable particle behavior characteristics for the purposes
intended. The initial condition was a matrix of dimension {20,20} starting at position {25,25} in
the middle of the {50,50} matrix. Each initial condition cell was comprised of one of the 64 left-
hand rules randomly selected and structured in list format with each carbon atom assigned an
identification number for later tracking reference. The object-process diagram of the carbon atom
accreting algorithm is depicted in Figure 7.14.
j ~
Figure 7.14 Object-Process Diagram of Carbon Atom Accreting Algorithm
Step 0 indicated the initial condition in the sequence of the first seven steps. The seven steps
generated by the cellular automaton are shown in Figiure 7.15. In Step 1, each atom travels
according to its original, randomly determined momentum vector, which means that combine
while some atoms will enter a local neighborhood of attraction and combine, others will act to
increase entropy of this closed system. After 10 cellular automaton steps of accretion
simulations, it was observed that only approximately 10% of the single elements remained.
There was a linear reduction of free, unattached carbon atoms to a point (10 time steps) after
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which the rate of change became very small as both the number of single elements and the
probability of their interconnectivity decreased. Some of these remaining particle trajectories
could take many steps before crossing into a mutual neighborhood of interaction, which
conceivably might never occur if their paths are parallel. Due to this observation, the choice of
100 time steps for this experiment was deemed reasonable.
Time step 0,
Initial condition
1245 carbon atoms in
randomly chosen
Time step 1
Time step 4
Figure 7.15 Initial Condition followed by
Seven Cellular Automaton Function Steps
7.2.3 Stage 3 - Narrowing the creative or solution space of system architectures
After the 100 time steps, the largest combinatoric sequence contained 114 carbon atoms, which
is depicted as a list in Figure 7.16 and graphically as a combinatoric tree in Figure 7.17. The
numbers in the sequence are the identification numbers for each carbon atom. This sequence
does not provide atomic structure; instead it provides the order by which the atoms and their
molecules accreted. Part Two of this experiment proceeded to develop the SG -- CA to "build"
the possible graphene structures according to the largest accretion sequence result just identified
in this Part One.
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Figure 7.17 Accretion Sequence Combinatoric Tree Graph
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The starting atom in the largest generated sequence was number 1238. The accretion sequence of
carbon atom bondings ended with two large molecular structures that combined together to
create a graphene structure with 114 carbon atoms. The upper atom cluster had a depth of 9, and
the lower cluster a depth of 8. The production set for the actual graphene structure was extracted
from the accretion sequence by starting at the deepest level (the reference structure) in the
combinatoric tree graph (level 9 in the upper cluster), which consisted of three atoms identified
as {1041,1109,1169} (refer to zoom-in Figure 7.17) and adding to this molecule each of the next
consecutive subgroups (first the single atom {982}, then the three-atom subgroup
{980,1114,1047}, and so on until the complete sequence was constructed). This procedure
created the production set {3, 1, 3, 3, 7, 6, 19, 13, 59}, or the numbers of carbon atoms used at a
time to assemble the graphene in Part Two.
7.2.4 Discussion of Part One, carbon atom accretion
This part of the experiment used a modified LGCA to emulate the particle accretion process,
starting with an initial condition of relatively high density, randomly introduced carbon atoms (as
in vapor form from a spray nozzle) for depositing on a substrate such as nickel, in a precisely
controlled chamber. Following 100 time steps, the sequences of combinations were captured.
However, the structure at each combination stage has not yet been constructed, which is the
subject of Part Two of this experiment. It can be assumed that each possible bond or
interconnection is physically probable, which can be graphed [271] as a nondeterministic parallel
branching tree. For programmatic reasons, this assembly is carried out "on site" at the growing
reference structure rather than by bringing separately formed, smaller carbon structures together
to combine. The next carbon aggregate to bond with the first structure developed will initially
attach itself at one bonding location, whether it is an already formed structure or to be assembled
on site. A yet to be assembled structure is free to grow in the same physically possible ways as if
it had already assembled itself elsewhere in space.
At each combinatoric stage in the self-assembly sequence, all possible isomers could be
generated, similar to the catalog of modules and "final" architectures for Le Pont du Gard
(equivalent to generating different genomes of span modules). The sampling of physically
possible graphene structures is the subject of Part Two of this chapter, but interest is not directed
on cataloging the exhaustive creative space of graphene structures. Furthermore, since carbon
atom aggregates on a suitable substrate create a wafer-like structure albeit with perimeter
diversity, the possible physical appearances of the structure is of less interest than that of the
aggregating process. Instead, since the sequence by which carbon atoms self-organize into large
covalent structures is not known, four approaches for carbon self-organization are proposed for
SG - CA modeling to compare against empirical evidence in an attempt to advance knowledge
about this process.
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7.3 Part Two: Graphene structure generation
The question arises as to how the previously accumulated carbon atom clusters actually self-
organize when they interconnect. The vectors of the interactions are important, but the
uncertainty principle also plays a role in the outcome structure of a combining event. Not being
able to know the position and momentum simultaneously forbids being able to predict the precise
bonding positions during a combination. Nevertheless, the use of assumed physics and
probability permits structures to be visualized. There are many configurations in which the
carbon molecule, graphene system could have been formed, so the structuring of the largest
molecule accreted in Part One becomes an isomeric combinatoric problem [272].
Possible configurations for the carbon structure were examined by four approaches using
different assumptions of physics and probability factors. Briefly described, the first study in Part
Two served as a baseline, bonding individual atoms one-at-a-time by randomly determined
interconnections (to incorporate the uncertainty principle). The second study prescribed the
combination of individual atoms and carbon aggregates according to the sequence of accretion
groups determined in Part One. The attachment site of an incoming carbon aggregate to the
target or developing original structure was selected randomly, from which point all of the atoms
in the new accretion group were "assembled" on location. Interconnections among atoms within
an accreted group were restricted to other atoms in that group once its first member had bonded
with the already existing structure. The third study proceeded with one-by-one addition of atoms,
but now it was assumed that partially formed 5- and 4-atom hexagonal rings preferentially attract
"incoming" atoms. The fourth study used these same preferential attraction rules while
combining atoms and carbon aggregates according to the accretion group sequence. In addition
to using different physical rule assumptions to compare self-organizing outcomes, these
experiments also demonstrated how different physical rules can be modeled for eventual
verification of observations by empirical scientific methods.
7.3.1 Experiment 1 - Random, one-by-one self-organization
Experiment 1 was designed to model the simplest approach to carbon self-organization whereby
only a single atom in each time step attached itself to a random open orbital in the growing
graphene structure. This experiment constructed the graphene from a center "seed" outward, in
an expanding "universe" space as additional carbon atoms were added (represented as triangles).
For graphene, covalent bonding occurs at the vertices of the triangle (unpaired sp 2 electron
orbitals). Because the third p orbital is in the third dimension, it is not represented since it does
not affect the shape grammar for covalent bonding of elements in the growing two-dimensional
graphene. Therefore, a triangular shape was sufficient to represent the carbon atom. There are an
infinite number of orientations for the initial triangle, but for these experiments the orientations
were limited to a triangle with the apex either at the top or with the apex at the bottom. It is not
necessary to know the precise initial orientation since the physical constraints imposed by
additional bonding of atoms over a substrate subsequently create a regular planar shape
regardless of starting point.
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7.3.1.1 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
7.3.1.1.1 Shape grammar for random, one-by-one self-organization of
carbon atoms
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
2 shape variables (red triangle shapes in Figure 7.18), symbolically: {cd, cu}
0 shape markers: there are no boundary conditions; the space expands as atoms are accreted
6 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions. The rules are the presumed physics for how carbon atoms attach
together in this particular experiment. In Figure 7.19 there are two possible orientations of the
initial atom (solid triangle), each with three open valences at which to connect additional atoms
(dashed triangles).
Production set: not applicable in this experiment
The initial condition is an empty or zero volume space.
r.{D, VL
{ sO, cd, cu}
(red) (red)
Figure 7.18 Shape Variables with their Symbolic Equivalents
Figure 7.19 Shape Rule Possibilities for Experiments 1 and 2
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7.3.1.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system
architecture
The triangular shapes were transcribed into symbols for the two-dimensional cellular automaton
generating machine. The neighborhood was a Moore type {3,3} dimension matrix with all cells
active (
Figure 7.20).
Figure 7.20 Active Conditional Neighborhood for Experiment 1
The algorithm started with a single carbon atom, which then bonded with additional atoms one at
a time according to the physical rules. The first atom was oriented apex up or down by random
choice. The second atom bonded to the first randomly at any one of the three unpaired electron
sites. Thus, a vertex of one triangle connected with a vertex of another in their "proper" rule
prescribed orientation, up or down. After two atoms had bonded, four open orbitals remained by
which to possibly bond with a third atom. The number of orbitals within the growing structure
available for bonding increased by one for each added atom. Likewise, all subsequent atoms
connected to the main structure at randomly selected sites of unpaired electrons. Once again, the
algorithm was halted at 100 atoms (100 time steps). Figure 7.21 provides an example of five
steps in the self-organizing process, although the orientations can vary randomly from one
execution to another of the algorithm. A flow diagram of the generative program constructing the
possible graphene structures is provided in Figure 7.22.
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Figure 7.21 Example of Carbon Atom Self-organization, Five Steps
(added atom at each step indicated by a dashed circle)
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Figure 7.22 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 1 Algorithm
7.3.1.3 Results with solution examples for Experiment 1 (random, one-by-one self-
organization)
Six example final states of 100 carbon atom graphene structures are shown in Figure 7.23. They
each demonstrate a regularity of form, albeit with "ragged" edges due to the random connections.
Regardless of the freedom allowed for bonding, a wafer-like regularity is caused by the physical
constraints of connectivity.
Because it is unlikely that graphene structures self-organize on a large scale one atom at a time,
Experiment 2 was designed to examine carbon atom assembly when carbon aggregates, or
groups of already interconnected atoms, collide and combine.
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Figure 7.23 Experiment 1 Examples of Final States of Graphene Structures, Random,
One-by-one Self-organization
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This experiment constructed the graphene from the accretion sequence developed in Part One,
with the idea that atoms first self-organize into smaller groupings based on their proximities in
local neighborhoods and that as these carbon aggregates come together in the same
neighborhood, they interconnect group to group. The accretion sequence collected the order of
group attachment in terms of the numbers of carbon atoms per group and therefore specified how
a final graphene structure grew in a molecular manner rather than just atom by atom.
This second experiment randomly located open orbitals at which to bond incoming atoms, as in
Experiment 1, but rather than adding atoms on an individual basis, assumed that the groups of
atoms in the accretion sequence obtained in Part One collide and connect as preassembled
aggregations.
7.3.1.4 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
7.3.1.4.1 Shape grammar for random, accretion group self-organization of
carbon atoms
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
4 shape variables (two red and two green triangle shapes shown in Figure 7.24),
symbolically: {cd, cu, cdg, cug}
0 shape markers: there are no boundary conditions; the space expands as atoms are accreted
6 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function-structure symbolically expressed
according to local neighborhood conditions (refer to Figure 7.19 Shape Rule Possibilities for
Experiments 1 and 2)
Production set: {3, 1, 3, 3, 7, 6, 19, 13, 59},
(derived from Figure 7.17 Accretion Sequence Combinatoric Tree Graph)
The initial condition is empty.
{ sO, cd, cu, cdg, cug}
(red) (red) (green) (green)
Figure 7.24 Shape Variables with their Symbolic Equivalents
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7.3.1.5 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system
architecture
The algorithm initially read the first carbon atom group quantity (in this case three per the
derived accretion sequence in Figure 7.17) and proceeded to build the structure as in Experiment
1 by randomly choosing an initial atom orientation, up or down, and connecting other atoms in
the group individually to randomly selected open valences. Red triangles (dark lines) identify
this original or target covalent structure while green triangles (light lines) denote any new group
of atoms being added within the local neighborhood. After interconnecting all atoms of the latest
group, the green triangles are changed to red to indicate the current completed status of the
graphene structure.
Reading the production set from left to right, the next accretion group contained a single atom.
The color of this atom group was accordingly assigned green to differentiate it from the existing,
covalently bonded structure in red. An open orbital was randomly chosen from the existing red
structure for bonding with the green atom. Again, the most recently attached green atom group
was then changed to red to update the development in the growing covalent structure. The first of
three atoms (green triangle) in the third accretion group connected to a random valence position
in the existing (red) structure. The second atom (green) of the threesome was connected to an
open orbital of the first green triangle, and the third atom (green) was joined to an open orbital
randomly chosen only from the green triangles. Then, the color of the atoms from this newly
added group was changed to red. All subsequent accretion groups were joined to the pre-existing
covalent structure according to this procedure. Figure 7.25 and Figure 7.26 depict the algorithm
represented in object-process diagrams. The use of color is a programmatic device to maintain a
distinction between the target developing graphene and another carbon structure or molecule
colliding with it. The use of a second color essentially allows for self-assembly of the attaching
carbon atom aggregate on site once a connection has been made to the primary structure. The
Moore neighborhood with all cells active was again used.
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For first atom in subsequent groups:
change previous GREENgroupto RED,
read nex group from accretion Production Set,
for first atom, rando" select a C atom in the
RED structure and if ithas an open orbital
en atach first atom to the orbital position
and designate it GREEN
Figure 7.25 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 2 Algorithm
(Also see zoom-in Figure 7.26)
Figure 7.26 Zoom-in to Carbon Atom Combinatoric Sequence Obtained from Part One
(Shown in right side of Figure 7.25)
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7.3.1.6 Results with solution examples for Experiment 2 (random, accretion group self-
organization)
Six sample graphene structures generated from the population of final states of the 114 carbon
atom accretion sequence are shown in Figure 7.27. The large final subgroup was purposely left
in the final structure image (surrounded by dashed lines) to facilitate the demonstration of the
constructing process utilized in Experiment 2. Formally, green would be changed back to red
triangles to show incorporation of the most recent addition(s) into the previously existing carbon
structure.
It was observed that unlike the more solid Experiment 1 productions, gaps or clefts within the
Experiment 2 structures occurred in all of the samples as a result of the carbon aggregate-to-
aggregate combinations with random interconnection sites. It seems doubtful that surrounding
forces of attraction would permit such openings and irregularity from one structure to the next to
exist. Therefore, the next two experiments examined structures generated under the assumption
that as hexagonal structures form, greater forces of attraction emerge within them.
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Figure 7.27 Experiment 2 Examples of Final States of Graphene Structures,
Random, Accretion Group Self-organization
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7.3.2 Experiment 3 - Attraction force, one-by-one self-organization
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 depended on sheer random attraction regardless of the
density of the growing carbon structure. One would predict, however, that the electrostatic forces
within a forming hexagon should combine for greater attraction of incoming carbon atoms in
order to create a local equilibrium condition at a lower energy state. In Experiments 3 and 4,
these hypothesized potential attraction forces were examined.
7.3.2.1 Stage 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
In this experiment the notion of a "basin of attraction" neighborhood was introduced. This
possible physical phenomenon was conjectured to occur in partially formed hexagonal structures
containing five or even four atoms. It was presumed that an attaching atom would have a higher
affinity for a five- and then a four- atom partially formed ring, as opposed to a random bonding
site, due to the ring's greater attractive force. The complete list of these "basin of attraction"
rules is shown in Figure 7.28.
7.3.2.1.1 Shape grammar for attraction force, one-by-one self-organization
of carbon atoms
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
2 shape variables (refer to Figure 7.18), symbolically: {cd, cu}
0 shape markers: there are no boundary conditions; the space expands as atoms are accreted
18 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions. There are 12 rules (see Figure 7.28) for the "basin of attraction"
neighborhood patterns and six previously described connection patterns (see Figure 7.19).
Production set: not applicable in this experiment
The initial condition is empty.
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(a) Experiment 3: adding the 6 th carbon atom to a 5-atom ring
P1 - Pla P2 - P2a P3 P3a
P4 -N P4a P5 -+ P5a P6 P6a
(b) Experiment 3: adding the 5 th carbon atom to a 4-atom ring
P7 - P7a P8 -. P8a P9 - P9a
P10- P10a P11 - Plla P12 -* P12a
Figure 7.28 Experiment 3 Basin of Attraction Shape and Symbolic Rules
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7.3.2.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system
architecture
The algorithm for Experiment 3 (neighborhood of size {4,3}, all cells active) utilized random
attachment for bonding an additional atom whenever a search for a 5- or 4-atom basin of
attraction (partially completed hexagonal ring) failed. Thus, the first four carbon atoms were
joined in exactly the same manner (random attachment, one at a time) as Experiment 1. Before
adding any atom, a shape grammar pattern match search was conducted for attractor sites -
incomplete, 5-atom hexagonal rings first (diagrams in Figure 7.28 (a)) on the basis of strength of
attraction and greater opportunity to achieve equilibrium and lower energy state (least action). If
several such sites were discovered, a random choice was made from among them. If there were
no 5-atom hexagonal structures, the algorithm sought out 4-atom hexagonal rings from which to
select a bonding site (diagrams in Figure 7.28 (b)). If there were no 5- or 4-atom partially
formed hexagons, the incoming atom was attached to any randomly chosen open orbital. The
object-process diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 7.29.
Figure 7.29 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 3 Algorithm
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7.3.2.3 Results with solution examples for Experiment 3 (attraction force, one-by-one
self-organization)
The "basin of attraction" rules as expected created more densely organized structures. There are
no gaps evident in these well-integrated structures. The overall shape of this graphene wafer
approaches a hexagonal form as the original carbon ring seeded new rings around itself, resulting
in spiraling out growth. Once again, regardless of the freedom allowed for joining, regularity of
the structure is caused by the physical constraints of connectivity. Various graphene structures
produced in Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 7.30.
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Figure 7.30 Experiment 3 Examples of Final States of Graphene,
Basin of Attraction Rules for Self-organization, One-by-one Self-organization
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7.3.3 Experiment 4 - Attraction force, accretion group self-organization
In this experiment the notion of a "basin of attraction" is incorporated with the collision and
combination of aggregated carbon atom subgroups rather than adding atoms on an individual
basis. The structure was "built" in the order of the accretion sequence resulting from the Part
One study.
7.3.3.1 Stages 1 - Developing the design system to describe the system architecture
In Experiment 4 the "basin of attraction" was combined with the production set previously
described in Experiment 2. The rule set has expanded greatly.
7.3.3.1.1 Shape grammar for attraction force, accretion group self-
organization of carbon atoms
Shape variables:
1 empty shape, symbolically: {sO}
4 shape variables (refer to Figure 7.24), symbolically: {cd, cu, cdg, cug}
0 shape markers: there are no boundary conditions; the space expands as atoms are accreted
122 rules: the formal simple relationships of form-function symbolically expressed according to
local neighborhood conditions (refer to Appendix 7.5.2)
Production set: {3, 1, 3, 3, 7, 6, 19, 13, 59}
(see Figure 7.17 Accretion Sequence Combinatoric Tree Graph)
The initial condition is empty.
I _ _ _ I
I .. j
(adding an aggregated atom subgroup to a
5-carbon ring)
(adding an aggregated atom subgroup to a
4-carbon ring)
Figure 7.31 Experiment 4, Examples of Two Graphene Modules Created by the "Basin of
Attraction" Rules Set for Aggregated Atom Groups
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7.3.3.2 Stage 2 - Developing the computational system to generate the system
architecture
The neighborhood of size {4,3} with all cells active was used in this experiment. An example of
the development of a graphene module (carbon ring) as a result of the "basin of attraction" rules
is shown in Figure 7.31. A 5-atom hexagonal ring is completed before a 4-atom ring because five
atoms within a local neighborhood are expected to have a greater attractive force than four
atoms. The dark triangles ("red") represent the already existing carbon structure prior to its
encountering a new carbon aggregate in its neighborhood. The left 5-atom figure shows that one
member of the colliding carbon group (lighter triangle - "green") has already bonded to the
existing ring. The right-hand side of the shape rule indicates where the next member of the
aggregate will bond. Similarly, the right figure illustrates a 4-atom carbon ring with three
members of the incoming carbon aggregate already attached. The right-hand side of the rule
indicates the position for the next group member to be attached. If there are no 5- or 4-atom
hexagons to complete, additional atoms in a carbon group revert to random attraction to an open
orbital.
Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33 illustrate the steps of the process when combining the last accretion
group in the production set sequence with the existing (red) structure developed to that time
point. The last group of 59 atoms generated in Part One was constructed on site after attachment
to the already existing covalent structure, one atom at a time (in green, shown enclosed by
dashed lines). Again, the first atom in the next accretion group is assigned green in order to
differentiate it from the existing structure visually and computationally, and the attachment point
of this first green atom is preferentially to a partially formed 5-atom, or then a 4-atom, hexagonal
shape. If none exist, then the first atom in the incoming group is connected randomly to any open
orbital in the existing structure. The second atom is also represented in green, as are all atoms in
this group. Each subsequent atom of this group must attach to another green atom according to
the above preference sequence. The final frame in Figure 7.33 shows all 59 atoms of the green
group now interconnected. If there were another accretion group to combine, the green group just
attached would be changed programmatically to red in order to update to the most recent target
structure, allowing the next atom aggregate to be delineated by green. The algorithm for
Experiment 4 is represented in object process diagrams in Figure 7.34 and Figure 7.35.
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Structure (red) Prior To
Attaching Next
Accretion Group
Attaching 1st Atom Of
Next Group (green)
Attaching 2nd Atom
(green)
Attaching 3rd Atom
(green)
Attaching 4th Atom
(green)
Attaching 5th Atom
(green)
Attaching 15th Atom
(green)
Attaching 25th Atom
(green)
Figure 7.32 Experiment 4 Examples of a Graphene Structure Produced by Basin of Attraction Rules
for Self-Organization with Accretion Groups, Different Steps in the Progression
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Attaching 26th Atom All 59 Atoms Of Last
(green) Accretion Group Attached
Figure 7.33 Experiment 4 Progression Example (continued)
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Figure 7.34 Object-Process Diagram of the Experiment 4 Algorithm
Figure 7.35 Zoom-in to the "Basin of Attraction" Process
(Shown in Two Bold Blue Ellipses of Figure 7.34)
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7.3.3.3 Results with solution examples for Experiment 4 (attraction force, accretion
group self-organization)
Six examples of the final states for a 114 carbon atom accretion sequence, using a "basin of
attraction" model, are shown in Figure 7.36. Each structure demonstrates a roughly hexagonal
form for the graphene wafer with uniformity at the edges due to the attraction rules. Comparing
these structures to those created in Experiment 3, one notes that "clumpier" graphene occurred in
Experiment 4 primarily due to larger subgroups still maintaining some aggregate identity while
attaching to the already existing graphene structure. The basin of attraction rules "pulled in"
other members of the incoming carbon aggregate, preventing the appearance of nodules joined
only by narrow linkages. Each successive carbon grouping of the production set was "built" as
its own individual structure at the site of the randomly determined bonding orbital in the pre-
existing graphene. Being "assembled" elsewhere in space and brought as a whole for attachment
would have posed complicated programming dilemmas due to the difficulty of capturing in rules
the possible variations in neighborhoods.
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Figure 7.36 Experiment 4 Examples of Final States of Graphene Structures,
Basin of Attraction Rules for Self-Organization with Accretion Group
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7.3.4 Discussion of Part Two, graphene structure generation
As observed in each of the four experiments in Part Two of this chapter, the graphene structure is
a more or less regular structure depending on the degree of randomness and interconnectivity.
The physical rules, even with variability in their self-organization assumptions, generated
graphene as if its creation of form-function-structure was inevitable. This notion is the key to
controlling a self-assembly nanosystem architecting process. By controlling design parameters,
as shown in Figure 7.1 p-diagram of Nanosystem Architecting, and then letting the interactions
and interconnections of atoms be controlled by nature's rules, the desired result should be
predictable - the nanosystem architecture self-assembles as an engineered system.
All branches for the graphene isomers that can be constructed from the Figure 7.17 Accretion
Sequence Combinatoric Tree Graph. are combinatorically valid, but despite the large number of
possibilities, all the evolved isomer samples conformed to the same internal hexagonal structure.
This observation could be made regardless of the four different rule assumptions; the carbon
hexagonal structure always appeared early in the formative process, and although locally acting,
the four different rule sets always created the same module, the hexagonal ring. The observation
that alternative applications of rule variations generate the same regular carbon module appears
to underlie the stability in the graphene system. This phenomenon of a universal module for a
system may be a common characteristic of stability in dynamic nonlinear systems. Nevertheless,
like variations in snowflakes, individual differences for each experiment's graphene system did
occur and in general could distinguish one set of graphene structures from another.
It was noted that the emergent carbon atom hexagon acts as a constraint on the number of a
system's open orbitals and therefore on its growth pattern. As can be seen in Table 7.2, for 100
carbon atoms approximately 44% of the orbitals are available for random bonding in
Experiments 1-2, but this reduced further to 25% using the basin of attraction rule in
Experiments 3-4. Interestingly, as each atom bonds serially to another, the resulting molecule
actually adds an open bonding site (e.g., one atom has three open orbitals, two atoms have four
open sites, three atoms have five openings). However, when six carbon atoms form a hexagonal
module, there are only six open bonding sites, a reduction in opportunity for diversity in the
growth pattern. In Experiments 3 and 4 of this chapter, the change in rules to include attraction
forces in effect acted to decrease the number of future potential attachment points, and this
constrained the future growth ("freedom") of the structure. Thus, it appears that modularity can
be a source of constraint that reduces the creative space for system architecting.
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Graphene Structures
(Number of Open Orbitals per Sample)
1 2 3 4 5 6 mean
Random Experiment 1 41 45 39 43 35 43 41
Bonding Experiment 2 45 45 53 54 41 42 47(normalized to 100)
Rule-based Experiment 3 26 26 25 25 26 26 26
Bonding Experiment 4 24 25 25 25 24 24 24(normalized to 100)
Table 7.2 Count of Open Orbitals in the Final Molecular Structure
Allowing graphene aggregation with bonding between accretion groups is another constraint,
apparently interfering with the overall system interconnectivity. Therefore, one has to be careful
in the management of constraints (rules) to achieve the desired results. Applying nature's rules in
a human-engineered manner may actually improve upon nature's ability to engineer more ideal
systems.
Considering primitives as having their own behavior and new behavior accompanying the
growing molecular structure, it has been observed that quantum effects are not as important
when the nanosystem reaches a size of approximately 90 - 100 nm [273, p. 7]. This phenomenon
associated with increased molecular size perhaps occurs because emerging constraints within the
nanosystem reach a point where freedom of behavior has reduced so significantly that a
statistical mechanics approach, as a macro simplification, now may accurately predict
subsequent behavior of the system.
The four graphene experiments each resulted in a set of structures that could be defined as
symmetry groups, with more similarities within and differences (essentially in the borders or
edges of the graphene wafer) between the four sets. Characterizing the four sets of results,
interconnectivity in a free (random) state led to a fringed or ragged edge structure for element by
element self-organization and to a structure with gaps or clefts for self-organization by subparts.
Interconnection in a constrained state (basin of attraction) led to a more uniform, hexagonal
wafer under element self-organization but to a "clumpier" structure for organization by subparts.
Experiment 1 lacked any rules to bring regular structure to the growing system. Experiments 2
and 4 relied on the sequence and quantity of atoms accreted in groups as specified in the
production set. Atoms introduced in numbers all at once in free space thus were not only allowed
to aggregate in different neighborhoods, but these carbon molecules were allowed to combine
with other carbon molecules entering the same neighborhood. Compared to combining atoms
one at a time, these separately formed molecules might not uniformly combine into larger
molecules, leaving clefts or clumps in the graphene structure. This formation process is probably
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closer to the way nature actually combines carbon; each group is a separately formed structure,
which causes a lack of uniformity in the entire graphene assembly. Without any attraction rule
(Experiment 2), the structure does not self-integrate new additions. With a basin of attraction rule
(Experiment 4), separate structures attempt to combine but still maintain some identity. This
observation could indicate a reason for why good graphene examples do not appear to occur
naturally.
One conclusion, therefore, assuming carbon atoms self-organize by some form of rule as
opposed to random behavior, is that allowing aggregation in separate, large groups should be
avoided or minimized in the nanosystem architecting process of graphene. However, while
apparently ideal, creating graphene structures one atom at a time may not be feasible from a
physical control standpoint. Therefore, in order to achieve more regular structures, it would
appear that one should try to control the number of atoms that combine into separate
aggregations before bonding with each other. Better graphene results at the global level would
most likely occur under conditions somewhere between Experiments 3 and 4, with methods
utilized or devised to slow the carbon atom feed/deposition rate or induce nucleation at a single
seed point on a substrate. Of particular note, the attraction rule-based graphene samples in these
two experiments, displaying fewer open orbitals, actually possess greater equilibrium (least
action) which implies more stability.
7.4 Chapter discussion
This chapter has demonstrated the potential use of the SG -- CA methodology in an initial start
for modeling the behavior of quantum systems. Many physical studies of nature's dynamics use
numerical methods to try to calculate and predict chemical behavior. At the quantum scale this
effort has been largely intractable computationally. However, emphasizing the SG - CA system
architecting process as a computational grammar opens up the capability to study "in the
computer" how physical systems might combine, therefore offering the ability to conduct system
architecture experiments on the self-assembly of nanosystems. While computational approaches
use mathematical structures such as lists, arrays and their operations, the computational process
is fundamentally different from the use of numerical methods to calculate outcomes of events.
Computationally based approaches such as SG -* CA rely on the recursive application of simple
functions and rules, which is very effective when dealing with dynamical systems where keeping
pace with the exponential growth of the quantity of numerical calculations can become a very
difficult problem. For example, a Schridinger wavefunction for energy and similarly a Navier-
Stokes function for gas-fluid dynamics are partial differential equations that are very time-
consuming to solve numerically. Approximation methods, such as linear combination of basis
functions with coefficients, are constructed instead to minimize the energy function for each
molecular orbit. This is an iterative approximation which is fine for a static system calculation
but not for a dynamically changing system due to the time necessary to perform the complex
matrix calculations. On the other hand, the SG -+ CA is quite computationally responsive
depending on the lattice size, number of rules, and number of atoms and molecules. Furthermore,
the SG -+ CA computation entails parallel processing just as does nature's computational
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processing. Nanosystem architecting is thus the developing of a grammar that is computationally
equivalent to nature's self-assembling behavior for constructing specified quantum systems.
SG -- CA provides a means of visualizing the objects and processes within a nanosystem in the
form of interconnected neighborhood-of-neighborhoods (system-of-systems) interacting in
parallel. This chapter thus broadens the range of SG -- CA domain application to a nanosystem
architecting process involving the self-assembly of graphene. The SG -+ CA approach is useful
for first visually depicting the physical rules, known and/or hypothesized (local connectivities
with the notion of a neighborhood of interaction driven to achieve a thermodynamic minimum,
least action), transcribing the shape grammar into a cellular automaton for computing
dynamically the self-assembly of nanosystem architectures, and translating the symbolic shapes
back to visual form. Because the actual dynamics of carbon bonding in a two-dimensional plane
are not known, SG - CA also becomes helpful in carrying out possible hypotheses for a visual
comparison of effects in terms of both the final state and the animated process to get there.
Variations in the possible laws that might control bonding and self-organization of carbon atoms
could produce similar, even if subtle, variation in the graphene structures that result. Promising
hypotheses should guide both laboratory experiments in collecting evidence to empirically verify
the SG -- CA computational results as well as programmatic approaches for manufacturing
graphene. Thus, SG - CA holds the promise for enhancing the understanding of underlying
physical behavior in the form of rules among atoms and molecules.
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7.5 Appendix
7.5.1 Graphene Accreting Rule Set (size 64)
combiningRules = {(0, 0, 0, , 0, -01 {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 01, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 114 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0} 4•0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 01, {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 -)4{0, 0, 0, 0 m, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) 4(0, 0, cm, O, 0, 01, (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 014 {0, am, 0, 0, , 01),
(1, o0, , 0, 0, 0 -4 (cm, 0, o, 0, 0, 01, o0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 014 (cm, o0, 0, , 0, 01),
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 01 4(0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 01, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1} ({0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1} 4(0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 01, {1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}14 0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 0),
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) -4(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm), {0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1} (0, 0, O, cm, 0, 01),
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) 4(0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 0), {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}14 0, cm, O, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) 4{0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 01, (0, 1, 0, 1, O, 014 ({0, 0, 0, 0, 0, am),
(1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 4(0, 0,, m, 0, O, 0), 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 014 0, 0, cm, O, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) 4 {cm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 11}-> 0, 0, 0, m, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)1 4 {m, 0, 0, 0, o, 0o, (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 114 (0, cm, o0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 0, O, 0, 1, 1} 4 0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0}, (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1}• (0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 01 ->40, 0, 0, 0, cm, 01, {0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0}4 {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm),
{0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1} 4 {0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)} 0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0},
(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 4(0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0}, (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}4 {0, 0, am, o, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) 4 {0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 01, (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 01} {0, 0, 0, am, 0, 01,
(1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) 4 t0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0}, (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 014{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm),
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) 4 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm}, {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, O•4 {cm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) 4 (0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 01, (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 114 {cm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, O, 1, O, 1, 0) 4- {0, O0, cm, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1, O, 11} {cm, 0, 0, O, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) 4 {0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1}14 0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0),
{1, 1, o, 0, 1, 1) 4 {0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1, o, 0, 1)} {0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 0),
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) 4 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm), (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0)4 {0, cm, 0, , 0, 0),
(1, O, 1, 1, o, 1) 4 (0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0), 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0-)4 0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) 4{0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0), (1, o, 1, 1, 1, 04 [{cm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
(0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) 4 {0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 11}4 {0, , am, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) -40, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1, o, 1, 00)4 0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 0},
{0, 1, 1, 1, o, 1) 4 {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm), (1, o, 1, 1, 1, 11}4 {0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 01,
(1, 1, O, 1, 1, 1) 4(0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0), {1, 1, 1, 0, 1 } 1)4 {0, 0, 0, am, 0, 0},
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) 4 (0, 0, 0, 0, cm, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 01-> 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm),
(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 4 {cm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) :
Flatten[RandomSample[({cm, 0, O, 0, 0, 0), (0, cm, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, cm, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, cm, 0, 0 }, (0, 0, 0, 0, m, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cm}}, 11]};
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7.5.2 Graphene Structure Rule Set (Symbolic Shape Set) used in All Four Experiments
pl=((sO, ue, sO}), (ad, sO, ad), cu, sO, sO}, O, ad, sO}}));
pa=(({sO, a, sO}), {ad, sO, ad), (au, sO, u}), {sO, ad, sO});
plaq={{((sO, , a), sO}ad, sO, ad), ({u, sO, aug), ({sO, ad, sO}}));
plg= ({sO, ue, sO), (ad, so, cadq, {cu, .O, sO}, {sO, ad, sO));
p3a2g=(({sO, e, CO), (ad, ZsO, dg), (a},, s  g}), ({sO, ad, sO));
plg2g= (({sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, Cdg), (cu, sO, sO), {sO, ad, sO));
plga2 g= {{sO, aug, sO), {ad, so, ad;), (a, sO, a)g}, ({s0, d, sO});
plg3g=({{sO, U, sO}), ({dq, s0, dg), ({a, sO, sO}, ad, sO}}));
pig3a4g= ({{s, aug, :0), sO} { , s, cd}), {au, sO, aug, {sO0, ad, sO}};
pigg=(({{s, aug, sO}, (adg, 0O, adg), (aug, 0, O}), ({sO, ad, sO));
P1945g= (({, aug, sO}), ({dg, 50, Cdg}, ({ug, sO, cug), (sO, ad, sO}};
plg5g =(({{sO, aug, sO}, g, sO, adg}, {aug, sO, s0), (SO, d, ))}};
pg5a6g = (({sO, aug, O)}, (adg, so, adg}, (aug, sO, ug), (sO, adg, sO}};
pq2ga =((SO, Cu, .0), (ad, 50, ad), (aug, s, sO ), (sO g, sO));
pl12a3ga =((sO, , sO}), (ad, sO, ad), ({ug, so, cu), (s, adg, sO}}));
plg3gq =((SO, e, S 0), {(dg, sO,ad), (cug, sO, sO}, {sO, adg, sO));
plg3aga =((sO, cu, sO}), {dg, 0sO, Cd}, ({ug, sO, ag}), (sO, dg, sO}));
plgga9 =s((0, aug, SO)}, (ad,{d O, ad), (aug, so, sO), (0O, ad;, s0));
plga5ga =((sO, cng, sO}, (ad, .0o,• ad), (au, so, a-W), (sO, ad, sO}};
p2 =((sO, au, ), (sO}, , sO d), (}, {c , ,u), ({O, ad, 0}}));
p2 =({{sO, cu, }0), (ad, sO, ad), {au, so, cu), (sO, ad, so));
p2g= (({{s, ea, sO}), ({dg, 0, ad), ({a, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO))}};
p2g= ({{O , , sO), {sO, sO, Cad, ({ug, .0, cu, {sO, ad, sO}});
p2a2g= ((s, c, sO}, {adg, So, ad), ( , 0 eU)sO , (c}, ad, sO}};
p22g= ((0{ , cu, 0)}, (SO, SO, ad), (uan, so, eu}, (sO, adg, O0));
p22a3g=((sO, cu, SO), ({ad, sO, ad), ({ug, sO, u}), (sO, adg, sO));
p23g=(({{sO, cu, s, (sO, aO, d), ({ug, 0s, cua), (sO, ad, sO));
p23aig={{sO, cu, )sO, ({ad, C0, ad), ({au, sO, aug), (sO, ad;, sO));
p24g=(({s, c, .0), (sO, 0o, adg), ({ug, sO, au}), ({O, edg, sO));
p24a5g= {{sOU, sO}), (adg, sO, cdg), (cug, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO}};
p25g=((sO, ug, 0), 0,sO,, .0 {Cd) u, .sO, an;ug), (0 , 0d9 S ));
p25a6g=((sO, aug, sO., ({dg, sO, cd}), (cug, so, a•}), sO, adg, O}}));
p22 , ={{(0s, aug, .0}, (sO, sO, adg), {cu, sO, a}), {sO, ad, sO));
p22a3ge= ((sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, Edg), (cu, sO, eu), (.0, ad, sO}};
p23ga = ((s, aug, sO}, (.O, s, ad}), ({c, sO, aEu), (sO, ad, O}));
p23a4g ={{((s, au, sO), (ad,, s0o cdg), (c• , sO, an9}, (sO, ad, sO)};
p24g =(({{sO, g, sO), (50,{sO, cdsO, (dg}, { , 9sO ),(g{O, ad, sO));
p24&5g =({(sO, u0 , sO}, {.dg, sO, 9ad), {(n, sO, augn, }sO, dsO , sO);
p3 =({{O, cu, sO), (Cad, sO, s), (e, so, C), {sO, ad, }}));
p3a= ({O, ue, C0, {ad, so, ad), (en, O, cu), (sO, ad, 0}}));
p3ag= ({sO e, sO, (ad, e0, ad}), (cu, sO, eu), (sO, ad, sO});
p3g= {sO, aug, sO), {ad, sO, sO}, {(c, s., )sO , (, , sO}});
p3a2g=(({{O, aug, O}), (ad, SO, cdg), Uen, 0, cu), ({sO, ad, 50}}));
p32g= (({, cug, sO}, (adg, sO, sO}), (Cn, oe, CU), (O0, ad, 0s));
p32a3g= {{.O, ag, s}, {ad, so, adg}), (en, sO, u}), ({0, ad, ))s}};
P33g={{sO, cug, sO}, (ead, O,0, ), g, esO, eC}, ad, sO}});
p33a•g= (.0, eg,SO e0, (a{ , O0, adg), (•ug, sO, cu), (.O, ad, S0));
p34g= {{O, cug, s}0), (ead;, 0, s0), ({ug, sO, u), sO, adg, sO}}));
p34a5g= ((sO, gs {ag,s s, a dg}, (cag, SO, CU), ({O, adg, sO)};
p35g= ((s0, ug, a.0), (dg{a, r0, 0), (-an, 0s, g}, ({s0, ad, sO}}));
p35a6g= ((sO, upg, sO), {adg, sO, adg), (aEg, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO}};
p32g =(({{, en, •0 , (ad, sC, O), (cu, , s, aug)},( {, dg, sO}}));
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p3g=(5 cusO , ), {ag, sO, sO), {(au, sO, an), {sO, adg, sO));
p34a5gc = sO, cu, sO), ({dg, so, ad)}, (cug, sO, aug), {sO, adg, sO}};
p4 =((O, a, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, au), (so, ad, sO));
p4a={{sO, cu, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (cu, sO, au), ({sO, ad, sO}}));
piag={((sO, cu, sO), jad, sO, ad), {(ug, sO, cu), ({sO, ad, sO));
pg= ((sO, cu, , sO, (ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, cu), (sO, ad;, sO));
pi42g= ((sO, an, sO}, (ad, sO, ad), (aug, sO, au), ({sO, adg, sO}};
p42g=((sO, cu, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, aug), O, adg, sO}}));
p2a3g = ({{sO, acu, sO), ad, sO, ad , ag, sO, cug, (}, {sO, ad, sO}};
p43g= ({sO, cu, sO), {ad, sO, adg), {sO, sO, aug), (sO, edg, sO});
p43a4g=((sO cu, ), sO},ad, sO, dg), (aug, sO, cug), (sO, ade, sO)};
p4g= ({sO, an, sO), (ad, sO, adq), (sO, sO, aug), {sO, adg, sO)};
pima5g=({sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (aug, sO, acg), {sO, edg, sO));
p45g= ((sO, a;, sO), •adg, sO, adg), ({sO, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO));
p45ag = (sO, augn sO), (adg, sO, adg), (aug, sO, aug), (sO, ad;, sO));
p2ga =((sO, aug, sO), ({ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO));
p42a3g = ((sO, ca;, sO), (adr, sO, ad), (cug, sO, an), (sO, ad, sO));
p43g- = ((sO, c, ,sO), (ad;, sO, ad), (sO, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO));
p43a4a= ((sO, aug, sO), (ade, sO, ad;), (an, sO, an0 , (sO, ad, sO));
p44ga = sO, cu, sO, {, (ed sO, addg), (sO, sO, ac;), (sO, ad, sO)};
p445Sga= (sO, ang, sO), (ad;, sO, adgr, •aug, sO, aug), (sO, ad, sO));
p5=((sO, au, sO), (ad, sO, ad), acu, sO, cu), (so, sO, sO));
pa= s, ,sO, s, },{,sO, },{sO, aad, sO});
p5ag= ((sO, au, sO), (ad, sO, ad), ({c, sO, cu), {sO, adg, sO}};
p5g=((sO, cu, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (acu, sO, ;g), (sO, sO, sO));
p5 52q= ({sO, cu, sO), (ad, sO, ad), {cu, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO)};
p5 2g=((sO, au, sO), (ad, sO, ad), ({au, sO, aug), (sO, sO, sO));
p52a3=(({sO, ancu, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (cu, sO, cug), {sO, adg, sO));
p5 3g=((sO, nug, sO , (ad, sO, adg, acu, sO, ong}, {sO,O, , sO));
p53ag=(({sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, edge, {cu, sO, ug),, (sO, adg, sO});
p5ig= •(sO, -n;, sO}, {adg, sO, adg), ({a, sO, aug), (sO, sO, sO));
p5a5g= ({{O, aug, sO}, acdg, sO, ad•g, (cu, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO)};
p55g ={{((O, an, sO), ({adg, sO, adg), (cag, sO, aug), (sO, sO, sO));
p55aSg=;(sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, adg), (aug, sO, cug), (sO , ad, sO));
p52g= (({sO, au, sO), (•ad, sO, ad), {(ug, sO, a)}, ({sO, sO, sO));
p52a3g0 =((sO, an, sO), (adg, sO, ad), (aug, sO, cu), (sO, ade, sO));
p53g =(({sO, aug, sO), {adg, sO, ad), {(ug, sO, cu), (sO, sO, sO));
p53a4a =((sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, ad), (cug, sO, cua, (sO, adQ, sO));
pSga =((sO, aug, sO), (ad;, sO, edg), , s, an), (sO, sO, so));
p54'Sga= {{sO, cug, sO•, (adg, sO, adg), (aug, sO, cua, (sO, edg, sO)2;
p6 =( O, sO, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (cun, sO, an), (sO, ed, sO));
p6 a= {(O, as , sO), (ad, sO, ad), (cu, sO, cu, (sO, ad, sO))};
p6ag={{sO, au, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (ca, sO, en}, {sO, ed, sO});
p6g= ((sO, sO, sO), (adq, sO, ad), (cua, sO, u), (sO, ad, sO));
p6a2g=(({sO, aug, sO}, (cdg, sO, ad), (cu, sO, cu), (,,{sO, ad, sO));
p62g=q((sO, sO, sO), (adg, sO, ad), (aug, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO));
p6 2a3 =((sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, ad), ({ug, sO, anu, {sO, ad, sO}};
p63g= {{O, sO, sO), ({cd, sO, ad), (cug, sO, cu), sO, adg, sO))};
p63a4g=((sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, cad, ({ug, sO, an), (sO, ad;, sO));
p6Sg= {sO, sO, sO ), (adg, O, ad), (cug, sO, aog), (sO, adg, sO));
p64a5g= ((sO, au, sO), {adg, sO, ad), (aug, so, c;), {sO, ad;, sO));
p65g =sO, sO, sOadO, , aO, s  (, O, d;), (aug, sO, an), (sO, ad;, sO));
p65a3g={{sO, aug, sO), {adg, sO, adg), (cWu, sO, cug}, (sO, ad;, sO));
p62ga ={(sO, sO, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (•a, sO, ag}), {sO, ad, sO));
p62a3ga = ((sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (an, sO, aug), (sO, ad, sO));
p63ge= ((sO, sO, sO), c(ad, sO, adg), (en, sO, an;, (sO, ad;, sO));
p63 a4g = ((sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, ad}), (cu, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO));
p6Sga =((sO, sO, sO}, (ad, sO, Cadg, (nug, sO, aug), (O, adg, sO));
p64a5ga= ((sO, aug, sO), e(ad, sO, cdg), (nCu, sO, an;), (sO, ed;, sO));
p7=((5s, eC, sO), (ad, sO, sO), (an, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO));
p7a=((sO, an, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (an, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO));
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p7a = ((sO, u, sO), (a{d, sO, cad, (u, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO));
pa=(({{sO, cu, sO}, {ad, sO, ead), (cu, sO, sO}, (sO, ad, sO}};
P7g=((sO, an;, u, O,(ad, sO, sO), n, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO}}));
p7a2g= ((sO, aug, sO), (ad, sO, edg), (cu, sO, sO}, (sO, ad, sO}};
P72g= ((sO, , O)ug, (sO dg, adsO, sO), (au, sO, sO}, (sO, ad, sO));
p?723g=((sO, cug, sO), (cd;, sO, adg), (a, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO))};
p73g=(({{O, nug, sO), (adg, sO, sO), ({ug, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO));
p73a4g=(( {sO, , sO), (edg, sO, dgs), (dug, sO, sO), (sO, ad, sO));
p74 = (sO, aug, sO), dg, ,sO g,, s  sO , { sO, ado, sO));
p74a5g=((sO, eug, sO), ({cd, sO, edg), (aug, sO, sO), (sO, dg, sO))};
p8 =((sO, cu, sO•, (ad, sO, ad), (cu, sO, sO}, (sO, sO, sO5);
p8a= {{sO, an, sO}), ad, sO, cd), (cu, sO, au), (SO, O, sO));
p8g = ((sO, u, sO}), (ad, sO, ad), (, sO, aug}, {so, sO, sO));
p8g=((sO, acu, sO), ad, sO, cdg), (au, sO, sO), ({sO, sO, sO));
p8a2gr={{sO, , sO, (ad, sO, adg), (cu, sO, ac)g, (sO, so, sO));
p82g=((sO, ug, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (cu, sO, s}), (sO, sO, sO));
p82a3g=((sO, aug, sO), ({ad, sO, cdg), (g, s{, ug), (sO, sO, sO));
p83g= {sO, nug, sO}, ({dg, O, ds), (cdu, sO, sO), (sO, sO, sO));
p83a4g= (sO, ag, SO), (cdg, sO, adg), {au, sO, aug), (sO, sO, sO));
p84g={{sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, adg), (cUg, sO, sO), (sO, sO, s0));
p84a5g=(({{sO, ag, sO), (ad, ,d},g, sO  ), ( , sO, aug), (sO, sO, sO));
p9 =((sO, sO, sO), ({sO, sO, ad), (cu, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO));
p9 =(({sO, sO, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (cau, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO));
P9r= ({{sO, sO, sO), (ad;, sO, ad), (au, sO, an), {sO, ad, sO)};
pSg=((sO, sO,  O, (sO , {s O, ad), ({aug, sO, cu, (sO, ad, sO));
p9a2g=((sO, sO, sO), (edg, sO, cad, (cug, sO, cu), {sO, ad, s0));
p92g={(sO, sO, sO), (sO, sO, ad), (aug, sO anU, , adg, sO));
p92a3g=((s0, sO, sO), ({dg, so, ad), (ag, so, au), (sO, adg, sO));
p93g=({sO, sO, sO), (sO, sO, ad), ({aug, sO, ag), (sO, edg, sO));
p93 a4 g=(({sO, sO, s), (cdg, 0s, ad), {cug, ~O, cug), ((sO adg, sO));
p94g= {{sO, s, sO), (sO, so, ad;), (aug, sO, aug), (sO, cdg, sO));
p94m5g= {((s, sO, sO), (adg, sO, adg), (ug, sO, aug), (sO, ad•, sO));
plO =((sO, , sO}, (sO, sO, ad), (sO, sO, cau, (sO, ad, s0});
plOa= ((sO, , sO), (sO, sO, ad), (cn, sO, au}, {sO, ad, sO}));
plOag= {{sO, cu, sO), (sO, sO, ad), {aug, s, un), {sO, ad, sO});
plOg=((SO, cu, sO), (sO, sO, ad), (sO, sO, cu), (sO, cdg, sO));
plOa2g= {{((sO, cu, sO}, (sO, sO, ad), (aug, sO, u}), (sO, edg, sO}};
p02g3= {{sO, cu, sO), (sO, , ad), (sO, sO, ag), (sO, edg, ))}};
plO2a3g=(({{sO, cu, s), (sO, so, ad), (cg, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO});
p103g4 = {sO, ca, sO}, (sO, sO, adg), (sO, sO, au}), (sO, adg, sO});
pl03a•g=((sO, cu sO), sO, sO, edg), ({ug, sO, a)g}, (sO, adQ, sO));
p109g5 = {{s((O, , O), (sO, sO, adg), (sO, sO, angl, (sO, adg, sO));
p04a5g = {{sO, ang, sO), (sO, sO, cadg), (ag, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO}};
pll=({sO, sO, sO), (ad, sO, sO), (an, sO, u}), sO, d, sO}}));
plJa= ((sO, cu, sO), (ad, sO, sO}), (n, sO, cu), (sO, ad, sO}));
plla= {(sO, a•g, sO), (ad, sO, sO, ({au, sO, au), (•s, ad, sO));
plg={(sO, sO, sO), (ead, sO, sO), (cu, so, au), (sO, ad, sO));
plla2g= (({sO, aug, sO, (adg, sO, sO}, (a, sO, au}), (sO, ad, sO}};
p112g=((sO, sO, sO), (adg, sO},SO), ({a, sO, u), ({sO, ad, sO));
p112a3 g=((sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, so), (aog, sO, au), (sO, ad, sO));
p13g=(({{sO, sO, sO), ({dg, sO, sO), ({a;, sO, au), (sO, edg, sO}});
pll3a&g=I (sO, aug, sO), (adg, sO, sO), (a;, sO, uOa, (sO, adg, sO));
p.ll4g= {sO, sO, sO, {dg,(dg, sO, sO), nug, sO, aug), (sO, edg, sO));
p314a5g=((sO, ang, sO), (adg, sO, sO), {a sug O,,aug), (sO, dg, sO))};
p12 =({(s, c, sO}), (ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, an), (sO, sO, sO));
p12a=((sO, au, sO), (ad, sO, ad), (sO, sO, au), (sO, ad, sO}));
pl 2ag={{s(O, cu, sO), ýad, sO, ad), {(sO sO, aU), (sO, ead, sO});
p12g= {{((sO, cu, sO), cd, sO, aed, (sO, sO, aug), (sO, sO, so)};
p12a2g= ((sO, u, sO}, {ad, sO, }d), (sO, so, ng}), sO, ad, sO))}};
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p122g = ({{s, cu, sO , (ad, so, .dg), jsO, sO, a•, (sO, sO, sO}}));
p1223g=({{sO, cu, so), ad, sO, adg•, {sO, sO, aug), (sO, adg, s0));
p123g =({{sO, ug, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (sO, sO, ,ug), (sO, sO, sO));
p'.23ag = (sO0, cug, sO), (ad, sO, edg), ({s, sO, aug), (sO, adg, s0));
p124g =({{s, ug, sO , acdg, sO, adg), (sO, sO, aug), {sO, sO, sO));
p124a5g =({{s0, aug, s0), ( •dg, s0, dg), (s0, sO, aug), (sO, adg, sO))};
aplg ={{s0, u, O)}, (ad, sO, s0}), (cu, sO, sO), (sO, adg, sO);
aplag =(({s, an, sO, ad, s0, sO), (n, sO, aug), ({s, adg, so)};
ap2g = ({{0, anu, sO), (ad, s, sO), (aug, s0, s), (s0, adg, s}}));
ap2ag =(({{sO, cu, sO, (ad, s, sO}, (aug, sO, cug), ({s, adq, sO));
pP3 = {{(s0, cu, so0 , {adg, sO, sO, (ug, sO, s0 ), sO0, dg, s}}));
ap3ag = ((sO, can, sO}, adg, sO, s), (ug, sO, au), (s0, adg, s))}};
aplgl = {{0, cu, sO , {ad, s0, ad}, (aug, s0, sO), (s, o0, sO ));
ap.l = (({{sO, au, sO), {ad, sO, ad), ({ug, s0, s0o), ({s, adq, s0);
p2g2 =({(S0,c, 50, c (a, s0, ad), ({ug, s0, s•0, ({s, so, s0));
p2g2 =(({{sO, cu, s0), (•cdg, s0, ad), {(ug, s0, sO, (sO, dg, sO))}};
ap393 = ({{(s0, aug, so), (adg, sO, ad), (ug, s0, s0), (s, s0, sO}}));
ap3ag3 ={{sO, ug, sO), {adg, s0, ad), (ug, s, sO), (s0, adg, s0))}};
a94 = (({{O, an, SO), (adg, s0, ad), (0, sO, cu), (sO, s0, s ))}};
1aplg4 ={{sO, au, s), (•dg, sO, ad), (cg, sO, cu), {sO, sO, sO}});
ap2g4 = (({{0, aug, ), (d{a, s•, ad), {s, sO, cu), ({sO, s, 0}}));
ap2q4 ={{(s, aug, s0), (cdq, sO, ad), {(n, s0, cu), (sO, s0, s0}};
ap3g4 = ({{O, rg, 0 ), aedg, so,  dg), (sO, 0, au}), (50, s0, s0));
ap3ag4 = (({{0, awg, :s, (cdg, sO, adg), {cug, so, u}), (so, o0, 0}));
aEpg5={{s, aug, O0), ({s, s0, ad), (s0, o0, cu), 0so, ad, s0)};
aplag5 =({{sO, aug, sO), (cdg, sO, ad), ({s, S0, cu), ({s, ad, sO));
ap2g5= (O{{ 0 ug,  ), (so, sO, cdg), (sO, so0, u), (u} , ad, sO});
ap2ag5 ={{sO, aug, O), {cadg, sO, adg), (sO, sO, cu), {(s, ad, sO}};
ap395 = {{0, anug, ), (sO, s0, acda , (Se, s5, aug), {•0, ad, s0});
ap3ag5 =(({{sO, cug, sO , (adg, 0, dg), (, 50s, C), (sO, ad, sO))}};
p196 = {{0, sO, sO0, (sO, o0, adg}, (an, s{ , u)}, (s, ad, s0 }});
plag6 =(({{s, •rg, s0), (sO, s0, adg), (cu, SO, ncu), (s0, d, sO));
ap 2 g6 = {{s0, sO, so), (s, 0 , adg), ({au, sO, ug), {sO, ad, s0}));
ap2ag6 ={{sO, ag, sO), sO, { , adg), (ca, sO, aug), (ýO, ad, sO}};
ap 3 g6 = ({{sO, 0, sO), o(SO, s cdg), (cu, sO, eug), (sO, adg, sO});
a9p3ag =(({{sO , sO), (s0, sO, adg), (cu, 0s, •,ug, ({0, adg, sO));
apL q = ({{O, O, sO), (ad, {  , osO, (cu, s0, aug), sO0, ad, s0));
Maphg =({{sO, sO, sO), (ad, sO, adg), (au, sO, ug), (O, ad, so}}));
ap2 = {{(so, 50, sO), (ad, sO, sO), (ca, so, aug), (sO, adg, sO));
ap2ag? =(s{{0, sO,, (0d, s0, adg), (cu, s0, aeug), (50, { dg, sO}};
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CHAPTER 8
GENERATIVE SYSTEM ARCHITECTING:
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Synopsis
The purpose of Chapter 8 is to consolidate the results and discussions from the studies described
in previous chapters, reflecting on their meaning. Lessons learned are abstracted and organized
into principles for the engineering of systems. Also discussed are the takeaways from this
research in addition to possible areas of exploration that might add to the construction of a
science of system architecting while expanding, and at the same time refining, the algorithmic
methodology developed herein.
After reviewing the motivations and subsequent progression of this thesis, Chapter 8 thus
proceeds to summarize the content and key findings of the eight studies presented in Chapters 3
through 7, returning to close the loop with respect to the problems, gaps, and questions raised in
Chapter 1. The significance of observations from these studies and related discussions serves as
the input for the derivation of normative principles to address issues underlying the normative
problem in the practice of system architecture. Future research areas are offered, and the chapter
ends with contributions incurred from this research.
8.1 Introduction
This thesis has been grounded in the field of system architecture, having adopted a position
arguing for the critical importance of a discipline for system architecting in the design process.
The research in this thesis springs forth from the identification of what is lacking in the current
state of system architecture, proposing that nature, as the master system architect for non-human-
made systems, be utilized to guide the engineering of human-made systems. While various
system architecture representation schemes and nature-based system architecture generation
programs have been developed, it was noted that none are wholly satisfactory when compared to
a list of criteria for a good, nature-based system architecture methodology that would be practical
in both the applied business world as well as for scientific investigations. Following an
examination of system architecting in today's world, universal problems existing in the practice
helped frame fundamental questions which led to the goals for this research, developing and
validating a self-generative approach to system architecting inspired by nature. Such an approach
should fill the identified methodological gap and respond to the fundamental questions posed in
addressing the normative problem in system architecture.
The system architecture of the shape grammar-cellular automata (SG -- CA) approach
originated with the search for a method to address the question of how to determine the best
system architecture. Stephen Wolfram's book, A New Kind of Science [40], greatly influenced
this researcher's early thinking about the use of cellular automata in the study of the
fundamentals of natural phenomena and all systems in general. This researcher was convinced
that cellular automata as a generating machine had the attributes to "build" system architectures
and conduct research in system architecture. The challenge was in trying to adapt the inherently
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abstract cellular automata to manipulate geometric form and function in a physically correct
manner, in addition to responding to the already recognized difficulty in finding a rule set
expressing particular system behaviors from a potentially astronomical rule space. Further
investigation led to establishing a duality link between the intuitive, geometrically based shape
grammar (affording the design language) and cellular automata (as the interpreter). The shape
grammar set of rules required to develop a design became the rules in the cellular automata,
solving the problem of finding the proper rules directly in the cellular automata. A variety of
experiments were subsequently designed to demonstrate the application and usefulness of
SG -+ CA. Observations collected from these studies are analyzed and synthesized in this
chapter into a set of normative principles proposing the "should's" for the process of system
architecting.
8.2 Summary of the studies
8.2.1 Overview
To emulate nature as the master system architect, a method was required that (1) applies rules for
developing increasingly higher-order components or modules from lower-level parts according
to local conditions, (2) reuses successful modules, (3) utilizes combinatoric processes that result
in great diversity of design, (4) gives opportunities for the emergence of new components, and
(5) obeys both the specification and physical laws. SG -- CA was developed to demonstrate a
generative algorithmic approach that combines the visual computational power (human interface)
of shape grammar, which leads to its geometric expression capability, with cellular automata.
The cellular automata serve as the machine dual in the shape grammar production set that acts as
the algorithm for producing the catalog of designs. A number of experiments were conducted to
validate and further develop this methodology in order to gain a better understanding of system
architecture.
The studies conducted in this thesis are summarized in this section, formatted for ease of review
by the essential points.
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8.2.2 LGCA experiment
Purpose of SG -- CA methodology validation using the historical example of LGCA
study
Chapter 3
Lessons * Dynamic "real-time" modeling of physical phenomena was achieved
learned * Demonstrated versatility of the Moore neighborhood
* Emulated the partial differential equations of Navier-Stokes low velocity
laminar flow gas and fluid dynamics
* Observed increasing entropy as a result of particle behavior
Physical * Conservation of momentum, conservation of mass, conservation of energy
features and * Noether's related conservation laws, principle of least action, symmetry
laws theorem
expressed * Hexagonal lattice symmetry, isotropy
* Randomness
* Inelastic and indestructible particles, particle collision model, periodically
bounded free space
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8.2.3 Simple block bridge experiment
Purpose of Development of a simple, generative, engineered system using a block primitive
study
Chapter 3
Lessons * Validation of SG - CA for a simple engineered system
learned * The creative space was limited when primitives did not interconnect
* There was no evidence of emergence in the form-functions
Physical * Physics of statics: the sum of the forces and moments of the system (due to
features and blocks supported by their own weight only) must equal zero
laws * Use of genomic-like or Turing tape (divided into blocks) sequence of cellular
expressed automata within a simple program to automatically compute the system
architectures
Selection Self-supporting bridge column
criteria
8.2.4 Simple brick (LEGO®) bridge experiment
Purpose of Development of a simple, generative, engineered system using a brick (LEGO®)
study primitive
_Chapter 3
Lessons * As a result of the joining forces inherent in LEGO® bricks, the creative
learned space of modules was significantly increased and included diversity of form-
function
* Demonstrated lower- to higher-level generation of form-function
* Emergence appeared in the form of new primitives and higher-order
modules; intraconnectivity (via combinatoric connection) was key to the
emergence of new modules which also enabled achievement of a larger
creative space
* Demonstrated natural hierarchical formation (tree structure) by evolution of
primitives combinatorically into simple modules into higher-order modules
* Definition of creative space versus solution (feasible) space determined by
the position in the production set of the final selection criteria
Physical * Joining forces
features and Physics of statics: the sum of the forces and moments of the system must
laws equal zero
expressed * Least action overlap of bricks
Selection * A stability measure (degree of stability, DOS) based on a resultant moment
criteria * DOS calculation for each module resulted in symmetry groupings
(DC, D, I, IC)
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8.2.5 Simple truss bridge experiment
Purpose of Extension of the simple, generative, engineered system by using a truss primitive
study (line primitives forming triangles)
Chapter 4
Lessons * Triangular shape applied as a truss using the notion that almost any shape can
learned be constructed from line primitives
* Technique developed for assigning a primitive shape to a symbol to avoid
shape identity loss during computation
* Different primitives (shapes) can have different effects on a system
architecture - use of triangular trusses rather than rectangular bricks
enhanced the interconnectivity of bridge modules and consequently their
stability
Physical * Euclidean geometry
features and * Algebraic symbols for shapes
laws * Resolution of forces by trusses
expressed * Euler's formula for a shape's stability (assuming yield and Euler load limits
are not exceeded)
Selection Resolution of forces stability measure (Euler's members versus joints count)
criteria
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8.2.6 Le Pont du Gard style experiment
Generation of a catalog of system architectures in the style of Le Pont du Gard
satisfying a style specification
Chapter 5
* Used an initial condition (seed) and expanding space in which to generate an
expanding neighborhood-of-neighborhoods (system-of-systems) bottom-up
and middle-out (bilateral)
* Demonstrated ability to analyze a form-function style (Le Pont du Gard)
with a resulting specification of the style as a template; system architecting of
system architectures
* Configurator rules in SG -+ CA indicate how the style template will be
populated with modules
* Emergent form-functions for bridge columns demonstrated
* Diversity in neighborhood configurations (substyles) in addition to diversity
of architectures within that substyle revealed
* Importance of context highlighted
* Demonstrated ability to generate entire catalogs or selectively choose
symmetry groups to manage the time and catalog size
* By applying operations and specification constraints, the symmetry groups
could be narrowed quickly to a manageable size
* Different primitives and styles can be combined per appropriate conditions to
hybridize system architectures
* Demonstrated natural hierarchical formation through the combinatoric
layering of subsystems (bridge levels as modules)
* Neighborhood-of-neighborhoods local to global interconnectivity
* Construction rules: scaling and selection of module type per the bridge
level's requirements; symmetry, repetition, and compartmentalization to
resolve lateral forces within a level for greater horizontal stability
* Triangulating interconnectivity (truss-like interconnections) between levels
to resist vertical and horizontal forces
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Interconnectivity analysis, symmetry groups, least action group, stakeholder
criteria for number of archways
8.2.7 Chinese lattices style experiment
Purpose of Style analysis of Chinese lattices/Greek meanders to create aesthetic designs
study
Chapter 6
Lessons * Diversity will be reduced if primitives are not simple enough - primitives
learned that are too detailed or high a level of complexity in the hierarchy create
constraints in combining with other primitives, restricting the creative space
as well as flexibility and extensibility
Use of symmetry as a system architecture development tool illustrated
Physical Boundary constraints
features and
laws
expressed
8.2.8 Meander problem experiment
Demonstration of a problem-solving scenario with the meander design
Chapter 6
* Simple or very basic primitives allow a greater number of combinatoric
opportunities
* Importance of boundary constraints within the rules set to establish the
requirements for viable solutions - architectures are very sensitive to the
initial condition which is itself a type of constraint
* Comparison of search techniques for finding unique solutions from an
enormous combinatoric output space; use depends on need for speed
(evolutionary computation, random) versus comprehensiveness of search
results (enumeration)
* SG - CA was shown to be helpful in pattern matching (and altering
patterns)
* Nondeterminism of shapes in a shape grammar demonstrated (different
shapes and grammars can generate the same design language)
* Meander elements self-organized by local networks that expanded at each
step up to the specified limit (lattice size)
Boundary constraints
Solution criteria
Circuit discontinuities - few and thus eliminated manually (but with a larger
frequency these islands of isolated circuits could have been algorithmically
removed using SG -- CA)
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* Evolutionary computation of a probabilistically related family of
combinatoric possibilities and locating the solutions therein
* Random generation of a sample of combinatoric possibilities and locating the
solutions therein
* Enumeration of all combinatoric possibilities and locating the solutions
therein
8.2.9 Pipe routing experiment
Purpose of Application of the meander style to a routing problem on piping for an
study underfloor heating system
.. ....... Chapter 6
Lessons * Demonstrated rapid solution execution of problems with a potentially large
learned combinatoric space
* Heating zones were decomposed as separate organizational layers and
generated separately using different initial conditions
* Decomposing the global system into local zones (neighborhoods, modules)
allowed efficient solution development when the subsystem architectures
were then configured together by fit (intraconnectivity) into the complete
system (demonstrated usefulness of bottom-up design analysis for solving a
problem)
* Rules can generate constraints that are boundaries for channeling the creative
process towards an intended purpose; local self-organization (heating zones)
further constrains the evolution of the self-organizing behavior
Physical * Boundary (environmental) constraints
features and * Piping layout requirements
laws * Least action
expressed
Selection * Specification constraints (ingress, egress)
criteria * Module-to-module fit
* Least action (number of straight versus bent pipe sections)
* Other stakeholder criteria
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8.2.10 Accretion model study
Transformation of the SG -+ CA (LGCA) collision model to an accretion physics
model
Chapter 7
Not feasible to have an astronomical size array of rules to apply for every
combinatoric aggregation - must operate with the same simple rules for simple
local neighborhood conditions
* Coulombic Laws of attraction and repulsion
* Conservation of momentum, conservation of mass, conservation of energy
* Noether's related conservation laws, principle of least action, symmetry
theorem
* Hexagonal lattice symmetry, isotropy, in a periodically bounded free space
8.2.11 Study of four graphene self-generation models
Investigation of four different models for the self-generation of graphene
Chapter 7
* Demonstrated the potential use of the SG -+ CA methodology in an initial
start for modeling the behavior of quantum systems
* SG -+ CA shown to be useful in pattern matching (finding patterns)
* Actual dynamics of carbon binding in a two-dimensional plane are not
known - SG -. CA helpful in carrying out possible hypotheses for a visual
comparison of effects (varying the possible rules that might control binding
and self-organization of carbon atoms)
* Promising hypotheses should guide lab experiments to collect evidence in
order to empirically verify the SG -+ CA computational results
* Self-organization more likely to occur than random growth even with simple
rules - as the graphene structure evolved, the number and positions of open
orbitals became more constrained and resulted in the inevitable hexagonal
graphene modules (in other words, the local rules of behavior produced
structure and afterwards the structures constrained further behavior)
* Modularity is a source of constraint that increases stability but reduces the
creative space
* Regardless of the four different rule assumptions, the hexagonal structure
appeared early in the formative process, and although locally acting, the
different rule sets always created the same module, the hexagonal ring
* Disorder became order by means of a self-generative (stability increasing)
process following least action; bonded carbon atom pairs became organized
into hexagonal rings which were themselves integrated into the top
hierarchical level (tree structure), the graphene lattice monolayer
* Nevertheless like variations in snowflakes, individual differences for each
graphene system did occur and could be symmetry grouped to distinguish
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one model's set of graphene structures from another
* Both random (Experiment 1) and quasi-random (Experiments 2-4)
approaches produced the same basic macro pattern but with individuality for
each micro pattern - this phenomenon may be a common characteristic of
stability in dynamic nonlinear systems; nature does appear to provide
identical solutions in applying different rules under varying circumstances,
perhaps leading to "operational" stability via the advantage of symmetry
(thereby achieving the least action solution each time by a variety of solution
paths)
* The SG --+ CA computation entails parallel processing as does nature's
computational processing without the need for time-consuming numerical
calculations to predict nanosystem behaviors
* Coulomb's law, Lewis geometries of bonds and "electron cloud" repulsion
theory (Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion, VSEPR, also known as the
"AXE" notation), uncertainty principle
* Carbon covalent bonding and the structure of graphene
* Delocalization
* Least action
Least action model (fewest valence electrons or open orbitals remaining,
indicating greater stability)
8.2.12 The use of different domains of study
Validating the SG -- CA methodology through its application across different
domains of study
Chapters 3-7
* Utilizing SG - CA for different purposes requires considerations specific to
the problem, which may entail adaptations or extensions to the general
algorithmic approach
* The common set of tasks includes:
o Identifying primitives
o Establishing the initial condition (seed)
o Describing the local neighborhood of influence
o Describing the rules that self-organize the primitives into simple modules,
then into higher-order modules
o Incorporating the relevant physical laws and environmental constraints
o Determining the selection criteria
o Determining the hierarchical organization of modules, or neighborhoods
of modules, and their rules of configuration
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8.3 Closing the loop - how the SG -- CA methodology responds to the normative
problem, methodology gap, and fundamental questions posed in Chapter 1
The normative or overarching problem in the current practice of system architecture is the
concern that the needs and wants of the stakeholder are not being fully satisfied by the system
architect. Two primary reasons for this deficiency entail an insufficient number of alternatives
developed and ambiguity in the design task. A limited time and budget, pre-existing paradigms,
and a do rather than plan attitude have restricted design output while insufficient interaction with
stakeholders, difficulty analyzing their needs and wants, and dealing with overwhelming stores
of possibly relevant knowledge have interfered with clear vision on the project. Table 8.
indicates how the universal problems in system architecting are addressed by SG -+ CA.
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Universal
concern:
The needs and wants of the stakeholders are not being fully
satisfied, primarily because too few design alternatives are
Too few alternatives
generated for comparison of
cost and value, although too
many becomes overwhelming
SG - CA provides greatly expanded
solution spaces algorithmically,
increasing the probability of finding
design solutions that better satisfy
stakeholders' needs/wants; in addition,
the creative ability of humans is
broadened with the increased probability
for unforeseeable emergence.
Table 8.1 How SG -- CA is Responsive to the Universal Problems
(zoom-in from Figure 8.13)
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Concern 1
(see Section 1.4.1)
1
SG -, CA contributes to a clearer
understanding of a design's requirements
by virtue of necessitating a systematic
analysis of the given specification and
Concern 2 Ambiguity in the system rigorous definition of the rules and simple
(see Section 1.4.2) architecture space programs in the production set that will
generate the system architecture. Frequent
interfacing with all stakeholders becomes
imperative to carry out this process.
System architect(s) and stakeholders
interact during the defining of the shape
grammar in Stage 1 to better elicit the
Insufficient interaction stakeholders' specific needs/wants so that
between the system they can be captured in the shape
2architecture team and grammar The stakeholders then mutually:c e: iiaiim ndii iiramm . e: iii i
2a. stakeholders during the agree upon a system architecture choice
design concept and selection after Stage 3. If there is no agreement,
process then the specification may be modified
and Stages 1-3 iterated as many times as
necessary to reach agreement.
The specificity with which the shape
grammar for a given system architecture
2b. Difficulty analyzing problem must be written requires working
stakelholder needs/wants with stakeholders to very clearly define
their needs/wants.
Because the system architect works with
the conditional rules that create a system
Difficulty considering all of systems, a different understanding is
relevant information in the needed specific to the form-fiuctions
system architecting process within the systems and the neighborhood
due to its exponential growth interrelationship. Extensive knowledge
external to these shape grammar
requirements may not be needed.:ii~iiiili~ii.'i~iit: ei'( ee~
Table 8.1 (Cont'd)
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To approach these issues in system architecting, this thesis has taken the view that there are
valuable lessons with respect to the methods and principles in the natural world. Clearly nature is
able to generate systems of great diversity and stability in form-function, even conserving the
instructions for these architectures in biotic systems, but nature does not build to a specification.
Instead, combinatorics plays out in nature, yielding enormous creative spaces of life examples
through parallel processing. As noted in Chapter 1, a review of the literature revealed no
satisfactory approaches to system architecting incorporating nature's methods for development
(self-organization) and evolution (diversification, emergence) which could be used by a system
architect to address the normative problem in the field today.
Therefore, to emulate nature's self-generative approach to system architecting, a generator (with
a diversifier and memory) and a selector are required, and it is upon this very basic model that
the SG -. CA algorithmic methodology was based. Harnessing shape grammar along with
cellular automata for the computational power, the SG -+ CA methodology as demonstrated
across a number of domains was successful in the rapid generation of potentially large numbers
of system architecture alternatives, helping to surmount time and budget pressures and remaining
blind to other paradigms and attitudes. The SG -- CA algorithmic approach then narrows the
solution space to a reasonable number from which management and stakeholders at all levels
may deliberate and choose a system architecture candidate in which to invest resources for its
realization. The SG -+ CA methodology should thus reduce design costs and provide a higher
probability of success in design solutions.
At the same time, the shape grammar development stage necessitates working with the
stakeholders to "flesh out" the form-function concepts per their requirements and in a common,
easy-to-understand visual media without complicated formulas, drafting conventions, or
reference books. SG - CA by its staged procedure and analytical rigor thus helps disambiguate
the system architecting activity of design. The SG -- CA system architect with the stakeholders'
involvement must first analyze the problem/specification holistically, commencing with
decomposition of function and form to thoroughly understand the physical laws applicable and
the local interaction of primitives and modules within neighborhoods, then composing the
specification in a form by which a computer can synthesize solutions. The final selection tests or
constraints must also be determined with stakeholder input. The importance of getting the
problem statemerit right is documented in [274, Preface]. Due to the visualization incorporated
into SG -- CA, management and stakeholders should be in a good position to "see" when the
design concepts are not right or latent needs-wants are not expressed, making corrective
modifications in a revised specification until logical results or a mutually agreeable system
sohition are outputted. The system architecture team, management, and stakeholders agree upon
and therefore control the input (specification and shape grammar) and the output (final decision
on which system architecture to invest in). The emphasis of the architect changes from creating a
few individual concept designs to transforming the specification into a selection of primitives
and modules, an initial condition, the combinatoric program, and neighborhood (local) rules
containing physical laws, constraints, and any other pertinent properties to be contained in a
production set that will generate systems solutions.
The fundamental questions listed in Chapter 1 were raised to the finding that no user-friendly
method for system architecting was available that could resolve the major concerns of too few
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alternatives and ambiguity. This thesis has taken the position that nature's self-generative
approach to system architecting should be adapted to the engineering of more cases of human-
made systems because nature achieves what ideally the system architect should aspire to attain -
large numbers of architectures with diversity and emergence, selected for stability and
robustness. Nature accomplishes its achievements using simple rules for self-organizing and
simple building primitives, operating on local neighborhoods of conditional influence to build a
system-of-systems, with physical laws and environmental constraints as feedback. Primitives
self-organize into modules which are hierarchically organized into the system.
This self-generative process starts from a nucleation, or seed, which is a bottom-up approach.
Bottom-up system architecting has important advantages compared to top-down design. Starting
from a seed helps ensure coordinated development and interrelating of all parts as a subsystem
expands. An individual unit in a complete system finds it difficult to receive global or complex
information so instead the unit must act on simple local information, which is developed as an
outcome of a bottom-up process. Furthermore, in order to increase the robustness of a system
architecture against certain environmental perturbations, the top-down tendency or quick fix
might be to bolster the design with added feedback or control systems, with incremental
complexity as a consequence. A higher complexity, inefficient (higher energy) system is likely to
be fragile however. Taking a bottom-up approach to respond to condition or requirement changes
instead would call for incorporating the needed rules or information connections starting back at
the design's origin (initial seed). In other words, if there is something wrong with the phenotype,
go back to the genotype and modify the code to correct the problem. Note, if the system
architecture has been designed with a layered hierarchy, the architect may need only to revise the
production set for a single subsystem, starting at its origin and assuring that the subsystem
properly interconnects with the other layers. A layered organizational structure, especially if it
programmatically originates from an initial condition, will enhance the flexibility to make future
changes to the architecture. This organizational structure can also allow opportunities for product
family reconfiguration and platform extensions by swapping out or adding onto layers.
In addition, the complexities of interactions at the top system level can be too difficult to discern
or tease out. Emergent form-functions occurring at lower levels in a system's organization may
be impossible to decompose when looking top-down; the system then cannot be properly
analyzed to later reassemble. Furthermore, the process of taking apart a complete architecture
will by that process itself encourage the identification and use of non-emergent form-functions,
restricting opportunities for emergence to occur. The top-down approach thus serves to foster a
paradigm, in a sense, for maintaining the state of form-functions as separate entities rather than
recognizing emergent modules or subsystems; it is a convergent approach. On the other hand, the
bottom-up approach operates with a generator and a selector function that can give rise to
initially unfettered combinations, divergent "thinking" that yields a high probability of new
form-functions. A bottom-up procedure also makes it possible to determine how a more complex
form-function was generated by examining the neighborhood of an interaction and combinations
following from the interaction, tracing on upwards. Since different actions and combinations
from an interaction can create the same higher-level form-function, it may not be possible to
understand the origins of the higher-level form-function from a top-down perspective. Thus for
the system architect, a model for better understanding the organization of a system-of-systems
appears to be bottom-up [94].
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The SG --+ CA methodology was developed purposefully to follow nature as the guide for a
generative approach to system architecting. Applying nature's tools and techniques, shape
grammar and cellular automata are utilized within both a combinatoric and a reductive algorithm
to quickly generate a large number of solutions which are then narrowed down for review,
alleviating the system architect's dilemma. Table 8.2 illustrates where SG - CA has adopted
nature's practices.
Nature SG -* CA methodolog
Generator:
Self-organizing rules and
primitives
Creation of diversity
Physical laws and
conditions, genome (in1%;f%+;r% crumPar"Cý
Shape grammar
Combinatorics
Production set (Turing tape)
Table 8.2 Similarities in System Architecting Tools and Processes
8.4 Significance of observations and other discussions
Significant points of discussion elicited as a result of each case study in this thesis fall into
essentially three branches of ideas (see Figure 8.1). One such branch comprises observations
stemming from the combinatoric process, specifically as pertinent to the concepts of creativity,
diversity, and emergence. A second branch is concerned with observations made in the course of
generative system architecting. The bottom-up process often results in a hierarchical organization
of primitive elements into simple modules into higher-order modules until the final system is
deemed "complete." Interactions among modules occur according to rules within a level of the
hierarchy, described as the local neighborhood of influence on the constituents. The final system
is then considered a neighborhood-of-neighborhoods, referring to levels of functional
interrelationships among all the components. The third branch speaks to selection factors in the
winnowing down of the potentially explosive system architecture solution space. Stability, or
equilibrium throughout the neighborhood-of-neighborhoods, is the key criterion and apparently
correlates with other important architectural attributes, such as symmetry, compartmentalization,
and replication. Robustness, or adaptable stability across changes in the local or global
neighborhood, is another critical selection factor, in addition to cost, safety, aesthetics, and other
"ilities." In terms of physical laws, the selector could be described as the least action choice for
both the development stages and the final selection. Least action will guide organization
according to the combinatoric results that reduce or use less energy and consequently progress
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towards greater equilibrium. Stability, therefore, reflects least action, with symmetry,
compartmentalization, and replication possibly serving as examples of least action connectivity
patterns.
Selection (least action)
Bottom-up
,.m hi r~
L/JjI I uIIll I UI Q LV Jgeneration Diverse organization
Figure 8.1 Three Processes in Generative System Architecting
These three branches of observations, however, are not independent as there is a tie that binds
them together - that of connectivity. Combinatorics, in fact, implies the combining of parts,
creativity the connecting of parts together in a different way, diversity in the many such creative
combinations, and emergence in the interconnecting of parts together that unexpectedly create a
new form-function. Bottom-up generation produces modules (of highly intraconnected
elements), hierarchical systems (of efficiently interconnected modules), and neighborhoods-of-
neighborhoods (with interrelated functioning). Finally in regards to the selection factors, stability
is considered to depend on the strength of connections and their proper configuration within the
neighborhood-of-neighborhoods, while robustness demands the added feature of flexibility
between modules, or less strong connectivity, at the higher modular levels of organization.
8.4.1 Combinatorics -+ diversity, creativity, emergence
Since the beginning of the universe, nature has been creating design solutions by varying
combinations of three almost infinitely persisting [57] primitives or particles - protons, neutrons
and electrons. The basic fundamental source of quantum level connectivity underlying nature's
endless combining and recombining is energy. Systems require energy to develop and then to
maintain homeostasis, or they will decompose (decay) into simpler, lower-level components. All
systems after a certain time has elapsed, regardless of the energy input to the system, begin to
decompose (decay) and lose functionality. This decomposition of organization for reconstruction
was highlighted by the economist, Joseph Schumpeter [275], as "the process of creative
destruction." His principle stated that inventions can obsolete or destroy previous technology,
indeed entire enterprises and industries as well as economic cycles, yet the basic constituents are
not lost. The components are broken down into smaller, more fundamental sizes which can be re-
organized into new systems for a purpose. Schumpeter's principle could be applied to all
systems. In nature's combinatoric process, all matter over time is a continual recomposition of
the same primitives just in different combinations. The inevitable physical law of entropy is
reflected in increasing system disorganization or randomness as connectivity breaks down. Local
neighborhoods have probably accumulated enough form-function alterations as a result of the
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system's interaction with the environment over time that the local rules that interconnect
components no longer apply. Nevertheless, this decomposition/recomposition process appears to
be a creative cycle based on energy that maintains "vitality" in the universe through the renewal
of particle resources for recombination into future systems.
The combinatoric process in nature results in the enormous diversity of system architectures, as
well as better or more adaptable form-functions. Nature takes a random approach (quantum
uncertainty principle and entropy maximization) in its combinatoric computations, but the
explosive power of combinatorics given virtually unlimited time and recyclable material
resources, together with the relative freedom from constraints (with only simple rules, simple
primitives, no specifications), produces such vast diversity (notably lacking in identical
repetitions) as to approach an enumerative process. Furthermore, an advantage in the biological
world is that there is a memory (genome) for how all these different combinations were created,
which means not having to start over again in the creative process.
The combinatoric process proceeds on connectivity relationships between parts, utilizing energy
and simple rules that specify the connective relationships. The degree of connectivity ranges
from disconnecting parts, which display entropy or loss of energy, to dependently connected
parts which require considerable energy to maintain their tenuous stability, to independent parts
in contact only and which do not require their collective energy to be stable, and finally to
interconnecting components which may utilize the least energy when parts or functions become
more stable or are shared as in the case of emergent stable form-functions.
Since creativity is a result of the combinatoric process, which is a formal discipline within
computation and mathematics, it is possible to define and apply creativity as a rigorous
computational combinatoric process to generate system architectures. The SG -+ CA generative
algorithm is thus able to emulate this creative process. Creativity depends on flexibility to
combine components; hence, constraints whether in terms of rules, primitive structures, or
organizational structures restrict creativity. Nature's evolutionary processes drive its search for
stability (equilibrium) and towards increasing modularity and hierarchical organization as a
consequence, which add constraints. Therefore, there must be a judicious consideration of the
trade-off between creative freedom and constraints for computational tractability in order to
achieve stable creativity.
Occasionally form-function compositions combine in a manner that produces a form-function
quite different from the form or function characteristics of its individual components. Examples
of this emergence are not inherently good or bad, but they can bring advantages to a system, such
as through the improvement of a condition, provision of a new function, or change from an
unstable to a stable state. An enumerative combinatoric approach becomes invaluable to this end
because it yields such a large creative space of system alternatives that the probability for finding
a useful emergent form-function is boosted. This statement presumes that an efficient
search/selection process exists.
Emergent results are a special kind of combinatoric in which an interconnection must occur
between the components involved. Emergence also reflects a particular kind of complexity.
Wolfram originally [276] and again more recently [40, Chapter 6] identified four classes of
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cellular automata with increasing degrees of complexity. The first class is a single point or
image. The second class is a monotonously repeating image. The third class has a nested,
repeating and sometimes differently scaled image or fractal, possibly showing oscillatory
behavior. The fourth class exhibits nonlinear, chaotic, random-like behaviors. In this thesis
emergence was noted to occur only in class four complexity, which has the highest degree of
interconnectivity, increasing the probability that emergence by combinations of action states will
occur.
The combinatoric computational process is thus an important mechanism employed by nature for
its creative activities, the reason for the overwhelming display of diversity in the universe. The
key concepts of the combinatoric creative process as used in this thesis can be summarized as
follows.
Creative space = f[Enumerative Combinatorics, f[Connectivity]]
Solution space = f[Selection tests or other criteria ,f[Creative space]]
Emergence = f[interconnectivity, f[Creative space]]
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Uncontrollables
* Physical laws
- Least action principle
* External constraints
I
Uncontrollables
* Physical laws
- Least action principle
* External constraints
I
Input
Specification,
architectural
style
decomposed
Specified Output Input
* Creative space (of connected form-functions),
catalogs, hypothesis testing or modeling
- Interconnected form-functions
- Emergent form-functions
Specified Output
* Solution space
(alternatives) of system
architectures
Controllables
* Combinatorics
- Enumeration
- Partial enumeration
- Selective by symmetry groups
- Randomly selected
- Evolutionary computation techniques
- Connectivity
Figure 8.2 Generative Approach to System Architecting
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Controllables
* Selection (criteria, tests, symmetry groupings)
8.4.2 Bottom-up --+ modularity, hierarchical organization, neighborhood-of-
neighborhoods
Nature's utilization of a bottom-up approach to the developmental creation (as opposed to
evolutionary creation) of its system architectures begins with simple primitives and simple rules
for their combination, starting at an origin point (nucleation, seed). The rules will apply as long
as their relevant local conditions continue to be present. However, as the system develops the
local neighborhood changes, possibly no longer applying to the former rule conditions but
triggering new instructions calling for a different output. Each step in this expansion is
coordinated by the rules in effect for that time period to ensure the growing system's
survivability at that moment. As the system expands, rules pertinent to new local neighborhoods
must be invoked until the growth instructions halt or growth can no longer be sustained. This
system construction scenario is evident in both the biological and abiotic worlds, although the
former contains the rules for development within the genome while external physical laws or
forces govern the growth of nonliving systems.
The bottom-up process can readily create modules (in apparent reuse) since the existence of
several seed sites with the same simple primitives and rules must develop similarly. Small initial
differences, however, in the local neighborhood conditions for each of these modules can
ultimately spin out very different form-function subsystems. As modules expand beyond the
influence of their local neighborhoods and make contact with other modules, new
interconnections between forms and functions develop. Smaller modules help to create and
become part of larger and therefore more complex modules, establishing another level in what is
becoming a hierarchical organization of systems-of-subsystems. As a result of the two processes,
bottom-up generation and combinatorics, simplicity develops into complexity. Bottom-up
generation may therefore be the only way to understand a complex system, if comprehension is
possible at all.
System stability or viability is favored when interconnectivity gets built in bottom-up by the
rules rather than searched for top-down from among a massive generation of alternatives.
Interconnective forces have also been shown to increase modularity and hierarchical
organization in bottom-up development, as well as enhance creative effects through emergent
form-functions. At the same time, modules create constraints by maintaining their internal
integrity, which limits external interconnectivity. Increasing modularity and hierarchical
organization must consequently limit random creativity, and the more structured the hierarchy
(i.e., nested, subordinated), the greater the contingencies and therefore constraints on future
changes to the system. Flexibility thus can be restricted too. In addition, as neighborhoods
expand they create emergent constraints on further development of their immediate proximity,
with trickle down effects throughout the entire neighborhood-of-neighborhoods at that time step.
Thus, as the number of constraints increases, the creative space for generating alternative system
architectures decreases. This observation should indicate that some form of predictable macro
pattern is bound to arise.
In biological nature, modules are conserved knowledge - a type of natural abstraction for a
reuseable form-function. The module's inner parts and intraconnections are considered as a
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whole form-function. The module increases our bounded rationality by being able to include
more information into fewer chunks. Computability and efficiency is therefore increased. At
what point, however, can the real be abstracted for computation without losing reality? In this
thesis, shapes are an abstraction for real components in a system, and the rules of their
combination are an abstraction of nature's instructions or laws pertaining to their
interconnectivity within the local neighborhood of interaction. The researcher must be careful
not to abstract away from reality, or fictitious results may occur. In other words, the grammar
must contain the meaning of physical reality in order to produce system architectures having
physically real meaning.
In human decision-making behavior, Simon [159] early on in his career challenged the economic
man (perfectly rational person) assumption long held in economics that an economic agent (an
automaton) makes perfectly rational decisions at all times and possesses perfect information in
order to make a rational decision. Simon argued that it is unreasonable for a person to make a
decision without taking into account psychological factors or influences. He additionally proved
that perfect information is never available to the automaton, and if such complete information
were available, the time required to consider all the information and make a decision would be
inconceivable. Therefore, economic human agents (or automata with rules to represent human
action) make their decisions locally based on an individual's psychological factors and all other
available information, and their choices are almost never globally perfect or optimal. In this local
neighborhood world, automata cannot "see" the global landscape of information.
Nature too acts locally and therefore on bounded information. However, due to the bottom-up
progression and the least action principle, nature's actions are perfectly efficient for a local
subsystem. In molecular physics, this locality is very real; molecules can only act within a
restricted range. Their freedom is constrained by the coulombic forces of attraction and
repulsion, although the uncertainty principle provides creative combinations through
randomness. The development of an ant colony is another good example in nature of local
neighborhoods and bounded rationality. By means of following approximately 12 rules that
control their behavior, ants are collectively able to find food, build shelter, maintain the colony,
protect the queen, and reproduce to replenish the colony [277, p. 227], without any ant (a kind of
automaton) ever knowing the global system [278]. Although it is believed that a bounded
rationality leads to suboptimal decisions [159], the emergent global ant behavior is quite
sufficient for the survival of the colony. The ants as primitives function within their local
conditions, and it is this neighborhood that "informs" them as to what actions to take. The
suboptimality problem that can be encountered in engineered systems [22], where optimizing at a
subsystem level does not guarantee optimization at the top system level, seems to be overcome
by nature's bottom-up approach because of its continued pursuit of the least action state.
Wolfram [40] asserts that all forms and functions can be reduced to simple rules and programs
within a computable time and range (neighborhood size), the same notion as bounded rationality.
Although an action is local, all events in other locations within the time horizon of the local
neighborhood affect the local action. As a cellular automaton evolves, the global neighborhood
of that time step may become increasingly important as a result of new, higher-level state
patterns affecting local neighborhoods. Other conditional rules must consider the additional
information entering the local neighborhood through interconnecting neighborhoods. Thus,
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different sets of rules may exist at each level in the neighborhood-of-neighborhoods. The
expanding neighborhood-of-neighborhoods, each with its own range of local influence and
potential for emergent outcomes, led Wolfram [40, pp. 737-750] to coin the term computational
"irreducibility" to distinguish between system development that can be deduced by rules and that
which cannot. 82
8.4.3 Selection (least action) -+ stability and robustness,
symmetry/compartmentalization/replication
Nature has no government, no brain as a controlling organ, no standardization body (except for
self-organized standard parts and modules), no consciousness, no psychology, but indeed nature
makes choices in its designing process. Darwin's "survival of the fittest" is the most well known
mechanism employed by nature to assure that only the instruction sets that create viable
biological system architectures are preserved in the passing on of the genome, that the
instructions for unstable or nonrobust systems are discarded. In the nonbiological world, the
ability to maintain stability or equilibrium by a developing system within its functioning context
is the selection test. Loss of equilibrium without a robust means to adapt and re-establish stability
spells failure of the test.
In the human engineered world, selection is also based on stability in the intended setting and
some degree of robustness under changing conditions. However, since there is a specification or
desired solution involved, there are specific criteria that must be met. The scope of selection
becomes broadened to include these other attributes defined by the stakeholders. As has been
emphasized throughout this thesis, the most critical selection criterion might very well amount to
the system that utilizes the least energy. Operating along with the bottom-up process, least action
may not only guide rule selection throughout the generative process, but can also be used to
select solutions from the creative space.
How does one know when the best system architecture has been generated? The question sounds
very similar to David Hilbert's quest for (in Emile Post's interpretation) an algorithm that finds
the perfect theorem where there is absolutely no ambiguity [279, p. 35]. Nature "halts" when by
the principle of least action the worldline, or equilibrium, is found, and there are no rules for
further combination at that neighborhood level. Nature's systems generator and an algorithm for
finding the perfect theorem are essentially the same, except the ever-changing conditions that
natural systems must function within make reaching and maintaining equilibrium an endless
challenge. As a result, nature continues evolving systems, going through the enumerative-
reductive, decomposition-recomposition cycles, appearing to search for the best system
architecture. Humans, however, must make decisions on the "best" system architectures in a
solution space based on bounded rationality, the best information they have on hand and their
psychological inputs. In a sense then, "best" is in the minds of the selecting beholders.
The timing for the selection stage is critical. Selecting out apparently unstable parts too early can
eliminate opportunities for interconnectivity to emerge with more stable form-functions. On the
other hand, waiting too long to make any selections can result in an unnecessarily enormous or
82 Gregory Chaitin refers to "irreducibility" as the shortest algorithm for generating specified output [279, p. 65].
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unmanageable creative space. While nature has the time to tinker with combinatoric possibilities
without having to enumerate them all, and then can gradually prune away the unstable, the
system architect does not enjoy this timeframe. As evidence of nature's response to architectural
failures to withstand environmental conditions, the Cambrian period (-550 mya) of history on
earth witnessed an explosion of major body form-functions, creating all the major phyla of which
there were 100 then and only 30 today. During the Permian extinction (-200 mya), 96% of all
species became extinct, and today there are less than 1% surviving [97, p. 76]. For human
engineered systems, to counter the time problem the system architect must bring in human
expertise in the rule development and selection stages to facilitate, or speed up, the generative
process.
"Survival of the fittest" can really be considered a special, biological case of a more general law,
survival of the stable [35, p. 12]. Rephrasing Newton's law of inertia, once a stable
interconnection forms, it will remain stable unless acted upon by an outside force of energy
beyond its threshold of stability. Furthermore, the degree of robustness will determine whether
that stability will endure in the face of the outside force. Earlier, stability was described as a
function of the degree of connectivity. Interconnected modules showed integration of form-
function due to the increased number of connections. Where redundant (superfluous)
components occurred, they could be discarded, resulting in a tightly intrabound state possessing
lower energy and greater stability than the previous state before connection. Interconnectivity is
a significant factor in the achievement of stability and robustness, the ultimate selection factors.
The higher coupling strength of interconnected form-functions creates greater stability and has
conserved energy in the form of a higher-order module. Robustness, on the other hand, evolves
as a function of a system's configuration of connections, with the concern to manage a large,
unbalancing transfer of energy and to prevent a cascading failure of subsystems (the falling
dominos effect) when interconnections are too rigid and sequentially interdependent.
Interestingly, while different rule sets can be expected to produce different system architectures,
a surprising finding in the meander study was the relatively large number of rule sets from the
entire pool of rule combinations (over 20%) that provided solutions to the meander problem but
that only 20 solutions were actually unique. This result may draw an inference particularly for
nanosystem development in that regardless of the random combination process in free space,
stable solutions will be found (if they exist) and that many of these solutions will be so
consistently assembled as to resemble each other even when their production sets differ. In other
words, there may be many different routes to stable solutions, yet stability might be expressed in
a more limited variety of form-functions.
Both symmetry (reflection) and replication are commonly found styles in nature and artificial
design. Symmetry and replication save considerable enumeration, exemplifying least action in a
sense in the computational process of development and maintenance of balance.
Compartmentalization is a specific type of reflection, at the component to component midline as
opposed to reflection of a series at one central point. In compartmentalization, the forces are
trapped between the components so that they are resolved internally, or brought into balance.
Symmetry is also considered to be a key element in aesthetics such that efficiency (and least
action) of design may actually underlie architectural beauty. The design of systems that
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simultaneously embody conservation laws, symmetry, stability, and least action at the same time
might be the most aesthetically pleasing.
Energy appears to be the most flexible (fungible), fundamental essence in the universe, while
atoms and systems have a self-interest, which is to lower their energy state. Although
paradoxical to the second law of thermodynamics, as matter continuously seeks a lower energy
state, this process can construct lower- to higher-order system architectures through the use of
simple rules and constraints to guide orderliness. Minimizing the energy condition is done
dynamically, not as an optimization process but continuously as a stream of action over time.
The squares of the variances from the mean path (efficiency) of a behavior in nature are probably
equal on both sides, cancelling each other out and leaving the efficient behavior as the most
likely global result. From a statistical view, the larger the behaving population and the fewer the
constraints imposed (degree of freedom is high), then the more efficient will be the global
behavior (it will conform to the mean path).
The term 'lean' might be more rigorously represented by this use of the least action principle for
determining the system architectures possessing the best combination of economy and design
configuration, or balance. While technically least action represents the minimum of equilibrium
states of a system in motion or at rest, from observations of nature, least action also represents
the least energy expended (economy), the least waste, the least cost, and the most efficient
system configuration. Least action may be a major theoretical thread connecting all of system
architecture theory since it is a fundamental normative principle underlying nature's generation
of system architectures from the bottom-up, achievement and maintenance of stability, and
robustness to changes in the environment. Survival of the fittest might be said to hinge on the
system using the least energy through its course of existence, from development and homeostasis
through adaptation. Therefore, if alternative design solutions to a specification are compared, the
system architectures displaying the least action should at the same time be among the best
solutions. Nature certainly has demonstrated that the local design process utilizing least action
works in creating successful, efficient global systems.
8.5 Normative principles for the normative problem in system architecture
8.5.1 Introduction to a normative principle
Whereas fundamental principles can be identified in the evolution and/or development of natural
systems, and natural processes can be considered as computational, then similar principles might
bear relevance in the attempt to model a computational design process for successful,
specification driven system architectures. While biotic nature depends on survival of the fittest to
conserve successful design rules after the fact, the system architect can employ knowledge of
nature's principles as well as pertinent physical rules and preferential rules of styles in the design
process up front.
The motivation for this thesis has derived from the universally shared concern about the system
architecting process today that too often the needs-wants of the stakeholders are not satisfied by
the designs created to fulfill them. The underlying normative problem specifically relates to too
few alternatives and ambiguity. Normative is the adjective for normal, which refers to the
Gaussian bell-shaped curve by which most natural and social systems behave. Korsgaard [42],
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following Kant, considers the noun normativity to mean how one ought to act in a certain
situation. The intent of normative principles, therefore, is to solve a normative problem, to
indicate how the problem ought to be approached as based on existing theory. Consequently, one
of the goals of this thesis in the development and application of the new SG -+ CA algorithmic
methodology has been to collect observations during the system architecting process from which
to propose normative principles for the science of system architecting.
"Principles are general rules and guidelines, intended to be enduring and seldom amended, that
inform and support the way in which an organization sets about fulfilling its mission. In their
turn, principles may be just one element in a structured set of ideas that collectively define and
guide the organization, from values through to actions and results."8 3 Principles and rules are
related. While a principle, as defined above, is a more general statement indicating an action for
achieving particular goals or results, a rule is specific to a situation for determining an action
[280]. A rule in SG -+ CA is an explicit, unambiguous action expression governing bodies or
agents acting together (within neighborhoods). Since a principle is carried out by rules,
SG -- CA is able to adopt principles through its rule sets to achieve the desired results in the
generation of system architectures.
There are three forms of a principle in progressively higher levels of abstraction (generality):
descriptive, prescriptive, and normative [281]. Principles develop through a series of logical
progression. From the observation of real actions, patterns from these actions may be discerned.
The idea is to reinforce actions that lead to desired results and dissuade actions that lead to
undesirable results. Therefore, a principle is goal-oriented. A descriptive principle describes the
pattern. Rules for recreating the pattern, or modeling behaviors, are determined as rigorously as
possible, constituting the basis for a prescriptive principle. The descriptive is the what and the
prescriptive is the how. Prescriptive principles arising from observation and experience become
associated with guidelines or heuristics [114] to follow in design work where the context is
deemed appropriate. This course of principle development is a qualitative endeavor since a
principle may not necessarily be verifiable or falsifiable, but rather a "rule of thumb." A
normative principle also begins with observations and a descriptive version but then deviates
from prescription by being based upon a theoretical foundation. The normative is how the world
ought to be, or how under given circumstances actions ought to be taken.
What ought system architects then take into consideration in order to achieve desired results?
This question leads into how system architects could employ normative principles (or at least be
aware of them). There are several possible normative principles that could be derived from this
thesis and which are offered below. The caveat is that because of the relatively small breadth and
number of experiments in this thesis, such principles should be taken as hypotheses to stand the
tests of future experiments in validating their positions.
83 U.S. Air Force in establishing its, "Headquarters Air Force Principles for Information Management," June 29,
1998.
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8.5.2 Observed relationships of SG -- CA concepts
The graphs that precede the discussion of each normative principle represent a series of
generalizations concerning the direction (as opposed to the actual slope or magnitude) of
relationships that were noted repeatedly across the studies described in Chapters 3 through 7 and
summarized earlier in this chapter. These graphs spring from the three branches of collected
observations, highlighting the usefulness of these groupings of ideas to the development of
principles for system architecting. The three interacting processes in generative system
architecting include the bottom-up approach as the generator, the application of combinatorics as
a diversifier, and least action as a key selector.
Following each depicted relationship, proposed, relevant normative principle is stated and then
tied back to the studies' observations. The parallel principle in nature is also provided for
comparison.
8.5.2.1 Use of an automated generator
A system architecture
generator (Bu) with
diversification (C) capability
where,
Bu: bottom-up generation
C: combinatorics (creating diversity)
Figure 8.3 Processes in a System Architecture Generator
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To find the best system architectures for a given specification, the system
architect should develop as many alternatives as possible, providing a
Normatie ..•in-ipl . large creative space from which to select the best design solution.
The crux of the system architect's dilemma is human inability to create
more than a few design options for a given specification, a deficiency
that has not been addressed in a satisfactory manner by existing system
Thesis observations architecture representation programs for computer application. The
capability to output a large number of design solutions in a reasonable
time for the stakeholders' specification would increase the probability of
I finding the best (or better) solutions.
The volume of system architectures in nature (abiotic and biotic) is
generated as a result of the unending and pervasive cycles of
organization (order), disorganization (disorder), and propagating re-
organization anew (reorder). Basic rules operating on simple parts
determine these cycles within a timescale that is unlimited.
8.5.2.2 Use of combinatorics
Combinatorics
Figure 8.4 The Relationship of Combinatorics to Creativity and the Solution Space
To encourage creative solutions with a diverse array of
that meet the specification, the system architect
combinatorics to selected primitives and/or modules
form-functions
should apply
If the capability to produce a large number of system architecture
alternatives is available, then the opportunity exists for varying each
output. Combinatorics is a systematic way to achieve diversity in
quantity by computing all possible combinations of form-functions. A
few primitives, or even basic modules, can thus create great diversity of
form-function while preserving the advantage of commonality of parts.
In addition to producing a large, unfettered creative space, a
combinatoric algorithm can also be employed to generate ("find") a more
limited number of solutions to a problem defined by constraints and
beyond the scope of the human mind, so-called needles in haystacks.
Nature's diversity in system architectures is a result of generative and
self-organizing processes entailing the combining of form-functions in
varying ways within a context that allows conditions of randomness.
Combinatorics takes place according to rules but across the range of
these degrees of freedom and the range of available form-function inputs.
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8.5.2.3 Use of bottom-up generation
a
0
N
.FCO
0
0)
Ca
02
Bottom-up generation
(with interconnectivity)
Figure 8.5 The Relationship of Bottom-up Generation
to Modularity/Hierarchical Organization
To develop a system-of-systems for a given specification using an
automated generator, the system architect should follow a bottom-up
approach to create well-integrated solutions
To generate system architectures in an automated manner, a bottom-up
approach offers the best framework upon which to build systematically,
readily exhibiting hierarchically organized modularity. Simple self-
organizing rules and/or external constraints serve as the nonrandom
factors that can create order from disorder in the organizing process. The
final stability of a system architecture is sensitive to the choice of
primitives and the initial condition.
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Nature's system architectures develop from nucleations or seeds
according to simple conditional rules and external constraints that will
ultimately determine when growth has been "completed."
8.5.2.4 Use of emergence
a)
CW
Combinatorics Emergence
(with interconnectivity)
(a) (b)
Figure 8.6 The Relationship of (a) Combinatorics via Interconnectivity to Emergence
and (b) Emergence to the Energy of a System (least action)
To develop new and better "ideas" for addressing components of a
specification, the system architect should encourage the appearance of
emergence though the use of combinatorics and interconnectivity
New primitives, new modules, and new features may emerge following
certain combinations where existing components develop new
relationships with each other; they become interconnected in such a way
as to lose the distinctiveness of the individual contributions. A number of
these emergent outcomes can bring advantages to the system, notably in
terms of reduced energy, increased stability, and efficiency (fewer parts).
Likewise, random combination in self-generation may produce emergent
forms or functions. In addition, random variation in the conditions upon
which the rules operate (perturbations, mutations) can lead to new,
unanticipated form-functions, some of which may benefit the system in
the changed state. Nonlinear interconnectivity in nature can result in
emergence.
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8.5.2.5 Use of modularity/hierarchical organization
U)
0>.
U)l
Modularity/hierarchical organization
Figure 8.7 Effect of Modularity/Hierarchical Organization on the Energy of a System
and on System Creativity
To organize a system that will be stable and efficient, the system
architect should utilize rules of development that incorporate modularity
and hierarchical arrangement
Bottom-up generation together with interconnecting processes lead
readily to the development of modules and their hierarchical organization
with a result of less energy and greater stability (least action). However,
the gain in efficiency and effectiveness is at the cost of a reduction in the
degrees of freedom for creativity.
Nature consistently builds tightly intraconnected modules that are then
more loosely interconnected in hierarchically ordered systems-of-
systems. Modularity and hierarchical organization undoubtedly became
the favored developmental approach due to their stability, ease of
development, and usefulness. This pattern of organization persists in
nature as a result of the passing on in the genome of this "memorized"
rule set or to just the prevalence of the same simple rules and conditions
within a specific domain of development.
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8.5.2.6 Use of symmetry/replication/compartmentalization
I-
WC:wU
Symmetry/replication/compartmentalization
Figure 8.8 The Relationship of Symmetry/Replication/Compartmentalization to the
Energy of a System (least action)
To increase modularity and therefore system stability, the system
architect should utilize rules of development that incorporate symmetry,
replication, and compartmentalization
Symmetry, replication, and compartmentalization are configuration
strategies for the positioning of components in a system. By using these
configurations, energy is reduced within the system (least action), which
in turn implies that stability is improved. Symmetry produces perfect
balance, replication indicates that there is a reuse or redundancy in form-
functions (implying both efficiency and backup), and
compartmentalization resolves or puts forces into equilibrium and can
contain or halt a cascading failure.
Nature continually creates system architectures using these same form-
function design tools. It is believed that symmetry, replication, and
segmentation arose as architectural features that conveyed stability and
robustness through balance and adaptability.
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8.5.2.7 Use of energy (least action)
C6
U)o
U) 0
CUC ,)
Energy
Figure 8.9 The Relationship of the Energy of a System (least action) to
Stability/Robustness and to Efficiency
To create stable system architectures, the system architect should utilize
rules of development and selection criteria that incorporate least action,
or the minimizing of energy by the system
An overriding theme in this thesis has focused on the potential value of
the least action principle in the development of system architectures. It
was proposed that more stable system architecture options would be
produced by the application of rules of development or criteria for
selection that sought to minimize energy utilization within a system.
Certain organizational features certainly appear to contribute to this goal,
including design by modularity, hierarchical configuration, symmetry,
replication, compartmentalization, interconnectivity, and emergent form-
functions. In addition, efficiency, leanness, and possibly aesthetics are
maximized when energy is minimized.
Nature operates according to least action. The laws of classical and
quantum physics as well as the principles of biological development and
evolution can be said to reduce to least action. In enumerating the
possible combinations of form-functions, nature retains the most stable
(least action) while the unstable fall, or do not survive.
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8.5.2.8 Use of interconnectivity
Interconnectivity
(a)
Interconnectivity(b) Interconnectivity(c)
Figure 8.10 The Relationship of Interconnectivity to (a) Modularity/Hierarchical
Organization, (b) Stability, and (c) Robustness
To encourage emergence, reduce energy in a system, and increase
stability and robustness, the system architect should utilize rules of
development that incorporate the most efficient and effective
interconnectivity, as determined by least action
Interconnectivity has been the key characteristic process in the creation
of modularity, in the organization of system hierarchies, and in the
encouragement of emergence. As a consequence, interconnectivity
carries a major influence with respect to the system's energy use,
therefore the stability and even robustness of a system architecture. In a
stable design, the components of a module must be so well integrated as
to function as an independent unit. Excessive interconnectivity, however,
will cease to add any further stability but rather energy, which in effect
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should actually decrease stability. The entire system architecture must
then interrelate all modules or subsystems into a higher-order unit that
functions as one system-of-systems. Once again, if components are too
extensively interconnected to each other within or across levels, they
become interdependent, or if they become so specialized that they have
no replacement and cannot take over for another subsystem, then this
more fragile system architecture will face a higher potential for
cascading failure. Robustness against unexpected changes in internal or
external conditions can be improved by building in replication and looser
(more tolerant or compliant) degrees of hierarchical interrelationships.
Systems within systems in nature interrelate in a neighborhood-of-
neighborhoods manner, with physical form and function
interconnectivity as one obvious kind of subsystem interface.
Information transmission, as in the form of switches and feedback loops,
is another important type of interconnectivity in many systems.
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8.5.2.9 Use of a selector
Best solutions
The system architecture
selection (L A) process
where,
Bu: bottom-up generation
C: combinatorics (creating diversity)
L A: least action line
Figure 8.11 Addition of a Selector to the System Architecture Generator
To reduce a large creative space of possible system architectures to a
narrow set of best solutions from which the stakeholders will select a
design, the system architect should implement a selection process either
in the development of rules for the production set or in the definition of
selection criteria automatically applied to the space of generated
architectures
Creating an enormous space of system architecture alternatives is of little
value to the stakeholder, who would be overwhelmed by the information
load and unable to make a rational decision as to the best solution.
Therefore, a means is required to systematically reduce the generated set
of system architectures. If the production rules are written to embody all
selection criteria from the start, the creative space will indeed be reduced
but quite possibly at the expense of good, yet unimaginable ideas
(emergent form-functions). The degree of selectivity written into the
production set thus serves as a zoom lens that can narrow or broaden the
scope of vision, and this becomes the system architect's task as based on
expertise. Selection criteria applied directly to the generated output might
be contingent on specification details, identification of useful emergent
form-functions, stability/robustness factors, and efficiency/energy (least
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action).
Stability with respect to environmental changes is nature's ultimate
selection test ("survival of the fittest"). With abiotic and biotic systems,
development appears to proceed according to the least action principle;
the only information needed is what has happened to the system in the
past and what is happening now relative to the system's surroundings. In
the biological world, selectability is passed onto progeny system
architectures though the rule production set carried in the genome, but
for it to be passed on, the selection of that genome is decided by the
system's survival of various tests throughout the course of its life. In
addition, adaptability to changes in the environment is ensured through
the passing on of only those genomes that have survived, becoming the
basis for evolution. For human-engineered systems to evolve, the system
architect must understand the changing environment and correspondingly
alter the selectivity production rules or final selection criteria
appropriately.
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8.6 Future research
This section considers future directions for potential application of the SG - CA methodology
and for contribution to the theory of system architecture (see Figure 8.12; Appendix 8.8 provides
categories of possible research covering a broad range of fields in science and application). It is
envisioned that SG -+ CA applied across different classes of problems will undergo an evolution
or learning curve of ever-increasing capability (hopefully, a virtuous spiral), perhaps even
maturing eventually to complement current CAD/CAE/CAM/PDM/simulation digital design
systems.
The SG -+ CA methodology can be useful in both the development of system architectures as
well as the understanding of complex systems for those cases bearing appropriate attributes.
However, not all systems will present such opportunities for use with SG -- CA. In particular,
the system under investigation should be a fertile area for combinatoric opportunities in order to
yield large design, solution, or pattern recognition spaces. If the number of combinations that can
produce a design set is manageable by the human mind or with paper and pencil, the time
involved in developing the SG -+ CA transcription will not be worthwhile. To apply SG - CA
for a design problem, a set of basic form-functions must be identified as modules, with the
anticipation that they will be reused throughout the growing system-of-systems rather than be
assembled into a combination of many distinctly different form-functions. Whether systems are
composed of matter or are informational (abstract) or both, the rules that express the action of the
form-functions within their neighborhoods must be known and the system components expressed
visually in the variables. Examples for which rules or modules are very complicated, poorly
understood, ambiguous, or are called out in minutiae will not be good candidate studies for the
SG - CA approach. Finally, to apply SG -+ CA the system architect must understand the use of
shape grammar, grasp the concepts of cellular automata and make the connection with the shape
grammar, and have competency with Mathematica® or another programming language of
choice. Because SG -- CA is truly algorithmic in its development of production sets and is
therefore not formulaic but rather individualized to every problem situation, its successful
application must depend on the system architect's stock of knowledge, concepting and
computational skills, and basic ingenuity. Despite this list of stipulations (summarized in Table
8.3), this researcher believes that the benefits of an adaptable and visually intuitive design
approach, with built-in interpreter capable of generating extensive outputs, outweigh the
difficulties in learning and applying SG -+ CA.
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Specification is too complex (calling for extensive development of grammars
and techniques)
I Little time is available (urgent situation) to cevelop a snape grammar
There is limited opportunity for combinatorics I
System architect must understand and be able to use shape grammar, cellular
automata, and Mathematica®
Will require more experiments to mature
Table 8.3 Summarized Limitations of the SG -+ CA Methodology (Present, Early State)
As a major goal of this thesis, the SG -+ CA approach does demonstrate the usefulness of nature-
inspired computational design for the system architecting of the engineered systems selected
herein. Proceeding from the normative problems in the state of the field today and according to
system architecture "best practices," and given his own background and paradigm preferences,
this researcher found the combination of shape grammar with cellular automata into an
algorithmic production set as a good architecture for an engineering system design methodology.
Because this thesis has dwelled on nature-based system architecting in the development and
demonstration of SG -+ CA, time has not permitted a similar consideration with alternative
approaches. Future research therefore would be focused on evaluating the usefulness of this new
methodology by such endeavors as expanding the applicability of SG -+ CA to new domains in
order to mature its capabilities, comparing SG - CA design results to solutions that have
already been created to a given specification or problem, applying SG - CA to a realizable
problem that has not been solved or is presented in a real-life scenario, comparing SG -- CA to
other generative approaches in applications to the same problem, and by assessing the ease by
which system architects (students and in practice) can learn to apply this methodology. Perhaps
alternative computational methods might be identified and adapted in the future that better or
more easily utilize nature's system architecting processes for engineering systems.
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Nanosystems
Chemistry
Genomics and evolution
Swarms, group behavior
Human physiology
Understanding
systems in nature
Genetic switching_
Social systems
Sustainabilit Economics
Creative machinery
Expanded use of the
principle of least action
Design course
System architecture
automation
System
adaptability
Knowledge
Contribution r
Product
SContribution
Bridoes
Other human-engineered systems
Circuitry and
routing systems
Visual software
programming
Musicology
Aesthetic design
Invention machine
Figure 8.12 Radiant Branches of Future Research Based on Nature-inspired Self-generation
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8.7 Summary of contributions derived from this thesis
There are two broad kinds of contributions arising from the work in this thesis, pertaining to the
algorithmic approach developed and the observations derived from its application. First, this
investigation has incorporated requirements for a good system architecting methodology
combined with principles employed in nature's own approach to demonstrate a bottom-up
algorithm for generating system architectures. The creative alternatives generated satisfy a given
specification in a breadth and depth far exceeding that which can be accomplished by hand using
current system architecting methods and within a limited time and budget, without the
encumbrance of pre-existing architectural design paradigms. Furthermore, the analytical and
selection stages of SG -- CA require a clear understanding derived from the stakeholders' inputs
regarding their needs and wants. Ambiguity is thus addressed.
A more concrete, visually intuitive grammar and computational approach should assist the
system architect to more easily develop the production set designed to generate architecture
alternatives, as well as provide executives and stakeholders information more readily. SG --) CA
seeks to alleviate the time and cost of conducting numerical analyses in the design concept stage,
which can be excessive or even infeasible and may therefore be meaningless to the stakeholders.
Other benefits arising from the visual grammar and computational approach include the
capability to represent both static and dynamic systems (with forms and functional processes),
the adaptability for a variety of domains (practical, scientific, aesthetic), flexibility given the
system architect to set the selection criteria to widen or narrow the solution scope, relative ease
of debugging the visual output (of both the shape grammar and production set) by tracing
directly back to the list and textual coding, and the usefulness of SG --+ CA across cases (design
solutions, problem solving, hypothesis testing and modeling).
The second kind of contribution concerns the normative principles described in this chapter.
System architecting is a relatively new science in which theories are only beginning to be
developed. Existing methods so far lack clear guidance on the pursuit of good system
architecting and good system architectures. The observations from the studies within this thesis,
when considered in light of already existing scientific knowledge and theories and in conjunction
with a reliance on nature as a guide, have led to the postulation of principles representing what
should happen in a system architecting endeavor.
More specific contributions from the research are summarized in three tiers in Figure 8.13. A
zoom-in on the contribution, SG - CA formal methodology to system architecting, is contained
in Table 8.4, which highlights the benefits of this algorithmic approach. Finally, Table 8.
presents a number of additional contributions that are technical with respect to the methodology.
This thesis is truly a starting point; the ending sets forth a beginning in the proposing of future
investigations that could be conducted to better comprehend the power and application of system
architecting through the emulation of nature. Nature is a computational system architecting
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mechanism, captured in Darwin's closing paragraph to the Origin of Species [282]. His phrase,
"... from so simple a beginning ... " is the essence of the notion of simple primitives and their
grammars, which result in " ... endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful ... ." The
never-ending cycles of ordering, disordering, and reordering form-functions, all while
conserving energy, comprise nature's vast resource for creating diverse system architectures
from primitives to highly stable form-functions, constituting a sustainable loop. Trust in
following nature as a guide in thinking about system architecting has led to a much better and
gratifying appreciation for nature's creative, developmental, and sustaining processes.
In the long run, this thesis has been about system architecting - how system architectures
develop (especially in nature) and how humans might do it better. The methodology developed
and demonstrated here has proceeded to embody nature's approach to system architecting while
at the same time attempting to address the critical issues in the current state of application.
Exploring different domains using this methodology has thus led to an increased understanding
of nature's powerful computational methods and both why and how human-engineered systems
should be, and can be, created in a similar manner.
Figure 8.13 Summary of Contributions
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I I I I
Use of nature as Formal Responsive Addressing
f a model for - methodologyl - to thesis -w of universal
system to system goals problems
architecting architecting
(see Table 8.4) (see Table 8.1)
Postulated principles Computational rather than Widened use of
Second ti r derived from observations numerical methods cellular automata for
on the experiments systems investigations
by visual interface
Potential Widened use of shape grammar Human knowledge interface
fruitful future directions for systems in general, including to reduce computational
in system architecting incorporation of function search towards satisfying a
specification
RI
Thiir deriva
cell
auto
process process creative space (see Table 8.5)
I
;:i~""""""~"""""""~""""""""""~"""""""
Holistic systems framework
tngages staKenolUers in specuying anM seiecung system aUrCnltCtturLes lnat adct;tL
them directly
Automatically generates creative/solution spaces of system architectures that are
physically legitimate and satisfy a given specification in timely manner
Formal approach to creativity by combinatorics applied to form-function
Provides flexibility to the system architect for setting selection criteria to widen
or narrow the solution scope to a manageable space for the stakeholders
Based on nature's principles and theoretical foundations
IPedagogical mechanism for teaching skill sets to better understand system
architecture and relevant disciplines I
Table 8.4 Benefits of the SG - CA Formal Methodology to System Architecting
(zoom-in from Figure 8.13)
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Technical Contributions
Use of list structure within a Moore neighborhood template to easily turn on and off the
active neighbors in the neighborhood (see Sections 3.2.3, 3.3.3.1, 6.3.1.1, 6.4.2.1,
7.3.1.2)
use or nestea list structure ior LoiuA ana accreton moaeis ior ease oI airecuy
converting collision and accretion picture rules into their respective hexagonal vectors
without the need for binary position numbers; can be extended using SG --+ CA to
describe interactions of other many-body systems (see Sections 3.2.3.2, 7.2.2)
Notion ot a genome-Turing tape production set using a tape divided into blocks (read
from left to right one block at a time); each block can contain as much practical
computation as desired, including one or more cellular automata and the combinatoric
programs (see Sections 3.3.3.1, 4.3, 5.3, 8.8.4)
Use of symmetry grouping by properties such as degree of stability, interconnectivity,
or physical features to narrow the solution space (see Sections 3.3.4, 5.5)
Table 8.5 List of Technical Contributions (zoom-in from Figure 8.13)
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Use of least action for creating and selecting the comparatively most efficient group of
system architecture solutions (see Section 2.2.2)
* Defining the neighborhood of action (all experiments)
* Selecting the configuration group (final narrowing process if the least action is
not expressed in the rules) (see Section 5.4.6)
Use of "halt" as a right-hand rule to stop computation if a physically illegitimate
neighborhood combination will occur, saving unnecessary computing time (see Sections
6.3.1, 6.4.2.1)
characteristics of a style (see Section 5.2.7)
Use of evolutionary computation search procedures for finding solutions rapidly in a
very large creative space (see Section 6.5)
I combinations of unstable form-function (see Section 3.3.4) I
Table 8.5 (Cont'd)
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8.8 Appendix (possible future research branches)
8.8.1 System architecting bridges and beyond
The bridge studies in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 could be expanded to generate an efficient group of
bridges in general, starting with the only specification, to span from position A to position B.
The system could include a hybridization of bridge styles as discussed in Section 5.5. A special
purpose SG --+ CA for solving a class of problems, such as bridge system architectures, could
thus be developed to output different solutions depending on the particular specifications, such as
using beam, cantilever, or suspension/cable stayed designs, with or without trussing, as
determined by the dimensional requirements and environmental conditions. A follow-on
development would be that of an automatic concept generating system for other complex system
architecting (wider range of classes of problems), starting with design problems that have similar
hierarchical organizations of simple building elements assembled into modules that are further
combined with each other and/or repeated in use. Possibly this method could be adapted as a
front-end of CAD systems for system architecting, as well as linked to an automated search and
retrieval system for semantic databases to add technology searches to the SG -- CA capability.
8.8.2 Economics and sustainability
Economics is concerned with social systems and their development, thus a good fit for extending
explorations with the SG -, CA methodology. When considering social systems, it is important
to more fully grasp micro-macro conditions and effects (the same issue as local-global). An
economic system, for example, is a global or macroeconomic entity composed of local system-
of-systems transactions that by their collective action cause the emergent macroeconomy. The
driver for the economic growth cycle is needs-wants, and the enabler is the creative process that
finds ways to satisfy the needs, delivering value to society (customers, consumers, producers,
suppliers, creators, inventors). This thesis has highlighted the usefulness of taking a local
approach to system architecting systems, leading to better understanding of the global system-of-
systems. Sustainability is an important goal for social systems such as enterprises and
economies. For the economic sustainability of the enterprise, the phenomenon of the innovator's
dilemma must be solved by increasing endeavors in creativity, invention, and technological
change.
The SG --, CA methodology has already demonstrated its value in creative and emergent
solution finding, and if incorporated into an economic growth model, may help identify the
influencing factors to change at the local level of transactions in order to sustain an enterprise or
improve (stabilize) the economy. A shape grammar for an economic system might allow
different policies to be tested or theories explored on economic behavior, such as the frequency
and amplitude of cyclic swings in economies (e.g., Does the patent system stimulate or retard
84 For the experiments in this thesis, it was not necessary to add a third dimension, but for future research efficient
three-dimensional system architectures should be explored.
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creativity and economic growth? How do fiscal and monetary policies affect economic growth?
Is there a better system for public ownership and organization of the enterprise than the present
form? Should management be driven by making immediate returns to try to keep the stock price
high or plan for longer-term investments in innovation that might better sustain the enterprise?
Does sustainability depend on stability of the system in conjunction with its neighboring
systems?). Different answers to such questions relating to growth in the enterprise might be
visually compared by formulating these economic system situations in SG -+ CA.
8.8.3 SG -+ CA as an invention machine
The SG --, CA methodology has implications for inventions. By means of taking a design (a
style) and then generating variations, a catalog can become a means of finding better design
alternatives that also avoid existing patents (if any) and therefore become a new invention -
SG --+ CA can be an inventive methodology. Professor John Koza has earlier studied and applied
his genetic programming technique as a promising invention mechanism for generating
alternatives to designs based on probabilistic sampling of design space [283]. Physical laws are
not embedded in the development stage, and the computation instead relies on separate, time-
consuming fitness tests of forms for their function and stability.
8.8.4 The creative machinery
The sequential tape of cellular automata, combinatorics, and simple programs conceptually
followed by the studies in Chapters 3 through 7 can be expanded into an array architecture
(shown in Figure 8.14). This array is similar to a general purpose switching logic array, except
these switches are cellular automata that can be identical, different (specialized), or a mixture of
both. The array can be "wired" or programmed to execute in any order - a general-purpose
(universal) cellular automaton machine, and to resemble nested cellular automata or a feedback
closed loop cellular automata system as notionally depicted in Figure 8.15. According to Turing
and von Neumann, computers and programs can be interchangeable [284, p. 79]. If one is able to
system architect special purpose computers, then likewise programs can be system architected
for the same purposes. The array of cellular automata can be considered as a flexible assembly
and/or control system of machines that could be interconnected programmatically (or hardwired)
to produce form-function in any manner desired - a creativity machine.
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Figure 8.14 SG --, CA Creative System Archteecting Machinery
The notion of a Turing tape divided into blocks containing one or more cellular automata with
simple programs such as combinatorics or other instructions was first presented in Chapter 2 and
detailed in Chapter 5. Another view of this machine model is as a sequence of cellular automata
with primitives as the raw material input and the output or final "product" as the system
of functions (processing network paths) and increased processing speed. There is no global
algorithm, only local processing obeying physical laws and building from primitives to higher-
systems are examples of systems that allow (generate) multiple histories.
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One could create a production set with a hierarchy of rule sets whereby a rule set was composed
of cellular automata, each cellular automaton with its own rule set, resulting in a large cellular
automaton composed of smaller cellular automata. This notion is the same as a function-of-
functions (or operators in mathematics and computation). The lower-order functions must be
accurately captured in the grammar. An example of such a nested configuration starts from an
initial condition, or germinating seed, where each cellular automaton in the nest operates
continuously or may halt after a number of steps (e.g., time limit reached) as the nest executes in
a closed feedback loop. Interestingly, this architecture is both integrative (loop acting between
systems) and recursive (system acting within itself). For instance, in a simple two cellular
automata loop the output of CA 1 becomes the input to CA2, and then in the next step the output
of CA 2 becomes the input to CA 1, and so on. Each cellular automaton can have one or more
recursive steps before sending its output to another cellular automaton. In this manner, each
cellular automaton depends on another in the system-of-systems. The development of
multicellular subsystems in an organism might be modeled in this way, beginning with an
embryonic single cell state.
The SG -- CA can also be positioned in a stock and flow system dynamics model, where the
SG -~ CA's act as rate of change functions and the stock is an accumulation of output from each
SG -* CA. The example in Figure 8.15 shows seven system stocks and eight SG -> CA's for
generating each of the system output states. The loops are causal feedbacks in the system, or a
closed loop Turing tape that never halts unless acted upon by an outside energy source. For
example, stock 3 might be a temperature, concentration level, or quantity to be maintained. The
upper loop could be a network of SG -. CA's and stocks that increase the level of stock 3 while
the lower loop decreases the level of stock 3. If the two loops are in balance, then the level of
stock 3 is homeostatic.
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Figure 8.15 SG -+ CA Embedded in a Closed Loop as Flows within a Feedback System
Dynamics Stock-Flow Diagram86
8.8.5 System adaptability - robustness
An important question involves how to design a system from the bottom-up which is able to
adapt to changes in uncontrollable parameters that are beyond the specified limits for which the
original system was specified. Perturbation rules could be interjected at various random times or
stages during the generation of a system architecture (akin to a mutation or a cascading failure).
Such rules might employ interactive agents (shapes, molecules) to allow the system architecture
to experience extreme loads, vibrations, temperatures, etc., with the system architect having
developed conditional correction actions in the rule set that adapt the architecture to withstand
such perturbations (similarly to how a tree bends with the wind, muscles strengthen by use, or
bones develop to support loads).
86 This SG -+ CA based closed loop system is different from the AnyLogic (XJ Technologies Company) program
that uses agent-based modeling coupled with Vensim® System Dynamics (Ventana Systems, Inc.).
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8.8.6 Expanded use of the principle of least action for determining equilibrium states
over spacetime
The extension of the least action principle to determine equilibrium states over spacetime would
be a useful endeavor since probably most systems realistically do not have a single point
optimization (balance state) due to constant changes occurring in time and space. The calculus of
variations uses a spacetime approach for optimization applications, which is needed for complex
system behavior studies compared to single point calculus optimization, which does not account
for the system behavior over time, only an instant in time. The calculus of variations is the
method for computing the least action configuration of a system, unless ideally least action is
incorporated directly in the rule sets (such as the lattice gas and accretion cellular automata
demonstrated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7).
Exploiting SG -- CA as a computational process to substitute for numerical methods, it may be
possible to compute the least action "worldline" by SG -- CA, speeding up the determination of
the least action configuration without sacrificing accuracy. So called chaotic behavior may be
modeled similarly with the least action embedded within the rule set. 87 The principle of least
action represented through SG -- CA might also be applied to make predictions related to
quantum behaviors. Another potential application is for finite element analysis using the
SG -- CA as a methodology for the calculation of variations.
8.8.7 Understanding systems in nature
Highlighted as a result of this thesis is the potential for near-term research and application in the
relatively new and rapidly developing field of nanosystems, including electronic devices,
computation, chemistry, materials science, and health (genomic and pharmaceutical) science. For
example, the SG -- CA modeling of the accretion process of primitives could provide needed
understanding of the formation of structures from molecules through stars. Architecting of new
chemical compounds for medical drugs or modeling of genetic effects for better understanding of
normal versus abnormal conditions could pose especially significant areas of research
application. SG -- CA might even be applied to paleontology, the tracing of different life forms
and filling in of gaps, as modeled by combinatoric variations in styles and modules of body
forms. An exploration also could be conducted into the possible genetic link between prokaryote
operons and eukaryote Hox genes, apparently important to the origins of evolution and
development of complex system architectures. A different modeling approach with respect to
behaviors has demonstrated that computationally emulating insects living in societies is feasible
given their restrictive rules of behavior, so called stigmergy [286]. Flocking and herding
behavior is another restricted rule-based, "societal" phenomena successfully studied under the
name swarm intelligence [127]. The ants' work rules in the colony are genetically controlled
(predetermined), with the ant colony population divided into classes whereby each genetic class
87 A relevant paper by Gray and Taylor describing the least action for saddle point conditions in manifolds [285]
could be considered for incorporating into a SG -- CA rule set for nonlinear dynamic studies.
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obeys certain rules of behavior. SG -+ CA might likewise be applied for modeling colony, crowd
behavior, or massively parallel communication systems.
The SG --+ CA approach could be useful in modeling hypotheses to better understand the
interrelated functioning of physiological systems, and if perturbations such as dysfunctions or
disruptive outside agents are introduced, how these systems can malfunction. Such research
could examine physiological functioning at the level of the smallest observable components,
such as cellular processes or chemical exchanges, or of interactions either among subsystems
within one major system's domain or between the major system domains themselves. The
SG --+ CA procedure may prove of great assistance in permitting researchers to more quickly
simulate various conditions using different rules in order to observe their accuracy in conforming
to actual nature, or even through trial and error replication allow researchers to find the correct
physics for phenomena under investigation.
8.8.8 A specific case of genetic switching
Genomic computation and control theory pertaining to biological systems could constitute a
fruitful domain for application of the SG --+ CA approach by means of modeling a functional
group of genes in Escherichia coli called operons. Based on past efforts of this researcher, a
future plan is to attempt a SG -, CA model of the Ara operon, which is considered a type of
genetic switch regulating the concentration of the sugar, arabinose, within the E. coli system by
the process of catabolism.
The Ara operon can be considered a computational sequence consisting of a variable length
block format tape composed of a sequence of cellular automata, combinatorics, and simple
programs. Reading the tape by a Turing machine generates the nanosystem architecture, herein a
regulatory switching action. The blocks would be the shape grammars transcribed into their
respective cellular automata and simple programs. The tape is comprised of two closed loops,
switching from one loop to the other based on the presence of glucose in one instance and the
presence of arabinose and absence of glucose sugars in the other instance. It is expected that a
portion of a previously completed Ara operon system dynamics diagram will be captured by the
SG --+ CA methodology to determine its modeling versatility. Figure 8.16 is a brief schematic of
the switch:
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Energy source: Glucose is Tape (Loop) for repression
present and arabinose is
not present No AraC generating
Switch
Energy source: Glucose is
not present and arabinose ' Tape (Loop) for activation
is present AraC generating
Figure 8.16 Example of Understanding a Physical Phenomenon:
Regulator, the Ara Operon
compose a tape for
repressing
compose a tape for
activating
an Energy Source
Interesting aspects of this experiment would include:
* the concept of tape as a loop (a tape in a circle that can be read repeatedly until halted by
an outside source, presence of a type of sugar)
* applying SG - CA in an effort to better understand the operation of a biological process
heretofore not easily modeled
* constructing the AraC protein molecule
* regulating the concentration level of the AraC protein and arabinose sugar
* modeling a genetic switch; the nano switching operation as a basis of logic and memory
* investigating the Ara operon as an example of a quantum (genetic and molecular)
computing system
* nano quantum switch that operates within normal room temperature conditions
This effort should demonstrate the value of the SG -- CA modeling technique for understanding
complex physical behavior in a biological computing system. The study may shed light on
nature's quantum computing process, providing an alternative paradigm to transistor gate logic
for switching currently used in artificially produced computing systems. The study will also
attempt to investigate if this operon switch as a biotic system operates with the same Boolean
logic as artificial computing systems or by a different paradigm. The model so developed will be
compared to existing experimental data for accuracy of its presentation. A follow-on experiment
based upon techniques developed to investigate the operon's processes could move to the study
of nerve functioning using the SG -- CA emulation of signal transmission cause and effects.
8.8.9 Circuitry and routing systems
The ideas originating in Chapter 6 (meanders to subfloor heating systems) might be extended to
the architecting of different types of routing systems. The pipe routing is a general class of
routing type problem that includes any kind or scale of circuit requiring continuity and sequential
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paths. An extension for future experiments could include wiring diagrams and circuitry layouts,
with or without components along the path of the circuit. In addition, network (client-server)
connections, scheduling systems, and traveling salesman-type problems might be addressed with
this SG -+ CA system architecting method.
8.8.10 Visual software programming
The biggest problem for managing software development is that it is not visible; one cannot
"see" progress in the same manner that hardware is visually evaluated. Therefore, it is generally
difficult to determine the percentage complete of a software development or see where logic
breakdowns occur or fail to meet the specification. Since the SG -- CA is a visually-based
methodology, it would be interesting to explore how to develop software programs visually,
comparing human effort to the modular generation of code automatically. Lessons learned from
Koza's genetic programming should be included in consideration of SG -, CA development as
an automatic programming system [121, 126, 287, 288].
8.8.11 Musicology
Much of musical composition is based on a style template with development of variations and
repetitions of components, using notes as building elements. It should be feasible to discern the
system architecture of musical compositions, and in fact musicians often express that they
"visualize" the form of the musical piece. A music composition task would entail using shape
primitives to represent notes. Then rules would be created for developing modules of musical
forms and for combining, repeating, or varying these forms within a selected configuration in
order to compose system architecture catalogs based on the desired style. Examples of efforts in
algorithmically creating music are given by Cope and Miranda [289, 290].
8.8.12 Aesthetic design
The SG -- CA approach could be applied for aesthetically creative purposes through the
generation of a diversity of patterns (varying in placement or configuration, scale, color, form,
number) for such applications as fabrics, interior designs, and building styles. The utilitarian or
decorative arts as well as architecture would present fertile grounds for creative applications.
8.8.13 Develop design course in the theory of system architecture
Potential benefit could be derived in the use of the SG -+ CA algorithmic approach to system
architecting as a teaching method (and eventually a tool) for scientific investigations into
systems. Such a curriculum should include exposure to a wide range of fundamentals in the
discipline of system architecting:
* System-of-systems approach (neighborhood-of neighborhoods)
* Bounded rationality
* Theory of system architecture
o Current state of system architecture
o Universal problems (normative)
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* System architecture representation approaches
" Nature's principles for system architecting
o Relevance to the engineering of human-made systems
* Holistic problem analysis
o Stakeholder needs/wants (stakeholder value mapping)
o Form-function analysis and synthesis
o Conditions and constraints
o Selection criteria
* A generative process (bottom-up)
o Evolutionary computation (and other generative approaches to system
architecting)
* Computational theory
o Grammar
o Language
o Automata
o Quantum computing
o Software programming
* Symbolic programming
* Algorithms
o Sequential versus parallel processing
o SPACE and TIME complexity
* Physical laws
o Least action mechanics
o Stability
o Robustness
* Mathematics related to system architecture
o Function, geometry (transformations), algebra, topology, logic, sets, groups,
graph theory, combinatorics, lists
* SG - CA as a method for scientific investigations into systems and for development of
system architectures
o Attributes of SG -+ CA
o Specific techniques
o Use a shape grammar
o Use of cellular automata
o Use of the programming language Mathematica®
* Team or individual research projects to build understanding by applying the lessons
8.8.14 Toward the science of system architecting
A comprehensive chart for tracking key information (articles, theses, research findings, tasks to
be accomplished, gaps in knowledge) for the development of a theory of system architecture
would be invaluable to students, researchers, and practitioners, saving time in literature searches
through the sharing of knowledge and building upon others' contributions more efficiently. The
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research tree could be an open architecture displayed in both the real world and digital space in
which anyone can view missing gaps and offer contributions to fill them, enhancing ease of
access by the community at large.
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